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1 Q. Please state your name and business address,

2 A. Shirley K. Sicilian,1500 Arrowhead Rd., Topeka, Kansas.
3 Q. By whom and in what capacity are you employed?
4- A. I am employed by the State Corporation Commission of Kansas (KCC or
5 Commission) as Chief of the Office of Economic Policy. '
6 Q. Please summarize your educational and professional background.
7 A. I graduated from the University of Kansas with a B.A. in Economics in 1931.
8 In 1984, I earned a Juris Doctorate and a Mastera in Economics, both from
9 the University of Kansas. In 1985,I accepted a position as Associate Research

. 10 Economist with the Institute for Public Policy and Business Research at the
11 University of Kansas, and in September of 1987 I accepted my current
12 position. I am a member of the Kansas Bar and the American Economie
13 Association.

14 Q. Have you previously testified before this Commission?

15 A. Yes. I have testified on economic policy issues in five cases before this
16 Commission.-

17 O. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?
18 A. The purpose of my testimony is to esta*olish an economic framework for
19 analyzing utility mergers. In establishing this framework, I develop the
20 general regulatory standard by which the Kansas Commission should evaluate
21 the proposed merger transaction and specific policy recommendations which
22 would ensure that the proposed mergers will tend to meet this general
23 regulatory standard. My testimony is organized as follows:
24 1. The Regulatory Standard for Mergers
25 A. Development of a Regulatory Standard for Mergers
26 B. General Application of this Regulatory Standard 1

27 II. How Best to Ensure the Standard is Met
28 A. The Commission should set Policy Regarding Acquisition
29 Premium
30 B. The Commission should set Policy Curbing the Effect of a
31 Merger on Market Power

Sicilian 1
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1 C. The Commission should Set Policy Allocating the Risk or not
2 Attaining Merger Benefits
3 D. Review the E4ect of the Transaction on the Kansas Economy
4 III. Summary

5 L T1IE REGULATION STANDARD FOR KfERGERS.
6 A. Development of a Standard.

7 Q. What standard should the proposed merger meet to gain regulatory approval?
8 A. Regulatory approval should be contingent on whether the merger transaction
9 promotes the public interest.

10 O. What criteria must be met for a transaction to promote the public interest?
'

11 A. One of the most importent criteria is that the transaction should be
12 economically efficient.

13 Q. Please explain what you mean by economically efficient.
14 A. An exchange of goods or services is said to be cronomically efficient if the
15 potential exists for all parties affected by the transac. ion to be made better
16 off. Regardless of who bears the costs and who reaps the benefits, the
17

transaction is still economically efficient as long as the gains are large enough
18 that the winners could theoretically compensate the losers. Compensation

"

19 need not actually take place for the condition of economic efficiency to be
20 met; the only ret ou .nent is that the benetits from trade to society as a whole
21 outweigh the cor ,
22 O. Is it possible for more than one alternative transaction to be an economically
23 efficient transaction?
2 A. As long as transactions are mutually exclusive, this is possible only in the
25 unlikely event that the alternative transact ons are equally efficient. Eveni

26 though two or more transactions would produce net benefits when each is
27

viewed in isolation, if one transaction is more efficient than another, approval
28 of a less efficient transaction would create an opportunity cost equal to the
29 net benefits achievable under the most efficient transaction. By definition,
30 this opportunity cost would more than offset the net benefits of the chosen,
31 less efficient, transaction, making it a net cost transaction. Thus, a transaction

Sicilian 2
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I will produce a net detriment unless it provides the maximum benefits when
2 compared to all mutually exclusive transactions siewed ht isolation.

3 Q. Is economic Weiency the only possible criterion for determining the interest
4 of th: public?

'

5 A. No. De public interest may go beyond economic efficiency to include
6 comideration of other factors, most notably equity. Also, the 'p& interest"
7. could be interpreted as a more parochial reference to the Kansas public,
8 instead of society as a whole.

9 Q. Is equity an issue in this case?

10 A. This issue till arise in allocating costs and benefits of the prevailing
11 transaction between ratepayers and shareholders, and across ratepayer classes.
12 However, thh type of equity should not play a role in determitung whether
13 the transaction will be approved. Our aim should be to induce the efficient
14 9misaction: the one that will produce net benefits, or gains from trade, for
15 efficient and equitable distribution to the parties.
16 Q. In determining the most efficient transaction, should we consider efficiency
17 with respect to society as a whole or with respect to Kansas only?
18 A. We should consider society as a whole. This means that we should balance
19 total company costs and benefits, rather than just costs and benefits which we
20 are likey N allocate to the Kansas portion of the company. The Commission
21 has traditionally considered the similar issue of prudency on a total company
22 basis. We determine whether or not the company made a prudent decision
23 with respect to the total company, not just whether the Kansas net benefits
24 are the highest they could be. To do otherwise could actually lead to poorer
25 results for Knnunt For example, it could be the case that two transactions
26 are being considered, each of which, when viewed in isolation, produces net
27 benefits on a total company basis. The KCC may approve one on the basis
28 of Kansas jurisdictional benefits and deny the other. If the Missouri
29 Commissicn approves the other on the basis of Missourijurisdictional benefits
30 and denies the KCC approved transaction, then neither transaction will take '

31 place and ratepayers in both jurisdictions are likely to be worse off than if

Sicilian 3
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1 either of the transactions had survived. If, instead, both jurisdictions are
2 attempting to determine the efficient transaction on a total company basis,
3 ratepayers in both states will at least be better off, even if one state is not
4 quite as well off as it could have been.

5 I do not mean that the Commissior. should ignore the effect of a
6 transaction on Kansas. In its day to day business, as a policy, the Commission

7 should consider total company effects. Assuming other jurisdictions are doing
8 the same, we will all be better off. In a case of this magnitude, however, the
9 Commission should check the results of its decision for its effects on Kansas.

10 (he Kansas effect should not be the main focus, but a parameter that would
11 become constraining if the effect on Kansas is actually a net detriment. The
12 converse should not be true, however: a transaction that produces net costs
13 on a company wide basis should not be approved just because it also happens
14 to produce net benefits on a * Kansas only" basis. This could lead to
15 unacceptable waste from a societal standpoint.
16 O. Please summarize the standard you have developed for regulatory approval
17 of merger transactions.

18 A. A merger transaction should be approved if it p.omotes the public interest.
19 A merger should meet the public interest standard if it is e:.onomically
20 efficient on a total company basis, and it does not produce a net detriment
21 to Kansans. A proposed merger is economically ef5cient if the benefits
22 produced by that transaction are greater than the costs, including the cost of
23 forgone benefits achievable under the next best alternative transactions.

24 B. General Application of this Regulatory Standard.
25 O. What specine costs and benefits should be comparco in order to determine
26 whether a proposed merger is economically efficient?
27 A. Determining whether a merger is an economically efficient merger requires
28 a comparison of the purchase and transaction costs of producing certain
29 efficiencies under one proposal to the purchase and transaction costs under
30 alternative proposals for producing the same efficiencies. In this docket, then,

Sicilian-4
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I we are concerned with the very complex question of whether resources can
2 be allocated most efficiently by internalizing trausetions through the
3 proposed combination of finns, i.e. by increasing horizontal and vertical

integration,2nd broadening scope, by some alternative combination of firms,4

5 or through external transactions,i.e. a market allocation of resources between
6 two or more separate firms (stand alone KGE and KPL). A merger is simply

'

7 a means of internalizing transactions. After a merger, market transactions
8 would no longer occur between the firms, instead these transactions would be
9 internalized within the merged company. We are ultimately trying to

10 determine which firm and industry structure will most efficiently allocate
11 resources. It is, of course, possible that the status quo (stand alone KGE
12 with market transactions) is the efficient structure.

1

13 O. Please describe how internalizing transactions through merger can lead to
{
1

14 economies of vertical integration, horizontal integration, and scope. !
15 A. A vertically integrated firm is one that operates at different production levels
16 in the same industry. Thus, economics of vertical integration exist where the
17 cost of jointly producing a final product and an input into the final product
18 is less 2an the cost of producing them separately. In the electric industry,
19 generation, transmission and distribution are usually thought of as separate
20 products with generation and transmission being inputs into distribution. So,
21 for example, economies of vertical integration would exist in this case if KPL
22 were in need of additional capacity, and it were less co?tly to society to obtain
23 such capacity by acquiring the power producing assets than by contracting in
24 the market for the finished power.
25 A horizontally integrated firm is one that operates at more than one
26 location and produces the same product at each location. Economies of
27 horizontal integration exist when the average cost of output is less when
28 produced by an integrated firm than when produced by individual firms.
29 Economics of scope are present when the cost of producing two
30 different products jointly, for example gas service and electric service, is less
31 than the cost of producing them separately.

Sicilian 5
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1 Q. Please delineate the range of potential firm and industry structures, the costs
2

and beneSts of which could be compared as alternatives to a proposed
3 merger.

4 A. Horizontally and vertically integrated firms emerge where it is less costly to
5 organize production using internal command and control mechanisms than it

is to use arm's length market transactions. In fact, all firms have some degree6

7 of horizontal or vertical integration at various stages in the production
8

process. Transactions that do not take place within one firm are generally
9 characterized as market transactions, transfers of resources between Grms

10 through the market.

11
A continue of market transactions exists which vary from simple spot

12
market transactions to extremely long term contracts with complex terms. As

13 contractual complexity increases, the costs of contracting also increase and it
14

becomes more likely that internal characteristics. For example, joint ventures
15 from firms may be operated in a manner more like a single firm if the
16

venture partners establish a management structure allowing the joint venture
17 to operate independently.'
18 Q. How is optimal firm size and structure determined?
19 A. The optimal firm structure and size is determined by an intricate set of
20

relationships reficcting product characteristics, production characteristics,
21 information costs, and factors determining contracting and transaction costs.
22

The notion of optimal firm size is further complicated when we move beyond
23 single product non integrated firms to consider multi product firms such as
24 KPUs joint production of electricity and gas service.
25

An ideal analy.is of the costs and benefits proposed merger would
26 involve investigating the potential for enhanced economies of scale for
27

individual pro 6; cts, economics of scope across different products, and

, _ -

' Joskow, Paul L, and Schmalensee, Richard; Markets for Power. MIT28
29 Press,1983, pp. 26 29.

_

Sicilian-6
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1 economies associated with vertical integration. Economic theory has moved
2 well beyond the point where we would want to characterize optimum firm
3 size and optimum firm stmeture in terms of a one dimensional measure
4 called firm scale.:

5 Q. In thb case specifically, what benefits might the proposed merger have the j
6 potential to produce?

l

7 A. The proposed merger may capture various transaction cost savings
8 opportunities which can be characterized as resulting from the achievement
9 of economies of vertical integration, horizontal integration, and scope. The

10 merger would create economies of vertical integration if KPL ownership of i

11 KGE excess generation capacity is the most efficient means of KPL acquiring
12 electricity for (future) distribution to current KPL customers.
13 Many of the cost savings that KPL claims will result from the merger
14 are examples of economies of horizontal integration. These include sasings
15 that KPL expects to result from: the integration of existing headquarters
16 functions, insurance coverage, audit expenses, joint dispatch, maintenance
17 expenses, consolidation of inventories, and increased purchasing power
18 through volume purchases.

19 KPL also claims economies of scope exist in the production of gas and
20 electricity, KPL expects these scope economics to be achieved at the
21 distribution level through the consolidation of field offices and the reduction
22 of common inputs such as those associated with customer service activities,
23 meter reading, and customer billing. KPL claims that operational synergies
24 resulting from economics of scope are substantial. Mr. William Brown
25 testified for KPL that of the operational opportunities providing economic
'6 justification for the merger,

|

|

27 8
See: Baumol, William J.; Panzer, John C.; and Willig, Robert D.

28 contestable Markets and the Theory of Market Structure. New York:29 Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,1982.

Sicilian 7
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1 Of greatest significance are the operational
2 crgies associated with integrating the
3 ' tribution related functions of the two
4 companies in those areas where KG&E's electric
5 semce territory overlaps with KPL's natural gas
6 senice territory. (Direct Testimony of Mr.
7 William Brown, page 4, lines 16 20)

'

8 From these benefits one must subtract benefits which would have been
9 achievable under the best alternative tran: action.

10 Q. Are there changes in costs other than purchase and transaction costs
11 associated with the merger?
12 A. Yes, in addition to direct transaction costs, we must consider mmtect costs
13 of transactions such as financial costs arising through dillution of stock value,
14 any loss in economic er:iency due 'o increased monopoly power from the
15 merger, and any externalities of the merger as they affect the rest of the
16 Kansas economy. Here again, these indirect cost changes must be netted
17 against indhect costs associated with the next best alternative transaction for
18 achieving the proposed efficiencies.

19 II. HOW BEST TO ENSURE THAT THE REGULATORY STANDARD IS
20 MET.

21 Q. Can the Commission assume that capital markets will most likely produce
22 economically efficient merger transactions that promote the public interest as
23 you have defined it?

24 A. For the most part, yes. It is widely appreciated that retail markets for
25 electric power tend to be monopolistic and must be regulated; yet, it is
26 generally accepted that capital markets are workably competitive and capable
27 of producing optimal allocations of assets with out direct regulatory control.
28 This efficiency producing feature of the capital markets is dependent,
29 bowever, on appropriate investor expectations of regulatory action. If we
30 are to rely on efficient capital markets as is expected in most industries toa

31 generate optimal transactions, we can facilitate the market prxess and
32 encourage transactions t'o take place which are truly within the public interest

Sicilian-8
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|
| 1 by providing the proper regulatory parameters and rules. This is because the

i 2 value of an uset or set of auets (a firm) to an investor is defined as the
t 3 discounted value of future cash Dows it will generate. In reFulated industries,

4
.

Commission regulatory pricing and policies will determine what those cash

; 5 Dows are To promote the public interest, regulators should set prices and
6 policy such that investors expect the Commission will continue effectivelyi

;7 regalating and constraining profits on utility assets to a " fair" return. if
1

8 investors have poor information upon which to base their estimates of an
; 9 asset's earning power, there is an increased probability they will over or '

10 under estimate such earning power, with the result that transactions will have
11 prices which are too high or too low, or will not take place at all due to

| 12 uncertainty, Furthermore, investors will recognize the increased risk of
13 " guessing" wrong as to earning power, and will therefore demand a higher
14 return on capital committed to the investment. With poor information,
15 investor bids for assets would have a heightened probability of being too high
16 or too low, relative to the true economic value of the assets, which could

'

17 lead to an ineftleient employment of the assets. It is always the case that,
18 the more informed the market, the more ef5ciently it will allocate resources.

-

19 O. Is there potential for inappropriate expectations in this case?
20 _A. In this case, there are areas of capital market uncertainty regarding
21 regulatory ele stricity pricing and policy which the Commission should address
22 in order to promote rational earnings expectations, reasonable bidding and
23 efficient employment of assets by the capital market. These areas include:
24 1) the allocation of expected merger benefits between ratepayers and -

25 shareholders, 2) the potential for excess shareholder profits through
j '26 heightened monopolization of transmission and distribution markets, and 3)

L 27 the allocation of risk between ratepayers and shareholders that the estimated
28 net merger benefits will not materialize,

29 If we do not formulate policy to address these areas of uncertainty,
30 bidders may assume maximum returns: an ability to recover all acquisition
31 costs, an ability to create and retain monopoly profits, and ratepayer

Sicilian 9
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1 shouldering of risk. Thu a lack of Commission policy could result in an
2 unfortunate sequence of e; ' lated bid prices, making it even less likely that
3 the victor utility could sum i without the additional recovery, this in turn
4 making a Commission more h sitant to deny it to them.
5 Q. Can we assume that the application before us is likely to be in the public
6 interest as you have defined it?

7 A. No. The application before us is the product of a cap,tal market bidding
8 process in which information inputs from the regulators to the market were
9 poor. Unless the Commission now prmides regulatory polley guidelines, we

10 must rely heavily on regulatory oversight to ensure the capital markets have
11 achieved a.n efficient result. Heavy reliance on regulatory oversight would
12 require the Commission forecast the expected costs and benefits of all
13 alternative transactiorn viewed in isolation, compare the alternatives, and
14 approve the proposed transactiot, only if it appears to be the one that can
15 produce net benefits. Such intense investigation can be extremely difficult.
16 It is essential that the Commission create a set of merger policies and pricing
17 rules which can be expected to bring those forth market transactions that are
18 likely to be in the public interest.
19 it is important that in forecasting the net costs and benefits of the
20 transaction the Commission consider all potential costs and benefits. These
21 would include not just the direct impacts to retail ratepayers of the
22 transacting utilities, but also the impacts of the transaction on the level of
23 competition in wholesale power markets as it could ultimately effect the price
24 of power to all retail ratepayers, and the multiplier or * ripple effect'' of the
25 transaction on Kansas industry beyond the electricity sector as it could
26 ultimately effect Kaum (not just ratepayers) by changing employment levels
27 and personal income levels in other sectors of the economy.
28 Q. If the Commission does establish regulatory policies as you propose, can the
29 Commission then rely entirely on the capital market process to produce
30 optimal transactions?

Sicilian 10
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.

1 _ A. Not entirely. Dere are three reasons why regulatory review would still be
2 beneficial. The first reason is that the markets will not take into account the

,

3 merger's effect on other sectors of-the Kansas economy. While the i

4 consequences of the merger on the rest of the Kanscs economy affect the
5 public interest, these consequences are not felt by either of the transacting

'

6 parties directly and thus they will not enter into a market decision between
-7 them. Regulatory review will be necessary in order to take into account
8 these external effects of merger on the public interest.
9 The second reason is that regulation of output market may not be

-10 entirely effective. Even with clear policy designed to hold returns to fair
11 market return on book value, the stock market value of a firm may not equal
12 its book value, or even its economic value, if regulation is loose or there is
13 - significant regulatory lag.

14 The third reason is that even if regulators desired to and could be
15 successful in holding returns to a fair market return on book, there may be

,

16- other, non-economic, incentives to merge, such as empire building.
17' Regulatory review can. provide a useful deterrent to these types of
18 uneconomic Incentives for merger.3

'

19 Q. Given that KCPL has withdrawn a potentially competing merger proposal'
20 and we are now faced with a single surviving proposed merger, is there any
21 reason at this point to formulate policy?
22 A. Yes. Certainly'a regulatory policy en the issues of acquisition premium, I

~ 23 ' competition, and risk sharing would promote the public interest by making it
24 more likely future proposals-for merger will be economically efficient.
25 -Another concern is that the merging parties in this transaction, or other

26 3
,

Ray, Dennis J.; Thompson, Howard E. " Fifty in Five": The Prospects'
~27- for Merger in the Electric Utility Industry: Journal of Regulatory Economics; _-
28 Vol. X, No. x,1990.-

29; ' KCC docket No. 172,745.U
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1 prospective parties, may want to present new proposals depending on what
2 policies the Commission eventually develops. Better information could cause

3 a readjustment of bid prices and the potential for different capital market
4 results. Such capital market adjustments and alternative results may no
5 longer be feasible if the Cormnission waits until the utility files for cost
6 recovery to establish regulatory policy on the issues of recovery of acquisition
7 premium. heighten market power, and risk sharing.

8 A. Development of Policy Regarding Merger Acx[uisition Premium.
9 Q. What is the purpose of this section of your testimony?

10 A. This section of my testimooy discusses how the Commission should treat the

11 acquisition premium paid by VDI R wiE's stock.
12 Q. Please summarize your cor-

13 A. In the present application, L L and KGE claim that a combination of their

14 assets will yield benefits tnrough economies of scale and scope. Thus a sale
15 of one of the utility's assets to the other would produce ' gains from trade *
16 equal to the cost savings achievable through merger. Commission policy
17 with respect to the acquisition premium and treatment of cost savings will
18 establish how these gains from trade will be allocated among the three
19 potential beneficiaries: KPL shareholders, KGE shareholders, and ratepayers.
20 I conclude that Commission policy should ensure gains from trade are
21 allocated to utility ratepayers. The KPL proposal does not accomplish this
22 allocation. In order to effectuate the proper allocation to ratepayers of gains
23 from trade, the Commission must set a policy which effectively denies
24 recovery of acquisition premiums as e rule, and requires the flow through to
25 ratepayers of approximately all merger related cost savings. Acquiring
26 utilities will earn a fair return as long as bid prices do not desiate from book
27 by more than an amount reflective of expected excess profits achievable over

28 periods of regulatory lag through stimulation of retail electricity demand due
29 to the rate reductions.

Sicilian.12
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1 1. General character of regulatory acquisition premiums.
2 O. Please define the term ' acquisition prerrdum".
3 A.

An acquisition premium is equal to the sum an investor pays to acquire an
4

assit, or set of assets, in excess ofits regulatory book value. An asset's book
5

value is its original purchase price as recorded on its regulatory books less!
6

accumulated booked depreciation. An offer to pay an acquisition premium
7

reflects the bidder's view that market value exceeds book value.
8 O. Under rate of return regulation, what ihmM be the relationship between the
9

stock market value of a firm and its book value?
10 A.

Under strictly enforced rate of rc ._m regulation, stock market value would
11

nQl deviate from book value. This is because the stock market value of a
12

firm is dependent on the present value of the expected future cash flow the
13

investment will generate. Future cash Dow for a firm is a function of the
: 14

output quantitles it produces, the price of those output quantities, and costs
15

of production. Where output prices are regulated, expected future cash flows
-16

are in large part a function of how regulators are expected to set prices.
17

And, where regulators set prices to allow investors a " fair" rate of return on,

18
se book value of their investment, we would expect stock market value to

19 equal book value,'

20 O.
In general, why rrdght a regulated firm's stock market value diverge from its'

21 book value at any point in time?
22 A.

The general rule that stock market value should equal book value will be
23

upset if gaps develop between earned and allowed rates of return on the
24

book value of utility assets.' When a utility's earned return on book value

25 8

Richard Schmalensee, An expository Note on Depreciation and'
26-

Profitability Under Rate-of Return Regulation, Journal of Regulatory27 Economia, Vo.1, No. 3, September 1989.

28
* It is also possible for this general result to fail even when earned29

returns equal allowed if the allowed return has been set above the ' fair"30
market return for investment of similar risk. Under such circumstances, the

Sicilian 13
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1 deviates from a fair return on book value as determined by regulators, then
2 we would expect the stock market value to adjust upward or downward as
3 necessary to the price at which new investors would expect to just earn the
4 allowed, fair return.

5 Q. Would you please summarize your reasoning thus far?
6 A. Under proper rate of return regulation, market value should equal book
7 value. KPL's offer price exceeds book value by 62% That offer reflects an i

8 expectation of excess return. Proper rate of return regulation would not
9 make ratepayers pay for that excess return.

10 Q. How do gaps between earned and allowed rates of return develop?
11 A. In most cases, regulatory lag is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for
12 gaps to develop between earned and allowed return. During periods-of
13 regulatory lag, the utility will have an opportunity to earn above the allowed
14 return and a risk of earning below the allowed return. Regulators could
15 eliminate such deviations, and make utilltv ' vestment virtually riskless, by
16 immediately and retroactively adjusting , .put prices whenever a utility's
17 earned return deviates from allowed.
18 Q. Why do you think KGE's stock market value exceeds its bc,ok value?
19 A. I believe KGE's current stock market value has deviated from its book value
20 because KPL has offered to pay KGE shareholders an amount 62% greater

'

21 than the book value of their capitalinvestment in order to acquire ownership
22 of KGE assets. Current holders of KGE stock could expect to retain the
23 excess return from the sale of their stock rather than paas it back to
24 ratepayers as earnings from the sale of assets in excess of book value. The

i

25 asset's market value would adjust upward until a purchase at that price would
'

26 just yield investors the " fair" return. A firm's earned return may also deviate
27 from its allowed due to factors which are not within the control of regulators.
28 If a utility is diversified into unregulated investment, its total earned return
29 will reflect a combination of regulato conditions for its regulated investment
30 and market conditions for its unre sted investment.
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1 KGE stock market value thus represents an expectation by current KGE
2 sha.rebolders to reap a one time, windfall profit on the sale of utility assets.
3 O. Why might KPL be willing to pay a stock market value for KGE in excess
4 of KGE's book value?

5 A. KPL believes that the stock value of the KGE assets has increased due to
6 the potential for merger induced efficiencies. As Mr. Hayes explains in his
7 testimorly:

8 [T]he combined companies will be worth more.
9 This increase in value results from the ability of

10 the two , companies to operate more efficiently
11 together.

12 2. Character of KPL*S Acquisition Premium.
13 a. Summuy.
14 Q. What specific factors might contribute to the value of KGE assets to KPL7
15 A. I believe this value may be brought about by several factors. The first set of
16

factors reflects an increase in the true economic value of the assets due to a
17 merger's ability to increase the efficiency with which electricity is produced
18 or consumed. The increase in efficiency in production may take the form of
19 cost reductions. The increase in consumption efficiency may take the form
20 of expanding sales where it is efficient to do so.

21
The second set of factors does not reflect true economic gains. They

22 merely reflect that the assets have more earnings power or more worth in the
23 hands of one set of shareholders than another, but not a potential for true
24 economic gain through efficiency in the production or consumption of
25 electricity. Thus, these factors may increase a firm's stock market value, but
26 not necessarily its true economic value.

27 ' Direct testimony of Mr. John Hayes pp.1112.
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1 b. Acquisition Premium may Reflect increase in Econom.e Value
2 Gains from Trade.
3 1) description of factors creating gains from trade which increase
4 economic value

5 O. Please discuss your first set of factors: those which they contribute to
6 economic value.

7 A. There are at least three possible factors. The most straightforward factor is
8 as KPL has argued, that economies of scale, scope and vertical integration
9 exist, such that cost savings can be achieved through a combination of

10 production processes.

11 A second source of gains would arise if current management was not
12 taking full advantage of its asset's earning potential. Technically, the
13 potential for savings may be there; but if management is less than diligent,
14 and stockholders do not discipline management, the savings are not likely to
15 be brought about, and in pra:ticality then, they don't exist on a stand alone
16 basis.a

17 There is a third possible explanation which may apply in this case. It
18 is related to the second explanation in that management may not have been
19 taking full advantage of its asset's earnings potential. However, the reason
20 may lie not in imperfect management, but in imperfect regulation. Recent
21 Kansas Commission decisions may have reduced the incentive for KGE to
22 take advantage of efficient opportunity sales by creating a policy of imputing -
23 revenues to the company equal to the difference between the fully allocated
24 price /kwh and the market price /kwh of electricity. Such a policy could lead
25 KGE to forgo sales during a test year if the sales must be priced below fully
26 allocated cost, even if the price is above marginal cost, because the
27 remaining fixed cost would have to be made up by the company if the sale

28 a
In such cases, a hostile takeover may serve a useful purpose as a type

29 of market discipline for poor or unr eponsive management.

!
|
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1 took place if the sale did not take place, the entire fixed cost associated
2 with the lost sale could be charged to remaining ratepayers if there were no
3 explicit finding of excess capacity. Because the policy could be applied to
4 off system sales, special retail contracts, economic development rates, and
5 electric heat rates, it may have had a far reaching effect; discouraging Gexibly
6 priced sales on both the wholesale and retail levels. Other utilities, such as
7 KCPL or KPL, whose capacity situation and retail rates have not evoked
8 similar imputations, would be free to make these economically efacient sales,
9 and earn the associated revenues, during periods of regulatory lag.

10 2) KPL proposed treatment of gains from trade
11 Q. To the extent 6at the acquisition premium is a reDeetion of gains from
12 trade, how does KPL's proposed t.zattnent of the acquisition premium
13 allocate these gains?

14 A. In negotiating a contract price, the parties have bargained over how these
15 gains should be distributed between them, and some portion of this increased
16 economic value would have manifested in the KPL offer price for KGE
17 stock. KPL would thus pay out at least some of the expected gains from
18 merger to KGE shareholders. KPL proposes recovering the gains it has paid
19 out to KGE shareholders from merged company ratepayers:
20 When the first rate proceeding is undertaken,
21 KPL will request that the full purchase price (of
22 KGE stock) be recovered through a combination
23 of depreciation allowances on the original costs
24 and amortization of the acquisition adjustment.'
25 As further explained by KPL witness Mr. John Hayes:
26 Because the benefits of this merger are not
27 achievable without incurring the costs, we expect

28 ' Direct testimony of KPL Witness Mr. John McClellan, p.13.
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I

I

, 1 one to follow the other, it is our position that
L 2 the cost of merger be paid out of the savings.''

3 Cost savings that are not offset by a payment of a purchase price would lead I

4 to a reduction in customers rates and an increase in KPL profits:
;

5 As stated, the Company will not seek to include the,

6 acquisition adjustment in rate base for recovery of a
7 return on the unamortized portion of the investment in
8 the acquisition adjustment. In lieu thereof, KPL is
9- requesung that customers and investors share in the

10 future savmss above the value of the acquisition
i 11 adjustment realized from the combination of the

12 operations.u
i

13 For purposes of discussion, it will be assumed that KPL expects cost
14 savings above the acquisition premium to materialize at least to the level that '

15 would provide KPL a fair return on its investment. This is reasonable
16 because an expectation of anything less would imply that the purchase by
17 KPL of KGE is not an economically sound investment.
18 Thus, the gains from trade which have been identified by KPL would
19 be paid out to KGE shareholders by merged company ratepayers in the form
20 of a portion of an acquisition price 62% greater than book value. KPL
21 shareholders would be no better and no worse off to the extent that currently
22 unquantifiable savings over the acquisition premium materialize to provide
23 - a fair return on the investment. Merged company ratepayers will share in
24- merger benefits only to the extent unquantified savings over the acquisition
25 premium materialize.

26 O. Under the KPL proposal, KGE ratepayers get an immediate 515 million rate
27 reduction. Wouldn't this rate reduction represent an immediate allocation of
28 merger benefits to ratepayers?

-

'

.e .

29 " Direct testimony of KPL Witness Mr. John Hayes, p.12.
.

" Direct testimony of KPL Witness Mr. John McClellan, p.13.30
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1 A. Not really As discussed by Staff Witness Mr. David Dittemore, KGE may
2 already be obligated by prior Commission orders to reduce rates by $8.7
3 million. Also, KPL is asking to reduce depreciation on Jeffrey Energy
4

center. Rates would logically be reduced anyway to refleet these requests.
5 3) Proper treatment of gains from trade
6 Q. Does the KPL proposed treatment of acquisition premium and merger cost
7 savings correctly allocate gains from trade?
8 A. No. The proper allocation requires that ratepayers receive all merger related
9 gains. In the present case, the stock market value KPL hu placed on KGE

10 would amount to excess returns to KGE shareholders through the sale of
11 KGE assets dedicated to the production of electricity. Although some of
12 tnis value may be entirely supported by real potential for true economie
13 gains, it is a value that is owed to ratepayers rather than KGE investors.
14 Q. Please explain why ratepayers should reap the gains due to a deviation
15 between t. firm's economic value and its book value.
16 A. Recall that under rate of return regulation, regulators allow shareholders a
17 return on the book value of their investment, not on the current economic,
18 or " fair" value. This practice of valuing ratebase at book rather than
19

economic value protects investors from windfall losses they may otherwise
20 suffer in deflationary times or when the rate of technological advancement is
21 high, such as has occurred in the telecommunications industry. It also avoids
22 conferring windfall gains on investors in periods of high inflation and low
23

rates of technological change. Under this system of regulation, ratepayers,
24 not shareholders, bear the risk that economic value will deviate from book
25

value and ratepayers, not shareholders, must abide the associated gains and
26 losses.

27 Q. Would the same result occur in an unregulated industry?
28 A. No. In an unregulated competitive industry, investors bear the risk that, for
29

whatever reason, the economic value of their assets will have no relationship
30

to book value. Tnus, in an unregulated industry, it is entirely appropriate
31 that shareholders bargairi for and maintain gains from the sale of their assets.
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1 Q. Ht,w can this misallocation of gains between KGE shareholders and merged
,

2
; company ratepayers be remedied?

3 A. When we are dealing with the sale of only a portion of a utillry's assets this
4 allocatio3 is simple enough to effectuate: KPL could pay KGE shareholders
5 economic value, and the assets would be placed in KPLs ratebase at their
6 original cot to KPL the current economic value of the assets. KGE
7 shareholdM would refund to KGE ratepayers the gains in excess of book
8 value from the sale. However, this simple procedure will not work in the

'

9 case of a merger, where we are not dealing with the sale of one asset, but
10 the sale of ownership of all assets. To the extent the market value is due to
11 cost savings from a combination of KPL and KOE assets, both KPL and
12 KGE assets are a necessary component of the value, and both sets of
13 ratepayers must be compensated. Furthermore, once the current KGE
14 shareholders have acquired the gains from sale, . may be difficult for the
15 Commission to order departing shareholders to refund money to ratepayers.
16 The Commission could order the acquiring company to effectuate the

i

17 refund however, as liability acquired by the purchasing company. Rather
18 than requiring selling shareholders to pay out earnings in excess of book, we
19 would simply note the required refund' to ratepayers as a liability.
20 Purchasing shareholders would be able to record the asset on its books at the
21 full purchase price, but they would also be liable for a consumer refund.
22 This would have the effect of reducing the value of the company, and
23 keeping the acquisition premium low in the first place. It also has the effect
24 of allocating the gains from trade between ratepayers of the two previously
25 separate companies. A simpler and equally correct approach would be to,

'

26 neither require a refund nor allow an acquisition premium.
27 Q. Doesn't the KPL proposal to reduce KGE' rates by $15 million actually
28 accomplish your desired result? '

29 A. No. As I discussed above, and Mr. Dittemore explains, this rate reduction
30 is not related to cost savings through.
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1 C. Acquisition Premium may ReDect Additional Factors.
2 Q. What are the factors other than, or in addition to, increased economic value
3 of the assets due to gains from trade that would cause KPL to be willing to
4 pay a stock market value in excess of KGE's book value?

5 A. There are at least four additional factors which could lead an acquiring
6 utility to offer a stock market value which is not only greater than book
7 value, but also greater than economic value.

8 1) Expectation of captured overcarnings
9 Q. What is the first factor?

10 A. First, it is possible that a potential for exxss returns through cost reductions
11 or increased sales exists for KGE on a stand alone basis but shareholders
12 were either unaware ofit or had not exercised this potential because they did
13 not expect regulatory lag to the extent necessary to capture excess earnings.
14 KPL may be willing to pay a stock market value over book if it believes it
15 could capture this excess return even though KGE could not.
16 O. KPL has requested recovery of its entire acquisition premium. Should
17 regulation allow recovery of any portion of an acquisition premium that
18 reflects an expectation of ability to capture excess returns?
19 A. No. Allowing purchasing utilities to recover an acquisition premium
20 reDecting such expectations of excess return would provide a mechanism for
21 their capture and have the effect of encoe. raging shareholders to sell their
22 assets to other utilities even when it would be more efficient to maintain the
23 current corporate structure. For example, assume a utility knows of cost
24 savings to be made but there is no potential for regulatory !.g thus no
25 potential to develop excess earnings. The utility could get around the
26 regulatory lag problem if it could sell its ownership at a price reDecting this
27- potential for excess cash Dow through cost saving. The buying utility will go
28 along with this if it believes it can convince regulators that the cost savings
29 result from the merger and thus redect true economic value so that rate base
30 should be inflated to cover the entire purchase price of the assets. There is
31 no rationale for regulators to allow recovery from ratepayers of any
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1 acquisition premium which amounts to a capitalization of excess return and
2 a circumvention of regulatory constraints on earnings.
3 2) Managerial motives
4 O. What other factor may cause KPL to be willing to pay an acquisition
5 premium greater than economic value?

6 A. Managerial or growth motives provide a second possible reason for KPL to
7 pay KGE a premium in excess of both book and economic value. There is
8 certainly no reason why any portion of an acquisition premium which teflects
9 such personal gain should ever find its way into utility ratebase.

|
10 3) Retention of excess profit due to merger produced market !
11 power

i

12 O. What is the third factor?
13 A. A third reason for payment of premium which does not reflect economic
14 gains from trade arises if KPL assumes that the acquisition will bring it sorne
15 market influence that enables the merged company to raise prices above cost
16 without regulatory interference. For example, the merger may increase
17 KPL's monopoly power by reducing existing competition in markets for
18 electric transmission and retail energy. If KPL believes it would be able to
19 exercise this monopoly power and retain excess revenues for its
20 shareholders, it may be willing to pay a portion of the expected monopoly
21 profit to KGE shareholders in the form of nn acquisition premium as an
22 inducement to sell. Testimony of staff witness Mr. Peter Eclkema establishes
23 KPL's potential for increased transmission market power through the
24 proposed merger.

25 O. Is there any reason to recover this type of premium from ratepayers?
26 A. No portion of an acquisition premium so paid out should be recovered from
27 ratepayers. It would be wrong to subject ratepayers to an unchecked
28 increase in manopoly power, first of all; and utterly ridiculous to expect them
29 to compensate a utility for lost monopoly profits paid out in order to create
30 the predicament.
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1 4) Permitting shareholders to retain gain from the sale of
2 excessively depreciated assets

3 Q. Please explain the fourth factor.
4 A. A fourth circumstance in whi;h stock market value may deviate from book
5 value even in the absence of gains from trade occurs where a utility's assets.

6 have been depreciated too quickly. As long as the assets remain in ratebase
7. at book value, dedicated to serving those ratepayers who were charged
8 excessive depreciation expense upfront, there is not much more than a time
9 value of money problem because ratepayers will eventually reap all the

10 benefits of the assets as they condnue to provide service beyond their
11

depreciable life. An acquisition premium which redects this discrepancy
12 realigns the assets' book value to their true economic value but does not
13

necessarily reDect economic gains which could not be reallred except through
14 trade.

15 O. Should shareholders recover any portion of this type of premium from
16 ratepayers?

17 A. No. In fact, if the assets are to be sold, it is important that ratepayers are
18

made whole for their upfront overpayment. Regulators must ensure that any
19 acquisition premium which reDects this realignment be refunded to
20

ratepayers where there is no merger, and denied where there is merger. To
21 do otherwise would'erente a very meaningful incentive for shareholders to
22

- ask that assets depreciate too quickly, in order to earn an excea )rofit by
23 selling them once it is clear the market value exceeds book.
24 5) Summary

25 Q. In summary, will the stock market value of KOE necessarily reDeet the
26 economic value ofits assets?
27 A. No. -In competitive industries stock market value will approximate economic
28

value , but not in a regulated industry where stock market value depends on
,

i 29.

expected regulatory action and utilities' ability to * game" the regulatory
L 30 process.
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1 For this reason, the stock market value is not a useful definition of a
2 utuity's rate base for two basic reasons. First," adopting stock market value
3 as a rate base amounts to a commitment to confirm investors' expectations
4 regardless of what ! bey are based on"" And second, because stock market,

5 value depends on how investors expect the regulators to act, it she.uld be the
6 'end result.. not the staning point.'"

7 3. STAFF PROPOSED TREATMENT OF ACQUISITION
8 PREMIUM DOES NOT CREATE DISINCENTIVE FOR
9 U11IIITES TO UNDERTAKE EFFICIENT MFAGERS.

10 a. Acquiring companies continue to have incentive to bid.
11 Q. If we redect all the savings in rates, and do not allo.v an acquisition premium,
12 will there be an incentive for a utility to merge when it is economically
13 efficient to do so?
14 A. We can expect utilities to enter efficient transactions as long as output
15 demand is not perfectly inelastic, and average costs are decreasing or constant
16 as outpu; increases, Under these circumstances, a reduction in output price
17 due to passthrough of merger savings will cause output demanded to increase,
18 and lead to an increase in per unit profits. It is this increased profit

'
19 expectation which defines the value of the assets to each bidder. The stock
20 market value of a firm, or any set of its assets, to a particular biider is equal
21 to the present value of future cash Dows the assets will generate for that
22 bidder. Thus, the party. that can produce the efBcient transaction, and
23 thereby lower its output price by a greater amount than any other bidder, can
24 expect the greatest increase in profit, and will be willing to bid the highest

25 "
Myers, Stewart C., The Application of Finance Theory to Public Utility

26 Rate ''ases, Bell Journal of Economics, (1973).

27 "
Federal Power Commktion et al. v. Hope Natural Gas Company,320

28 U.S. 591 (1949) at 601.
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I price for the assets. There is certainly no reason why . gulators should allow
2 KPL to be compensated for loss of these potential proGtt pcJd out to KGE
3 shareholders. Where there are economies of scope, vertical integration, or
4 scale, the value of a combination to the purchas'ng utility investors will be
5 greater than remaining separate even if we disallow the acquisition premium
6 and flow through all merger related savings
7 Q. Why must output demand not be perfectly inelastic and how likely is it that
8 this is the case?

'

9 A. Perfectly inelastic demand simply describes a market where there is no
10 change in output demanded when price changes by some amount, such that
11 a passthrough of all gains from the transaction would not spur any increase
'

in sales, thus there would be no potentir) for increased profits, and no
13 incentive to merge even in the face of savings, it is highly unlikely for this
14 to be the case. KGE has provided estimates to staff indicating demand is
15 inelastic, but not perfectly inelastic.
16 Q. Why must average costs be decreasing or constant, and how likely is it that
17 this is the case?

18 A. Because price is constant as output increases, revenues per unit are constant.
19 Since profits are equal to revenue less cost,' a utility experiencing increasing
20

demand can increase per unit profits only if costs per unit are decreasing as
21 output increases. This is in fact the usual assumption applied to regulated '

22
utilities: that average costs are decreasing over the relevant range of output,

i 23 Q. Do such incentives occur in non regulated markets?
24 A. Yes. In non regulated or competitive markets, when firms achieve greater
25 efficiencies by reducing costs, they may lower price, increase market share,
26- and thereby increase pro 6ts in the short run, before other firms in the market
27 can catch up technologically. Thus, if a merger would reduce costs, the

,

'

''
,8

unregulated firm would beneSt during a perio( of ' market lag", until other
29 firms are able to match the cost reduction and regain market share. Patent
30 inws institutionalize an arbitran period.of market lag in an attempt to

! 31 provide more incentive for firms to develop lower cost technologies.
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a

1 b. Selling shareholders continue to have inantive.
2 Q. Can we be reasonably sure current owners be willing to sell at this reduced
3 price?

4 A. Even though there remain some excess profits to be bid away, the expected
5 cash flows will be smaller than if we did allow an acquisition adjustment.
6 Thus, the prices offered will be lower. Yet, as long as the bid price reflects
7 a value greater than that which the current owners could hope to achieve on

: 8 a stand alone basis, a sale will take place. The current market value should
9 usually reflect the value that investors expect to achieve on a stand alone

10 basis or through a currently expected best alternative..

11 Bidders only have to offer some amount over next best deal, whether
! 12 that is stand alone or some alternative transaction. If we consistently deny

13 an acquisition premium, all potential bidders will be on a level playing field
14 with respect to ability to pay out gains from trade in the form of bids.
15 Q. Will applying a consistent policy with respect to the acquisition premium and
16 flow through of savings promote economically efficient transactions which,

17 are in the public interest?

18 A. Yes. Bidders must know what the cost recovery rules are to know what price
19 represents a reasonable bid. And, a consistent policy is essential to put all

] 20 bidders on a level playing field with respect to their ability to pay out gains
'

21 from trade in the form of bids, in summary, while my proposed treatment
22 of the acquisition premium would ensure that shareholders will ar* be able
23 to bid away ga!ns that rightfully flow to ratepayers, shareholders ma. 'ndeed
24 bid away those gains that would under all circumstances flow to shareholders.

25 B. The Commission should 3et Conditions Curbing the Potential for
26 Increased Market Power Due to Merger.

'

27 Q. Why should the Commission be concerned about market power in this case?
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1 A. I will answer by explaining (1) the dangars of market power generally, and
2 (2) the unique dangers created when an acquisition is motivated by a desire
3 to gain market power. )
4 0. Please explain the dangers of market power generally.
5 A. We must be concerned not only with the costs of supplying electricity, but !
6 also with the prices that electricity consumers are charged. A merger which
7 would create or enhance market power could create an opportunity for
8 monopoly pricing which can lead to efficiency . losses. Therefore, a
9 Commission evaluation of.the proposed merger's effect on competition is a

10 necessary component of determining whether the merger is in the public
11 interest.

J

12 Monopoly is not undesirable per se. We accep! monopolies in electric
13 markets in order to induce the productive efficiency benefits from borizontal,
14 multiproduct, or vertical scale economies.- In these instances, production by
15 multiple firms is not desirable.- Instead, we regulate the monopolist's prices
16 to capture these beneSts for the ratepayers.
17 But where competition can exist within a regulated market, a major
18 objective of regulation should be to protect and promote its efficiency
19 producing characteristics. Competition exists in retail electric markets in
20 - many forms. For example, electricity providers ruust compete for retail
21 customers with providers of natural gas and oil. There is also increasing
22 competition between electric utilities for the right to serve particular franchise
23 territories and fringe areas. Electric utilities in different geographic areu
24 may compete for mobile industrial loads. And, different electric utilities are
25 sometimes subject to " yard stick" competition, or output price comparisons by
26 regulators and consumers.

27 Competition can exist in regulated wholesale markets as well. Some
28 authors have claimed that natural monopoly conditions no longer exist in
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!I generation because economies of scale have been exhausted," perhaps even |

.

2 % 'he point where this market could be deregulated if competition is intact, l
3 If the merger enhances market power, the merger could restrict the !
4 Commission's ability to take advantage of this potential. !
5 Transmission service, however, is generally considered b be a natural
6 monopoly senice in most cases, subject only to moderate indirect competition
7 where less efficient contract paths happen to exist. Because transmission is
8 essential to eMciently functioning generation markets, regulation must
9 constrain exercise of transmission monopoly power.

10 O. Please discuss the unique dangers created when an acquisition is motivated
11 by a desire to gain market power.

12 A. A merger reduces the number of producers in a market. In general, the
13 fewer the producers in a market, and the higher the barriers to entry by
14 additional producers, the easier it is for incumbent producers to exercise
15 market power. A merger therefore can provide an important route to market
16 power. 2.xercising market power restricts quantities produced, increases
17 producer profits, and results in higher prices.
18 If merger increases a utility's monopoly power, and regulation is not
19 strenghenec to controlit, the utility may expect to innate cash Dow through
20 monopolistic pricing. Bid prices could therefore be escalated to reDect the

21 incr:ased expected cash Dows due to monopolistic pricing as well as those
22 due to operational savings. The Commission must formulate a policy which
23 would clearly eliminate a utility's ability to earn excess proSts from such a .

24 monopolization so that bids are based on expected proSts due to ef6cier.cy
25 savings only, and not also on the utility's ability to indulge in monopolistic
26 behavior. If the Commission does not do this, the highest bidder, that is the
27 firm that ultimately appears before the Commission seeking approval, may

|

28 " Christiansen; I.aurits R., and Greene, William H. " Economics of Scale
29 in U.S. Electric Power Generation." Journal of P vtical Economy 84 (August
30 1976).
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't not in fact be the firm which can produce the greatest efficiencies, which will '

2 ultimately benefit consumers, but may be the firm which expects to produce
3 the greatest combination of savings and anopoly profits, which could
4 ultimately harm consumers.

5 1. WITHOUT CONDITIONS,11E MERGER WILL HARM
6 T1E PUBUC INTEREST BY REDUCING WHOLESAU3
7 COMPEIT110N IN BULK POWER MARKETS.
8 a. Conditions for Fair Competition in Wholesale Markets.
9 Q. What principles must be established in any proposed transmission policy to

10 ensure fair competition among utilities?.
11 A. Fair competition among utilities requires the provision of efficient and
12 equitable access on a cosdustified basis. Absent a transtnission obligation.
13 the merged cornpany could block a capacity sale in order to anti-
14 competitively enhance their own sale of capacity. Staff Witness Mr. Peter
15 Eelkema describes this problem in more detail. A transmission pricing and
16 access policy should constrain the exercise of market power. The
17 transmission obligation, properly priced, will ensure that ine merged company
18 will have to compete to sell its own capacity, important principles that must
19 be established in a proposed transmission policy include:

20 1) Obligation to provide different types of service.
21 A transmission policy should give transmission customers a choice
22 between firm (reserved) and non firm (interruptible) service. Firm service
23 should be made available upon request with in a reasonable, prescribed
24 period of time and priced, according to preset tariffs. The utility should be
25 under an obligation to add capacity as required for firm demand.
26 In the short run (i.e, before the merged cornpany can bring new
27 transmission capacity on line), there may be capacity constraints. A

.28 methodology should be established for allocating limited capacity in the short
29 run when additional capacity cannot be constructed. There are four possible
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1 methodologies _ that may be employed to allocate limited short run
2 transmission capacity. These methodologies are:
3 (1) The limited transmission capacity may be a!!ocated by
4 conducting an auction.

5 (2) The limited transmission capacity may be allocated by prorating
6 transmission requests.

7 (3) The limited transmission capacity may be allocated on a "first
8 come, first serve" basis.

9 (4) The limited capacity may be allocated by conducting a lottery.
10 One such methodology has been proposed by Staff Witness Mr. Robert

#

11 Elliott. As with pricing (discussed below), regulators may have to balance
12 considerations of efficiency avi equity in determining the best methodology

'

13 of establishing priorities.

14 In addition, whether or not the merged company or non.ftrm
15 customers will have priority to utilize Reliabio Capacity for non firm
16 transactions must be specified by policy.
17 2) Eligible entities.

18 Transmission access should be non discriminatory. It should be available to
19 other utilities (including municipal t.nd rural cooperative systems), IPPs and
20 QFs.

21 3) Resale of capacity.
22 By mrchasing firm transmission, a customer purchases a capacity right.

c 23 There is no economic reason why this capacity right should not be assignable.
24 4) Reciprocity.

25 Utilities should be granted the ability to deny wheeling access to any
-2$ transmissiot, owning utility which does not grant reciprocal transmission
27 access. Howeva , reciprocity requirements should not justify excluding either
28 QFs or municipals without transmission facilities.

s

29 5) Conversion.
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1 A previous proposal by KCPL in Docket No. 172,745U, to prctide full
2 rquirements customers of bod systems :n six month " window" within which
3 to convert some or rll of their requirements service to transmission service
4 may be reasonable policy for a KPL/KGE merger as well.
5 6) Pricing Terms.

6 Because firm and non firm transmissicn service are different products, with
7 different cost characteristics, they need different prices. Both firm and non.
8 firm service must be based or tost, in order to avoid the exercise of market
9 power. There are many measures of co.st. These include fully allocated cost,

10 average embedded cost, short run marginal cost, and long run marginal cost.
11 Various forms of "sharbg" mechanisms provide other possible pricing
12 schemes. In choosing among these options, regulators must give
13 consideration to the goals of efficiency and inter-custorner equity. These
14 _ goals may conflict at times.

15
If transmission service is priced above cost, the price of building new

16 generation may be less than the price of purchasing capacity and transmission
17 sere. In this case, the least cost approach for the buyer may build new
18 generation, even if surplus were available from nearby sellers. Transmission
19

service priced below cost could cause an over consumption of service, creating
20 an artificial capacity shortage.

21 b. Effect of' Itis Merger Without Conditions.
22 Q. Why is it necessary that trnmmiuion conditions be imposed on this merger?
23 A. Staff witness, Mr. Peter Eelkema, has determined that there are two distinct

:, 24
markets for transmission service provided by KPL and that the proposed

25
merger would have the effect of significantly increasing KPL's market power

26 in both transmission markets.
27 This ' merger could- therefore enhance monopolization of Kansas
28

wholesale power markets by eliminating or reducing any meaningful
29

competition which may exist at present between KGE and KPL in the supply
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1 of generation and transmission service. It is essential that this potential for
2 market power be restrained thorough transmasion conditions.
3 It is unlikely that this merger would lead Sectly to a generation
4 monopoly. However, because this combination of utilities could create single
5 ownership of essential transmission facilities, KPL could be able to extend an
6 increase in transmission monopoly power into generation markets. By
7 refusing to wheel lower priced electricity, KPL could restrict a generation
8 competitor's ability to compete with KPL supplied generation.

9 c. Critiques of the KPL and KG&E Current Policies and the
10 Merged Company' Proposed Policy.
11 1) Ae current policies.
12 O. Please describe KPL's and KG&E's current transmission policies.
13 A. KPL currently provides firm transmbsion service to wholesale rural electric
14 cooperatives and municipal customers. These services are provided under
15 embedded cost tariffs approved by the FERC. KPL also prosides
16 interruptible transmission service, in the form of purchase for resale
17 agreements, to mernbers of the MOKAN Power Pool, ne purchase for
18

resale rate is included in Schedule E of the MOKAN Power Pool's General
19 Participation Agreement. This rate, one mill per KWH purchased for resale,
20 is in accordance with FERC Order M. (FERC Order 84 requires that a utility
21 submit cost information to support the revenue limit it establishes for the
22 transmission of electric power, unless the utility limits revenues recovered
23 under percentage adders to one raill per KWH or less.) KPL also prosides
24 interruptible t.ansmission service to OPPD (Omaha Public Power District) at

-

25 the MOKAN purchase for resale rate.

26 KGE currently provides firm transmission service to investor owned
27 utilities, wholesale rural electric cooperatives and municipal customers.
28

These transmission service rates are based on the FERC's " rolled in"
29 transmission preference. KGE also provides non firm transmission service
30 in the form of purchase for resale agreements. KGE's non firm rate for
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1 MOKAN Power Pool members is in compUance with FERC order 84 and is -
|
s

2. explained in' service ' Schedule E of the MOKAN General Participation |
3 Agreement.

||
;

4' .2) - Ibe proposal.
'

i

5 m) In general.

6. Q.' What general transmission policy terms are proposed by KPL proposing? j
,7 A. - .KPL has codified its current poucy to govern its provision of transmission
.8 service following the merger. As set forth in Data request response #119,-

.

!

.9~ question #1a:
!10

The transmission policy provides that the combined companies '

11
will make - transmission . service available to all wholesale12- customers, utility entities, and Independent Power Producers -

13; on an equitable and consistent basis so there should bc no need
i14- to change the ! current) policy.
j

.15 More specifically, the proposal (1) Commits to establishing a procedure for I

:16 availability and priority; and -(2) Offers transferability under certain
17- conditions. .

18-
.

i

Firm service will be provided under contract pursuant to general tariffs ;

19 to be filed with'the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Non-
,

-20 firm service will be~ provided.to all utility entities and IPPs subject to
;

21 availability at existing filed tariffed rates or shared savings . rates. The KPL
'

22~ : proposal:does not address priority | of service for non firm transmission |-

23- ! customers.

T -24-' b. Pridag.

. 25 - 1 Q. . What pricing provisions has KPL proposed for the merged company's firm
L '26{ - and non firm service?.

|27 - A.' KPL proposes to continue pricing firm transmission service' at fully allocated -
/ .28' 3

; cost. |KPL suggests that it will price non 8;m service at the existing purchase :

[ $29 for resale rates established in the MOKAN General Participation Agreement.
L30 In addition, shared savings rates may be implemented. Staff asked KPL to
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1 provide the proportion or percentage of savings allocated to each party under
2 the proposed shared savings rates in data request #159, question #3 KPL
3 responded:

4 Shared savings are negotiated among the parties
5 to the agreement.

6 c. Access.

7 O. What access provisions has KPL proposed for firm and non firm
8 trratsmission?

9 A. The transmission policy statement claims that, the company will establish a
10 procedure that quantifies and makes available the amount of transmission
11 capacity available for firm transmission senices. If requests for firm
12 transmission senice exceed the available capacity of the system, (a) the
13 company will establish an "open, equitable procedure" for allocating existing
14 and future transmissi~'l moacity among those requesting service; and (b) .he
15 company will use "re, .n6 efforts" to construct new transmission facilities
16 required as a result of iequested firm transmission services.
17 These procedures will be established when the merger integration
18 planning process is completed. The current schedule calls for completion by
19 the end of the third quarter 1991. (DR 154). The company is "still in the,

20 process of formulating (a) procedure" for determining which wholesale
21 customers, utilities, and IPP's will be provided transmission senice given
22 limited capacity. (DR 154).

23 3) Evaluation of KPL's Proposal.
24 Q. Please evaluate KPL's proposed transmission policy generally.
25 A. KPL's proposed policy is not consistent with my proposed principles.
26 Moreover, the proposed policy is both vague and incomplete, lacking
27 importart definitions and containing unfinished procedures. For example, it
28 is uncertain on what " basis" and according to which " rules" access will be
29 provided. Therefore it is impossible for Staff to determine if the policy
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.1- _ upholds the principles set .out above. Consequently, it-is impossible to
2 conclude that KFUs access policy is adequate to negate the increased market
3 power from the merger and prevent harm to the public interest.

. .4 > Q . What is your evaluation of KFUs transmission pricing policy? '

5 ' A. KPUs pricing policy states that firm service would be priced by fully,

6 allocated cost, yet offers no information on specific cost allocation
1

7 methodology to be employed. Furthermore, the impact of a fully allocated
8 cost methodology efficiency may be greater than the impact of a long run or

c9 short run marginal cost methodology KPL does propose a " shared savings"-
10-

approach for non firm transmission. The shared saving approach, in theory,
11- would produce an efficient result if each party-to the transmission had
12 perfect information regarding each other's relevant cost data. But where

'

13
parties do not.have perfect information, such an approach may actually

14
encourage strategic ndsrepresentations. Suppose two parties have a 50/50

15- split savings rule, the buyer has an avoided cost of 6 per kwh, and the seller
16f has a generating cost of 4 per kwh.: If each were to report costs accurately, I

,

17
each would profit by 1. However, if the seller were to convince the buyer

18 that his true costs were 5, he would profit by 1.5.
,

19 - Q. Please evaluate KPUs proposed access prin'ciples.L _

"

20 % 'KPUs proposed policy with respect to access is deficient. The transmission-
:21 policy states that transmission service will be provided to utility ent. ties and

o
.22 . IPP's "on an equitable'and consistent basis." There is no indication of what

u 23 ;
this basis will be. No definition of " equitable and consistent" was provided

124: In data request no.- 154, question:no la,- Staff asked KPL for a definition.
p 25 - The company's responded was circular:

-26 It m' ans we will deal fairly and ee
same rules for all eligible _ parties.qually with the-27

128
- Because it is uncertain on what " basis" and according to which " rules"

, 29
access will be'provided, it is impossible to conclude that KPL's access policy

30
'

- is adequate to negate the increased monopoly power from-the merger. -

'o j
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1 O. What other problems do you find in KPL's proposed transmission access
2 policy?

3 A. In KPL's proposed priority ranking of firm transmission customers, important
4 details are ignored:

5 1.- The treatment of native load.
6 2. The treatment of new firm requests.
7 3. The treatment of requests from transmission dependent
8 utilities.

9 d. Procedures KCC Should Follow to Ensure Implementation of
10 the Staff's Transminion Principles.
11 The Commission should condition approval of the merger on agreement by
12 KPL to file for Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) approval of
13 transmission pricing and access policies that would- minimize the utility's
14 market power in a manner which encourages the efficient use and expansion
15 of Kansas transmission facilities. KPL's transmission filing should be made
16- as a part of its FERC application, Docket No. EC912000, requesting
17 approval of the proposed merger.

18 Q. What actions might FERC take regarding a KPL transmission policy filing?
19 A. FERC's actions could include the following, among others:
20 1. Approve the proposed merger as filed, with no changes.
21 2. Reject the proposed merger.
22 3. Approve the merger, with conditions. The conditions might
23 include the companies' agreement to offer certain transmission
24 service's on certain :erms.
25 O. Is it possible that these FERC actions could be harmful to Kansas
26 ratepayers?

27 A. In theory, yes. Transmission conditions authored by FERC may require
28 prices or priorities which conflict with the short term or long term interests
29 of Kansas ratepayers. For example, the merged company might have to
30 grant access to certain transmission services to non-Kansas entities before
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1 granting access to Kansas entitles. In that situation Kansas ratepayers might
2 har r forego economic opportunities that otherw se would be available to
3 them. Or, the merged company might have to charge transmission prices
4 lower than the KCC would want the rnerged compi.ny to charge in order to
5 ensure that the merger benefits Kansas ratepayNs. I am not suggesting that
6 either of these conditions necessarily wou'.o harm Kansas; or that Kansas
7 should focus on its own interests as dP,dnct from the long term interests of
8 the regional market as a whole. I only mean to suggest that FERC could
9 impose conditions on the merger which could alter the net benefits to Kansas

10 from the merger.

11 O. In addition to participating in the FERC proceeding, how can the KCC
12 ensure that FERC conditions do not adversely affect Kansas ratepayers?
13 A. In any order approving the merger, the KCC should make explicit that it
14 reserves the power after the FERC decision to alter any conditions the KCC
15 previously has irnposed or add new conditions. The KCC's order also should
16 require KPL and KGE to make a supplemental filing with the KCC within
17 15 days of any FERC order approving or conditioning the arrangements,
18 containing a complete explanation of the effects of any FERC conditions on
19 the merged company as a whole and on Kansas ratepayers (both wholesale
20 and retail) in particular. At that time, the KCC can accept comments from
21 the parties to this case on the companies' supplemental filing. The Utah
22 Public Service Commission also took this approach in its Docket No. 8703527m

23- concerning the proposed merger of PaciSCorp and Utah Power & Light.
24 Finally, if the Commission approves the merger, that approval also
25 must be subject to a condition that the merged company provides to the
26 KCC an explicit merger policy consistent with my principles. The
27 Commission, upon review of this filing would approve the merger subject to
28 the company's agreement to file that policy (as amended if necessary, after
29 KCC review) at FERC.
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_1 III. THE MERGER AS PROPOSED WILL REDUCE RETAIL
2 COMPETITION.
3 Q. How could the proposed merger enhance the monopolization of Kansas retail
4 electric markets?

5 A. Because KPL currently distributes natural gas at retail to over 2/3 of the
6 KGE electric service territory, the merger could reduce " gas on electric
7 competition" in retail energy markets. The merger could also reduce
8 " yardstick" competition, competition for retail loads, and competition for
9 franchise territory as well. The ultimate result of any reduction in retial

10 competition could be an increase in retail service prices, possibly both gas
11 and electric.

12 Q. You have just examined issues regarding the development and control of
13 anti-competitive practices in wholesale transmission markets. Please discuss
14 any competition problems you have identified in retail distribution markets.
15 A. The KPL transaction contemplates a combination of two utilities which
16 currently compete for retail energy sales. Potential effects from the
17 consolidation of gas and electric utilities include:

18 (1) Exercise of greater market power
19 Combination firms are able to internalize the cross elasticity of demand
20 between electricity and gas. This enables them to charge higher rates
21 relative to average costs than straight gas or straight electric utilities. They
22 may also spend less on promotions and/or quality of service.
23 (2) The Averch Johnson combination effect
24 Because the production of electricity is more capital intensive than that of
25 gas, a combination utility has the incentive to create a more favorable rate /
26 quality / promotions mix for electricity relative to gas. This will increase the
27 consumption of electricity and thus, the utility can increase its rate base and
28 profit by building more electric plant.
29 Brandon's (1971) analysis of this issue produced statistical results
30 which support the theory that combination utilities have greater market power
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-1 than straight gas or electric utilities.'5 He found strong evidence that electric -

2 divisions of ' combination utilities earn higher rates of return than straight
3 electric utilities, despite regulation, and estimated that $70 to $80 million is
4 redistributed annually from customers of combination utilities to their owners.
5 He also- found that promotional expenditures are lower for combination
6 - utilities, and that average costs and average revenues are higher. In addition
7- his results show that demand by residential, commercial and industrial
8 customers was adversely affected by combinations. Brandon estimated that
9 ' the economic loss, the overall loss to society due to the reduction in

10 competition, on the electric side from the existence combination utilities was
11 approximately $300 million per year. Brandon did not recommend that
12 - existing combination utilities be broken up, but sta' ted:
13 Dere clearly is no justification for allowing the
14 formation of any new combination utilities, in;

=

51 order to make a decision on that type of issue, a
i 16 decision maker should act on the basis of even~

17- very low confidence levels."
18 Q. Have other economists reached similar results?
19 A. Yes, an economic literature review by Sing finds that economists generally
20- agree that combination utilities are less efficient tnan straight electric and gas
21 utilities. -Sing'? states:

'

22 De public debate .. concerning. the costs . of
23 combination versus separate gas and electric
24 utilities has been joined by economists. Troxel

25 " Brandon, Paul S., "The Electric Side of Combination Gas Electric
26_ Utilities," The Bell' Journal of Economics and Management Science 2
27 (Autumn 1971), pp. 688 703.

'
28- " Ibid p. 392.

29 '7
Sing, Merrile, "Are - Combination Gas and- Electric Utilities

30 Multiproduct Natural Monopolies?" Review of Economics and Statistics.
31 -August 1987 69 (3) p. 392.
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1 (1947) argues that the potential cost savings from
2 combining oporations are greater than the losses
3- from reduced competition. However, Kahn
4 (1971) concludes the efficiency gains from cost
5 reduction are not signi5 cant enough to justify"
6 precluding competition between two monopolies.
7 Brandon (1971) advises against the formation of
8 new combination utilities. Weiss (1975)
9 concludes that maximum competition consistent

10 with low costs would require the dissolution of
11 combination utilities. Stevenson (1982) finds that
12 reduced competition raised the cost of electri:ity
13 generation by over 5% in 1970, and May (1984)
14 finds that, with the exception of small firms,
15 combination utilities have higher costs than
16 separate gas and ele.-tric utilities.'8
17 Q. Is there evidence that gas on electric competition currently exists in Kansas?
18 A. Yes. That this form of competition does exist currently in Kansas is
19 evidenced by the fact that KGE, which provides electricity only, currently has
20 various incentive rates to encourage the consumption of electricity over gas,
21 including: space heat rates called " seasonal use" rates for residential and farm
22 customers, General Service tom electric rates, and Total Electric Schoot and
23 Church rates. KGE also offers incentives to encourage the use of energy
24 efficient electric appliances. These appliance incentives include company
25 financing and cash rebates. KGE offers financing and cash rebates for
26 energy efficient heat pumps in its entire service territory KGE currently also
27 affers an experimental incentive, appliance plan to customers located in
28 Pittsburg, Independence and Fort Scott This plan, called " Easy Cash" offers
29 customers financing or cash rebates on heat pumps as well as several other
30 electric appliances. The heat pump rebates under the " Easy Cash" program
31 are greater than the standard rebate. It is interesting to note that KPL is the
32 natural gas distributor for both Pittsburg and Fort Scott. KGE's relatively
33 strong marketing proposals in these areas suggests that substantial gas on

~

34 is Ibid. p. 392.

|
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i1 electric competition may exist. KPL, which is already a combination gas and !
2

electric provider, has no incentive rates. However, KPL does offer company
;

3 financing for energy efficient heat pumps and gas air conditioners.
4 Q. _Is there evidence that other forms of competition exist between KPL and

-5 KGE?

6 A. That both utilities currently compete for retail industrial load is evidenced by
7 the fact that both have requested an ability to offer Economic Development
8 rates. Although the remaining forms of competition discussed above are
9

more difficult to measure, it is reasonable to assume that they may currently
10 exist to some. degree between KPL and KGE, and that approval of the
11 proposed merged will reduce this competition.

12 C. The Comminion should set Policy Allocating the Risk of not
13_ Annining Meger Benefits.
14 O. What other determinations must the Commission make in order to promote
15 the creation of efficient transactions?
16 A. In order to encourage efficient transactions, the Commission should establish
17 whether ratepayers or shareholders will bear the risk that a utility cannot
18 produce expected benefits from a merger, In order for utilities to form
19

,

transactions which will be in the public interest, an allocation of risk between
20 ratepayers and shareholders must be determined. Bidders must be able to
21

gauge the riskiness of the investment, in order to more accurately estimate
22 expected returns, so that an appropriate bid price can be made. Under
23 traditional regulation, unless the merger is eventually determined to be
24

imprudent, ratepayers will bear the risk that costs of merger outweigh
25 benefits. If we ancmpt to shift this risk within the context of traditional test
26 year regulation, we rely on our ability to correctly _ estimate the costs of
27

merger, and assume any other cost change which takes place is not merger
28

related; or, attempt to untangle the costs of merger from other cost changes
29

at rate case time. One alternative method of dealing with this difficulty is to
30 apply price cap regulation to utilities. Under price cap regulation, should a
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1
merger occur, we would set utility rates immediately after the merger at the

2
existing level minus any expected savings that should be passed through and

;

3
set a period of moratorium. As Acton and Vogelsang (1989) have pointed

4 out:

5 The interest in price caps . . . reflects a growing
6 understanding that governmental regulation is
7 limited in what it can accomplish. The firms that
8 are the object of regulation are almost always
9 better informed than regulators about their costs

10 and the consequences of adopting particular,
11 detailed regulatory schemes for prices or
12

conditions of service. Thus, rather than creating
13 regulation based on the premise of an omniscient
14 regulator being able to set optimal prices based
15 on full knowledge e asts and demand, a more
16 realistic regulatory go*J is to design incentive
17 mechanisms for the regulated firm that will lead
18 it to maximi-e society's objectives (whether these
19 are efficiency, distributive, or other objectives)
20 while pursuing its selfinterest. Price caps are -
21 viewed as an attractive means of implementing
22 such incentive schemes . . .
23 Q. Please describe how price cap regulation may be applied.
24 A. A price cap is a price ceiling or maximum rate that is determined by
25

regulators. The price cap may be flexible in that it may be automatically
26 adjusted for changes in inflation and productivity. A price floor is also
27

determined. A utility may independently price each service at any level
28

between the price cap or maximum allowable rate and the price floor.or
29

minimum allowable rate. Because regulators commit to maintain particular
-30 prices for some specified time, the price cap mechanism fu,ctions, much like
31

the familiar rate moratorium, e an institutionalization of regulatory lag.
32

Regulatory lag has been and continues to be one of the regulator's most
33

powerful tools for promoting efficient, cost <ffective utility management:
34 The regulatory lag - the inevitable delay that
35 regulation imposes in the downward adjustment
36 of rate levels that produce excessive rates of
37

return and the upward e .stments ordinarily38 called for if profits are t.a low is thus to be
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1 regarded not as a deplorable imperfection of
g 2 regulation, but as a positive advantage. Freezing

3 rates for the period of the lag imposes penalties
4 for inefficiency, excessive conservatism, and wrong
5 guesses, and " offers rewards for their opposites:
6 companies can for a time keep the higher profits
7 they reap from a superior performance and have
8 to suffer the losses from a poor one. (Alfred
9 Kahn, p.48)"

l'0 Q. Are there disadvantages to implementing price cap regulation?
11 A. One disadvantage is that price cap regulation may give firms an incentive to
12 lower or avoid improvemeno in service quality. Because there is often a
13 trade off between cost and quality,it is possible that by encouraging firms to
14 lower costs, price cap regulation also encourages firms to lower quality.
15 Regulators can insure the quality of servie by continuing to monitor and set
16 quality standards,

17 O. Would you recommend that a separate price cap be instituted for each
18 individual sersice?

19 A. Yes, I would recommend that in this case a price cap be instituted for each
20 existing KPL and KGE service. In this case management is claiming that the
21 regulatory Commission should approve a merger because there will be
22 benefits from the merger, even though those benefits are loosely supported.

'

23 If the Commission is to approve this merger based in part on an expectation
24 that these benents will actually occur, it could shift the risk of attaining these
25 benefits to the shareholders who are promising them. Establishing a price
26 cap is one method to ensure that beneSts from the merger flow to
27 ratepayers. Current rates be adjusted downwards to reflect the savings that
28 should be passed to consumers. The moratorium aspect of price cap then
29 ensures this savings and risk allocation.

30 Q. At what time should the Comminion determine specifically how merger costs
31 and bene 6ts should be allocated across customer classes?

32 " Kahn, Alfred E.; The Economics of 'legulation: Principles and
33 Institutions; Vol. II,1971.
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1
then the Commission should establish a docket within which to detennine

2 exact allocations of costs and benefits across ratepayer classes, as soon as
3 possible.

D. Review the Effect of the Transaction on the Kansas Economy.4

5 Q. What other costs must be considered in determining the optimal firm and
6 industry structure?

7 A. Transactions in the utility sector will have indirect effects on the rest of the
8 Kansas economy. Even though these costs are indirect, they can be thought
9 of as externalities from the transaction and are thus very legitimate costs to

10 consider in determining the best interest of the public. The effect of the
11 merger on the Kansas economy is addressed in the testimony of Mr. Robert
12 Glass.

13 IIL SUMMARY
14 Q. Please summarize tl.e issues for the Commission in determining which
15 transaction is in the best interest of the public.
16 A. Our economy can be thought of as a network of transactions. One of the
17 most important questions for us is whether particular transactions within this
18 network, transactions which presumably lead to optimal resource allocation,
19 are more efficiently performed internally, i.e. within a single firm, or
20 externally, through market transactions. The answer depends on the relative
21 level of direct and indirect costs of transacting under each different scenario.
22

These costs include costs to KPL and KGE ratepayers incurred directly by
- 23 the transacting utilities as a result of the merger, costs to all Kansas,

24 ratepayers through the effect of the merger on wholesale competition, and
25

costs to all Kansas through the effect of the merger on other industry within
26 the Kansas economy. In order to promote the accomphshment of efficient
27

transactions, the Commission should set policy regarding 1) recovery of
28

merger related acquisition premium,2) conditions to prevent merger induced
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.3: . O. . Does this conclude your testimony?
4: A ; - Yes, it does.
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1 Q. Please state your name and address.

2 A. My name is Robert D. Elliott. My business address is 1500 S.W. Arrowhead
3 Road, Topeka, Kansas.

4 Q. By whom and in what capacity are you employed?
5 A. I am employed by the Kansas Corporation Commission as Chief Engineer.
6 Q. Please describe your educational background and professional experience.
7 - A. I received a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Oregon and
8 then achieved a Master of Science degree in Environmental Engineering from
9 Drexel University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Prior to joining the Kansas

10 Corporation Commission, I held positions with an air pollution regulatory
11 agency, consulting engineering finns and a major natural gas utility. Most
12 recently, I was employed by American Natural Resources (Ah%) and
13 Michigan Consolidated Gas Company in various management and technical

|

t14 capacities. As the Manager of Engineering Design for Michigan
15 Consolidated, I was responsible for the company's transmission, distribution,
16 controls, communications, compressor and environmental engineering. My
17 Staff included electrical, mechanical, chemical and civil engineers.
18 Q. What are your responsibilities with the Commission?
19 A. I am responsible for directing a program of engineering studies and
20 investigations of public utilities in response to electric and natural gas utility
21 issues, permit applications, rate filings, operational issues, pipeline safety
22 issues, rule and regulation filings, formal complaints and related matters.
23 Other specialized areas of my responsibilities include electric and natural gas
24 utility safety compliance and the monitoring of power plant performance
25 levels.

26 Q. Have you previously submitted testimony before this Commission?
27 A. Yes. I have testified before this Commission and the Michigan Public Service
28 Commiulon.
29 Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this merger hearing?
30 A. I will be evaluating several areas of savings for the Kansas Power and Light /
31 Kansas Gas and Electric (KPL/KGE) merger and develop an independent
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1 . opinion of what savings I believe should be assigned to this merger.
2- Transmission access, emironmentalimpacts and other important issues do not
3 lend themselves to quantification but I believe they should nevertheless be
4 given consideration in this hearing rather than relying solely upon those items
5 which can be quanti 5ed in dollars. In this proceeding. I am only addressing
6 the gross savings, not the net savings after recovery of the acquisition
7 premium. Staff Witness Mr. Dittemore will discuss the cost of the KPL/KGE
8 merger in his testimony. My testimony evaluates the merger from the
9 following perspectives:

10 1. Capacity Savings (See Page 2),
11 2. Fuel Savings from the Joint Dispatch of Generating Units (See
12 Page 8).

13 3. Transmission Policy (See Page 15).
14 4. Administrative and General Savings (See Paga 34),
15 5. Fuel Procurement and Management Practices (See Page 52).
16 6. Reliability Issues for the Generation, Transmission, and
17 Distribution Systems (See Page 52).
18 7. Planning Issues (See Page 55).,

19 8. Demand Side Management Program Impacts (See Page 57).
20 9. Environmental Impacts (See Page 57),
21- 10. Miscellaneous Issues (See Page 59),
22 11. Future Policy Concerns (See Page 70).

23 ANALYSIS OF MERGER SAVINGS
24 1. Capacity Savings.

25 Q. What do you mean by the term " capacity savings"?
26 -A. I am referring to those savings which can be achieved by the deferral of new

= 27 generating capacity installations, delayed reactivation of mothballed units
28 and postponed planned overhauls of generating units.
29 Q. How might a merger create savings in each of these areas?
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1 A. A merger has the potential of creating savings because of the differing
2 capacity balances and load growths between the two utilities. The
3 construction of power plants is a highly capital intensive undertaking by the
4 electric utility industry. The assumption oflarge amounts of debt to construct
5 these facilities poses varying degrees of risk to the company, ratepayers and
6 financial community. To the extent that new capacity additions can be
7 postponed by a merger, all parties generally benefit although in varying

'8 _ degrees and perhaps depending upon whether a regional or local viewpoint
9 is utilized.

10 Q. What format does your analysis of the capacity savings for the proposed
11 KPL/KGE merger follow?
12 A. I will be discussing the following capacity issues: (1) current capacity balances
13 of the two companies; (2) generating unit retirement possibilities which could
14

affect the future capacity needs of the companies; and (3) presentation of my
15 estimate of the future generating unit capacity savings for the KPL/KGE
16 merged company.

17 Q. What has KPL stated are the capacity savings benefits of the KPL/KGE
18 merger?

19 A. KPL believes there are several situations in which the merged company could
20

postpone planned overhauls at the Murray Gill and Gordon Evans generating
21

units. In addition, the proposed startup of the mothballed Neosho plant was
,

22
determined by KPL to be capable of being postponed under the merged

23 KPL/KGE,
24 Q. What are your comments on KPL's methodology for estimating the capacity
25_ savings?

26 A. KPL evaluated the KPL/KGE merger for both planned maintenance of the
27 Murray Gill and Gordon Evans generating units and capital expenditures
28 which could be deferred as a result of the merger, Unlike the analysis
29 completed by Kansas City Power and Light (KCPL) in the proposed
30 KCPL/KGE merger, KPL did not quantitatively adjust the KPL/KGE merged

Elliott 3
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1 company's generation capacity forecast to reDect possible sasings of
2 postponing major new capacity additions, such as Jeffrey Unit No. 4
3 O. Does this proposed merger have the potential to create capacity savings?
4 A. Yes, but not as much as has been estimated by KPL My review of the Utility
5 Consulting Services (UCS) production costing modeling output indicates that
6 Murray Gill No. 4 will not experience a sufficient change in either start / stops
7 or capacity factor between the stand.alone and merged KPL/KGE company
8 to justify assuming any merger savings associated with this unit.
9 Consequently, I removed KPL's maintenance savings estimated for Murray

10 Gill No. 4 since the forecasted maintenance costs for this unit will not be
11 modified as a result of the merger. On the other hand, it is possible for the
12 merger to produce savings if Jeffrey Unit No. 4 could be postponed beyond
13 its estimated in service date in the year 2002, but this has not been suggested
14 by KPL as having a probability of occurring. KPL does not have an
15 immediate need for the additional epacity that it will gain from the merger.
16 O. Please provide background informanon about the UCS model.
17 A. UCS is a deterministic production costing model which simulates the
18 operation of an electric utility power system and estimates future energy costs
19 for the utility's generating units. The UCS model was also used at one time
20 in the past by KCPL and KGE.

21 Q. Will the merged KPL/KGE company be maintaining the MOKAN
22 recommended minimum 15.3% and five year average 18.2% capacity margins?
23 A. Yes. The merged KPL/KGE will be able to maintain capacity margins at
24

or above the MOKAN recommended levels because of their current capacity
25 balance condition.

26 Q. Please describe the capacity status of KPL, KGE and KCPL
27 A. Listed below are the capacity balances of KPL, KGE and KCPL from the
28 1990 MOKAN Load and Capability forecast. Capacity balance is the amount
29 of capacity which the companies currently own above their minimum capacity
30 margin needs to maintain a reliable system:
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KPL's KCE's KCPL's12 capacity- capacity ~ capacity13: h Ralance- aalance= Ralanea
'

!4 1991' + -123 MW + 222 W-

17 W$ 1992 +- - 118 W + - 161 W
-

21 W'

-

6 1993 + ' 188 W + 103 W 11 W-

7 1994' + 161 W + -58 MW 63-W8 1995 + ' 122 W + 16 W
-

212 W - '
-

9 This information indicates that KCPL has both a near term and long term
11 0 need for generation capacity.
;11- O. What is the definition of the term " capacity margin"?
f12~ A. - Capacity margin indicates the amount of generating capacity which a utility
:13- - has available to serve its peak hour native load customers. It'is determined:
14

by su~ tracting the peak load responsibility from the total utility capacity ando

;15L
then dividing this figure by the total utility capacity.- The MOKAN Pool has

161
adopted a1two-tiered capacity margin standard: (1) a minimum capacity-

17. - margin which requires the member companies to pay a penalty to the Pool 'y

18 - gif the member's capacity drops below 153%; and:(2)- an 183 werage.

:19
^

; capacity margin to be maintained as a rolling five year average. MOKAN
,

,
20:: jis. currently undertaking.a study to- determine if_ these guidelines need

i21 . modification.

-' 22 ? LQ. Why'was a.two tiered system adopted by the MOKAN Pool?
-

,

m -

23 fA. The 15.3% capacity margin represents the minimum amount of capacity which - '

'241 is needed to reliably serve the utility's native load. The.18.2% figure. on the
T25) 'other hand, is an additional tool to insure that the' MOKAN members will,

.

126L > over long periods of time, be in'a strong position to serve their native load.
127. It equates to having sufficient generation available over the_ planning period
28

to have an average loss of load probability (LOLP) of 1 day in 10 years, while -
m 29;

never dropping lower than 1 day in 3 years in an single year. The generation-
'

;

30:
J reliability criteria of I day in 10 years is a commonly utilized planning criteria = a" 31-
by U.S. electric utilities. It represents the utility planner's assumption that

1
'
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a
' I their customers do not desire to have the inconvenience of being without ,

_2 power occur more frequently than 1. day every 10 years.
'

3 ~Q.. What' other. Issues did you review in evaluating the KPL/KGE = merged
_4- company's capacity savings?

5 ' A. - I evaluated whether there will be any generating unit retirements accelerating .
6 the_need for new capacity which could affect the capacity savings. Merger
7- ' benefits will be diluted if these events occur which were not contemplated as
8 :part of the merger savings analysis. For example, assume a calculation is

!
9 made to determine whether capacity savings will occur from new generating

.

:10 capacity being postponed by a merger, his determination would be made
11~ after assuming speci5c generating units will be in service in the future.-

'12 : However, if after merger approval one or more of these units is retired, the
13 estimated merger ~ savings will not be realized. If such -a circumstance-

- :14 happened in this ' articular merger case, the merger savings could be reversed 'p

15 'into a cost because of the relative small magnitude of capacity savings being
L16 ' suggested by KPL

<

'

:17 Q. What generating u1Jts are currently being considered for retirement by KPL7
'18: A. ~ KPL det.s: not have formal plans to retire any of its generating units.
:19L tHowever, several of KPL's- units are currently mothballed, or will bc

: 20_. . mothballed in the near future. I can not offer a firm opinion on whether or

[ : 21) not- theseounits will ever actually befutilized again. !KPL's planning
'

:22 documentation indicates that currently mothballed I.awrence Units No.1 (7 -
23\ MW)' and No. 2-(26 MW) will be reactivated in:1997. These units are 1

,

124 currently 51'and 38 years old,' respectively. KPL also indicates that its-
:-253

mothballed Hutchinson Unit No.1 (20 MW) will be reactivated in 1997.
126) ; Similarly, Hutchinson' Units No. 2 (17 MW) and No. 3 (27 MW) are planned
27-

-to be mothballed in 1993 and then reactivated in 1995. These last three units -
28: are currently 40,40, and 39 years old, respectively. The decision to mothball--
29 Hutchinson-Units No. 2-and No.~ 3 in 1993 appears to coincide with the-

y30: ; expiration of Centel's approximate 161 MW ownership share of the 2,016 MW -,

7

313- Jeffrey power plant. The ultimate resolution of Centel's ownership of this "
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1- capacity may determine whether Hutchinson Units No. 2 and No. 3 are
2 - retired or later replaced by new combustion turbine peaking capacity.
3 Q. What generating unit retirement plans does KGE have which might affect the
4 - capacity savings analysis?

5 A. KGE also has no formal plans to retire any generating units. Instead, their
6 documentation indicates they plan to bring the Neosho Unit (67 MW) out of
7, mothballs in 1998. However, two units which merit some discussion are
8 Murra) Jill Units No.1 (45 MW) and No. 2 (72 MW), Over the past two
9 years, KGE has avoided the use of these two units in favor of less expensive

10 energy purchased on the interchange market. Thus, these units are receiving
11- negligible usage. They are 38 and 36 years old, respectively. There are no
12 major repairs which these units are currently facing which would support a
13 _ permanent retirement at this time. KGE is currently assuming that these
14 units will again be utilized in the late 1990s.

-15 Q. How would you revise the capacity needs of KPL and KGE based on the
16 above retirement possibilities?
17 A. I do not believe there is sufficient firm evidence at this time to conclude that
18 there will be any retirements which could dilute the capacity savings fron. the
19 KPL/KGE merger,

t 20 Q. What are the savings in maintenance costs and capacity deferrals which KPL
21: predicts for the KPL/KGE merger?

-22 A. ' KPL predicts $5.1 million in savings over the first S years of the KPL/KGE
23 - merger.

24 Q. What are your conclusions with respect to the capacity savings which the KCC
25 should adopt?

-26 A. First, I have estimated a slightly lower figure of $4.6 million in merger savings
27 for the areas identified by KPL because of my conclusions about Murray Gill
28- No. 4. Second, although there are some generating units which KPL and
29 KGE may be considering as candidates for retirement which could affect-
30 - these savings, I could not find any fi.m evidence of retirements which would
31 dilute the capacity savings for this merger.

1
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1 2. Fuel Savings from Joint Dispatch of Generating Units.
2 ' . Q. How can fuel savings occur from the joint dispatch of generating urtits?
3 A. Generating units are dispatched according to their cost of producing
4 electricity. These production costs will vary for a variety of reasons, such as
5 the type of fuel burned, quality of the fuel, design of the plant and other
6 rer. sons. Each utility prioritizes its generating units from the least cost to the
7 highest cost and then moves down this dispatching order as electricity demand
8 increases. Joint dispatching of generating units rearranges the priority of
9 dispatching and thereby creates the opportunity for fuel savings.

10 O. How were the fuel savings estimated for the joint dispatch of the KPL/KGE
11 generating units?

12 A. Fuel savings from the KPL/KGE merger were developed by modeling the
13 companies as stand.alone companies and then also modeling the merged
14 company. The difference in fuel usage in these analyses represents the
15 savings which are attributable to the merger. KPL utilized a production
16 costing model developed by UCS to estimate these savings.
17 O. What comments do you have about the assumptions used by KPL in its fuel
18 savings analysis?

19 A. I concluded that the high forced outage rate assumed for Wolf Creek nuclear
20_ power plant was the single most important assumption which I needed to
21

modify in the modeling. Less significant changes involved incorporating a
22

gradual deterioration of the efficiency of the Jeffrey units because of aging
23 effects and adding the anticipated generating unit capacity uprates for Wolf
24 Creek and LaCygne Unit No. 2,
25 O. Why were these changes necessary?
26 _A. First, Wolf Creek's operating performance during the last few years ranks
27 nationally among the top five for its class of nuclear units (i.e.,1,000 MW
28

.PWR units and above).- I believe that Wolf Creek's impressive operating
29 history relates to its design, attention to detail during construction and
30

rigorous maintenance since it commercially began producing electricity in
31

1985. After observing Wolf Creek's performarce over the last 51/2 years,
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|
|1 I do not believe it is reasonable to accept KPL's view that this plant's

21 performance from 1992 through 2000 should be re: presented with a .14%
.;

3 forced outage rate'(FOR). A 14% FOR is approximately the national
1

4 average FOR over 1985 to 1988 for units of similar size as Wolf Creek. As
5 further support for the reasonablencss of Staff's FOR assumption, the 1989
6 national average FOR dropped to approximately 7.5%. Staff's analysis
7 . assumes a on FOR (i.e., average of the 3% FOR computer run and 9% FOR
8 . computer run).

9 Second, KPL modeled the Jeffrey units as constantly maintairdng a low
10 FOR 'over the entire 1992 2000 modeling period. I simulated Jeffrey's future

,

11
performance by acknowledging that performance tends to decrease with age.

12 Third, I incorporated into the modeling analysis the Wolf Creek and
13 LaCygne No. 2 capacity uprates in order to recognize these expected increases
14 in capacity.

15 O. What is the definition of " forced outage"?
16:- A. A forced outage describes the condition of a unit that occurs when a

-17
component failure or other event necessitates that a unit be immediately

L18 removed from service. It is one measure of a generating unit's performance
:19 efficiency.

20: Q.- What energy cost savings were projected -for the Merged KPL/KGE
21 companies?

=221 - A.- KPL's and Staff's analyses concluded that a merger with KGE would produce
23- the fuel savings shown below. Staff's fuel savings analyses assume that Wolf
24

Creek will continue to be one of the best performing nuclear power plants in
25 the U.S. throughout the 1990s. Staff's computer analysis No. I simulates Wolf
26 - Creek's performance over the last 3 years by using a 3% forced out'ge rate
21 and extrapolates this performance as continuing throughout the decade. Run '

- 28 -- No. 2 also assumes good performance, but expects Wolf Creek to operate
29 midway between a 3% forced outage rate and KPL's 14% for:ed outage rate

.30 (i.e.,9% forced outage rate).

.
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11 Staff's Estimate2 KPL's Estimate of KPL/KCE Merged3 of KPL/KCE Comnany Fuel Savines

4 yggr }'uel Savinen Run No. 1 Run 14o. 2 l

5 1992 1996 $ 25 million $ 19 million $ 20 million6 1992 2000 $ 78 million S 62 million $ 64 million

7- De information provided below indicates that Wolf Creek's actual
8 performance for 19871990 falls midway between Staff's two computer runs
9 . No, I and No. 2.

10 C.asaciev l'accor outnut from Staff's Analyses
-

11 Run No. 1 Run No. 212 yag Ferred comnany Merred comoany
'

13 1991 73.9 % 69.2 114 1992 88,8 % 83.5 %
15 1993 78.6 %' 73,7 %'
16 1994 76.7 1 71.8 %17 1995 91.2 % 87.4 %18 1996 73,5 % 69.9 119 1997 75,1 1 72,1 %
20 1998 89,9 % 86,0 1
21 1999 72.6 % 72.6 %22 2000 2.L,1 % 2.L.1 %23 10 Year Average 79.2 1 75.7 I

24 Actual Colf Creek Canacity Factors

25- 1987 65.5 126 1988 67.1 %27 1989 .97,7 %
28- 1990
29

_ 79.2 't
4. Year Average (1987 1990) 77.2 %

30 Q. . What studies did KPL make evaluating whether KPL's acquisition of KGE's'
31 generating units is the best option for KGE's ratepayers?
32 A. I have addressed this question by developing average energy costs for the
33 separate and merged companies from the production cost computer analyses
34' made by KPL and Staff for this hearing.
35 O. How was this average energy coat for 19921996 developed?

:
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1 A. The total fuel cost output from the UCS production costing modei analysis
2 for each year from ' 1992 1996 was totaled and then dMded by the
3 corresponding electricity output from the generating units. A five year
4 average was selected to represent how the companies may be affected over
5 a relatively long time period, but other time periods could also be evaluated.
6 Q. What usefulness do future average energy costs have in a merger analysis?
7 A. Projected average energy costs give u indication of the merged company's
8 generating unit efficiencies versus the stand alme condition. They also give
9 an indication of the merged company's ability to make additional transactions.

10 The actual energy costs experiered by the companies in the future may
11 vary from these projections depending upon whether the generating units are
12 available as much as assumed. In this respect, ave. age energy costs r-- 'y
13 an analysis of a future probability.
14 Q. What were the average energy costs for KPL's analysis of the merger?
15 A. Without the merger, KPL estimates that it will have an everage energy cost
16 of 317.48 per megawatthour (MWH) when averaged over the five years of
17 1992 1996. This compares to KPL's estimate fur KGE of $ 14b4 per MWh
It' and the Merged KPL/KGE of $ 15.53 per MWh. This information indicates
19 KPL customers will benefit from access to Wolf Creek nuclear power plant's
20 low cost energy. Specifically, the merged company's average energy costs will
21 be lower than the KPL stand alone company.-
22 Q. - -What were the average energy costs from your independent analysis?

| 23 A. I made two separate UCS production cost computer runs to represent my
24 opinion that Wolf Creek will perform better in the future than the 14%
25 forced outage rate assumed in KPL's analysis. Wolf Creek's historical forced
26 outye rate is closer to 3%. My first analysis (i.e, Run No.1) assumes that
27-; Wolf Creek's capacity factor performance in the future will parallel what has
28 been accomplished since the facility converted to an 18-month refueling cycle.
29 My second analysis (i.e, Run No. 2) util zes a capacity factor which is between

; 30: the national average figure assume.1in KPL's analysis and my Run No.1.

|
31 The average energy costs over 19921996 for my two analyses were:
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1
KPL/KCE2 KPL Kf' Mer6ed3 Comp *2ta r stand.alone stanc w .no company

4 _ (B M ,'h) __f S A i LS/Wh)
'

_ ., ,,,,

5 ' 17.52 13.24 15.23
6 17.52 13.62 15.41.

7 In summary, the average energy costs frona Staff's analysis indicate a similar
8 Impact on KPL and KGE customers as KPL's analysis, although the cost
9 estimates change slightly.

1 O. What alternatives are available to achieve fuel savings without the KPL/KGE
11 merger?

12 A. A " tight pool" has the potential of achieving some of these sasings, if
13 longstanding institutional barriers can be overcome. I explain these barriers
14 in more detaillater in my testimony. Howew. . , thk time I need to niention
15 that I do not consider the potential savings from a tight pool to be as firm as
16 those achfeved through a merger. Further, expanding the tight pool to
17 include all MOKAN members introduces several additional complications
18 reludng to whether or not the KCC has the authority to complete such an
19 undertakine.

20 O. What comments do you have relating to the MOKAN centralized dispatch
21 study?

22 A. Tne centrallred dispatch study occurred only because of the per.onal written
23 request of all three Commissioners of the KCC. It was then accepted by the
24 utilities and incorporated into the Long Range Capacity Planning study. I do
25 not wish to downplay the important cooperation of the utilities in completing
26 this analysis; however, it must be clearly understood that centralized dispatch
27 was not evaluated because of their interest in this subject.
28 Q. What is your point in providing this background information?
29 A. I am trying to identify some of the difficulties which the KCC may have in
30 making a tight pool certralized dispatch a bonafide equivalent of the sasings
31 which would be developed by a merger. This does not mean that I do not
32 support the formation of a tight pool. In fact, quite the contrary is the case.
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1 I simply do not believe the KCC can expect the MOKAN members to
'

2 voluntarily form a tight pool to centrally dispatch all of the Pool's generating
3 urdts,

4 O. Are you aware of any effort by a MOKAN member utility to form a tight
5 pool since MOKAN's inception?
6 A. No. MOKAN was originally formed .2 years ago (IC62) with the signing of
7 the original General Participation Acreement by KCP14 KPL, KGE, Empire
8 District Electric Company (EDE) and Missouri Public Service (MPS), Since<

9 - no proposal has been implementr,d in 28 years, I believe the savinss from a
!

10 tight MOKAN Pool _would have to be given a low probability of occurring
li voluntarily. Several hurdles would need to be cleared before they could be
12 achieved, including some of the member utilities are outside the jurisdiction
13 of the KCC and developing an accounting system to track the hour by hour
14 - transactions would be a challenge H, wever, there are sevetaljoint dispatch
15 pools in operation throughout the co, .ty that are successfully tracking these
16 transactions among many members.1

'17 Q. .Who are the current MOKAN members and what is their most recent
?.8 accredited capacity to the MOKAN Pool?

19 A. The folic 4ving table lists the MOKAN member utilities:
20 ECC Jurisdictional Non MCC Jurisdfetionni
21 Connanv 1991 canneity comoany 1991 caoneity

22 KcPL 3109 MW BPU 676 W23 KPL 2599 W SJLP 382 MW24 KGE 2441 W INDN 288 MW'
25 EDE 658 W
26 .MPS 947 W
27 CTU 537 MW
28 SEc 437 W

129 xvt 94 MW
'

30 I would like to note that only a very small portion of EDE's generation and

h 31 MPS's generation is actually located in Kansas,

| Elliott 13
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1 Q. What actions have been taken by KOE, KCPL and KPL since the completion
2 of the MOKAN study which may t.ubstantially reduce the costs of establishing |
3 a tight pool centralized dispatching capability?
4 A. KGE has installed a new Energy Management System / Supervisory Control
5 and Data Acquisition (EMS /SCADA) system to monitor and control the
6 utility's energy production and deliven system. KCPL has ordered a new
7 EMS /SCADA system and expects delivery in September 1992 while KPL may
8 need to purchase a new system sometime between 1994 and 1999.
9 Q. What impact might the requirement to form a tight pool have on other

10 MO:iAN members?
11 A. First, some members such as Sunflower Electric Cooperative and Kansas City
12 Board of Public UtiUtles may not be able to afford the initial costs to
13 establish the centralized dispatch facility and its required communication'
14

systems. This problem would likely have to be addressed by developing a
15 system where less advantaged utilities contribute only the marginal costs to
16 establish the system. Second, some util! ties may complain that ruch a
17 proposal will reduce their revenues because more efhcient units will be
18 chosen over their own units. Even though the region as a whole will benefit,
19 the KCC may still be required to deal with a sh!fting of revenue issue that is
20 equally controversial as a merger. On the positive side, those utilities with
21 recently installed EMS /SCADA equipment may be able to operate as the
22 host site for the centralized dispatching facility and, thereby, reduce the
23 development costs for a centralized dispatching capability. The 1988
24

MOKAN Long Range Capacity needs study estimated that the startup costs
25

for such a system could reach $10 million, plus annual operating costs, if a
26 simpler approach is not available.

27 Q. What are your conclusions concern!ng tb fuel savings from joint dispatch of
;

| 28 generating units?
!

29 A. I believe that the average of my twojoint dispatch analyses for the KPL/KGE
| 30

merger should be adopted by the KCC as the most likely ruel sasings to
31

occur. This results in estimated fuel savings for the merger over the five year
|
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1 period of 19921996 of $ 19.5 million. If the KPL/KGE merger request is
2 ultimately denied, I recommend that the KCC direct the two stand.alone
3 companies to initiate discussions with other MOKAN members on how to
4 achieve greater fuel savings in the Pool.

5 3. Tramminion Policy.
6 Q. What is the purpose of this portion of your testimony?
7 A. The purpose of this section is to propose a means of implementing the
8 transmission policy principles suggested by Staff Witness Shirley Sicilian.
9 Q. What assumpt'ons have you made in designing your policy?

10 A. I have assumed that the goal is to achieve access efficiently on a non.
11 discriminatory basis. This means that after a transition period, transmission
12 users would have equivalent access to the merged company's essential
13

transmission corridors. As explained by Staff Witness Shirley Sicilian, eligible
14 entities for Staff's proposed firm and non firm transtmssion policies include
15 other utilities, wholesale customers, independent power producers and
16 qualifying facilities. The operational concepts I employ could be used even
17 if the KCC did not adopt the precise principles suggested by Ms. Sicilian.
18 Q. How is this section organized?
19 A. I will discuss the following issues:
20 a. Existing transmission policy Firm transmission service.
21 b. Existing transmission policy Non firm transmission senice.
22 c. Transmist,on service charge issues.
23 d. Proposed transmission policy - Firm transmission service.
24 e. Proposed transmission polley Non firm transmission senice.
25

Trammission policy issues are important to this merger because operating
26 efficiencies gained through competition at the wholesale level benefit
27 customers at the retail level. I discuss the importance of transmission in more
28 detail later in my testimony when presenting standards for what should be
29 expected from a merged company.

Elliott 15,
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1 a. Existing trummI= ton policy Firm transmission service.
2 Q. Why is it relevant to evaluate the existing transmission policies of KPL and
3 KGE in this proceeding?
4 A. I believe that Staff needs to explain the current practices of KPL and KGE
5 on transmission access to determine whether they are adequate to mitigr.;c
6 any market power gained by the merged company. If the pclicies are "

7 inadequate, then new policies will be necessary.
8 Q. What concerns do you have with the existing policies?
9 A. There are three areas of concern. First, KPL and KGE do not automatically

10 build additional transmission facilities when a customer's firm transmission
11 request carmot be met. Second, the companies do not reduce their non firm
12 opportunity transactions in order to accommodate a request for firm
13 transmission. Third, the unavailability of generalized transmission tariffs
14 makes it more difficult for customers to choose among alternatives resulting
15 in a time consuming negotiating process and a loss of economic opportunities.
16 Q. Why is it not possible for a prospective transmission user to simply build its
17

own transmission line as a response to the danial of access to an existing line?
18 A. There are four reasons. First, the KCC has a policy of not approsing the
19 construction of duplicate facilities. Second, there are economies scale
20 associated with building a single transmission line versus building multiple
21 lines. Third, there is a long lead time iequired to build transmission lines.
22 Fourth, only a public utility has the authority of eminent domain to acquire
25 the necessary right of way for the trasmission line.
24 O. What problems exist with reliance on customer specific transmission senice
25 agreements as a substitute for generalized transmission senice?
26 A. KPL currently has no generalized transmission tariff on file with the TERC,
27 Virtually all transmission service agreements filed by KPL, KGE, KCPL and
28 other utilities are bilateral or multilateral senice agreements or schedules
29 rather than generalized tariff offerings. The reliance of a significant portion
30 of the electric industry on customer specific transmission senice agreements
31 reflects the industry's view that there are unique issues associated with each
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1 transaction. It is the industry's view that there is a need to assess each
2 transaction's effect on system reliabillry prior to the commencement of
3 setVICe.

4 In circumstances wl.ere market control is being concentrated by a
5 merger, there is a greater risk of anti-competitive behavior and, thus, a
6 greater need for general transmission tariffs. Customer specific agreements4

7 avoid the public notice that is necessary in order to allow informed decisions

8 to be made by prospective transmission users and also promote better use of
9 our transmission system. A larger transmission system under the control of

i 10 a merged company poses a risk of detriment to the public interest if increased
11 access and the knowledge of options is not made available to the public.
12 O. Have either KPL or KGE ever denied any requests for firm transmission
13 service or insisted upon uneconomic terms?

14 A. Yes. I would like to discuss two instances of which I have knowledge. First,.

15 KPL states it has not refused to wheel power except in requests for a specific
16 contract path which was already loaded because of KPL's economy
17 transactions for its native load. The specific request denied involved Kansas

1.

18 Electric Power Cooperative's (KEPCo) request in the mid.1980s for a specific
'

19 contract path over the 161.KV interconnection with Oma.la Public Power
20 District (OPPD) to bring in Western Area Power Administration (WAPA)

'

: 21 . hydroelectric power for its members. Instead, KPL indicated it offered to
: 22 bring the power into its system in the west or east end of KPL's system. The

23 need for a greater capacity transmission line and interconnection with OPPD
24 seems to have existed for a number of years. However, a review of KPL's 10-
25 year transmission forecast reveals no plans to construct a 345 KV line to
26 - Beatrice, Nebraska even though Southwest Power Pool maps still show an
27 estimated in4ervice date of 1997 for this line, Second, KGE requested in the
28

summer of 1990 that a 345 KV transmission service schedule at a rate of
29 $1.32/KW/ month be approved by FERC to repla:e the expired lease of
30 $0.29/KW/ month. KGE's rationale for making this decision was that it would

!
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1 need to treat KCPL 'like any other wholesale customer needing transmission
-

2 service."

3 Q. Why are these examples a concern to you?
'

4 A. These examples illustrate behavior problems which I believe make it
,

5
necessary for Staffs transmission proposals to be utilized by the merged,

; 6 company.

7 Q. Who are KGE's wholesale customers?
8 A. KGE's wholesale customers include three types of customers:
9 1. Full requirements municipalities:

10 Arcadia, Arma, Blue Mound, Bronson, Elsmore, Haven,
11

1.aHarpa, Mindenmines, Moran, Mount Hope, Mulberry,
12 Savonburg.

13 2. Partial requirements municipalities:
.

14 Augusta, Burlington, Chanute, Coffeyville, Erie, Fredonia
15

(BPU), Girard, Iola, Mulvane (BPU), Neodesha (BPU), Oxford,
16 Wellington, Winfield (BPU).
17 3.

KEPCo (17 MW from SWAPA and 69 MW of Wolf Cicek to
2

18 its member cooperatives), KPL, KCPL and other investor.
19 owned utilities.

'

20 .O. Please identify KPL's wholesale customers.

21 A: KPL serves the following wholesale customers:
22 1. Full requirements municipalities:
23 Alma Girard Seneca
24 Altamont Hillsboro Severance
25 Axtell Horton St. Mary's

-26 centralia-- 1.indsborg Toronto
27 chapman Marion Troy
28-; De Soto Morrill Vermillion
29 Elwood Muscotah Waterville
30 Enterprise- Robinson Wachena

| 31 Eudora Scranton
i

!
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- 1 2. Partial requirements munleipalities:
2 Burlingame Holton Stafford
3 Clay Center Larned Sterling
4- Ellinwood Minneapolis St. John
5 Herington osage City Wasego

6 3. Rural electric cooperatives served at wholesale:
7- Doniphan Electric Cooperative
8 Kaw Valley Electric Cooperative
9 Nemaha Marshall Electric Cooperative

10 Kansas Electric Tower Cooperative '

-11 4. Other viholesale customers who have requested and received
- 12 ' transmission service from KPD
13 KEPCo Wolf Creek and SWAPA plus standby service
14~ Kaw ve .ey Electric Cooperative SWAPA power
15- -City of Lindsbors WAPA power

16 -. b.- Existing tr=narniaalan policy Nonfirm transmission service.
17_ O. Please define what constitutes non firm energy.
18 - A. Non firm energy is energy generally sold or pr.rchased for short durations and
19'

under a variety of rates such as, system energ, economy energy, term energy,
20

purchase for resale.(under FERC Order 84), and emergency energy (e.g.,
21;

KOE's 345 KV storm damaged lines). Staff Witness Ms. Sicilian's testimony
22 contains a brief description of FERC Order 84.
23 O.' What level of non firm energy sales and purchases do KPL and KGE make?
241 A. ' Both companies are net sellers of energy:

.
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1 Non fira Total Purchases2 Bales Purchases Tor Resale3 cenmany Itg OMh) f Wh) (Wh)

4 Krl. 1989 558,075 452,317 Not Available5 1986 762,237 479,412 Not /.vailable6 1987 324.252 246,704 Not Available
7 xct 1989 1,543,762 213,029 119,993
8 1988 837,040 646,588 269,637
9 1987 1,095,510 620,251 335,693

10 Q. What mnkes it possible for KPL and KGE to be net sellers of energy?
11 A. There are large amounts of energy available in the seasonal off peak and
12 daily off peak periods because KPL and RUE are summer peaking utilities
13 with opportunities to improve their load factor.
14 Q. Are non firm transmission senices currently provided by either KPL or KGE?
15 A. No. All present transmission transactions are for firm transmission senice.
16 Although KPL and KOE do not have a non firm transmission tariff for hour-
17 to hour transmission service, they believe they have provided a similar senice
18

by utilizing their FERC Order 84 transmission tariff to engage in purchase for
19

resale activities (i.e.,56% in 1989 for KGE 119,993 MWh/213,029 MWh).
20 Later in my testimony I discuss the need for an additional new non firm
21 transmission senice.

22 c, Transmission service charge issues.
23 Q. ht benefit can a merger of two electric utilities provide with respect to
24 transmission service charges?
25 A. A merger can eliminate the need for one of the transmission service charges
26

which merging utilities must assess in order to have energy transported to or
27

from their service territory. As a result, more energy trades are possible.
28

That is, certain trades which formerly failed to occur because they did not
29 meet the minimurn spread requirement for such transactions now become
30

possible when only one transmission service charge exists. The requirement
31 that a transmission user pay multiple transmission charges in order to move
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1 electricity through several companies has been termed a * pancaking" of
2 transmission service charges. The unreasanableness of this approach for a
3 merged company can be likened to the two sides of a single reservoir disided
4

only by a line painted across the bottom. An integral transmission system is
5 like a reservoir. The " transmission" of water between any ovo points on the
6

reservoir uses the entire reservoir regardless of whether those two points lie
7 on the same or different sides of the line. Therefore, a single transmission
8 charge reflecting the costs of the integral transmission system is appropriate.
9 Presently, because the companies are separate, the circumstances parallel a

10 line being painted across the bottom of the reservoir. As a result,
11 trar. mission customers using the sy: tem must pay two charges, one to each
12 side of the reservoir, if the companies merge and continue to exact two
13 charges (i.e., pancaking), they will recovery revenues in excess of the
14 combined cost of senice,

15 Q. Is the KPL/KGE merged company proposing to utilize a single transmission
16 service charge after the merger?
17 A. No. KPL proposes to continue utilizing two transmission senice charges.
18 Q. Which Kansas municipalities could benefit from an elimination of KGE's firm
19 transmission service charge?
20 A. The city of Girard is one example. Girard could benefit from a KPL/KGE
21

merger if a single transmission charge was utilized by the two companies.
22

The city of Girard is within KGE's control area, but they have chosen to buy
23 their power from KPL and have KGE provide the transmission service.
24 Q. Is the elimination of a transmission senice charge by consolidating one
25 company into another a merger benefit?
26 A. Yes. All transmission customers, including Kansas municipalities, rural
27 electric cooperatives and other investor-owned utilities benefit from the
28

elimination of a transmission service charge. These entities represent, in my
29 opinion, part of the general public which the KCC should consider in a
30 merger decision.
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! ! O. What other methods exist to achieve the effects of eliminating a transmission
2 service charge without a merger?

3 A. A " tight pool" could accomplish this benefit for transmission service charges
4 just as it can accomplish some of the savings from centralized dispatch. Ii

5 discussed earlier the uncertainty surrounding the formation of a tight pool
6 in this region. Assuming a tight pool was in existence, it would be possible
7 to wheel power through several electric systems while the transmission system
8 user would pay only a single, postage stamp, embedded cost rate. An
9 approach similar to this is currently being utilized in the New England Power

10 Pool (NEPOOL).
11 Q. Please explain what a " postage stamp" rate is.

12 A. FERC jurisdictional utilities determine their transmission costs per unit of
13 electricity by dividing the total annual costs of constructing and maintaining
14 its entire transmission network by the load, or the amount of power on the
15 network, at certain peak periods. This " rolled in" method of calculating
16 transmission costs is based on the recognition that a unit of electricity does
17 not actually travel like a railroad shipment from the point at which it enters
18 the system to the point to which it is delivered. A transmission network
19 functions more like a reservoir: a given amount of power enters the system
20 at one point and a like amount is delivered at another point. The costs
21 associated with this pair of operations do not vary with the distance town
22 the point of entry and the point of delivery, but are based on the costs for
23 the entire transmission network. The resulting transmission rate is thus called
24 s " postage stamp" rate.

25 . Q. In summary, what transmission service charge savings do you believe it is
26 possible to gain from the KPL/KGE merger?
27 A. There is the potential for merger savings, but they are not going to be
28 achieved by the KPL/KGE merger. KPL has stated that it has no immediate

- 29 plans to alter the transmission charges for the use of the KPL and KGE
30 systems. Thus, customers needing to use both systems to transmit power to
31 their service territory will experience no benefit on this issue from the
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1 proposed KPL/KGE merger. They will continue to incur charges from both
2 companies.

3 O. What conditions do you believe should be imposed upon a KPL/KGE
4 merger?

5 A. If the KPL/KGE merger is approved, I recommend that the merged company
6 be required to utilize a single transmission service charge. If the merger is
7 denied, I recommend that KPL and KGE be expected to work with Staff on
8 developing a detailed proposal for a single, postage stamp, embedded cost
9 firm transmission service charge for the entire MOKAN Pool to be submitted

10 to the Executive Committee of MOKAN. Its intent is to accomplish greater
11 efficiency and competition through increased transactions in the transmission
12 area. The postage stamp concept is an easier means to facilitate a transaction
13 because the costs are more clearly understood by all parties.

14 d. Proposed trnnuniulon policy - Firm transmission service.
15 O. What are the benefits to retail customers of wholesale competition?
16 A. Utility management experience gained from wholesale competition trickles
17 down to benefit the retail operation. In summary, the availability of
18 inexpensive off system power disciplines the utility to keep its retail
19 construction and operating costs low. I would note that there is presently in
20 place an incentive for the retail operation to build generating units to increase
21 rate base and thereby profitability. The availability of transmission provides
22 a disciplinary pressure. It follows then that the quality of wholesale
23 competition affects retail rates. Wholesale transmission is necessary to have
24 wholesale competition. Staff Witnesses Sicilian and Eelkemt .iiscuss
25 wholesale competition in their testimony. In conclusion, the welfare of the
26 retail ratepayer is directly dependent on wholesale transmission.
27 Q. How did you determine the scope of your proposed wheeling conditions?
28 A. Staff's goal was to design conditions which impose wheeling obligations on
29 KPL/KGE to the minimum extent necessary to prevent the merger from
30 creating or main" tining anti-competitive conditions oc otherwise being

a
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1 inconsistent with the public interest. I have assumed that the KCC has
2 authority to reject the proposed merger if the resultini; transmission control
3 to be gained by KPL/KGE is inconsistent with the public interest.

'

4 Furthermore, I have assumed that since the KCC may reject the proposed
5 merger on that basis, it may condition the proposed merger on the merged
6 company putting into place wheeling arrangements necessary to assure the
7 merger is consistent with the public interest. I therefore have proposed
8 conditions which impose no greater obligation than what I deemed necessary
9 to prevent the merger from harming the ;sublic interest.

10 O. How would your conditions apply ;o wheeling which KPL performs for the
11 KGE subsidiary, and vice versa?

12 A. There would be no need to make such artificial distinctions under my
13 conditions. My conditions treat the mert,ed entity as one, Moreover,
14 competitors would obtain access equal to that obtainable by either KPL or
15 KGE except insofar as one or the other division has planned to use
16 transmission access as a means of serving firm native load.
17 O. What firm transmission policies do you believe are necessary for a merged
18 company to tmplement?

19 A.
I believe there are five (5) issues which need to be addressed: (1) conversion

20 cpportunities from sales to firm transmission service; (2) transmission capacity
21 made available for transmission senice; (3) set aside policies by the merged
22 company for non firm transactions; (4) triggering points for the construction
23 6' new transmission lines and the cost reimbursement methodology utilized:
24 and (5) an allowance for resale of firm capacity.
25 O. What conversion opportunities should exist for wholesale customers affected
26 by a merger?

27 A. Existing wholesale customers affected b, a merger should have a " window" of
! 28 opportunity to decide whether to continue receiving full requirements senice

29 or seek to replace this service with firm transmission and purchase their
| 30 requirements from other suppliers. This opportunity should not be capable

31 of being exercised until the croiration of any applicable wholesale contract
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1 in order to minimize stranded investment. Its purpose is to insure ratepayers
2 do not receive a disproportionate share of the high acquisition premium for
3 this merger. The KPL/KGE merged company has not made an offer to allow
4 conversion possibilities for its full requirements wholesale customers.
5 O. What methodology should be utilized to determine the amount of
6 transmission capacity which will be available after a merger?
7 A. A merged company should quantify in advance of merger approval the
8 transfer capability for each of its interconnections and specify the amount of
9 capacity that will be available for firm deliveries by wheeling customers. This

10 capacity should be termed the " Remaining Existing Capacity (REC)" REC
11 would include the difference between the total transfer capability and that
12 amount needed to reliably serve the merged company's native load customers,
13 including reasonable present projections of growth in that native load, plus
14 those customers receiving service under firm contracts entered into prior to
*! the merger. In estimating the REC, a merged company should not seek a
16 specified set aside of capacity for its own non firm economy opportunity
17 transactions. 'Ihis aspect of the policy maximSes the availability of existing
18 firm transmission capacity. As I explain further below, all utilities should

4

19 have equivalent access to the non firm capacity which is available with the
20 merged company having no special preference. However, in order to treat
21 native load ratepayers of the merged company fairly, it would be necessary
22 to phase-out this preferential access to non firm transactions over 3 years.
23 Thus, native load customers would continue to benefit preferentially in the
24 near term for access to the system which they have paid for over the years,

o Z but th:te, v.cWd :.!so be r, sp:cif!:d dr.e wh:n ecmpetition dir. ate futur:
26 policies. Even without this non firm capacity set aside, a merged company
27 should have ample capacity to continue participating in efficient opportunity
28 transactions as I will discuss later. The KPL/KGE merged company has not
29 offered a proposal equivalent to Staff's guidelines.
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1 Q. Your proposal provides preferential treatment to off system firm obligations
2 of KPL or KGE existing as of the date the merger was agreed to, but not
3 future off-system obligations of KPL/KGE. Please explain.
4 A. Utilities with whom KPL/KGE have enteted into existing transactions are
5 relying on the continuation of their existing arrangements. It would be

"

6 inequitable to these utilities to unwind or modify such an arrangement unless
'

-7 absolutely necessary. On the other hand, with respect to future, as yet-
8 unplanned, off-system obligations, there is no such reliance or equitable
9 consideration. KPL/KGE should not be able to use any market cower

10 obtaine.d through the merger to make new off system sales, and then cite such
L

11 new obligations as reasons to foreclose transmission access by its competitors.
12 Q. You have excluded from the capacity preferentially avallaae to KPL/KGE

;: 13 any capacity attributable to obligations' entered into by KPL or KGE in
14 anticipation of the merger. Please explain.
15 A. There may be contracts which KPL or KGE entered into before the date the

-16 merger was agreed to, where KPL's or KGE's ability to fulfill the contr actual j
17. obligations was based in part on the benefits offered by the proposed merger. !

'18 Under these narrow circumstances,-it makes sense to treat the contract not
19 as a pre-existing obligation, but as an obligation entered into as a result of
20 market power obtained through the merger. I

21 ~ Q. - Why have you permitted KPVb.iE to retain capacity in its merged
:

22 transmission system sufficient to serve ' reasonable present projections of
.

23 growth in that native load?"
i

. 24 - A. Staff's principle was to set aside capacity for KPL/KGE to serve, without
!25 impairment of service,- its' pre existing obligations. I regard " reasonable l

26 present projections of growth" in KPL/KGE's . native load- to be within- i

L 27- KPL/KGE's pre existing obligations. However, I do not view KPL/KGE's
28- pre e::isting obligations as including unreasonable load projections.
29 KPL/KGE should not be permitted to reserve additioaal capacity for itself, !
30 to the exclusion of its competitors, by making load projections which are not -

31- supportable. Nor should KPL/KGE be able to perpetuate its preferential
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1 status by updating its projections in the future. Any KPL/KGE load growth
2 nc. planned for at present should be treated on a par with the needs of other

j
3 entities.

4 Q. What approach will KPL be utilizing to make firm transmbsion capacity
5 available by the KPL/KGE merged company?
6 A. The KPL/KGE merged company has indicated that, at some point in the
7 future, it will develop a procedure which quantifies the amount of firm
8 transmission service which will be available on the KPL/KGE system. KPL's
9 quantification of the amount of firm transmission service will be based on the

10 following: (1) recognhion and incorporation of the fact that each
11 contemplated transaction may have unique impacts on the capacity available
12 for additional transactions; (2) make available that capacity in excess of
13 present and projected demand by existing firm customers; and (3) a set aside
14 for the KPL/KGE merged company of" reasonable" amounts of transmission
15 capacity required for economy interchange, based on " reasonable" planned
16 usage. This policy is not consistent with Staff's proposal.
17 O. What policy should be utilized by a merged company when requests for firm
18 transmission capacity exceed the available capacity of the line?

: 19 A. I believe it is important that utilities not deny firm transmission requests
20

without a simultaneous commitment to builc' transmission facilities. This
21 becomes particularly important if the utility is placing its owm non firm
22

transactions as a higher priority than firm transmission requests. A merged
23 company should utilize due diligence to install or upgrade transmission lines
24 which could not accommodate a request for firm transmission service. The
25

amount of time allowed for such improvements should not exceed two years
26 after all regulatory approvals have been obtained. If the requested

| 27 transmission service is not provided within 2 yests, one of two rules should
28 apply depending on whether the merged company was at fault. First, if the,

'

29
facilities are not built for reasons beyond the ability of the mered company,

30
then the merged company and the requester should . hare the resulting

31 constraint prorata until the Ifne is built. Second, it the facilities are not built
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1 for reasons of imprudence or recalcitrance, the merged company should: (1)
2 forego all of its new firm transactions which would otherwise use the capacity
3 need by the requester; and (2) curtail existing firm transactions if such
4 reductions would acate additional REC needed to accommodate the

i
5 reque.sted firm service. This second point assumes the existing firm services
6 a; < w essential to maintaining reliable service for native load customers.
7 The merged company should use its best efforts to accommodate non firm

8 wheeling requests, but should not be required to expand or upgrade facilities
9 to accommodate such requests.

10 The KPL/KGE merged company has proposed, on the other hand, to
11 use only " reasonable" efforts to construct new transmission facilities needed

12 to accommodate firm transmission service requests. Such a subjective
! 13 standard would leave the construction request to the sole discretion of KPl.,

14 despite the apparent need for additional facilities. No time period is offered
15; by KPL for satisfying construction requests and/or needs.
16 Q. What participation should non affiliated entities have in expansion of
17 KPL/KGE transmission facilities?
18 A. If KPL/KGE intends to increase the capability of any ofits interconnections,
19 it should first give public notice through MOKAN and other appropriate
20 bodies. Such notice should state, among other things, the estimated cost, the
21 affected delivery points and the estimated change in scheduling limits at each
22 delivery point. . Within a six month notice period, each competing supplier
23 and/or buyer of bulk power should have an opportunity to participate in the
24 plannsd increase by nominating an amount of capacity it wishes to take and
25 pay for on a firm basis, either by ownership or long term contract. Each
26 competitor should have the option of participating by (a) acquiring ownership

|

| 27 by making an appropriate cash payment or (b) obtaining a bng term contract
! 28 from KPL/KGE. In the event nominatiom ewed the design capacity of the

29 proposed facility, KPL/KGE should have the option of either (a) adding-
30 other facilities sufficient to satisfy the total nominations, or (b) allocating the
31 limited capacity of the proposed increase among itself and the competitors in
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1 proportion to nominations. In addition, KPL/KGE should permit non-
2 affiliated entities to make investments in transmission facilities that increase
3 the transfer capacity of the KPL/KGE system for purposes of making !

4 additional sales or purchases in competition with KPL/KGE. Such non.
5 affiliated entities should retain the benefit of those capacity additions subject
6 to assuming the obligations imposed on KPL/KGE in these conditions and
7 subject to technical review, such as those administered by MOKAN.
8 O. Why is it necessary for KPL/KGE to offer its competitors an option to
9 purchase an ownership share in any transmission addition, as opposed to

10 entering into a contract?

11 A. There are several reasons. First, an ownership share is what KPL is acquiring
12 from KGE Competitors should be allowed to obtain the same preferred
13 access. Second, wheeling contracts always have a finite term whereas
14 ownership is for perpetuity, Upon expiration of a wheeling contract,
15 KPL/KGE would obtain certain privileges and would have an incentive to
16 raise the rate or not to negotiate a contract extension. Ownership prevents
17 a competitor from being subjected to such pressures. Third, there is
18 considerable synergism in transmission systems in that parallelling or
19 reinforcing an existing line creates new capacity at a lower cost than does
20 constructing an independent line. This benefit typically goes to the owmers
21 of a line and not to the wheeling customers. Fourth, there are only a firute
22 number of good transmission corridors. In other words, transmission rights-
23 of way are a scarce and valuable resource. If a competitor does not obtain
24 ownership, he/she may be frozen out of the benefits of owning transmission
25 rights of way. Of course, any gain from the sale of merged company
26 transmission facilities to a third party should go to the ratepayers who paid
27 for the facility.
28 Q. Why is it necessary to offer non ' affiliated entities an opportunity to initiate
29 their own efforts to increase transfer capability between their system and the

| 30 KPL/KGE system?
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1 A. As I noted in my response to the previous question, the incremental cost of
2 adding capacity to a pre existing network such as that of KPL/KGE is lower |
3 than the cost of building entirely new lines. In the absence of such a 1

4 condition, KPL alone would reap these benefits solely as a result of the |
5 merger, and all of KPL's competitors would be competitively disadvantaged. !
6 Q. What methodology should be used by a merged company to recover the costs i

7 of transmission upgrades?
i

8 A. A merged company should follow the specific approach approved by FERC
9 in Public Service Company of Indiana (PSI)in which FERC determined that

10 the cost of new or upgraded facilities should be paid by all customers who
11 benefit from the use of those facilities (Docket No. ER 89 672 000, $1 FERC
12 para. 61,367, June 28,1990). In cases where some, but not all customers
13 benefit, a case by-case review should be undertaken. The KPL/KGE merged
14 company has instead proposed to utilize the following criteria for constructing
15 transmission facilities:(1) expansions and upgrades of the transmission system
16 must be non-duplicative; (2) not adversely impact system reliability; (3)
17 reasonable financial assurances commensurate with its anticipated use of the
18 new transmission facilities must be provided by the requesting party; and (4)
19 the requesting party will be required to pay for its entitlement to the use of
20 the new facilities based on actual facility costs recovered either in the form
21 of a facilities charge or a contribution in ald of construction. KPL's proposal
22 is inadequate because it automatically assumes that any trannission addition
23 needed by a wheeling customer would benefit only that wheeling custorner.
24 Instead, there should be a presumption that transmission additions needed by
25 a wheeling customer benefit not only the wheeling customer, but the native
26 load customers for the merging company. The burden should be with the
27 merged company to prove that the sole beneficiary of the upgrade is the
28 wheeling customer because the merged company is in the best position to
29 carry this burden. The merged company will always have more knowledge;

i 30 about the operations ofits transmission system than will wheeling customers,

i
;
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1 Q. What opportunities should exist under a merger for third parties to sell their
2 firm transmission service to other utilities?
3 A. A merged company should be required to accept an ownership change if there

h sufficient capacity to accommodate the request and if the second party4

5 purchaser agrees to the same terms and conditions as the original wheeling
6 customer. The key focus of this policy should be that if additional facilities
7 are required to accommodate the change in point of receipt or delivery, the
8 merged company would agree to seek governmental approvals and install the
9 requtred facilities with due diligence, but no later than 2 years after approvals

10 are received. Transmission facilities of the size contemplated can be
11 constructed within a 2 year time period.
12 The KPL/KGE merged company, on the other hand, has proposed to
13 allow firm transmission services to be resold to other eligible parties subject
14 to the restriction that if the resale rnaterially alters the delivery or redelivery
15 points or other circumstances of the original transaction, KPL will permit the
16 resale only if: (1) the operation and reliability of KPL's system will not be
17 impaired; and (2) the repurchasing utility agrees to compensate KPL for any
18 additional costs resulting from the repurchase. Some utilities resist resales
19 where the points of receipt or delivery are changed from those originally
20 agreed to. They insist upon " point to point" transmhslon based on the
21 following arguments: (1) it is currently the standard form of third party
22 service by interconnected utilities; (2) it is difficui evaluate the reliability
23 effects on the transmission system of a transaction without knowing the points
24 of receipt and delivery for power flows imo and out of the system; and (3) the
25 new transaction may alter power flows on the system and the utility needs to
26 insure that the changes do not overload any transmission facility.
27 Utility insistence on point to point tre.asmission service would cause
28 fewer impediments to a customer's seeking to resell firm transmission sersice,
29 and, would conflict less with a tight pool's single postage stamp based rate,
30

if the above construction commitments have been made. KPL has made no
| 31 commitment to construct the facilities needed for a change in delivery within
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1 2 years. Therefore, I do not believe that KPL's polley satisfies Staff's
2 standard.

3 O. What reciprocity provisions exist within KPL's proposal?
4 A. KPL has proposed that all eligible parties requesting transmission sersice who
5 own or control transmission facilities agree to provide reciprocal wheeling
6 service. I agree that KPL/KGE should have no obligation to wheel for
7

entities with transmission facilities that do not offer to wheel for KPL/KGE
8 and others. For purposes of this provision, if a non affiliated entity without
9 transmission facilities is affiliated with an entity owning transmission, the first

10 entity should be deemed to own the transmission facilities of the second
11 entity.

12 O. What are your conclusions on the KPL/KGE merged company's firm
13 transmission policy?

14 A. I recommend that merger conditions be imposed on the KPL/KGE merged
15 company to address the following areas: (1) adoption of the criteria which 1
16 have specified as guidelines for the merged company; (2) KPL should agree
17 to build transmission facilities within 2 years of a firm transmission request
18 ff the request can not be accommodated; (3) agree to utilize a single
19 transmission service charge to move energy through the KPL/KGE merged|

20 territory; and (4) require KPL to complete a study by September 1,1991
21 evaluating a 345 KV interconnection with Beatrice, Nebraska after publicly
22 requesting interested parties to contact KPL for possible joint-ownership and
23 firm transmission capacity needs for the line.

24 c. Proposed trmmluton policy - Nonfirm transmission service.
| 25 O. What non firm transmission policies should a merged company utilize?1

; 26 A.
A new additional non firm transmission service should be made available fort

27
all utilities with whom KPL and KGE interconnect. Purchase for resale

28 transactions now utilized by MOKAN utilities frequently require the need to
29 find both a buyer and a source of energy. Under Staff's proposed non firm
30 transmission service policy, eligible entities would be able to seek out their
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,

1 own opportunities and engace in non firm transactions ranging from hourly
2 purchases and sales to block energy transactions for longer periods. The
3 policy actually implemented should include the followirg: (1) Third party
4 requests for non firm service would utilize uncommitted firm capacity or
5 underutilized firm capacity and all parties would have equal access to non-
6 firm transactions after th: 3 year phase in prJposal discussed earlier in my
7

testimony; (2) Third party requests for non firm service utilizing the capacity
8 set aside for reliability purposes should be accommodated to the extent such
9 capacity is not utilized for K."L/KGE's non firm transactions; and (3) Firm

10 transactions will always be given priority access to REC, for both the,

11 KPL/KGE merged company and all other utilities, in order to insure non-
12 discriminatory access to firm senice. The key reason that Staff's proposal is
13 preferable over that of the merged company is that it best addresses possible
14 discriminatory secess.1

15 Q. Would the KPL/KGE merped cota _iy be able to provide non firm service
16 if all REC is fully subscribed by firm service customers?
17 A. Yes. KPL/KGE would still be able to schedule non firm senice by utilizing
18 the transfer capacity reserved by firm senice customers but currently not
19 being utilized by such firm customers, if there is a dispute about equal access
20 to the available non firm capacity, non firm uses by third parties would take,

21 priority over KPL/KGE's non firm transactions to the extent that such
22 transactions utilize either REC or unscheduled capacity devoted to firm'

23
customers. KPL/KGE also would be able to schedule non firm transactions

24
utilizing the capacity that KPL/KGE must hold in reserve to ensure system

25 reliability in the event of system emergencies and to othemise ensure reliable
26 service (i.e., " reliability capacity"). However, KPL/KGE's non firm

'

27 transmission utilization of reliability capacity would take priority over non-
28 firm services provided to third parties utilizing such capacity.-
29 Q. What non firm transmission service policy has KPL proposed for the merged

L 30 KPL/KGE company?
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1 - A. KPL has not offered a detailed proposal. KPL Indicates it will proside non-
2 Srm wheeling to eligible pardes subject to availability at either existing filed

|

l

3 tariff rates or at shared savings rates. KFUs current proposal does not satisfy
4- the guidelines proposed by Staff.

5 4. Administradve and General S ings. I
6 Q. In what specific areas of Administrative and General expenses do merger
7 related savings need to be evaluated?

8_ A I plan to review possible merger savings in eleven (11) areas: (1) human *

9 resources; (2) fuel inventory; (3) lusurance; (4) telecommunications; (5)
'

10 freight management; (6) Information systems; (7) rate case avoidance sasings:
11 (8) EMS /SCADA equipment savings; (9) least cost planning savings; (10)
12 wrvices and fees savings; and (11) purenasing related savings. KPUs analysis
13 of the KPL/KGE merger savings paralleled many of these issues.

14 a. Human resources.
15, Q. What savings in Human Resources were estimated by the KPL/KGE merged ;
16 company?

17 A. KPL estimates the KPL/KGE merger will create Human Resources sasings . .

18 of $76.1 million over the first 5 years. KPL developed these estimates by
19- assuming that the merged com'v.ny would be able to achieve a: (1) 25%,

20- reduction in General OfSce employees; (2) 30% reduction of meter readers
21 and customer service employees in 6 overlapping field office service areas;
22

and a (3) 10% reduction in "Other Employees" in these same 6 overlapping
23 : areas. KPL believes this smaller workforce will be achieved by eliminating

- 24- about one half of the positions by the middle of the first year of the merger.
25 The balance of positions would be eliminated by the end of the first year of
26 the merger. KPL's total workforce reduction of 403 positions includes the 92
27 KGE employees who took early retirement in October 1990, for a net
28 - - reduction attributable to the merger of 311 positions (i.e.,5.0%).
29 Q. What evidence exists to support the achievability of these position reductions? '
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1 A. As evidence of the reasonableness of the KPL/KGE merged ecmpany's ability
2 to achieve these savings, KPL Witness Mr. Brown indicates in his testimony
3 that the KPL/ Gas Service Company merger in 1984 was able to achieve a
4 reduction of 240 positions. In order to test this statement, I compared the
5 1981 (pre merger) workforce levels and 1988 (post merger) workforce levels
6 of KPL and Gas Service Company. I concluded from this analysis that a
7 reduction of 247 positions had been achieved by tb: merger when comparing
8 these particular years but different reductions cecurred in other years. In
9 addition, I revined the 92 KGE early retirement positions and concluded

10 that only 73 of the positions are merger overlapping positions rather than the
11 92 assumed by KPL Therefore, the KPL/KGE merged company has the
12 potential of achieving 330 position reductions rather than 311 (i.e., 403-
13 73=330). In summary, I recommend that the KCC expect the KPL/KGE
14 merged company to attain the maximum achievable position reductions.
15 Ratepayers will benefit the most, in this circutnstance, especially if the
16 acquisition premium impacts future rates. Simultaneously, KPL should not
17 modify its current commitment to various natural gas pipeline safety
18 Improvement programs.

19 Q. What approach do you believe should be used to evaluate the achievability
20 of savings in the Human Resources area?

21 A. There are many indices which could be used to anive at a benchmark for
22 recommending achievable Human Resource savings. However,I believe that
23 the single most informative index is the number of customers served per
24 utility employee. This index has been used by consultants in management
25 audits to broadly assess the efficiency of utility companies.
26 Q. What benchmarks do you believe should be used to reach a decision on
27 achievable levels of customers served per utility employee?
28 A.

I reviewed the 1989 statistics for 42 U.S. electric utilities and 27 U.S.
29 combination gas and electric companies to assess the current perfrrmance of
30 utilities with respect to the number of customers served per utility vmployee.
31 I then concluded that a merged company should bear the burden of achiesing
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I at least the median performance of the 42 stand alone electric companies and
2 27 combination utilities in order to achieve the efficiency benefits which
3 ratepayers should expect from a merger. This decision led to the following
4 standards which I have recommended for the KPL/KGE raerger:

5 1) Electrie utilities

6 No, customers Stand Alone Herged Company
7 rer employee ,,G,gid e line cuideline

8 < 110 Act1on needed Unacceptable
9 110 to 160 rair Unacceptable

10 160 to 280 Cood Recommended standard
11 280 to 300 Excellent Desirable Coal
12 2,L Cottbination Can and Elcetrie Utilities

13 No, customers Merged company
14 ger emelove t C,qmgent Guideline

15 < 150 Action needed Unacceptable
16 150 to 210 rair Unneceptable
17 210 to 290 Cood Recommended Standard18 290 to 380 Excellent Desirable Coal

'

19 Q. What are KPL's and KGE's current number of customers to utility employees
20 statistics?

21 A. KGE served approximately 117 customers per employee in 1989 and
22 incorporation of KGE's October 1990 early retirement program would
23 increase this figure to 122 customers per employee. KPL can be analyzed as
24 either a stand alone electric company or a comtlation gas and electric
25

company. As a stand alone electric utility, KPL serves 186 customers per
26 employee and the combination gas and electric company serves 293 customers
27 per employee.

-

28 Q. What ranking do KPL and KGE occupy in your st.wey comparing the number
29 of customers served per utility employee?
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1 A. This statistic showa KPL to rank 13th highest of 42 electric utilities, whereas
2 KGE ranks 34th without considering the effects of its early retirement
3 program and 32nd when including these retirements.
4 Q. What observations would you like to make about these figures for KPL and
5 KGE7

6 A. First, they are offered as an indication of the potential job reductions which
7 are both achievable by a merger and should be expected by ratepayers. On
8 the other hand, I would not utilize a single statistic to allege management
9 inefficiency because for some Gener:J Office positions (for example, lawyers

10 and accountants) it is possible to serve increasing numbers of customers with
11 a small increase in the number of employees. Second, a portion of KGE's
12 lower ranking in the survey relates to the large number of employees required
13 to operate a nuclear power plant compared to .1 similarly sized coal fired
14 power plant. Security and radiation safety for a nuclear power plant require
15 a 1.vge number of ertployees for which there is no equivalent nried in a coal-
16 fired power plant.

17 Q. What would be KGE's ranking if Wolf Creek required the same number
18 operating personnel as a comparably sized coal fired plant?
19 A. KGE would have approximately 400 fewer employees. After incorporating
20 this information, KGE (pre retirement) serves approximately 144 customers
21 per utility employee. " Itis number is then the more appropriate figure to
22 compare to KPL's 186 customers served per employee.
23 Q. In a KPL/KGE merged company will there be duplication of work
24 responsibilities involving Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Company (WNOC)
25 employees which could be eliminated?

26 A. Yes, but KPL has decided that the WNOC positions would remain unaffected
27 by a KPL/KGE merger because the necessary efficiencies could be gained in
28 other areas. Specifically, the KPL/KGE merger would be eliminating
29 duplicate positions between a gas company and an electric company in field
30 operations and headquarters personnel. If the merger is approved, I believe
31 there should be a re-evaluation of the need for the approximately 200 WNOC
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1 support positions located in Wichita, his re evaluation by KPL is needed
2 because of tbc risk of future rate increases caused by the acquisition premium
3 affecting ratepaje:S
4 Q. What comments do you have about the Human Resources savings projected
5 by KPL for a RPL/KGE merged company?
6 A. KPL has already achieved a high level of efficiency in its number of
7 customers served per erhployee es illustrated by its high ranking among 27
8 combination utilities. I believe this existing fact should receive consideration
9 by the KCC because it places a higher level of challenge on KPL

10 manageme13t to achieve additioital pos,ition reductions. Of the 27 combination
11 gas .ad electrie comparJes surveytd, KPL ranked 2nd highest with 293
12 customers served per utility employee. After luorporating the 311 net
13 position reductions planned by KPL for the merged KPL/KGE, KPL's
14 ranking still remains high at 10th out of 27 utilities with 248 customers served
15 per employee. Although some of the 27 utilities surveyed also own nuclear
16 generation, I think it is informative to note that the KPL/KGE merged
17

company's statistic increases to 265 custotr. rs served per employee when the
18 manpower requirements of Wolf Creek are factored out tn a comparable
19 sized coal fired plant.

20 Q. What is your conclusion of the total Hussan Resources savings which should
21 be expected by ratepayers for the KPL/KGE merged cornpany?

; 22 A. I recommend that the KCC adopt a dollar savings figure lower than what was
23 proposed by KPL After eliminating the effects of KGE's early retirement
24

program, KPL's calculation of the dollar savings from the KPL/KGE merger
25 assumes that approximately 150 positions will be eliminated through attrition
26 in the first 6 months of the merger and the remairsing 161 positions before
27 the end of the first year. This has the potential of contradicting KPL's
28

commitment to its employees of having no layoffs. I believe the time period
29 required to achieve the desired attrition and re training will not occur until
30 the end of the first year of the merger for the Field Office employee
31 reductions and at the end of the third year of the merger for the General
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1 Office employee reductions. My rationale for this decision is that the 278
2 professional personnel reductions in the General Office will have a lower
3 attrition rate than the average company figure which includes the rank and
4 file employees. Therefore,I have revised KPL's estimate of the dollar savings
5 to be achieved in the first 5 years of the KPL/KGE merger downward from

'
6 $76.1 million to $63.5 million. For purposes of determining in the future
7 whether these net reductions are actually achieved, I believe it is necessary

-

8 to state that KPL currently has plans as a stand alone company to achieve a
9 net reduction of 110 employees by the end of 1991. For all intents and

10 purposes, all of these employee reductions are occurring within the Gas
11 Service Division, and are unrelated to the merger. Therefore, I recommend
12 that KPL's pre merger '' base employee level" for purposes of determining
13 achievement of the Human Resources savings should be KPL's December 31,
14 1991, forecast of 4,674 employees. Utili ing end of the year figures, thisz
15 represents a net increase of only 47 employees from 1989 to 1991. KGE's
16 pre merger '' base employee level" should be its actual 1991 end of the yearq

17 figure after including KGE's share of Wolf Creek, LaCygne and Jeffrey
o 18 employee levels. An approximate base figure would be 2,069 total KGE

19 employees.

20 b. Fuel inventory.
21 Q. What issues exist with respect to fuel inventories for the KPL/K GE merger?

s 22 A. I have reviewed the following three fuel inventory areas for pe>sible savings
23 from a KPL/KGE merger: (1) reducing fuelinventories for Murray Gill and

'

24 Gordon Evans from current levels of about 62 days to about 45 days; (2)
25 reducing Jeffrey's coal inventory from approxirutely 89 days to 50 days; and
26 (3) savings from beginning direct ownership and maintenance of the Jeffrey

.

27
coal railcars when the current lease for the railcars and their maintenance by

28 Union Pacific expires in December 1992.
29 Q. Please explain what your investigation of the oil inventories maintained for
30 Murray Gill and Gordon Evans revealed.
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1- A. Staffs investigation of the Murray Gill and Gordon Evans fuel inventories
-2 concluded with a concern about possible inefficiencies. This investigation
3 revealed that a 45 day oil inventory at the Murray Gill and Gordon Evans
4- units may be too lenient based on actual consumption by these units over the ;

-5 last 25 months.

6 Q. What did yoitr review of the oil inventories at Murray Gill and Gordon Evans
7 indicate?

8 A. First, there currently appears to be a high surplus invemory at both plants.
9 Second, large quantity purchases were added in the Sprwg 1990 to Murray

10 Gill's already h!gh inventory. Murray Gill's oil inventorv remained at
11 approximately 165,000 barrels from October 1988 until about April 1990, but
12 then additional parchases were mnde in the Spring 1990 to bring the balance
13 to over 200,00 barrels. Staffs concern is that the KCC's fuel clause
14 adjastment records indicate Murray Gil; has burned oil in only 7 of the last
15 -25 months _ (i.e., October 1988 through October 1990). Therefore,
16 management should be making decisions on how to reduce the inventory, not
17 add to it. Dird, Gordon Evans' oil inventory has experienced equivalent low
18

usage over the last 25 months. I can not explain Gordon Evans' exceptionally
19 high oil usage in metober _1988_ except to note that Wolf Creek was
20_ experiencing a refueling outage at the time.- I would % size that such

121 usage has no+ been repeated since. ' The following table aepicts the only
~

22 months within the last 25 months that oilinventory has been utilized at the
23 respective plants along with the respective quantity of oil used in that month.
24 For purposes of comparison, the_ October 1990 i Jory at Murray Gill was
25- 200,890 barrels while the inventory at Gordot ans was 81,095 barrels:

|

.-
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1 Murray Gill Gordon Evans
2 h oil Usare (bbis) oil Usace (bbis)
3 AuguSe 1990 2,642 !.4 5
4 JW .P90 4,330 467

\ 5 Jer. ;90 2,712 1,7293 6 tecto.ar 1989 12,944 0
7 February 1989 2,977 YM
8 December 1988 128 0
9 November 1988 26 214

10 october 1988 0 79,836

11 Q. Are you suggesting that KGE should intentionally burn oil just to get its
12 inventories down?

.

13 A. No. However, it is evident that KGE does not have a policy in place to
14 minimize the cost of its oil inventories. KGE mL gement should have
15 established long ago an oil inventory policy that more closely followed the3

16. intended usage of these units. It seems unreasonable for approximately <

17 61,000 barrels of oil to have been purchased and added to Murray Gill's
R inventory in the Spring 1990. KGE should be relying upo- inventory transfers
19 to get inventories down and a written policy to discourage purchases, without
10 thorough justification, until KGE's cil inventory goal has been achieved. I
21 recommend that this issue receive scrutiny b KGE's, or its succese, ; rt
22 rate case.

23 Q. What comments do you have about Jeffrey's coal inven*ory policy?
24 ' A. I reviewed Jeffrey's coal inventories over several time periods during the last
25

two years. This in' estigation suggests that Jeffrey's coal inventory policy may
26 even be higher than 90 days because on several occasions it has been above
27 100 days and as high as 114 days. Therefore, I believe that Jeffrey coal
28 inventory savings are achievable.

29 Q. What coal inventory level do you believe is appwpriate for Jeffrey? s.
30 A. I believe the burden of KPL continuing its present practices necessitates that
31- KPL and KGE be ordered to demonstrate why a 50 day coal supply is not in
32 the best interest of ratepayers. I believe that excursions above this level

*

33- should be temporary phenomenon rather thaa a KPL and KGE policy. This
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1 issue should be investigated at KPL's and KGE's next rate case for possible

2 adjustment if KPL and KGE can not clearly demonstrate in their testimony
3 that their policy is safer and more economical for ratepayers than a 50-day
4 policy. I recommend that this requirement apply to both the stand alone

S KPL and KGE companies and also the KPL KGE merged company./
6 Q. What resolution do you believe there should be on the unit train ownership

7 issue?

8 A. Similar to my conclusion above,I recommend that J.e burden of proof should

9 be on KPL and KGE to justify a continuation of their unit train lease
10 practices at their next rate case.

11 Q. What are your conclusions on the three issues relating to fuel inventory?

12 A. The mere elimination of pre merger inefficient behavior should not count as

13 a merger benefit. Otherwise, there is the risk of target cornpanies
14 intentionally behaving imprudently to inflate the proported merger savings

15 and, therefore, t e acquisition premium. In summary, I have two conclusions:h

16 (1) none of these three issues should be treated as KPL/KGE merger savin-

17 and (2) all three of these issues should be investigated during KPL's and
18 KGE's next rate case.

!
l

19 c. Insurance.

20 Q. What areas did KPL identify as offering insurance savings for the
21 KPL/KGE merged company?

22 A, insurance savings from a merger were presented for the areas of: (1) general

23 liability; (2) Direnor and Officer liaUlity; (3) real and personal
24 property / boiler and macidneg coverage; and (4) automobile liability.

25 Q. What levels of savings were estimated as achievable by the KPL/KGE
26 merged company?

27 A. KPL estimates that a KPL/KGE merged company will be able to achieve

28 approximately $538,000 in savings annually.

| 29 Q. What is the breakdown of these estimated savings?

| 30 A. The estimates of insurance savings are as follows:
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1

'
1

I lism - Ef1 Staff

2 Ceneral liability $ 275,000 $ 275,000
3- Director 6 Officer

'4 liability $ 80,000- $- 80,000- '

5 Real 6' Personal
6 Property / Boiler
7 Hachinery . $ 158,000 $ 158,000
8 Automobile. liability $' 25.000 $ 25.000

9. Total $ 538,000 0 538,000 j

!
'

10 Q- What is your recommendation for the treatment of the insurance savings?

11 A. I believe that the claimed savings are based on economies of scale and

12- require the merger to be realized. I recommend that the KCC treat the
.

13 insurance premium reductions of $538,000 as savings which ce" only be

14 achieved by a merger.

..

15: di Telecommunications.

16 Q- What areas may produce telecommunications savings for the KPL/KGE ,

17 : merged company?

18;-A. I have iraestigated two. areas of possible telecommunications savings: (1)

19; implementation of a long distance call accounting system which records all

20- long distance calls;' and. (2) utilization' of a telecommunications facilities

21. ~ monitoring system to accurately measure telephone usage and thereby reduce
'' '

:22 -the number of telephone trunk lines needed.

23' O. What is your opinion of the telecommunication merger savings?

"24 Al LKGE has indicated that it twtly implemented these concepts on its own,

25 but that it is unable tot estima; he savings because of the short time they.

-26 have been in place KPL did not address any telecommunications savings as

'27 ' occurring from the KPL/KGE merger. I recommend that no savings due to

28 'a merger be attributed to the. telecommunications area because the mere--

L29- elimination of pre memer inefficient behavior should not count as a merger,

L

130 benefit.- However, KPL should be encouraged to investigate this area for

~31 _ possible savings as a stand alone and 'a KPL/KGE merged company.,

,
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1 e, Freight ManaEement.

2 O. How might freight management savings be achieved by the stand alone

3 companies and the merged KPL/KGE company?

4 A. It is possible to directly contract with shippers for transportation of purchased

5 material instead of allowing the vendors to select the shipper, KPL has
6 responded that it previously tried to implement a similar freight management

7 program, but did not have sufficient volumes to justify its continuation as a

8 stand alone company. KGE's response is that it has recently implemented a
9 freight management program similar to that which has been in place at

10 KCPL

11 O. What impact will KPL's freight management proposal have on the KPL/KGE

12 merged company?

13 A. The merged KPL/KGE company will implement improvements in their
14 freight management practices to capture savings in this area. KPL estimates

15 that the KPL/KGE merged company will be able to achieve merger savings
16 of $200,000 due to improved freight management pactices.

17 0. What is your conclusion of the savings attributable to a merger from
18 improved freight management?

19 A. I do not believe tnat a merger benefit should be attributed to the KPL/KGE
20 merger for freight management savings. KPL has not adequatt
21 demonstrated that these savings can not be obtained as a stand alone
22 company, especially since as a combination gas and electric utility it has a
23 much larger workforce and customer base than either KCPL or KGE. In the

24 event that the KPL/KGE merger is denied or does not occur,I recommend

25 that the KCC require KPL to re evaluate why the stand alone KPL company
26 can not capture freight management savings.

'27 f. Information systems.

28 O. What areas within the information systems area have been suggested as
29 presenting savings for the mergd KPL/KGE company?

i
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1- A. - KPL believes that management information system (MIS) savings will occur

2 from a merger by a combination of the customer information systems (CIS),

3 work management information systems (WMIS) and geographical information

4 systems (GIS).

5 O. What comments do you have about the assumptions used by KPL to estimate

6 the CIS savings?

7 A. KPL has assumed that it will require 279 work years to develop KGE's CIS

8 system. This figure is an average of the 12 utilities who are currently building

9 a CIS system, according to an AGA/EEI survey KPL's analysis includes

10 companies with needs for much more complex systems than that required by

11 KGE. I believe that the appropriate methodology to estimate KGE's CIS

12 savings is to utilize a pool of utilities sening approximately the same number -

13 of customers as KGE. After reviewing the AGA/ eel CIS survey, I learned

14 there were approximately 5 utilities in the survey of an approximately
15. equivalent size as KGE. These companies were:

16 No. Meters CIs
17 f.cuanX (acoreximate) Work Years

18 Central Maine Power Co. 400,000 100
19 Kentucky Utilities co. 400,000 75
20 Louisville cas & Electric 571,000 90
21- (250,000 electric /321,or gas)
22 -Indianapolis Power & Light 400,000 125
23 otter Tail Power Co. 180,000 25

24 Q. What figure do you recommend be utilized for KGE's CIS avoided costs?

25 - A. I recommend that a figure of 100 work-years be utFized as the time period

26 required to develop a new CIS eystem for KGE, Assuming the use of KPL's

27 average CIS costs per work year of $63,383, I have developed Staff's estimate

-28 of the avoided cost associated with KGE's CIS project. The total avoided

- 29 tost is $6,338,300. Staff Witness Debra Weiss utilized this avoided cost to

30 estimate the CIS merger savings.

31 Q. . In what other areas did you revise KPL's information system savings estimate?

'
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1 A. I developed an independent assessment of the r olded GIS costs which I '

2 believe the KPL/KGE merger can incur. I deurmined the total GIS avoided
i

3. costs are approximately $612,050. These avoided GIS costs include: (1) 1

4 reduced needs for workstations due to consolidation of the field offices; (2)

5 avoided applicatio m 'tware costs because a single system will be purchased;

6 and (3) reduced Project Management costs because oversight will be provided 1

7 by a single company. Staff Witness Debra Weiss utilized the $612,050
8 avoided cost figure to estimate the GIS savings.

9 g. Rate case avoidance savings.

10 Q. What possibility exists for rate case avoidance savings to occur as a result of

11 .the KPL/KGE merger?

12 A. KPL did not address this subject for the KPL/KGE merged company. I
13 believe these expenses might be lower in the 1990s for KPL and KGE, in

14 part, because there has been such a high level of regulatory activity associated

15 with the Wolf Creek nuclear power plant, and to a lesser extent the Jeffrey
16 coal fired power plant, over the last 7 years. I would like to note that Staff

17 Witness Mr. Dittemore has indicated approval of the merger may result in
18 additional rate case filings ra:her than decreased numbers of filings. Even if
19 the number of appearances of the merged company decreased before
20- regulatory agencies, I do not have any confidence that the merged
21 KPL/KGE's total regulatory costs will decrease because the complexity of the
22 issues may still require the same total amount of time to review as the stand-

23 alone companies. In conclusion, I recommend that no savings in regulatory
24- expenses be attributed to the KPL/KGE merger :,ceause the probab:!ity of
25 - them occurring is too speculative. '

26 . h. Energy Management System / Supervisory Control and Data
27 Acquisition (EMS /SCADA) sayings

28 O. What merger savings were presented for the EMS /SCADA equipment?

w
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1 A. An EMS /SCADA system consists of computer software and hardware which
2 controls the generating units and substation breakers so as to give the
3 dispatch center the ability to monitor and control the utilitys energy
4 production and delivery system. KPL estimates that the KPL/KGE merged
5 company will achieve annual savings of $1,000,000 beginning in 1994. These
6 savings are attributable to dispatching personnel.

7 Q. What possibilities do you believe exist for the KPL/KGE merged company
8 to incur additional savings with their EMS /SCADA systems?
9 A. There are two additional savings possibilities associated with EMS /SCADA

10 computers: (1) onsite computer backup; and (2) onsite computer bachp plus
11 remote backup for the system, First, the KPL/KGE merged company has the
12 '

.uture potentiel to incur savings due to an EMS /SCADA purchase oy KPL
13 that may allow configuration of the merged company's system to have cne less
14 EMS /SCADA onsite computer. Second, the KPL/KGE merger will produce
15 even more savir.;;s if the KCC considers it a desirable feature for utilities to
16 have remote dispatch centers, That is, an operation center which can be
17 utilized in the event of a major catastrophe, such as a fire in the building
18 h9using the existing dispatch center or an earthquake.
19 Q. Please explain the additional EMS /SCADA savings in more detail.
20 A. With respect to the onsite computer backup capability, KGE's new
21 EMS /SCADA system has already been installed with a primary and secondary
22 computer. These computers are operated in tandem, which gives KGE a high
23 reliability that at least one of the computers will always be operational. The
24 KPL/KGE merger has the ability to achieve merger related savings with the
25 onsite backup capability because of the age of K?L's current system. KPL's
26 current EMS /SCADA system was installed ir 1984 and these systems are
27 generally found to have a 10 to 15 year opersting life. Some of the common
28 reasons for replacing these systems relate to: (1) growth in the utility's sersice
29 territory has exceeded the capability of the software and/or hardware to
30 accept adt ..'al inputs; and (2) maintenance fr weency is indicating an
31 escalating risk of abrupt failure of the system. Therefore, I believe it is 1
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1 possible to attribute additional savings to the KPL/KGE merger after 1994
2 because of the possibility that KPL would be able to eliminate the purchase
3 of one onsite backup computer for the merged company.
4 The KPL/KGE merger would produce additional merger related
5 savings if it was considered desirable for one company to be able to backup
6 the other. If management and regulators considered this enhancement a

7 desirable feature to maximize the speed of recovery from either a major fire
8 to the building housing the dispatch center or an earthquake, then a merger
9 produces a cost effective means of accomplishing this enh- ment in

10 reliability National Electr!c Reliablity Council (NERC) guidelines specify
11 that all dispatch centers are evpected to have provisions in place to backup
12 the loss of their dispatch center. The most common method utilized by
13 utilities to comply with this guideline is to develop written procedures on what
14 would be done in the event of the loss of the dispatch center. This commonly
15 involves estelishing a r.mbination of rrdos and telephones to maintain
16 communc , ' with genes ;ng and ficid personnel to give instructions on
17 how to mar.oalh operate the electric system until the dispatch center can be
18 restored. This manual system allows marginal control of the system by
19 focussing or key equipment such as the utility's generating units and the tie-
20 lines with other utilities, but significant control of individual devices within a

21 substation is diflicult. Thus, a merger of two contiguous electric utilities
22 allows the utilities to be configured in a way to achieve this dispatch center
23 reliability enhancement which otherwise may be difficult to cost justify when
24 most utilities have so many construction needs to address.

25 Q. What is your conclusion for this issue?

26 A. I believe that the planned joint dispatch agreement and communication Unks

27 between KPL and KGE will result in the ability to achieve joint dispatch
28 center personnel savings. Therefore, I recommend that savings of $1.0 million

29 be attributed to the merger beginning in 1994.
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1 L Least cost phnning.

2 Q. Did the KPL/KGE merged company suggest there would be merger savings
-3 in the area of least cost planning as result of the merger?
4 A. Least cost planning efforts by the merge i company will benefit ratepayers, but

5 it should not be assumed that the combh'ed companies will be utilizing least

6 cost planning consultants less frequently Mter the merger as a means of
7 achieving merger related savings. KPL did not address the issue of least cost

8 planning in its testimony.

9 Q. What comments do you have about the least cost planning savings which are

10 directly caused by a merger of two companies?

11 A. Kansas utilities have not to date had a significant dependence on outside
12 consultant manpower, expensive software and database resources to develop

13 their least cost planning strategies. In fact, it is my understanding that the
14 load management programs developed by KPL and KGE have almost entirely

15 been completed by in house personnel. Consultants may be utilized by the
16 merged company in the future to help guide their growing air conditioning
17 load control programs, but I believe the involvement of consultants will be

18 minimal. I also believe that, to the extent software is needed in the future

19 to develop least cost plans, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has

20 available sufficient models at mirumal or no cost to allow KPL and KGE to
21 avoid most of the expensive use of consultants and their associated software.

22 Q. What are your conclusions on the subject of merger related least cost
'

23 planning savings?

24 A. I recommend the following: (1) Least cost planning efforts of the merged
25 company may allow savings at the time future generating capacity choices are

26 being made, but any savings can not be quantified at this time; and (2)
27 Consultants have not been used significantly to date by the stand alone
28 companies, whi:.h means the merged company will not be able to achieve

29 significant merger savings through the elimination of consulting contractc.s.
30 Therefore, I recommend that no savings directly attributable to the merger
31 be utilized at this time.
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1 j. Services and fees savings.

2 Q. What savings did KPL suggest the merged company could achieve in the area

-3- of Services and Fees?

.

4 A. KPL's and Staff's analysis indicated the following annual savings could ' :
L

5 achieved by a merger:

6. XPL's Staff's
7- Ing Analysis Analysis

8 Board of Director fees Not Addressed Not Addressed
9 External audit & tax fees $ 117,000 $ 117,00^

10 .DRI fee Not Addressed $ 50,000_
-

4 11. Credit rating agencies
12~ (Standard & Poor's) Not addressed $ 65,000
13 Investor relations Not Addressed Not Addressed
14 Advertising costs $ * $ *

_

15 Total $ 117,000 $ 232,000
p

L 16 * See Staff Witness Debra Weiss'- Exhibit for these figures.
-

17 Q. What conclusions do you have about the appropriateness of considering
18 services and fees as a merger benefit?

,

''

L19 A. I have concluded that the services and fees savings can only be achieved by
20 a merger. 'I believe that one of the subscriptions to DRI and Standt.rd &

. 21; Poors can be dropped. Therefore,I recommend that the KPL/KGE merger
22' .be given credit for $232,000 in merger savings.-

21 k. Purchasing department sad other savings.
| . 24 Q'.- What areas of purchasing related savings has KPL estimated for the

25 KPL/KGE merged company?
.26 .A. The KPL/KGE merged company and Staff believe that it will be able to

!

- 27 achieve the following annual savings as a result of a merger:

,
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j 1 KPL's Staff's
2 lita M1alysis Analysis

. 3 Material procurement:
4 Large commodities $ 800,000 $ 800,000
5 small commodities $ 700,000 $ 700,000
6 Inventory reduction S 272,000 $ 272,000
7 Vehicle fleet reduction
8 ceneral Office $ 486,000 $ 113,000
9 rield Offices $ 431,000 $ 431,000

10 Office space reductions
11 ceneral office $ * $ *
12 rield Offices s * s *

13 Total S 2,509,000 $ 2,136,000
.

-14 * See Staff Witness Debra Veiss' Exhibit for these figures.

15 Q. What conclusions do you have about the purchasing department and other
16 savings being considered as merger benefits?

17 A. I have reviewed KPL's merger savings projections and concluded that material

18 procurement, inventory reduction and vehicle fleet savings require a merger
19 to be achieved. However,I believe that the proposed vehicle savings for the
20 General Office have been over estimated and have revised them downward
21 .in my projections. My conclusions were developed by reviewing the type and
22 numbers of vehicles owned and leased by KGE. After reviewing this
23 documentation, I identifivj thirty compact and intermediate cars as being
24 capable of being eliminated from the KGE General Office location. The
25 savings associated with these cars were then determined by applying KGE's
26 O&M costs for this class of vehicle and recognizing that these savings could
27 be achieved in the first year without being affer:d by the employee
28 reductions, in conclusion, I believe that the issues identified above require
29 a merger to occur in order to be achieved. Therefore,I recommend that the
30 KCC attribute an annual savings figure of $2.1 million for the KPL/KGE
31 merger in this area.
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1 5. Fuel Procurement and Management Practices.

2 O. What efforts have been made by KPI, to demonstrate that it is progressive

3 in managing its Jeffrey operation?

4 A. First, KPL uses EPRI's Coal Quality Impact Model (COIM) to evaluate

5 various spot and short term coal contract supply options. The CO!M reflects

6 the cost of the coal on a delivered basis and the influence of that coal's

7 . characteristics upon the plant's operation (i.e., station power requirement,

8 maintenance cost, fly ash disposal cost, etc.), The COIM provides the cost

9 at the~ bus bar when using a particular coal. Thus, the COIM allows for a

10 review of what differeat coals will do to the bus bar cost as opposed to only _

11 looking at the delivered cost. Second, KPL has just completed a study that
''

.12 identifies equipment at the relatively young Jeffrey and Lawrence power

13- plants which are candidates for EPRI's latest advances in technology. And
14 third, the fuel inventory practices of KPL and KGE were discussed earlier as !

15 possibly needing further attention by the KCC.

.16 Q. What is your conclusion on this subject?

17 A. All three utilities (KPL, KGE and KCPL) have demonstrated their ability to
18- be on the leading edge on various issues. There is no single company clearly

L 19 in a leadership' role in thk ' area although I encourage such competition.
20- Nevertheless, merger suvinn should not come through the elimination of

'

21- impmdent behavior for re'. sons discussed earlier in my testimony. Therefore,

22 i recommend that no merger savings be attributable to the KPL/KGE merger

23 in this vea,

24 6. -Reliabilitj issues for the Generation, Transmission and Distribution-

g 25_ . Systems.

I: 261 a. Generation reliability.

27-: O. Why should the KCC be concerned about generation reliability in a merger
'

~ 28 -- case?
L

: 29' A. I believe it is important to be confident that the ratepayers of Kansas will
4

230 continue to receive equivalent or better service by the merged company than
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1 if the companies remained as stand slone entitles. Generation reliability
2 involves the probability that, for r . ample, even in the low load hours of the

3 nighttime insufficient generat'sn might be available to meet the utility's load
4 due to generating unit fore.d outages. * nits circumstance is called Loss of

5 Load Hours (LOLH).
6 Q. What would you expect he LOLH impact of the KPL/KGE merger to be?

7 A. Although KPL has not conducted probabilistic LOLH studies for the
8 KPL/KGE merged company, I would expect equivalent senice or
9 improvement over the stand alone condition. KPL's 1990 generation

10 performance report indicates historic forced outage rates significantly better

11 than industry standards. For example, KPL's fossil unit's average forced
12 outage rate is 2.5% compared to an industry average of 6.8% Similarly,
13 KPL's gas turbine forced outage rate of 27.6% compares with an industry
14 average of 60.6% In addition, KGE's Wolf Creek nuclear power plant hr.s

15 also experienced forced outage rates well below the national average,

i O. What is your conclusion on the generation reliability effects of the KPL/KGE

merger?>

18 A. I would expect the combined availability of the KPL and KGE unitr, plus a
19 larger pool of generation to call upon, to result in either no change or an
20 improvemer.t in the reliability of the merged company's generating system.

21 b. Transmission and distribution reliability.

22 Q. What comments do you nave about the reliability of the KPL/KGE
23 transmission system after a merger?

24 A. This subject w as addressed in more detail in my discussion of the transmission

| 25 policy. In summary, I believe that 'he KPL/KGE merger will have not

I 26 significant effect on the re!!ab!!!!y of the transmi:sion rystem.

27 Q. What reasons are there to address the reliability of the distribution systems

28 in a merger?

29 A. The reliability of the utility's distribution system relates to service continuity

30 and service restoration in the event of an outage. Both factors are key issues
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1 utilized by customers to assess the quality of senice provided by the utility.

2 I believe the ability to compare performance statistics with other neighboring

3 utilities is an important tool for management to establish goals and prioritize

4 required construction upgrades. Ratepayers should be able to have

5 confidence that a merged company F be able to quantitatively prioritize the

6 needs of the two companies. Conversely, it would be undesirable for

7 ratepayers to experience a reduction in distribution re!iability because of

8 differing problem assessment and construction fund allocation methodologies.

9 I believe the best means of accomptishing the allocation of construction funds

10 is for the merged KPL/KGE company to utilize Edison Electric Institute

il (EEI) distribution reliability indices and establish corporate goals.

1.1 Q. Do KPL and KGE currently utilize EEI's distribution reliability indices?

13 A. EEI has developed several distribution reliability indices. KPL utilizes the

14 System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI). KPL uses SAIDI to

15 determhe its best senice areas and problem areas. KCPL, Empire District,

16 and Missouri Public Service are other neighboring utilities which also utilize

17 SAIDI. KGE does not utilize any of the EEI indice: .o assess the
18 performance of its distribution system, but instead relies upon its own internal

19 customized methodology.

20 Q. What is the definition of SAIDI?

21 A. SAIDI provides the average interruption duration in minutes per customer

7.2 served. It is developed by the formula:

23 SMD! = sum of customer interruption durations
24 total number cf customers

25 . Q. Has KPL established an annual corporate goal for SAIDI?

26 A. Yes. KPL's corporate goal of 50 compares favorably with the actual
27 experience of its surrounding utilities. In fact,28 of the 30 electric utilities

28 utilizing SAIDI recognize the benefits to the company and customer of

!
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1 establishing annual distribution reliability corporate goals to improve customer

2 satisfaction.

3 Q. What conclusions do you have about the distribution reliability of the
4 KPL/KGE merged company?

5 A. If the KFL/KGE merger is approved, I recommend that both companies be

6 required to etilize the SAIDI distribution reliability index and that a single

7- SAIDI corporate goal be established for the two companies. If the merger
8 is denied,I recommend that the stand-alone KGE be required to established

9 a corporate goa! ft,r SAIDI to assist the KCC in monitoring the quality of
10 service which KGE provides to its customers.

11 7. Planning Issues.

12 a. Generation planning.

13 0. What methodology will the VFL /MOE merged compauy utilize in the area

14 of generation planning?

15 A. The KPL/KGE merger will result in a single planning department for the
16 merged companies. However, the KPL/KGE merged company will continue

17 to provide two forecasts to the MOKAN Pool and also maintain two

18 memberships. Hourly dispatch fuel savings achieved by the KPL/KGE
19 merged company will be allocatea between the KPL and KGE subsidiaries.

20 Central & Southwest Corporation is currently allocating total company savings

21 to each of its subsidiaries in this same way so KPL will not be plowing new

22 ground. Capacity needs of the merged company will be made from a least

.23 cost joint planning requirements perspective rather than each subsidiary
24 making individual decisions.

| 25 O. What possibility exists of a change in load growth forecast as a result of

26 simply convening two forecast methodologies into one forecast?

27 A. I would expect no more than a small amount of change in the forecast
28 numbers because of the differing methodologies used by KPL and KGE.
29 However, it is an issue which the KCC should monitor in the future.

|
'
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1- Q. - What conclusions do you-have about the generation planning and operating -
2 approach of the KPL/KGE merged company?
3 A. The approach to be utilized by the KPL/KGE merged company should not
4 affect ratepayers, but it does seem more cumbersome than if the two

5 companies were fully integrated.

6 b. Transmission planning. .

7 Q. What effects might the KPL/KGE merger have on the transmission plans of
8 the standalone companies?

9 A.- First,I envision a status quo impact on the existing plans of the stand alone
10 companies for future transmission construction. Those construction projects
11 in the 10 year forecasts of the two companies are not being done with the '

12 objective of increasing . interchange sales. However, Staff's proposed
13 transmission proposal does have the possibility of resulting in new
14 construction and/or upgrading of existing facilities after the merger.- Second,
15 the construction of the Jeffrey to Beatrice 345 KV transmission line could be

16 delayed by a KPL/KGE merger although the effect may be no different than
,

17 the stand alone KPL Southwest Power Pool (SPP) maps show this line to
18 have a proposed 1997 in service date, however, this line is not listed as a

19 possible project in either the SPP's list of future buik power lines or KPL's
20 10 year construction foreccsts.

21
-

22 c. MOKAN itLpacts.
- 23 .Q. WhM studies have been made evaluating the merged company's participation

L 24 in-MOKAN7

-25 A. The KPL/KGE merged company has indicated it will continue to maintain
126 L full participation in the MOKAN Pool. However, the merged. company's
27' | voting power on MOKAN issues will increase significantly because-its
28 . combined peak load will represent approximately 30% of the Pool's total peak

L 29 load.
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1 Q. What is the current generation mix of the indisidual companies as compared
2 to MOKAN's Capacity Planning study?

3 A. The MOKAN study recommended that its members strive to achieve an
4 optimum generation mix of 70% base load and 30% peaking unit generation.
5 Currently, KPL has 78% base load and 22% peaking unit ratio, KGE has
6 a gene;atica mix of 66% base load and 34% peaking unit mix, A KPL/KGE
7 merged company will have a generation mix of 72% base load and 28%

8 peaking units. The generation mix of the merged company compaces
9 favorably with the MOKAN study recommendation.

10 8. Demand Side Management Program Impacts.

11 O. What are the Demand Side Management corporate goals of KPL and KGE7

12 A. KPL's load management goals for the year 2000 are to have reduced native

13 system peak load by:

14 (1) 64 MW through the direct control of air conditioners, and
15 (2) 105 MW through other programs;

16 KGE's load management goals through the year 2000 are to have reduced
17 native system peak load by:

18 (1) 4 MW through direct caotml of heat pumps, and
19 (2) 100 MW of interruptible load.
20 Q. What benefits would the KPL/KGE merger have on DSM programs?
21 A. I believe that a KPL/KGE merger will lead to a stimulation of KGE's
22 corporate goals for residential air conditioning load management. If this
23 circumstance occurs, the merger will be a benefit to KGE ratepayers. I
24 recommend that a condition be placed on the merger to insure that KGE's
25 air conditioner load control program achieves at least 50 MW of peak load
26 reduction by the year 2000.

27 9. Environmental Impacts.

28 Q, What consideration should environmental issues be given in a merger?
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1 A. T "'%t of a merger on our emironment needs to receive consideration
2 k uasion to approve a merger. Improving our emironment is an
3 important societal goal which the general public has consistently supported
4 in polls, since the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency was created in 1970.

5 O. What environmental benefits can be attributable to a merger?
6 A. I believe that to the extent the greatest amount of fuel savings can actually
7 be captured, society will benefit in at least three ways: (1) fuel savings result
8 in less air pollution to affect global warming; (2) fewer solid waste disposal
9 problems will occur because of the need to dispose of less slag and flyash

10 created as a byproduct of coal combustion; and (3) conservation of coal as a

11 non renewable energy resource will occur. The importance of considering the
12 environmental effects of dispatching power plants is being addressed in an
13 April 1991 conference on *DSM and the Global Emironment". This
14 conference will have a session on Emironmental Dispatch with the following
15 three papers to be presented:

16 (1) "Emironmental Dispatch in NEPOOL" by Gerald Browne,
17 NEPOOL;

18 (2) " Avoided Emissions and Environmental Dispatch" by Bruce
19 Biewald, Tellus Institute; and

20 (3) "The Effect of Demand Side Programs and Emironmental
21 Dispatch on Production Costs and the Emironment" by Gregory
22 Ficke, Cincinnaj Gas and Electric Company,

23 As I suggested earlier in my testimony when discussing the tight pool
24 alternative, the stand alone alternative does not provide the same level of
25 confidence of achieving these environmental benefits. The KPL/KGE
26 merged company did not identify or quantify in its testimony the
27 environmental benefits of completing a merger,
28 Q. What is your conclusion?
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1 A. I recommend that s%nificant weight be given to the environmental benefits

2 which a KPL/KGE merger will provide.

3 10. Miso:llaneous Issues.

4 Q. What issues will you discuss in this section?

5 A. I will discuss four subjects: (1) competition issues; (2) Wolf Creek 345 KV

6 transmission line lease controversy and KCPl!s capacity needs; (3) LaCygne

7 No. 2 and Wolf Creek capacity uprates; and (4) KGE's "special contracts."

8 The first section provides data to support the testimony of other Staff
9 witnesses. The second and third subjects involve the existence of inter utility

10 tensions which have impeded cooperation in the past and the risk exists that

11 these tensions could be exacerbated in the future. Tnese tensions involve

12 KCPL's proposal to build a 161 KV Wolf Creek transmission line and policies

13 which encourage timely completion of generating capacity uprates. The

14 fourth section is intended to make the KCC aware of the need to address the

15 expiration of KGE's 'special contracts" in the near future.

16 a. Competition issues.
| 17 O. What background information do you believe is relevant for Staff Witness
|

| 18 Pete Eelkema's discussion of competition impacts of the proposed KPL/KGE

19 merger?

20 A. I would like to discuss the: (1) generating capacity balance of western Kansas

21 utilities; and (2) the transmission interconnections which are in existence in

22 Kansas.

23 O. Which Kansas utilities have the largest capacity margins?

| 24 A. According to the 1990 actual peak demands and forecasted peak demands,

| 25 Centel and Sunflower Electric Cooperative (SEC) have the largest capacity

26 margins. These capacity margins were:
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1 Actual 1990 Forecasted 1990
'

2 connany .canaclev Martim caoneiev Marcin

-3 centel 39.7% 41.2%
4 SEC 44.31 39.8%

5 Centel Lnd SEC, through its member cooperatives, serve a significant portion
6 of the western one half of Kansas, The capacity balances which corrspend
7 to the actual 1990 capacity margin figures for Centel and SEC are 190 MW

,

8- ' and 150 MW, respectively. SEC's capacity balance figures do not include the
9 approximately 110 MW of generating units which SEC has mothballed. The

10' northeast-portion of Kansas being served by KCPL is' experiencing strong
11 ; growth, on the other hand, causing KCPL to have a need for generating
12 capacity.- As shown earlier in my testimony, KCPL is forecasting a 14.8%
13 capacity margin and minus 17 hnV capacity balance in 1991.
14 Q. Please describe Kansas' transmission system in general terms.

15 ;A. Beginning on the western boundary of the state,-it is apparent from-
16 Exhibit ._ (RDE 3) that Kansas has no interconnections with Colorado
17 utilities Kansas has two interconnections with Nebraska utilities along its
18, northern border. Along Kansas' southern border, there are interconnections
19 with Oklahoma utilities in the western, central and eastern portions of the
20; state. The eastern boundary of Kansas-has several interconnections with

'21 Missouri u:ilities. Other than' the transmission lines in western Kansas
|- - 22 - extending nonh from the Holcomb' power plant and south from Liberal, the -r
'

23 - eastern one half of Kansas interconnects with Missouri and Oklahoma through
124: either KPL or KGE Interconnections. The conductor r itings on the western .

"' 25: Kansas ~ lines are 717 MVA and 112 MVA, respectivel) .

p4 26 20.. What unique obstacles must KPL and KGE deal with if he firm transmission -t

p ; 27L ' service must utilize jointly owned lines 7

( 28 A.- KPL and KGE do not have unilateral control over the use of jointly-owned
29 transmission lines for firm transactions. All part'eipants in the affected line

130- would have to approve such a transaction. The rationale for a non involved
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1- transmission line owner being able to deny a firm transmission request may

2 be reasonable if that utility is concerned about being able to protect the .

3 reliability of its own system and customers. However, it is also an area of

4 - possible anti competitive decisions which may go uninvestigated by FERC.

5 Q. . What risk is there of KPL and KGE blocking such transactions?

6 A. There is minimal risk for KGE wholesale customers KGE's current
7 transmission access policy:is to provide point to point firm transmission

8- service, on a double scheduled capacity basis, consistent with the Antitrust-

9 Conditions included in the Wolf Creek Operating License. This transmissior

-10 obQation also applies to any new transmission facilities which would be
>

11 constructed. KPL's operations will fall under the same requirement after a
12 KPL/KGE merger, but there is currently no equivalent operating license
13 requirement.

-14 b. Wolf Creek trnmmission line lease /KCPL capacity needs.

15 O. What issues have you reviewed in your analysis of the proposed 161 KV

16 transmission line as an alternative to the existing 345 KV Wolf Creek
17 transmission line?

18 A. I believe there are three (3) areas which need to be discussed: .(1) a review
19 of the negotiations on the KGE 345 KV lease; (2) recent decisions by the
20 KCC or.161 KV lines similar to what is oeing considered by KCPL; and (3)

- 21 a- discus on of KGE's FERC tariff filing to replace the expired lease.

22 - Q. - Are there any clarifications which you believe would be helpful on the issue

- 23- of the 345 KV Wolf Creek to LaCygne transmission line?

-24 A; Yes.-I have reviewed the corresporeace on this subject and concluded that

25 KGE initially requested that packaged negotiations be held on the issues of:

. 26 - (1) sale of LaCygne Unit No.1, (2) upgrading the capacity of Wolf Creek and.

27: LaCygne Unit No. 2, and (3) renewal of the lease on the 345 KV Wolf Creek

28- to 12Cygne transmission line.

29 ' O. What capacity might the offer of up to 300 MW in KPL's testimony include?
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1 A.' KGE owns 343 MW of LaCygne Unit No. I capacity. KPL's 1991 capacity
2 balance, on the other hand, is only 123 MW. Therefore, KPL does not have
3- the ability to sell such a large quantity of capacity from its own supply without
4 falling deficient to the MOKAN Pool. An exception could involve KPL's
5 hope of gaining ownership of Centel's 161 MW share of Jeffrey and then
6 selling KCPL a portion of this Jeffrey capacity. Ignoring the second possibility

.

7 for now because of the many uncertainties involved, I evaluated KPL's
8 forecasted capacity condition and concluded that KPL could make a capacity
9 sale from its own existing capacity of 50 to 100 MW assuming it adheres to

10 the 18.2% five year average capacity margin recommendation adopted by
11 MOKAN. Offering greater than 75 MW from its own existing capacits for
12 the period 1991 through 1999 may require KPL to build capacity by 1998 or
13 risk that KPL pay capacity equalization payments to the MOKAN Pool. A
14 300 MW sale to KCPL would also make it unlikely that KGE would be able,

15 to complete its announced intent to sell 200 MW of firm sales and 100 MW
16 . of participation sales. KPL's current capacity plans do not include any new '

17 capacity construction until a combustion turbine peaking unit is placed in-
18 service in the year 2000 and then followed by Jeffrey Unit 4 in 2002.

i

1

L _19 Q. _What impact might this sale have. on the merger?
20 A. A sale of capacity by the merged company will provide revenue to offset the
21 merger costs. However, a long term capacity sale beyond the mid 1990s could
22 require the merged company to install new capacity sooner than plaimed
23 and/or mandate that all mothballed units be reactivated.

'24 0- Have KCPL and KGE previously held formal negotiations on the sale of
25 12Cygne Unit No. I capacity to KCPL7
26 A. - Yes.

27 O. What useful background information can you provide about LaCygne Unit
28 No.17

29 A. LaCygne Unit No.-1 has a rather poor operating history compared to other

p 30 - Kansas generating units, and also needs major capital improvements in 1994

!_ 31 alone totalling over $25.0. million (i.e., generator replmment and low
}
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1 pressure rotor replacement). It appears from my review of the
2 correspondence that KCPL and KGE were within a reasonable range of an
3 ogreement on a sale of this unit until the $20.7 million settlement with
4 Pittsburg Midway Coal Company derailed the discussions. KGE expected
5 KCPL to reimburse KGE for these coal settlement costs as part of the
6 negotiated package. KCPL's view was that this settle.:.ient was a benefit to

7 the two companies, not a burden. Negotiations collapsed shortly thereafter.
8 Q. What impact did the introduction of the Pittsburg Midway Coal settlement
9 costs have on the final gap between two companies?

10 A. The Pittsburg Midway settlement costs represented approximately 60% of the

11 final negotiating difference between the two companies.
12 Q. Did either company then make an attempt to negotiate as separate issues the

13 transmission line lease renewal and sale of 1.aCygne Unit No. I capacity?
14 A. There was a suggestion by KGE in late Spring 1990 to unbundle the package.
15 KCPL countered with a request that KGE extend the expiration date of the
16 345 KV transmission line lease. I am not aware that any further discussions
17 took place after this exchange of requests.

-

18 Q. Was KGE actively marketing its capacity while attempting to sell LaCygne
19 Unit No. I to KCPL?
20 A. No. That is why I believe it was important for KGE and its ratepayers to
21 reach an agreement on the sale of the LaCygne Unit No. I capacity.
22 Q. Did KGE file a transmission service schedule with the FERC to replace the
23 expired 345 KV transmission line lease?

24 A. Yes. KGE requested in the summer of 1990 that a transmission service

25 schedule at a rate of $1.32/KW/ month be approved by FERC to replace the
26 expired lease. KGE concluded that it would need to treat KCPL "like any

'

27 other wholesale customer needing transmission service."

28 Q. What was the cost impact to KCPL as a result of KGE's proposed FERC
29 schedule?
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1 A.- It would have established a new annual lease rate of approximately $8.4 |
2 million compared to 51.9 million for the last year of the recently expired )
3 lease.

4 Q What transmission lease rat; had the two companies essentially agreed upon
5 prior to the collapse in negotiations?

6 A. The two companies had reached tentative agreement on a moderate increa,e

7 in the lease rate for at least the first year of the lease.
8 Q. Has KCPL considered building a 161 KV transmission line as an alternative

9 to leasing capacity on KGE's 345 KV line?

10 A. Yes. KCPL was also considering buying one-half of the 345 KV capacity as
11 part of the negotiations for the sale of the LaCygne Unit No.1.
12 O. Has the KCC recently approved any 161 KV lines for KCPL which might be
13 comparable in length and cost as the alternative 161 KV line?
14 A. Yes. The KCC has approved the construction of the following 161 KV lines
15 within the last 3 years:

16 14s.eJds.n .Leneth .Can

17 ottava *.o cardner 25.5 miles $3.5 million18 Seilvell to springhill 10.0 miles $1.8 million19 Stilvell to Paola 22.9 miles $3.1 million20 Paola to Centerville 23.6 miles $3.4 million

. 21 Q. What is the length and ec3t estimate for KCPL to build an alternative 161 KV
22 line for its Wolf Creek capacity?
23 A. The alternative 161 KV transmission line would be 33.5 miles in ler.gth and>

24 cost approximately $6.0 million for the transmission line only. He
25 transformer and other ancillary equipment bring the total project cost to
26 about $9.5 million.

27 Q. What other facts have you uncovered regardmg this transmission line?
'

28 A. KCPL indicates that its metering of usage of the KGE line was moved from
29 LaCygne to Wolf Creek in 1986. This means from KCPL's perspective that
30 it is incurring transmission losses from the KGE transmission line just as it
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1- vould if it built the alternative 161 KV line. Prior to KCPL's realization of
2 this fact, KCPL thought KGE was absorbing these transmission losses which

3. makes the build option slightly less attractive. Although it was reasonable for

4 KGE to make :Se metering location change, this decision gives KCPL ,

5- additional economic incentive to search for cost effective alternatives.

6 O. Does KGE believe some amount of KCPL's Wolf Creek capacity will flow

7- over its 345 KV line even if KCPL builds an alternative 161 KV line?
8 A. Yes. KGE estimates that a 161 KV transmission line will be unable to
9 transmit all of KCPL's 533 MW share m Wrdf Creek capacity. Under normal

~10 conditions, the loading on KGE's line would probably exceed 100 MW,

11 Under contingency conditions, it would rarely be more than 150 MW and

12 never over 200 MW. Thus, KCPL may still incur some transmission charges

13 from KGE even if it builds its own 161 KV line. This means the KCC and
14 FERC should not avoid giving detailed attention to the issue of transmission

15 service charges.

16 O. What is FERC's status with respect to KGE's proposed tariff?

17 A. FERC dismissed this filing in Docket No. ER 90-458 000. However, it could

18- be refiled at a later date by either KGE or the KPL/KGE merged company,

o 19 O. What are your recommendations for the KCC's handling of this transmission

20 line?

21 A. First, I believe the KCC should be aware that the two companies had
22 informally agreed upon v; hat I would consider a moderate increase in the

23 lease rate. I realize this was only one component of a package negotiation,

24 but it still represented a significant dollar increase over the rate in effect

25 during the last ycar of the expired lease. Second, I believe KCPL

26 management and its ratepayers should be able to respond to cost prohibitive

| . 27.. proposals with lower cost alternatives. Third, new transmission lines will have

28 - a large proportion of their capacity being immediately utilized especially if

2' - Staff's transmission proposals are adopted on a wide scale. Fourth, the

30 availability of transmission facilities, such as this proposed line, might assist
| 31 bulk power transmission when the excess generation capacity in the Midwest
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|

1 is gone by the end of the -1990s. Fifth, this problem represents, in my |
2 opinion, a good example of the * haves" of transmission utilizing their ,

3 ownership status to gain the negotiation !everage and outcome which they
4- desire. In my opinion, this issue should. focus FERC's and the KCC's

5 attention on the need for transmission tariffs rather than customer specific
6 transmission service schedules. In conclusion, I believe construction of the

7 '161 KV line from Wolf Creek should be an option available to KCPL
8 ratepayers. This view is consistent with my advocacy of improved
9 transmission access policies and reasonable transmission senice schedules.

10 O. What do ycu believe is ultimately the best resolution of this issue?

11 A. First,I believe that a condition should be imposed on the KPL/KGE merger
12 approval which requires that a transmission service schedule be filed with the

13 FERC not exceeding a moderate increase for the first year of the lease and
14 small increases, if any, thereafter. Otherwise, Kansas customers may be
15 adversely affected. Second,I recommend that a similar condition ultimately
16 be imposed on the stand alone KGE if the merger should be denied.

17 c. LaCygne 2 & Wolf Creek capacity uprates.

18 O. What controversies have arisen between KCPL and KGE which could also
19 affect other jointly-owned generating units in Kansas?

' 20 A. Controversies have developed over the timing of generating unit capacity
21 increases (i.e., uprates). Capacity uprates which are being considered at
22 LaCygne Unit No. 2 and Wolf Creek involve the following: (1) a 52 MW
23 uprate of Wolf Creek and (2) a 26 MW uprate of LaCygne Unit No. 2. The

| 24 Wolf Creek uprate will cost $4.6 million (i.e., $88 per KW) and is only a
| 25 NRC licensing change with no equipment modifications required. - By

26 comparison, Wolf Creek was originally constructed at a cost of approximately
27 $2,400 per KW The LaCygne Unit No. 2 uprate will cost approximately $4.3
28 million (i.e., $165 per KW) and requires a modification to the unit's high
29 pressure turbine and support equipment. By comparison, a new coal fired
1 generating unit costs over $1,000 per KW.

j- ,

'
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-l' O. Within what timeframes have the KCPL and KGE stand.alone companies
2 planned to complete these Wolf Creek and LaCygne Unit No. 2 uprates?

3 A. The_ two companies have adoptcd significantly different timeframes for
4 implementing these uprates. KCPL desires to have the LaCygre Unit No. 2

5 .uprate completed in 1991 and the Wolf Creek uprate completed in 1993.

6-. KGE, on the other hand, scheduled these upretes to occur in 1998 for

7 LaCygne Unit No. 2 and 1997 for Wolf Creek.

8 Q. _ What is your opinion of the differing timing strategies for these capacity
.

9 uprates?

-10 A. Each company's strategy and timing is appropriate, based on its own need for

11 capacity and financial condition.

12 Q. Is KPL evaluating capacity uprates of Jeffrey Units No.1,2 and 37

13 A. Yes. The -Jeffrey units also have the potential of capacity uprates of,

14 approximately 25 MW each, of which KGE's share is 5 MW. KPL.is
-15 currently evaluating the advantages of these $15 million per unit uprates, but

16 has not made a final decision to implement them. If approved, these uprates

17 would likely take place in 1994,1996 and 1998, respectively.

18 - Q. Does the controversy over the timing of the LaCygne No. 2 and Wolf Creek -

19 uprates foreshadow the possibility of Kansas utilities ignoring in the future the
'

20 economies of scale offered by jointly owned units?

21 A. Yes. KGE Witness Mr. Cadman's testimony foreshadows the risk of
22 ratepayers losing these economies of scale, with or without the KPL/KGE

23 merger,'when he states "KCPL's hostile takeover attempt portends a grave

24 change in the way we'(KGE) in the industry relate to each other in our

25 participation in, indeed our future willingness to enter into, joint projects.* -

26 The formal expression of this viewpoint illustrates the high degree of vigilance
'

27 which Staff must maintain throughout the 1990s to protect ratepayer's
28 interests. Specifically, KGE may be suggesting its desire to avoid joint

-29 projects in the future even though these projects may be in the best interest
-

-.30 of its ratepayers. Although not expressed. quite as strongly, KCPL
,

;
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1 management has also indicated a preference to avoid joint projects, where
2 possible, in the future.

3 0. -- Could the KCC unintentionally be imposing impediments to the timely
4 cornpletion of capacity uprates?

5 A. Yes. When a joint owner of a generating plant has a need for capacitj m.J
6 the other owner has excess capacity, the tendency in a regulated emironment

7 is for the owner with excess capacity to resist uprates even though they may
,

8 be a highly cost effective option for capacity. The utility with excess capacity
9 is responding to the risk of possible adverse treatment by regulators for

10 adding additional capacity which is not "used and useful."

11 O. Was an excess capacity adjustment being considered against KGE while
12 discussions were being held regarding these capacity uprates?

-13 A. Yes, The risk for KGE'was very real that an additional excess capacity
14 adjustment would have been proposed. Therefore, from KGE's perspective
15 it was a logical strategy to not agree to KCPL's efforts to gain access to this

16 low cost capacity uprate. Further, KGE may have been concerned about the

17 . financial impact on KGE of being required to divert limited funds from
18 higher priority construction projects to these capacity uprates.

19 Q. What policies can the KCC establish to remove this barrier of jointly owned >

20 capacity not being used in . : most efficient manner? ~

21 A. A specific policy could include the following:
22 (1) The co-owner (s) of a jointly-owned facility needing additional
23 capacity would initially absorb all costs of the capacity uprates.

- 24 -(a) Each Owner would bear their respective share of the
25 capacity increases, but Owners not requiring capacity at
26 the time would recover their costs through lease back of

i -27 . their share to those Owners requiring capacity from theL
28- uprate.

L 29 (b) Owners needing the capacity would provide advance lease

30 payments;to ensure that those Owners not currently
31 needing the capacity would bear no financial burden of
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1 the uprates until such time as they chose to utilize their
2 share of capacity uprates. This lease would include a
3 provision that after an initial time period, those Owners
4 not needing the capacity at the time of the uprate could
5 recla'm any or all of heir share of the uprate capacity
6 after a specified tin neriod of notification to the other,

7 Owner (s). This notification would give the other Owners
8 ample opportunity to make other capacity arrangements.
9 (2) During the term of the lease:

10 (a) Each Owner would retain its original ownership
11 share in each facility and would remain
12 responsible for capital, operating and maintenance

13 costs.

14 (b) Owners needing the capacity initially would
15 reimburse the other Owners for the incremental
16 energy received under the capacity uprate
17 programs at a rate equal to the average annual
18 O&M costs for each unit involved.
19 Q. Is this the policy which you understand KCPL is now utilizing to implement
20 the LaCygne Unit No. 2 and Wolf Creek capacity uprates according to its
21 required timeframe?

22 A. Yes. This policy is also consistent with the KCC's regulatory goal of
23 encouraging management to make efficient decisions.

24 Q. Would capacity cprates take place without such a formal policy from the
25 KCC7

.26 A. Yes. At some point in time they would probably occur anyway, but it might
27 be several years later than when it would otherwise occur and after some
28 adversarial communications between the utilities. For example, KCPL and
29 KGE began discussing the Lacygne Unit No. 2 and Wolf Creek upgrades in
30 at least 1988.

31 Q. In summary, should these uprates be treated as KPL/KGE merger benefit?
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1 A. No. Companies acting prudently should be producing these uprates regardless

2 of a merger. Further, this controversy is primarily a regulatory issue that is

3 within the domain of the KCC to resolve. I recommend that the KCC accept
4 the timing of KCPL's capacity uprates rather than KGE's because of KCPL's

-5 need for capacity and also prospectively not attribute any u ,nal excess

6 capacity from the Wolf Creek, I.aCygne Unit No. 2 and Jeffrey capacity
7 uprates to either KGE or KPL

!
1

8 d. KGE's special contracts.

9 Q. What is your opinion of the impact which the KPL/KGE merger may have
.10 on KGE's "special contracts"? |
11- A. KGE has "special contracts" with Cargill, Farmland, Vule"; and Boeing.:

;

12 These contracts were negotiated in the 1980s in an ehempt by KGE to avoid

13 the loss of these customers to cogeneration projects. The expiration dates on

14 these contracts are June 1991, October 1992, April 1996 and May 1999,
15 respectively. The circumstances in existence at the time these contracts were

16 approved included: (1) these contracts cover KGE's largest industrial
17 customers; (2) KGE's excess capacity was quite high; (3) KGE needed to

18 maintain these customers on the system even at a " discounted rate" because
'

19 of KGE's post Wolf Creek financial condition; w 1(4) it was the general
-20 understanding of Staff that at the time of the expiration of these contracts,

21 KGE may likely opt to enter into a joint ownership cogeneration project with

22 these customers in order to further postponc the need for a larger base load

23 capacity addition. The merger may or may not result in circumstances which

24 resemble the facts existing at the time these contracts were executed. The

25 KCC will have to take up this matter at some point before the contracts
26- expire.

27- 11. Future Policy Concerns.

28 Q. What presence are IPP projects increasingly having in the generating capacity

29 field?
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1 A. IPP projects are increasingly representing a significant percentage on a
2 natiord !evel of new generating capacity. In order to insure that future
3 Kansas ratepayers are being provided generating capacity according to a least
4 cost strategy, I believe that a competitive bidding mechanism should be
5 developed for IPP proposals. I would like to note that neither KPL, KGE nor
6 KCPL are considering the establishment of a competitive bidding scheme in
7 order to obtain a portion of their new electric generation requirements frorn
8 IPPs.

9 Q. What are commonly expressed objections of utilities to IPP projects?
10 A. Pive (5) commonly cited disadvantages of IPPs by utilities are: (1) IPP
11 projects are generally highly leveraged, with the financing consisting of up to
12 90% debt. Highly leveraged financing is believed to be available to the IPP
13 only if the utility incurred a "take-or pay" obligation in its IPP contract, or
14 offered equivalent terms to provide the IPP with an assured market at a
15 known price. Thus, the rates for the IPP's power become front loaded in the
16 project. Investor-owned utilities beheve this would effectively assign much of
17 the market risk of the project to the utility and correspondingly increase the
18 utility's cost of capital. That is, the IPP contract would be treated as the

! 19 equivalent of debt to the utility, meaning that the utility's equity capital would
20 be required to back up the highly leveraged financing of the IPP project; (2)
21 Any "take or pay" obligation with the IPP would affect the order of dispatch
22 of units in the utility's system, reducing the savings currently produced by the
23 economic dispatch of those units; (3) Additional costs, not reflected in the
24 IPP's bid price, are in the utility's view a result of the reserves required for
25 the IPP owned generation which would have to be provided by the utility to
26 incorporate it into its own generation; (4) The founh area of utility
27 complaint involves the additional costs of contract enforcement issues with the

28 IPP. This may involve monitoring the adequacy of the IPP's fuel supplier,
29 regular performance of required maintenance, dispatchability with any take-
30 or pay constraints, the price to be paid for the IPP's power, willingness of the
31 IPP to operate its equipment during a storm or other emergency condition,
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1 willingness to interrupt at the utility's dispatcher's request, or declaration of

2 force majeure to shut down its plant to force renegotiation of the contract to

3 a higher price; and (5) the inherent threat to reliability by a financially
4 troubled IPP having the ability to drop unprofitable senice when there is no |

5- legal obligation to serve. Utilities conclude that subsequent award of
6 monetary damages to the utility would not help the utility in meeting its

J
7 obligation to serve at the time of the IPPs non compliance. |
8 Q. What comments do you have on IPPs in relation to this merger?

9 A. First, the merged company is going to have control over a significantly larger

10 native load and pool of generation units. Second, none of the above generic i

11 concerns of investor owned utilities about IPPs is uruesolvable as is being
12 suggested by the ut;lities. In fact, the increasing presence of IPPs in the

13 generating capacity field is a well established trend. Therefore, I believe that

14 the KCC's pursuit of least cost futm generating capacity necessitates a
15 merger condition that KPL: (1) present the KCC with a complete competitive

16 bidding proposal within 12 months after the merger approval, identifying how

17 the successful bidder would be selected in terms of utility versus non utility
18 construction and including whl h of its concerns remain unaddressed in the:

19 proposal, and (2) agree to utilize this bidding process to obtain proposals for

20 its next capacity sddition if the KCC should indicate such a preference at that

21 time. The proposals would not necessarily have to be accepted (i.e., the
22 company could choose to build its own capacity).

23 O. Do you have any comments on retail wheeling?

.24 A. KPL and KGE have refused retail wheeling requests on the few occasions

25 when they have been requested. Utilities generally believe that extending
26 transmission rights to retail customers would be: (1) inconsistent with the

| 27 utility's retail franchise service obligations, (2) contrary to the interests of
28 their remaining customers, most of whom do not have the ability to negotiate

29 off-system power purchaws, and (c) unlawful under the provisions of the
30 Kansas Retail Electric Suppliers Act (K.S A. 66-1,173). Utilities believe that

| 31 as long as they have a legal obligation to serve all retail customers within
|
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,

1= their franchise areas all customers have a symmetric obligation to purchase

2- power from facilities constructed on their behalf. |

3 Q. - Were similar arguments raised by natural gas companies when FERC moved

4 forward with its Order 500 policy?

.5 A. Yes. There were similar arguments put forth by interstate natural gas
6 pipelines that local distribution companies had similar obligations to continue

7 buying their supply from the interstate pipeline. FERC ignored those
8 objections and moved forward with implementation ofits policy. The FERC

9 has stated 'that it is important to provide competition at all levels of the
10 natural gas industry. |

11 O. Are there differences between the electric and natural gas industry with
12 respect to implementing competition?

13 A. Yes. There are a few differences, but the operational issues are resolvable

14 if the KCC chooses to implement consistent competition for gas and electric

15- utilities.- For example, a new competition policy would make day to-day
.

16 operating decisions more challenging for the electric industry in terms of
17 determining the capacity needed by the utility for the reliability of its native
18 load, firm transmission service, non firm transmission service and capacity
19 available for retail wheeling. Of course, any retail wheeling policy would have

20 to protect captive residential customers from any stranded investment4

21 - resulting from the utility's inability to retain industrial or conunercial load '

22 - under a retail wheeling scheme.
>

23 -Q. Does this conclude your testimony?
.

24 -A. Yes, it does.

_

b
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1 O. Please state your name.

2 A. Debra J. Weiss.

3 O. What is your business address?

4 A. My business address is the Kansas Corporation Commission,1500 SW
5 Arrowhead, Topeka, Kansas.

6 O. What is your occupation and by whom are you employed?

7 A. I am a Certified Public Accountant employed as a Managing Utility
8 Regulatory Auditor by the Kansas Corporation Commission (Commission).
9 Q. What is your educational background and professional experience?

10 A. I received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Accounting and Business
11 Administratfor; from Carthage College in Kenosha, Wisconsin in 1980. In

12 19861 graduated from Washburn University with a Master of Business
13 Administration Degree. Upon graduation from Carthage College, I joined
14 Western Publishing Company as a staff accountant. My responsibilities
15 included assisting the senior accountant with the preparation of the monthly
16 trial balance and general ledger. In 1981 I was promoted to senior
17 accountant. In 1982 I joined the Toledo Scale Division of the Reliance
18 Electric Company as a Regional Accounting Manager. I was responsible for
19 accounts payable and billing for several Toledo Scale regions, Toledo Scale
20 offices and Reliance parts depots. In 1983 I joined the Security Benefit
21 Group of Companies as a Financial Analyst where I was responsible for the
22 fanctional cost allocations used in the corporate financial reports and the
23 annual statement, and assisted in the preparation of the corporate financial
24 plan. I was later promoted to Manager, Planning and Taxation. I was then

25 responsible for preparing the federal, state and property tax returns for the|

26 Group of Companies and for the coordination of tax compliance issues. I
27 assumed responsibility for the development and maintenance of the corporate

28 financial plan. In September 1987 I joined the Kansas Corporation
'

29 Commission, Utilities Division, as a Senior Utility Regulatory Auditor and
30 was promoted to my present pcsition in June 1988.

31 Q. In connection with Docket No. 174,155-U, what were your responsibilities?

Weiss 1



. _ _ . _ _ .

1- A. - It was my responsibility to review the reasonableness of certain of the merger

2 related savings presented by Kansas Power and Light Company (KPL) and

3 - Kansas Gas and Electric Company (KG&E) (jointly referred to as
41 Applicants") in direct testimony filed before the - Commission on"

5- November 30,1990, and to present Staff's estimated merger savings over the

6- 27_ year amortization period on a nominal basis. Staff Witness David
7 Dittemore will use these savings estimates in his net present value analysis.

8 I will also address the Applicants' proposed merger savings tracking system.

9_ My analysis was done under the supervision of the Chief of Accounting and

10- Financial Analysis, Mr. David Dittemore.

11 O. What specific schedules are you sponsoring?

12 A. I am sponsoring Schedules DW 1, DW 2, DW 3, DW-4 and a portion of
13- Schedule RDE-1. The latter is also an exhibit of Staff Witness Robert Elliott.
14 For case of reference, all five schedules are attached to this testimony.

15 MERGER REIAIED SAVINGS '

16 O. Please state the amount _ of merger related ' savings presented by the
17 Applicants.

-18 A. The Applicants estimate that the merger will produce a net sasings of
19 $140,128,000 from 19921996. This amount is in nominal terms and is not on

20_ a present value basis. The Applicants estimate that gross merger related
'21 savings during this time period will be $151,128,000. However, the Applicants
22- also estimate that they will spend approximately $11,000,000 to achieve those

23 savings.- The net result is a merger related savings estimate of $140,128,000.

24 O. Is the $140,128,000 net of the amortization of the acquisition premium?

25__A. No, it is not. The Applicants have proposed that the amortization of the
26= acquisition premium be included in rates. -If included in rates, the annual

27L amortization to be recovered from ratepayers will be $23,389,149. Assuming

[ I28 the Commission does not grant the amortization deferral requested by the
29 Applicants, the total amortization for the 1992 1996 time period is
30 - $116,945,745.

Weiss-2
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'

1 Q. - What is the general nature of the merger related savings presented by the
2 Applicants?

3 A. The majority of the savings quantified by the Applicants are related to the
4 present overlapping of their respective senice territories and the anticipated

'

5 streamlirting of duplicative resources in those areas and in the general
6 -overhead area. In addition, the Applicants also quantified savings resulting
7. from economics of scale and dispatching. The savings presented by the
8 Applicants by type are presented below: '

; !

9 APPLICANT DETERMINED MERCER SAVINGS

10 TOTAL
11 1992 1996
12 CATEGORY SAVINGS

13 1 ABOR $ 76,099,000
14 FUEL DISPATCH $ 24,693,000
15 OPERATING SYSTEMS $ 17,517,000
16 INVENTORIES $ 10,705,000
17 MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING $ 5,140,000
18 VEHICLES $ 4,558,000
19- FACILITIES $ 4,539,000
20
21 -

DISPATCH CENTER $ 3,137,000
RISK MCMT/ INSURANCE $ 2,793,000

22 ADVERTISING $ 1,308,000
23 AUDIT TEES $ 639.000

24_ SUBTOTAL $151,128,000

25 COSTS TO ATTAIN SAVINGS ($ 11.000.000)

26 TOTAL $140.128 000-

27- O, Specifically, which merger related savings are you -addressing in your;

28 testimony?-

29 - A. I will address the operating systems and facilities savings quantified by the
.30 Applicants. In addition, my schedules will also reflect c[astments to the
31 - Applicants' merger savings discussed by Staff Witness Elliott.

|-

Weiss 3
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1 Q. What information did the Applicants use as a basis for calculating merger
2- sasings?

3 A. Generally,~the Applicants relied upon 1991 budget information and assumed )

4:
an annual growth rate of 4.5% to determine the estimated future savings

5 There are, however, certain exceptions for specific adjustments.
6 Q. Do the sasings estimates presented by the Applicants and by Staff represent
7 adjustments similar to adjustments provided within the context of a rate case?
8 - A. No. One of the key characteristics of rate case adjustments is that they must
9

meet a ''known and determinable" standard. The nature of this transaction {
10- is dissimilar from that of a rate case because all parties are trying to
11 anticipate the effects of a financial transaction over the next 27 years to

,

evaluate tbc wisdom of approving the transaction today. This type of analysis12 '

13 would not ' e place in a rate case setting.
-14 O. Do you have any concerns about the basis upon which the Applicants
15 calculated their merger savings?

'Yes. As stated earlier, the Applicants relied upon 1991 budget information16' A.
17 as a starting point for quantifying merger savings. A budget, by definition, is
18 an estimate of future revenues and expenses. Consequently, the merger
19. savings quantified are essentially estimates derived from estimates. In a rate
20

case setting, the starting point would be actual historical data, not the coming
4

L 21 year's budget.-

22 - Q. .What is the net result of the use of budget information as the basis for
23 quantifying merger savings?
24 A. Essentially, the Commission has to realize that the use of budget information
25 adds a degree of uncertainty not found in the normal rate case process.
26' O. Please continue with a discussion of the Applicants' operating system savings.
27_ A. The Applicants are estimating that there will be merger related savings due

. 28-- to eliminating the design,-development and installation of duplicative-
29

- computer systems.- The Applicants have identified the following operating
30 system savings:

_

.

' Weiss-4
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12 0. - How have the Applicants quantified the savings in this area?

13 A. The Applicants have estimated these savings by assuming KG&E would avoid I

14 such expenditures because it could utilize systems already in various stages

15 of development by KPL All savings quantified assume KPL's costs of design,

16 development and installation, not KG&E's.

17 0. Is there a problem with using KPL's costs?

18 - A. Potentially Costs of developing syrtems can vary tremendously between

19 companies. This can be illustrated by referring to a schedule (Schedule

20 DW 1) relied upon by the Applicants to estimate the number of work years

21 it would take KG&E to develop a customer information system (CIS). His

22 schedule shows that the number of work years it took (or is estimated to take)

23- _ the 12 utilities shown to design, develop and install a CIS ranged from 550

24 to 150.

25 O. What is a " work year"?

26 ' A. As used by the Applicants, a " work year" assumes there are 216 working days

-27 in one year. De underlying assumption is that there are 18 work days per
.

28 month and 12 months per year. If a particular project is estimated to take

29 10 work years to complete, it will take one person working 216 days a year

30 for 10 years to complete the project.

31 O. Are the 12 utilities selected by the Applicants to derive an average number

32 of work years comparable in size to KG&E7

Weiss 5
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1 A. It appears from information provided by the Applicants, that all of the 12 |

2 utilities are larger than KG&E, some considerably so. This conclusion is
3 based upon the number of installed meters rer company information provided
4 by the Applicants (data request no. 495) The number of installed meters a

3

5 utility has provides a rough approximation of the number of customers the
6 utility serves. The average number of installed meters for the 12 companies |
7 selected by the Applicants is 1,476,000 compared to approximately 260,000 for |
8 KG&E,

9 Q. How does the Applicants' estimated cost of the KG&E system compare to the
10 anticipated cost of the KPL system?

;

11 A. The Applicants' methodology assumes it will cost KG&E $6.6 million more
12 to develop a CIS than it will KPL, even though KPL has 1.1 million more
13 customers than KG&E and has to develop a system to incorporate gas and
14 electric customers while KG&E's system would only have to serve electric
15 customers. Staff Witness Elliott also addresses these concerns in his testimony.
16 Q. How does your testimony regarding the CIS program interrelate with that of
17 Staff Witness Elliott on the same subject?
18 A. Staff Witness Elliott is sponsoring Staff's estimate of the avoided cost
19 associated with KG&E's CIS project. Staff Witness Elliott has calculated the
20 avoided cost to be $6,338,300. I have taken this cost and assumed the same

21 number of years to cevelop the program and the same useful life of the
22 program as the Applicants. By utilizing these assumptions, I was able to
23 estimate the amount of me ger savings associated with this avoided cost.

24 Q. Does the amount of CIS savings computed by Staff take into account the costs

25 of expanding the KPL CIS program to incorporate KG&E customers?
26 A. No. Although staff has reduced the amount of CIS savings it feels is merger
27 related, there is no specific adjustment to reduce the savings to allow for the
28 potential costs of converting KG&E customer information to the KPL system.
29 Q. Why didn't Staff reduce the CIS savings for the costs associated with,

! 30 converting the KG&E system to the KPL system?

Weiss-6
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1 A At this point, Staff does not have sufficient information to estimate the cost

2 involved. However, I believe it is important for the Commission to reallu

3. that these savings are estimates only and that additional costs might be
4 incurred to achieve these savings.

5 O. What effect does Staff's adjustments have on the Applicants' amount of CIS

6 savings?

7 A.. Staff's adjustments reduce the Applicants' 19921996 CIS savings estimate by

8 $7,536,611 or from $11,747,392 to $4,210,781. This adjustment is shown in

9 Schedule DW 2. Staff Witness Elliott's adjustments to the CIS savings have

10 been reflected in this computation.

11 Q. Do you have adjustments to any other of the Applicants' operating system

12 sasings?

13 A. Yes. The Applicants assume $4.2 million in merger related savings from

14 19921996 due to eliminating KG&E's need to develop a work management

15 information system (WMIS), However, the Applicants fall to provide
16 sufficient evidence that KG&E is currently considering implementing such a

-17 . system. Even though KPL's response to data request no.107 states that

18 KG&E began a WMIS pilot project in 1989, the response continues to say

19 that "No detailed estimates exist of costs to develop a complete KGE system

20 on a stand alone basis."

21 Q. Has KPL made the decision to implement a WMIS7

22 A. No. According to a Work Management Task Force Progress Report prepared

23 by KPL in regard to implementing a WM1S, KPl., itself, has not yet decided

24 whether it should invest in a WMIS (data request no.107). One of the long

25 term goals of KPL's work management task force is '' evaluating the feasibility

26- of a work management system for KPL Gas Service." In explaining this goal,.

27 the task force states:

28 The idea of implementing a Work Management
29 System appears to be the logical approach but
30 . may not be financially beneficial. The task force
31 would like this issue studied in detail before
32 making a long range recommendation.

Weiss 7
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1 The task force goes on to recommend that *An Application Transfer Study
2 (ATS) should be conducted to determine the need for a Work Management

3 System at KPL Gas Service." The task force recommends that such a study
4 should begin in April 1991. For obvious reasons, the report provided no
5 analyses of the anticipated costs of a WMIS.

6 0. What is Staffs recommendation in regard to the Applicants' WMIS savings?
7 A. Because of the dubious nature of the existence of this project, Staff believes
S the merger related savings quantified by the Applicants for WMIS should be

9 eliminated.

10 0. What was your role in the quantification of merger savings related to the
11 geographic information system (GIS)?

12 A. My role in quantifying these savings is sirnilar to that relating to the CIS
13 savings. Staff Witness Elliott is sponsoring Staffs estimate of the avoided

14 cost associated with KG&E's GIS project. Staff Witness Elliott has calculated

15 the avoided cost to be $612,050. I have taken this cost and assumed the

16 same number of years te develop the program and the same useful life of the

17 program as the Applicants. By utilizing these assumptions, I was able to
18 estimate the amount of merger savings associated with this avoided cost.

19 Q. What effect does Staffs adjustments have on the Applicants' amount of GIS

20 savings?

21 A. Staffs adjustments reduce the Applicants' 19921996 GIS savings estimate by
22 51,080,025 or from $1,538,500 to $458,475. This adjustment is showm in

23 Schedule DW 3. Staff Witness Elliott's adjustments to the GIS savings have
24 been reflected in this computation.

25 Q. What is the cumulative effect of your changes to the Applicants' operating|

) 26 system savings and those sponsored by Staff Witness Elliott?

27 A. Staffs (Weis' and Elliott) adjustments to operating system savings reduces
28 the Applica m' estimate by $12,850,000. The cumulative effect of Staffs

29 changes is illustrated below:

Weiss 8'
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~ 12 - O. Please continue with a discussion of the Applicants' facilities savings.

13 A. .The Applicants estimate that savings from the' closing or reduction of present-.

14- offices will be $4.539 million between 1992 1996. In quantifying the savings,

15 the Applicants assumed that the savings would occur at the two home offices

:16 and at offices in the: overlapping service areas. - KPL's home office is in

17 Topeka and KG&E's home office is located in Wichita. The overlapping
18- service territories identified by the Applicants are: 1) Wichita; 2) Arkansas

19 City; 3) El Dorado; 4) Fort Scott; 5) Newton; and 6) Pittsburg.

10 _ The Applicants then took the ratio of the number of employees2

21: reduced at each location to total employees at the same facility and-

1 - multiplied it by the square footage of the appropriate KG&E facility. - This-22-

23 process provided the. Applicants with a' total square footage reduction' for
~24 - ; each location.' 'Ihe Applicants then multiplied the total square footage by an

25: average Topeka / Wichita rental cost to determine the estimated savings by

26. location.

27 ; O. . Did you find any problems with the- Applicants' calculations?
-

28: A.; Yes, I believe there are several problems with the Applicants' computations.

29 First, the Applicants used the total number of merger and non merger;

- 30- related-employee reductions to compute the savings. This results in an

31/ overstatement off the merger related facilities savings. Second, .the

- 32 _ Applicants, by location, v & ratio of total number of KPL/KG&E
o
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1 employees reduced to total KPL/KG&E employees and multiplied it by the
2 square footage of the KG&E office building only. This computation is
3 incorrect because the ratio considers both KPL and KG&E employees while
4 the square footage only considers KG&E. This results in an understatement

5 of the Applicants' savings because the amount of square footage eliminated
6 per employee is too low, Finally, the Applicants are assuming that they will
7 be able to lease KG&E's home office building in Wichita and/or reduce the

8 amount of space leased at KPL's home office as room becomes available due

9 to employee reductions.

10 0. Looking at the 19921996 period, what effect do the above items have on the

11 amount of facilities savings reflected by the Applicants?
12 A. The cumulative effect of Staff adjustments to correct these problems
13 decreases the Applicants' 1992 1996 savings from $4.539 million to $3.452

14 million. Staff's estimated facilities savings are summarized below.

15 STAFF FACILITIES SAVINGS
16 ($000'S)

17 H12 HD Uh HD DJ1 12IA1,

18 UEADQUARTERS $160 $320 $549 $549 $574 $2,152
19 FIELD OFFICES U1 21.6, 23 23 1Q3 L,1gg

20 TOTAL STAFF SAVINGS $293 $586 $R45 $845 M83 $3,452

21 O. How did Staff compute this level of facilities savings?
22 A. First, Staff eliminated 73 employee positions from the computations (see
23 testimony of Staff Witness Elliott). Next, Staff used the square footage per
24 employee for each location examined as computed by the Applicants. This
25 resulted in an estimated total square footage elimination of 133,509 instead

26 of the Applicants' 68,881.

27 O. Did Staff apply any other assumptions different than those used by the
28 Applicants?

Weiss 10
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1 A. Yes. The Applicants assumed that beginning in 1992 they would be able to
'

2- reduce the square footage usage at the Wichita home office. According to
.3- data request no. 98, the Wichita home office square footage was used for
4 case of calculation. The underlying _ assumption is that space will be
5 eliminated at one of the two home office facilities at the same time the
6 em?loyee eliminations are achieved. Staff examined the actual ownership
7 rights the Applicants have in each of their home offices. According to data
8 request no. 30 and no. 98, KPL leases its home office and KG&E owns-its

9. home office. Unlike the Applicants, Staff did not assume that tenants v>ould

10 be found for the Wichita home office and adjusted the facilities savings to
11 more closely coincide with the actual expiration dates of the Applicants'
12- current leases.

13 Q. - Why did Staff rnake this change?

14_ A. Staff basically believed a different approach should be taken than that
15 employed by the Applicants. in essence, the Applicants are assuming that
16- they will be ab!c to sublet the Wichita home office and/or v.: duce the cunent

17.' amount of space Jeased in the Topeka home office beginning in mid 1992.
18 However, according to data request no. 98, KPL's current home office lease

19 does not contala any provision that would allow it to reduce the amount of

20 square footage leased prior to its April 1994 expiration date. Based upon
21- this data request response, all pre 1994 home office facility reductions would

22 have ~to occur in Wichita. In calculating its idjustment, Staff took the
: 23 approach that the Applicants would be able to reduce facility costs at their
24 leased offices. However, Staff did not assume that the Applicants would be

25 able to find tenants for the Wichita home office.

26_ Q._ Why didn't Staff rely on the possibility that tenants would be found for the_

27 Wichita home office?

28- A.L Staff did not adopt the Applicants' position because subletting space in the
29- Wichita home office is not completely within the control of the Applicants.
30 This assumption relies too heavily on the actions of outside parties who, at

31 this point, do not yet exist. Staff, therefore, believes a more appropriate -
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1 approach is that the Applicants will reduce facility costs at their leased
2 offices when those leases expire.

3 Q. How do you know that prospective renters for the Wichita home office do
4 not exist?

5 A. In data request nu. 98, Staff specifically asked the Applicants to proside
6 . . . a full explanation of all negotiations with any
7 parties KG&E/KPL has contacted or who have j

:

8 contacted KG&E/KPL concerning the rental of
9 office space in the KG&E home office building,

10 In their response, the Applicants replied

11 Negotiations with prospective tenants, if
12 necessary, will take place during the transition
13 planning process once space planning has been
14 finalized and after it is determined if facility
15 reductions can be accomplished solely through the
16 expiration of existing lease arrangements.
17 O. Did Staff use the same costs per square foot as computed by the Applicants?
18 A. Staff used the same costs per square foot as the Applicants for all locations
19 - except the home offices and the Wichita service building computations.
20 These costs were accepted by staff for simplicity and materiality purposes
21 only. Of the total 1992 annual savings of $913,243, $761,862 or 83% pertain
22 to the home offices and the Wichita s nice building. Staff used actuallease
23 costs for these locations.
24 O. How does this change affect Staff's computations?
25 A. The net effect of Staff's earlier adjustments increased the square footage
26 eliminated due to merger related employee reductions. This next adjustment
27 generally assumes that the Applicants will be able to reduce facilities costs
28 in 1992 at those locations where the lease terms will expire by 1992. All
29 remaining facilities savings are assumed to occur in 1994 when the current
30 lease on the Topeka home office expires. Therefore, this last Staff

| 31 adjustment affects the timing of the Applicants' facilities savings.
! 32 O. Please explain how the " timing" of the Applicants' facilities savings are
| 33 affected?

Weiss 12
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1 A. By making this adjustment, Staff is saying that the Applicants will incur
2' facility savings, just not as quick'y as estimated by the Applicants., ,

3 Q. What is the cumulative effect of all of Staff's adjustments (Weiss and Elliott)

4 to the Applicants' 19921996 merger related avings?

5 A. - The cumulative effect of Staff adjustments is shown in Schedule RDE 1,
|

6 Staff believes that before merger related costs are considered the merger will

7 generate approximate gross savings of $115.715 million between 1992 1996.

8 This amount is $35.413 million below the Applicants' estimate of $151.128 '

9 million for the same time period.

10 Q. Do Staff's schedules indicate how the merger related savings and costs will

11 be allocated to the Applicants' various jurisdictions? !

12 A. No, they do not. Such allocations were not necessary to determine the

13 financial viability of the transaction as a whole.

14 0. Will the effects of this transaction affect the various jurisdictions differently?

15 A. Yes. For example, both gas and electric operations in Kansas, Missouri and

16 Oklahoma should benefit from the anticipated reduction in general overhead

17 costs. In addition, some of the savings will be allocated to Federal Energy
18 Regulatory Commission (FERC) jurisdictional business because thei

19 departments comprising general overhead perform services for both the gas

20 and electric divisions and all jurisdictions, if the total cost of general
21 overhead is reduced, there will be less expense allocated to each division and

22 ' jurisdiction. Some of the savings quantified, however, will primarily benefit

23 the electric customers.

24 O. Will the $116 million in merger savings be allocated to Kansas ratepayers?

25_ A. No. As stated above, a portion of these savings will be allocated to Missouri,
'

26 Oklahoma and FERC ratepayers. In addition, as stated later in my
27 testimony, some of the savings, because of the nature of the underlying

| 28 expenses, may not flow to ratepayers at all, but may actually be retained by

29 sharebolders. At this point, the exact allocation between the jurisdictions is
! '30 not known.

| Weiss 13
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:

1 O. You mentioned earlier that the $116 million in savings is before merger
2 related costs. Please discuss those costs.

3 A. The Applicants have correctly indicated that they will have to incur certain
.

4 cors to achieve the merger savings. For example, the consolidation and/or..

5 closing of offices will necessitate moving employees from one location to

6 another. The merged company will, therefore, incur relocation expenses.

7 The Applicants' have specifically it'entified the following costs:

8 APPLICANT OtttRNINED Cosit 70 ACN!!VE MERGtt SAvikCS

9 is .tm .15 Imn
FUEL DISPATCn $1,000,000 $1,000,000 5 2,000,000
Mit 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 6,000,000

1 PiR&%utt RitRAlkthG 1,000,000 1,000,000 2,000,000
}3 RELOCATION 1.000.000 1.000.000

14 -TOTAL Cofft 85.000.000 $4 000.000 57.000.000 $11,000.000

15 O. Are those the only costs associated with the merger savings that have been

16 identified by the Applicant 27

17 A. No. In several merger savings adjustments, the Applicants have in essence

-18 netted merger savings and merger costs.

19 O. Can you give specific examples of instances where merger savings and merger

20 costs have been netted?

-21 A. .Yes. For example, the Applicants have stated that one of the reasons their

22 quantification of merger related labor savings for 1992 has been reduced by

23 - one half is to potentially allow for the estimated costs associated with another

24' early retirement program. Therefore, some portion of the $5.584 million

25 reduction in labor savings not reflected in' the Applicams' $140 milUon-

26 quantification for 1991-1996 may be attributable to the costs of an early

27. - retirement program.

28 O. Did the Applicants make similar assumptions elsewhere in their savings

29_ quantifications?

30- A. Yes. In computing the estimated savings in advertising expense, the

31 Applicants state that such savings were not expected to occur until 1993

32 because "the combined companies anticipate sizable advertising expenditures

Weiss 14
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I related to notifying customers of the merged entity and changed procedures
2 for customer service, such as inquiry, bill payment, etc.* (Application, V1
3 12). Therefore, by reducing the anticipated merger savings, the Applicants
4 are recogruzing $293,000 of estimated advertising expenses in 1992.
5 Q. Does the $11 million in merger costs include the costs of the transaction?

6 A. No. The transaction costs are estimated by the Applicants to be $20 million.
7 This discussion is litnited to estimated costs of obtaining merger sasings.
8 Q. What is the significance of this issue?

9 A. This issue is important to illustrate to the Commission that there are costs
10 associated with obtaining the merger savings in excess of the $11 million
11 specifically identified as merger savings related costs. While combining the
12 costs with the savings or showing each separately results in the same net
13 amount, the presentation method used by the Applicants creates the illusion
14 of lower merger savings related costs than will actually occur.
15 Q. What is Staffs estimate of the amount of net merger savings and costs tk.,
16 this transaction will generate over the 27 year amortization period?
17 A. On a nominal basis, Staff estimates that this merger will generate $1 > billion
18 in net merger savings and costs over the next 27 years. Staffs quan ification
19 of this amount is shown in Schedule DW 4
20 Q. Does the $1.5 billion represent the total benefits und costs of the entire
21 merger transaction?

22 A. No. The purpose of this t.chedule is only to quantify the amount of merger
23 savings and related merger costs Staff estimates will occur over the next 27
24 years. The costs related to the $388 million acquisition premium are not
25 included in this schedule. Staff Witness Dittemore will utilize this 27 year
26 estimate of merger savings and related costs in his analysis of the entire
27 merger transaction.

28 Q. Why is the quantification of the merger savings and merger costs for the 27
29 year amortization period necessary?
30 A. It is necessary to estimate the merger savings and costs over this per:od so
31 that this portion of the total merger transaction could be included in the net
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1 present value analysis performed by Staff Witness Dittemore. Because of the

2 timing of various cost and benefit components of this transaction, it is !
3 'mperative that all pieces of this transaction be redeced to net present value
4 te ms. Only by utilizing net present values will all financial aspects of this
5 transaction t.s comparable.

6 Q. Did the Applicants attempt to quantify estimated merger saving and related {
7 costs for the entire 27 year period? l

8 A. No. In the application, the Applicants only provide estimates for 1991 1996.
9 After several requests, the Applicants d.id provide a 27 year projection for

10 some, but not all of the areas in which savings are expected.,

11 Q. Please summarize Staffs recommendation regarding the merfer savings and
12 merSer costs.

13 A. Staff believes that the Commission should accept Staff's estimate of the net
14 merger savings of $105 million for 19911996 as more reaso' table than the

15 Applicants' estimate of $140 million. In addition, the Commission should
16 utilize Staffs estimate of the merger savings and reinted costs over the next
17 27 years to evaluate the viability of the proposed transaction. Staff believes
18 the Commission should bear in mind the inexactness and uncertainty of the
19 estimates in order to une that the costs to the ratepayers do not exceed
20 the benefits received. Tbc Commission should also bear in mind that these

'

projected merger vivings and costs are uncertain, unlike the costs related to

the acquisition premium.e

23 MERGER SAVINGS 'IRACDNG SYS' REM
i 24 Q. How have the Applicants proposed handling the merger related savings from

25 a regulatory perspective?

26 A. He Applicants have proposed the following in regard to the flow of merger
27 related savings to the ratepayers:

28 1. January 1992 through April 1993 The Applicants
29 propose keeping the estimated merger savings
30 during this time period. Dey anticipate filing a
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1 rate case for the combined entity such that the
2 new rates would take effect approximately May
3 1993. '

4 2. May 1993 through the end of the amortin.Jon
5 period 'Ihe Applicants propose flowing to
6 ratepayers 100% of the net merger savings up to
7 the amount of the annual amortization of the
8 acquisition premium, plus 50% of the excess of
9 net annual savings over the amortization of the

10 acquisition premium.
11 Q. Please explain the 50/50 sharing concept in regard to the merger sasings in
12 excess of the amortization of the acquisition premium proposed by the
13 Applicants.

14 A. The Applicants propose that the merger savings be identified and quantified
15 on an annual basis and compared with the annual amortization of the
16 acquisition premlum. Fifty percent of the savings in excess of the annual
17 acquisition premium amortization on a yearly basis would be given to the
18 shareholders.

19 O. What is the Applicants' proposed treatment for the years in which merger
20 costs exceed merger savings?

21 A. The Applicants state that in the years for which
22 . . . Cost savin

amortization, gs were not sufficient to cover such23 KPL would not receive the full24 amortization in the cost of service. in other
25 words, the Company will only get to recover the
26 amortization of the acquisition adjustment to the
27 extent there are savings to offset the annual cost.
28 (McClellan, p.14, lines 510)
29 Q. Does Staff foresee any problems with the Applicants' proposal?
30 A. Yes. Staff believes that three basic problems exist:
31 1. this concept signifies an important departure from the known,

-32
and determinable concept applied in rate case settings;
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i

1 2. this concept ignores the difficulties in creating a viable and
2 dependable merger savings tracking systemt
3 3. this concept will generate earnings in excess of the rate of
4 return authorized by regulators.

5 O. Is it ever possible to roughly calculate merger related savings?
6 A. It would be possible to roughly estimate some types of merger savings in the
7 first years after a merger. For example, if prior to the merger, both utilities
8 had offices in the same city, and after the merger, the two offices were
9 consolidated at one location, the savings resulting from the closing of one of

10 the offices would probably be merger related. Labor is another area where
11 the savings in the first couple of years could be loosely estimated.
12 Q. If it is possible to approximate some of the savings, why does Staff believe
13 there are difficulties in creating a viable tracking system?
14 A. Even if it is possible to roughly estimate some of the savings, generalities
15 would still have to be made. For example, it could be assumed that any
16 employee reductions made during the first three years after the merger are
17 merger related. While this ma, be true in some cases, it will not be
18 universally true and it will be very difficult to unquestionably decide if some
19 eliminations are or are not merger related. Therefore, even in the early
20 years, savings would be difficult to absolutely compute.
21 Under Applicants' proposal, however, not only would sasings in the
22 first years need to be quantiGed, but savings would also need to be quantified
23 annually throughout the 27 year amortization period. In addition, sasings
24 based upon a growing number of estimates would be used to impute expense
25 to ratepayers. Both of these problems differentiate the Applicants' proposal
26 from the simplified scenario provided above and are discussed later in my
27 testimony,

|
28 Q. You mentioned earlier that, under the Applicants' proposal, it will be
29 necessary to track merger savings for 27 years. Please explain this concept
30 further.
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:

3 1 A. Yes. During each rate case, gas and electric, filed by the Applicants over the
j 2 next 27 years, an attempt will have to be made to quantify the merger
l

3 re:ated savings and costs. In other words, the Applicants would, each year j
4 for the next 27 years,1) determine what costs would have been on a stand

|
5 alone br. sis, if the merger had not occurred, and 2) compare those amounts |5
6 to actual costs.

7 Q. Haven't the Applicants suggested the development of a " merger sasings,_

j 8 tracking system" to facilitate this process?

[ 9 A. Yes. On page 11 of Mr. Kitchea's direct testimony filed on November 30,
4 ;

10 1990, he states that the comp?.nies

11 . . have already begun developing a system to'

12 track all costs and benefits of the merger. Once
13 completed, this system will provide a comparison
14 between actual costs incurred by the merged
15 companies in a given period and the costs which
16 wou;d have occurred had the companies
17 continued to operate separately in that period.
18 (emphasis added)

j 19 Q. Have the Applicants provided any details of exactly how this merger savings
20 tracking system will work?

21 A. The Applicants did not provide any details regarding this proposed system
: 22 until January 17, 1991. Both Staff and Citizens' Utility Ratepayers Board

23 (CURB) issued data requests shonly after the filing of the Applicants'
24 testimony ating for the details behind the proposed merger savings tracking
25 system. Ot. December A,1990, Staff requested in data request no.13:
26 . . . a copy of all memos, studies, or reports
27 prepared by either KPL personnel or KPL's
28 consultants which discuss in any manner the
29 following accounting issues by KP&L in its

i 30 application:

31 a. 'Ihe concept of a $15 million rate reduction

32 b. The $15 million rate reduction as it relates to the
! 33 $8.7 million KO&E reductions ordered in the

34 Commission's February 13, 1990 order, docket
35 142,098 U
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I c. The depreciation rate change requested for the'

2 Jeffrey Energy Center

3 d. %e concept of' sharing * of merger related savings
4 between surcholders and ratepayers (emphasis
5 added)

6 e. The deferral of the amortization of the
7 acquisition adjustment.

8 On December 7,1990, the Applicants responded that 'No additional studies,
I

9 reports, or memos that discuss the sbaring of beneGts exist."
10 O. Did the Staff inquire again as to whether or not information regarding the
11 Applicants' proposal existed? ;

12 A. Yes. On December 17,1990, the Staff inquired again in data request no. 58
13 asking:

14 Data response 13 indicated that no studies,
15 reports or memos that discuss the sharing of
16 benefits exist beyond that contained within KPL's
17 application. Please provide all internal memos,
18

reports, and studies which address the concept of
19 the merger tracking system as mentioned w1 thin
20 Mr. Kitchen's testimony.
21 Q. How did the Applicants tespond to data request no. 587
22 A. On December 26,1990, the Applicants responded:
23 To the best of my knowledge no internal memos,
24 reports or studies which address the concept of

; 25 the merger tracking system as mentioned within
26 Mr. Kitchen's testimony have been prepared.
27 O. You also mentioned that CURB inquired as to the documentation supporting
28 the merger savings tracking system. How did the Applicants respond to

| 29 CURB's request?

30 A. On January 3,1991, the Applicants provided no details in regard to CURB's
31 December 7,1990, request stating:

32 At this time there is no current documentation
33 relating to the development of the system to track
34 costs and benefits of the Merger. De Company

Weiss 20
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,

.

I will supply hmentation to CURB as it is
2 developed.

3 Q. Are you aware of any other merger savings tracking systems in existence in
4 any other regulatory jurisdictions?-

5 A. Staff asked the Applicants this very question in data request no. 21. The
6 Applicants responded that they knew of no "other instances where such a

.

t

; 7 system is in place.'

8 Q. What information was provided to Staff on January 17,19917
9 A. The Applicants provided preliminary documentation consisting of a written

';

10 explanation of KPL's cunent concept of the tracking system and some
11 sarnple reports. All information provided related to tracking labor savings.
12 These reports consisted of variance analyses between actual and projected

;. 13 labor savings estimates, input forms for an anticipated dats base, and a
14 report showing the jurisdictional distribution of the savings. KPL stated that
15 a data base would be developed to capture this information. KPL again
16 explained that the system is ' currently under development.'

L 17 Q. How thorough was the information provided on January 17th?
I

18 A.~ In my op!nion, the information provided does not answer the serious
19' concerns regarding the viability of a merger savings tracking system.

,

20 Q. .Why doesn't'the information provided by the Applicants answer Staff's-

'

21 concerns about the merger savings tracking system?
22 A. '!he information provided does not indicate how decisions regarding the
23 identifying of merger and non merger savings and costs will be made. In
24 other words, the Applicants provided no indication of the criteria they feel
25 should be used to determine if ennts 5,10 or 20 years from now should be
26' considered merger or non merger related. In essence, the Applicants
27 provided drafts of report formats but gave very little indication of how the,_

28 numbers in those reports will be calculated. It is the numbers, and not the
: 29 layout of the reports, that are the crucial aspect of this proposed system.
30 Q. Are you indicating, then, that had the Applicants provided such criteria that

_

31 the merger savings tracking system would be a viable option?
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1 A. No. It '., my opinion that this system would be based on too many
2 unverifiable assumptions and estimates to make it a viable system. The point
3 is that, based upon information provided to Staff, the Applicants have not
4 attempted to address important questions regarding a system they proposed
5 two months ago.

6 Q. Please explain further why you believe that a merger savings tracking system
7 is not a viable proposal.

8 A. In my opinion, it would be virtually impossible over the span of 27 years to
! 9 accurately measure the costs and savings related to the merger of these two

10 companies. While the promise that such a system *will provide a comparison
11 between actual costs incurred by the merged companies in a given period
12 and the costs which would have occurred had the companies continued to
13 operate separately in that period," may sound feasible, the difficulties of
14 developing, implementing, monitoring and verifying information compiled are
15 great.

16 O. Do the Applicants realize that there are problems with such a tracking
17 system?1

18 A. I believe so. On page 6 of his direct testimony, Mr. William Brown states
19 "An exact tracking of employee levels is difficult, since company operations
20 are continually changing to meet changed customer requirements." This
21 comment was made in reference to the KPL/ Gas Service merger.
22 Q. What type of difficulties would be encountered?
23 A. First, from the point in time KPL and KG&E merEe, KG&E as a separate,1

24 functioning company will cease to exist. While KG&E as we know it now
25 may be maintained as a subsidiary or a separate division, no decisions
26 affecting that entity will be made in a vacuum (i.e. without any regard for the
27 parent company). Even now, according to data request responses, certain
28

actions that KG&E would normally have pursued have been delayed pending
29 outcome of the merger proposal (see data request no.107) For the next 27

-30
years, major changes which take place affecting the electric industry, and

31 therefore, having significant impacts on the operations of electric utilities,

| Weiss.22
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1 will have to be evaluated to determ;.ne how KG&E would have responded to
2 such changes had the company sti.'l been a stand alone entity. Every
3 corporate reorganization that the combined entity goes through for the next
4 27 years will have to be evaluated to determine if KG&E would have
5 organized itself in a similar way had it been a stand alone entity. The simple
6 fact is that managements of different companies react to problems
7 differently. As a person in the position of having to audit the assumptions
8 underlying future KG&E sta.nd alone decisions purponed by a merged
9 company management, I believe tne validity of the outputs of a merger

10 savings tracking system are going to be highly questionable and virtually
11 impossible to verify.

12 Q. Why would it be necessary to track merger related costs and savings for 27
13 years?

14 A. This would be necessary because the Applicants are proposing to annually
15 determine the excess, if any, of merger savings over merger costs. For
16 example, if 15 yet.rs from now an employee retires and is not replaced, under
17 the Applicant's proposal, it will be necessary to determine if the position
18 elimination was merger or non merger related. Staff believes that an
19 acrurate determination would not be possible.
20 Q. Are you not exaggerating the difficulties of implementing this merger
21 trackinE system?

22 A. No. I believe the dangers of relying on this system can be illustrated by
23 examining the Applicants' response to data request no.123.
24 Q. What information did Staff request in his data request?
25 A. Data request no.123 was issued as a " follow up" to data request no. 27,
26 Data request no.123 asked the Applicants to explain why the cost ravings
27 presented in Schedule VI 1 of the application could not be reasonably
28 calculated beyond 1999.

29 Q. How did the Applicants respond to this data request?

Weiss 23
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1 A. 'Ibe Applicants responded by providing savings estimates for all categories
2 identified in Sebedule VI 1 through 2020, except for maintenance scheduling,
3 operating systems and fuel dispatch.
4 Q. Why did the Applicants decline to provide projected savings data for the
5 three categories identified above?

6 A. The Applicants gave two different respom:s. A review of the response
7 provided for the operathig system savings will Illustrate potential problems

|
8 with 'he merger savings tracking system. For operating system savings, the |
9 Applicants stated that:

!
1.0 While we believe that many additional systems
41 will be developed over the amortization period,
12 neither company has developed forecasts or
13 budgecs for these systems. As such, savings
14 beyond 1999 cannot be projected for this area.
15 O. Is it understandable that the Applicants have not budgeted beyond 19997
16 A. Yes, it is understandable that the Applicants do not prepare budgets in this
17 detail that far into the future.
18 Q. Why is S" Y concerned with this response?
19 A. Staff is concerned because this answer implies that for each new computer
20 system developed by the Applicants over the next 27 years, staff and all other
21 intervenors in future rate cases will be asked to assume that KG&E, had it
22 still been a stand alone entity, would have installed a similar system.
23 Therefore, because the cost of a duplicate system has been avoided, merger
24 savings have resulted.

25 O. Does Staff agree with that logic?
26 A. Staff believes several serious problems are presented in this response. First,
27 as stated earlier, it will be virtually impossible to know whether or not
28 KG&E, as a stand alone entity, would have installed such a system. Even if
29 one assumes that KG&E would have installed such a system, one would then
30 have to make assumptions regarding the details of the system and its cost.
31 For example, if KG&E was a stand alone entity, perhaps the system
32 developed would have been less elaborate than KPL's, or perhaps more
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1 elaborate. Either assumption could be true in reality, but no one will know
2 what reality would have been.

3 Q. Please continue.

4 A. Next,if one wants to accept assumptions regarding the possibility of KG&E
5 developing such a system and the details of what that system would have
6 contained, then one must make assumptions as to the costs of that system.
7 It is very likely that, as part of the colporate overhead consolidation
8 proposed by the Applicants, KG&E specific computer development costs will
9 not be known. Therefore, an alternative would be to assume the computer

10 development costs of the merged entity, but that means one is assuming that
11 KG&E stand alone computer development costs would have been equal to
12 the merged entity's computer development costs. This may or may not be
13 true. Again, no one will know for sure.
14 Q. Please summarize the assumptions which will have to be made in regard to
15 a computer system developed by the merged company during the
16 amortization period.

17 A. As discussed above, the following assumptions will have to be made:
18 1. that KG&E, as a stand alone entity, would have
19 developed a similar computer system;
20 2. that the specific details of that foregone system
21 can be reasonably determined;
22 3. that KG&E's stand alone computer development
23 costs can be reasonably estimated.
24 Also keep in mind that, in this case, these assumptions will be made in the
25 year 2000 and beyond.

26 Q. What will be the effect on ratepayers from making these assumptions?
27 A. If one assumes the Commission approves the merger and accepts the
28 Applicants' merger savings tracking system proposal, the assumptions such as
29 those 1 just stated will be made for the next 27 years. The cost estimates
30 resulting from these assumptions will be used to increase the actual cost 6f
31 senice determined in a rate case setting.
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! Q. Explain how these estimates will increase the actual cost of ser ice. j
2 A. Under standard rate case procedures, the Applicants will request a rate 1

3 increase based upon an historical test year. To this, the Applicants and Staff '

will make known and determinable changes to the actual, historical operating4

5 results. The actual results will reflect the costs of the merged entity. la
6 other words, there will be no actual data reflecting KG&E stand alone costs.
7 The actual results contained in the historical test year will reDeet the
8 presumed lower merged company costs. Therefore, in order for one half of
9 the excess merger savings over merger costs to be flowed to shareholders,

10 Staff will have to impute expense to ratepayers.
11 Q. Can you explain this imputation concept?
12 A. Yes. Normal ratemaking procedures will require that known and
13 determinable changes be made to actual, historical results. This process will
14 automatically reDect the projected lower costs of the merged entity. Staff
15 will, therefore, be forced to impute additional expenses to the ratepayers
16 beyond the level reflected in the Staff adjusted test year equal to one half of
17 the estimated excess of merger savings over merger costs. The estimated
18 excess of merger savings over merger costs will be based on assumptions such
19 as those outline above.

20 Q. Do estimates of the type described above meet the "knowm and
21 determinable" standard?
22 A. In my opinion, no. As mentioned earlier, this is one of Staff's concerns.
23 Q. Will adjustments such as imputed expense levels to ratepayers allow the
24 merged entity to earn returns in excess of that supported by the adjusted
25 historical test year relied upon in rate cases?
26 A. Yes. Because these adjustments will be made to a Staff adjusted test year
27 reflecting rate case adjustments, the shareholders will be collecting revenues
28 in excess of the of the rate of return approved by the Commission.
29 Q. Are there any other difficulties regarding this proposed system?
30 A. Yes. Even assuming that it is feasible to positively identify savings areas, the
31 next step is to determine a method for quantifying those sasings and
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1 allocating the savings to the proper jurisdiction. I believe the Applicants'
2 presentation of the merger savings retained by ratepayers and merger savings

,

3 given to stockholders in the application is oversimplified.
4 Q. In what way is this presentation oversimplified?
5 A. This point can be illustrated by examining Schedule VII 9 of the application.
6 Using 1994 as an example, the Applicants show that merger savings retained,
7 by ratepayers of $27.317 million and merger savings given to stockholders of
8 $3.928 million. These amounts are computed as follows:

9
Lan

10 APPLICANTS' MERCER SAVING5 $31,24$
11 LESS: AMORT. OF ACQ. PREMIUM 23.380

12 EXCESS COST SAVINGS $ 7.856

13 50% OF EXCESS COST SAVINo$ $ 3.o28

14 AMORTIZATION OF ACQUISITION PREMIUM $23,389
15 PLUS: $0% OF EXCESS COST SAVINGS Lj21

16 TOTAL MERGER SAVINGS RATEPAYERS $27.317

17 50% OF EXCESS COST SAVINGS 1 L121
18 TOTAL MERCER SAVINGS SHAREHOLDERS S 3.0M

19 Via the use of simple math, the Applicants illustrate that an estimated
20 $31.245 million in savings in 1994 will Dow to the ratepayers or be given to
21 the shareholders. However, the actual manner in which these savings will
22 flow through a rate case is much more complicated than this computation
23 would lead one to believe.
24 Q. In what way is it more complicated?
25 A. For example, the computations assume that all labor savings will be reflected
26 in the income statement in the year the positions are eliminated. In reality,
27 some of these labor costs, and hence, the savings, would have been
28 capitalized had the costs actually been incurred. Therefore, the full effect of
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1 the savings will not Dow through the income statement in the simplified
2 manner shown by the Aplicants.
3 Q. Please continue.
4 A. This same problem will affect other merger savings for which a portion of
5 the underlying avoided costs would have been capitalized.
6 Q. Are there other problems?

7 A. The computations shown by the Applicants essentially assume changed rates
8 for both gas and electric customers for all jurisdictions on January 1 of each
9 year. In reality, however, savings will only flow through to ratepayers based

10 upon the timing of rate cases in each jurisdiction. If between rate cases, the
11 Applicants achieve greater merger related savings than those actually
12 reflected in the rates,100% of the increase in merger savings will flow to
13 shareholders and not 50%
14 Q. Please continue.

15 A. Some merger savings quantified by the Applicants and reflected in the above
16 computations will probably not be received by the ratepayers because the
17 underlying expenses will not Dow through a rate case.
18 Q. Can you provide an example?
19 A. Yes. While Staff believes that it is probably reasonable to assume that the
20 Applicants will achieve some level of savings in regard to advertising
21 expense, Staff believes that the savings identified by the Applicants will
22 probably not flow through to ratepayers because of the nature of the
23 underlying expenses.

24 Q. What is the nature of those underlying expenses?
25 A. In 1991 dollars, $250,000 of the total $280,000 Applicant determined
26 advertising savings is expected to occur in the corporate
27 communications / general advertising area. Of the $1.6 millfor. in 1991
28 budgeted general advertising, $702,500 would probably not be allowed in a
29

Kansas rate case because these expenses relate to goodwill advertising and
30 unidentified expenditures. The following items are contained in the $702,500:
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:

1 Corps.ste Image Kickoff $340,000*
Corpoiste Image ongoing 257.500

3 Miscellaneous Contingency 105.000

4 Total $702.500
,

5 Derefore, while the Applicants may incur advertising savings, it is very likely
6 that these savings will occur in areas that would not be flowed through in a
7 rate case,

8 Q. Please summarize Staffs position in regard to the merger savings tracking
9 system.

10 A. Staff believes that the Applicants' proposed merger savings tracking system
11 is not viable and impossible to accurately implement. De system's use in
12 rate case settings would be an important departure away from the current -

13 known and determinable standard. Staff recommends that the Commission
.

14 reject this Applicant proposal. '

15 O. Does this conclude your testimony?
16 A. Yes, it does.

I

I

.

|
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COGIPARATWE EFFORT FOR CUSTORSER INFOResATION SYSTERRS DOCKET NO. 174.155-U(Based of AGA-EE! Survey - October 1990) SGiEDULE OW- 1

QEOMERS EHORT
_

FWE UTTUTY (in millions) (in work years)

1 OG&E 1 550

2 FP&L 2.9 445

3 BROOMLYN UMONGAS 1.1 365
,

1 !

4 AEP 2.7 316r

AVERAGE 1.4 279 i
i

|j 5- CP&L 0.9 276

6 DUKEPOWER 1.6 245
2

7 PSCX)OOLO 12 235

8 TEXAS UTIUTIES 2.1 230

9 BOSTONGAS 0.5 210

10 WPS 0.4 180
l

; 11 KPL GAS 1.3 151
! |

12 MP 1.3 150

l

KCC/EXCELt2 5-91
GDTV174.155-l%wSERTS & SCH
DW-1 5-Feb-91

10.16 At.f
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la the Matter of the A of Kaasas City Fower & Ught
' '

Company for Approval Acquisition of all Clanees of the Capita)
Stock of Kansas Gas and Electric, to Mery with Kansas DOCKET NO.
Comobdated Gu and Electric, tc lacar Debt Obligations, and to 172,745U
Transfer Kansas Gas and Electric's Retail Electric Service Authority 91.KCPE.24-S
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1 Q. Would you please state your name?
!

2 A. David N. Dittemore

3 Q. What is your business address?

4 A. My business address is the Kansas Corporation Commission,1500 S.W.
5 Arrowhead Rvad, Topeka, Kansas.

6 Q. What is your occupation and by whom are you employed?
7 + A. I am employed by the Kansas Corporation Commission as Chief of
8 Accounting and Financial Analysis.
9 Q. Who is your educational background and professional experience?

10 A. I recch'ed a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration with a
11 major in Accounting from Central Missouri State University in 1982. From
12 1982 through 1984, I was employed as an Accountant by Standard Oil
13 (Indiana). I joined the Staff of tiie Kansas Corporation Commission as a
14 Utility Regulatory Auditor Il in late 1984. In November 1987, I joined the

|

15 consulting firm of Wagner, Hohns, and Inglis. I returned to the Kansas
16 Corporation Commission as Managing Regulatory Auditor in May 1988. I !
17 was appointed to my present position as Chief of Accounting and Financial
18 Analysis in January 1991. I am a Certified Public Accountant holding
19

certification in the states of Kansas and Oklahoma and I am a member of the
20

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
21 Q. With regard to the present case, Docket No.174,155 U, what is the scope of
22 your testimony?

'

) 23 A. The scope of my testimony is as follows:
! 24 I. Outline of Basic Request of the Applicants

25 A. Method of Financing the Acquisition
,

i
26 B. Explanation of Applicants' Proposals
27 II. Cost and Benefits of the Merger
28 A. Capital Structure Implications
29 1. - Presentation of capital structures
30 a. KPL and KGE stand alone
31 b. Merged company

Dittemore 1
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1 c. Sum of stand alones
2 2. Presentation of Snancing costs of the acquisition
3 3. Future Capital Structure Implications
4 B. Analysis of Merger Related Costs and Cost Reductions
5 C. Discussion of the Proposed $15 Million Rate Re, duction
6 1. Sources of Gnancing the rate reduction
7 2. Impact on revenue requirement of the various accounting
8 proposals

9 3. Allocation of rate reduction between service territories |
10 D. Deferral of the Amortization of the Acquisition Adjustment
11 E. Potential Costs not Discussed by the Applicants
12 III. Acquisition Adjustment
13 A.' Accounting Definition and Treatment
14 B. Discussion of Mr. McClellan's Testimony
15 C. Evaluation of Applicants' Proposal to Recovery Acquistion
16 Adjustment Costs from Ratepayers.

j
17 D. Recommendation.
18 IV. Accounting Guidelines

i
19 A. Bimonthly Reporting of Applicants' Efforts to Achieve Cost
20 Reductions

21 B. Ultimate KCC Approval of the Accounting Entries on the
22 Books of the Merged Company
23 C. KCC Appreval of any Merger of the Books and Records of the '

24 Two Separate Companies in order to Preserve Subsidiary Cost
25 of Service

26 V. Staff Recommendations

27 L~ OUTUNE OF BASIC REQUEST OF THE APPUCANTS I

28 A. Method of Fmancing the Acquisition.
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1 Q. Please begin by discussing the nature of the application of Kansas Power and
2 Ught Company and Kansas Gas and Electric Company in Docket No.

>

3 174,155 U.

4 A. For purposes of this testirtony, when referring to the " Applicants * I am
5 speaking of both the Kansas Gas and Electric Company (KGE) and the
6 Kansas Power and Ught Company (KPL). The Applicants are requesting that
7 the Kar.sas Corporation Commission (Commission) approve the issuance of
8 up to 28 million shares of additional KPL Common Stock, the approval of
9 credit facilities up to $600 million, and the pledge of KPL first mortgage

10 bonds in the amount of $250 million in order to purchase the outstanding
11

shares of KGE. The credit facilities include $500 million of senior term debt
12 and $100 million in working capital credit facilities. The purchase is to be
13 made in a combination stock cash transaction equivalent to a price of $14
14 cash and $18 stock for a total of $32 per share. The total cost of the
15 acquisition is estimated to produce an acquisition adjustment (excess of
16 purchase price over net book value) of $388 million. The cash portion of the
17 payment is to be financed from the credit facilities in the amount of $450
18 million, and a small portion of short term debt and cash ($23.7 million). The
19 remainder of the purchase will be financed by the issuance of Common
20 Equity ($588 million). The $150 million difference between the cash portion
21 of the payment and the total of the credit facilities is to be used for working
22 capital.

23 B. Explanation of Applicants' Proposals
24 Q. In addition to Commission approval of the credit agreements, what are the
25 Applicants requesting in this application?

! 26 A. The Applicants are requesting Commission approval of the, proposed merger
27 between KPL and KGE. In conjunction with this request, the Applicants are
28 also seeking certain ratemaking approvals in order to effectuate the merger,

j 29 Certain of these requests are based upon the fact that KPL is proposing to
! 30 pay a significant premium over book value to KGE shareholders and are,
l
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I theaBre, related to the merger (M). Other proposals are completely
2 mdependent of any aspects of the proposed merger (1). Dese accounting
3 proposals include the following:
4 $15 mittion rate reduction (I)
5 Jeffrey Energy Center depreciation rate change (1)
6 . Acquisition adjustment recovery (M)
7 Deferral of acquisition adjustment amortization (M)
8 . Sharing of cost reductions with KPL shareholders (M)
9 For purposes of my testimony, the use of the term " merger related" refers to

10 additional costs or cost reductions which would not occur absent the merger.

11 IL COST AND BENEIT!3 OF TIE MERGER
12 A. Capital Structure Implications
13 O. Earlier in your testimony you indicated that the Applicants intend to finance
14 the costs of the acquisition with a combination of debt and equity, lias Staff
15 evaluated the impact this additional capital will have on the weighted average
16 cost of debt?

17 A. Yes. Staff has developed capital structures for both KGE and KPL on a
18 stand alone basis. The purpose of presenting these capital structures is to
19 identify the estimated overall cost of capital for each company prior to the
20 merger. Schedule DND 1 estimates the overall cost of capital for KGE to

'

21 be 7.34% as of June 30,1990. This overall (embedded) cost is based upon
22 -a return on equity of 13.22%, as sponsored by Staff witness Mr. Adam
23 Gatewood. Scheduh, DND 2 sets forth the estimated capital structure of
24- KPL at July 31,1990. The estimated overall cost of capital for KPL is 8.64%,
25 based upon a return on equity of 12.11% also sponsored by Staff witness

-26 Mr. Gatewood. 'Ibe current overall cost of capital for KGE is lower than for
27 KPL primarily due to the abnormally high levels of cost free capital recorded
28 on the books of KGE.
29 O. Could you please define the term " embedded cost"?
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1 A. Yes. Embedded cost,in this instance, refers to the weighted average historic
2 cost of capital.

3 Q. Have you developed a weighted average capital structure for the two
4 companies?

5 A. Yes. Schedule DND.3 estimates the cost of capital for the sum of the stand
6 alone companies. As shown on line 8, the overall cost of capital for the two
7 companies is 7.91%.

8 Q. What is the purpose of presenting a sum of the stand alone companies capital
9 structure?

10 A. The sum of the stand alone capital structures provider, an indication of the
11 weighted average cost of capital for the two stand alone companies. This
12 calculation allows a comparison with the estimated cost of capital of the
13 merEed company.

14 Q. How was the overall cost of capital for the two stand alone companies
15 developed?

16 A. Schedule DND-3 was calculated merely by adding the individual catagories
17 within each of the stand alone capital structures end then calculating a
18 weighted average cost for each cost component.
19 O. Please describe the merged company capital structure.
20 A. Schedule DND4 sets forth the estimated merged cornpany capital structure.
21 As shown on line 8 of this schedule, th: estimated cost of capital for the
22 merged company is 7.89%.

23 O. How was this cost developed?
24 A. The merged company cost of capital was calculated by eliminating the equity
25 of KGE and including the elements of the acquisition financing in the capital
26 structure. As mentioned earlier, KPL is proposing to finance the acquisition
27 with a combination of debt and equity. Staff has included these proposed
28 amounts in the merged company capital structure to measure the impact of
29 the acquis; tion costs on the embedded cost of capital. The merged company
30 cost of equity of 12.75% is sponsored by Mr. Gatewood.
31 Q. What conclusions can be drawn from this analysh?

Dittemore 5
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1 A. This analysis measures the impact of the acquisition debt and equity resulting
;

2 from the merger on the weighted average cost of capital for the two stand
3 alone companies. Based upon the estimated costs of capital for the stand
4 alone companies in mid 1990, the acquisition financing will not increase the
5 embedded cost of capital of the merged company.

|6 O. Does this mean that future capital costs of the merged company will I

7
approximate the cost of capital of the two stand alone companies?

8 A. No. This analysis is not intended to measure future (incremental) costs of
9 capital of the merged company, but instead it measures embedded or

10 weighted average capital costs. The cost of incremental capital wi!! be a
11 function of many factors including, but not limited to, the financial market's
12 perception of the stret;gth of the merged company and the rate ofinflation.
13 Q. Does this analysis indicate that total capital costs of the rnerged company
14 will not increase as a result of the merger?
15 A. Definitely not. It should be remembered that for ratemaking purposes the
16 weighted cost of capital is applied to rate base in order to establish an net
17 income allowed. Shareholders are compensated for the capital costs to the
18 extent that capital has been used to finance utility assets (rate base). An
19

important aspect of this merger is that the assets of the merged company
20 are not increasing, but the capital costs arc increasing by the amount of the
21

acquisition premium. Therefore, the capital costs of the merged company
22

are essentially equal to the utility assets plus the acquisition premium flowing
23 to KGE shareholders.
24 O. What impact does this have on shareholders?

25 A. Shareholders of the merged company will not recover the substantial capital
26

costs resulting from the acquisition premium. In summary, the merger will
27 not have a detrimental impact on the suttent embedded capital costs
28 recovered from ratepayers, but the merger will substantially increase the
29 toud capital costs borne by the merged company's shareholders.
30 Q. Please explain your statement that shareholders will incur the capital costs
31 of the transaction.,
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1 A. The Applicants will not earn a return on the unamortized balance of the
2 acquisition adjustment. In other words the acquisition adjustment will not
3 be included in rate base for ratemaking purposes. This ratemaking
4 treatmec shifts the costs of financing the acquisition adjustment to
5 shareholders. Investments which are required to provide utility service are
6 normally included in rate base to allow both a recovery of and a return on
7 the asset. The Applicants' investment in the acquisition adjustment, while
8 certainly not a traditional rate base component, represents an investment of
9 the company just like plant in service. As mentioned earlier, the acquisition

10 adjustment will be financed by a combination of debt and equity. Obsiously,
11 KPL's shareholders will be larmed to the extent by which its equity
12

investment does not earn a return and interest costs associated with the
13 acquisition debt are not recovered from ratepayers.
14 Q. Earlier you mentioned that the acquisition, if approved, will be financed by
15 a combination of debt and equity. What is the estimated weighted cost of
16 this financing?

17 A. Schedule DND 5 sets forth the estimated cost of the acquisition financing
18 on a pre tax, net of tax, and gross of tax basis. As can be seen on line 3,
19 the pre tax cost of the acquisition is 10.63%. This pre tax rate of return
20 equates to the weighted capital costs referenced above. Also shown on line
21

3 is the net of tax cost of capital of 9.26% and the gross of tax cost of capital
22 of 15.04%.

23 Q. What is the significance of the pre tax, net of tax and gross of tax costs of
24 capital?

25 A. These three types of capital structure cost measurements assess varying tax
26

impacts on the cost of capital and are useful for financial analysis purposes.
27 I will discuss the application of these capital structure costs in a discussion
28 of the merger related costs and cost reductions.

29 Q. Could you please discuss the impacts the proposed merger would have on
30 future capital structure costs?
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1 A. Yes. The proposed merger will certainly impact future capital structure
2 costs. According to a KFL data response,if the merger were to occur today,
3 the bond rating of the merged company would likely be an A . On a stand
4 alone basis, KPL and KOE are AA and BBB, respectively. The change in
5 ratings is reflective of the fact that KPL is a stronger entity financially than
6 KGE. Thus, incremental capital structure costs for the two stand alone com-
7 panies would be different on a going forward basis. In general, the stronger
8 the financial health of the company, the better the access to financial markets
9 and the greater the ability to obtain low cost financing, Another important

10 aspect of future capital structure costs is the impact to the company from its
11 proposal to forego a return on the acquisition adjustment. The shareholders
12 of KPL would be denied a return on a portion of both their equity
13 investment and equisition debt costs, thereby reducing shareholder returns
14 to relatively low levels.

15 Q. What is Staffs recommendation with regard to regulatory treatment of the
16 potential negative impacts from future cost of capital inneases which result
17 from the merger?

18 A. If the Commission approves the merger, Staff recommends that future
19 regulatory treatment should strive to ensure that ratepayers do not incur the
20 costs associated with negative capital structure impacts which result from the
21 merger.

22 B. Analysis of Merger Related Costs and Cost Reductions.
23 O. Please continue with an explanation of Scheduie DND-6.
24 A. Schedule DND-6 presents the costs and benefits of the merger from the
25 ratepayer's perspective based upon the estimated cost reductions quantified
26 by Staff. These cost reductions are sponsored by Mr. Elliott and Ms. Weiss.
27

As can be seen on line 29, the net present value of benefits to the ratepayers
28 from the merger transaction is $49.7 million.

29 Q. Could you please explain the contents of Schedule DND-67
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1 A. Yes. Column A sets forth the annual amortization of the acquisition
2 adjustment over the twenty seven year amortization period. This period
3 represents the estimated remaining book life of the assets of KGE. This
4 schedule reDects the amortization of the acquisition adjustment beginning
5 in 1992 in order to be consistant with the recognition of merger related cost
6 reductions. Column B identifies the income tax expense associ:aed with the
7 recovery of the acquisition premium from ratepayers.
8 Q. Could you please explain why income tax expense recognition is appropriate
9 in this instance?

10 A. Yes. The amortization of the acquisition adjustment is a non tax deductable
11 expense item. Consequently, in order for the merged company to recieve
12 the $14.3 million after income taxes, the ratepayers must provide an
13 additional 58.9 million to offset the higher taxes. Therefore, the entce cost
14 of the amortization of the acquisition adjustment to ratepayers is $23.2
15 million ($14.3 + $8.9) per year. This total cost to ratepayers is showm in
16 Column C. Because the income tax effect has been included in Column C,
17 the column presents the gross of tax amortization costs.

18 Q. Please continue.

19 A. Column D sets forth the estimated merger cost reductions as quantified by
20 Staff. Column E calculates the amount by which estimated cost reductions
21 are greater than the grass of tax amortization costs (Column D - Column C).
22 This calculation is made in order to allocate the net savings after acquisi-
23 tion costs between tatepayers and shareholders to be consistant with the
24 Applicants' proposal to give one half of the excess cost reductions to their
25 shareholders. Column F merely quanti 6es the portion of merger savings in
26 excess of the amortization of acquisition costs which will flow to ratepayers.
27 Column G presents the merge, savings to ratepayers prior to recognition of
28 the amortization costs.

29 Q. Could you discuss the merger savings in greater detail as is showm in Column

30 G7
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1- A. ~ Yes. Column G presents that level of savings which the company is
2 proposing to assign to ratepayers. This does not mean, however, that
3' ratepayers will realized a benefit in this amount. The level of cost reductions
4 as contained in Column O must be offset with the costs of the amo,azation
5 of the acquisition adjustment to determine the net benefit to ratepayers. As
6 shown for the year 1993, the estimated merger savings are $12.7 million,

,

7 This entire amount would be attributed to ratepayers because the
8 amortization of the acquisition adjustment is greater than the cost savings
9 ($14.37 million v:, $12.7 million). As proposed by the Applicants, ratepayers i

10 will only pay for the annual amortization of the acquisition adjustment if the
11 annual merger savings equal or exceed the amount of that amortization. If i

12 the merger savings are less than the amortization for a particular year, the '

13' ratepayers will not pay the amount of the amortization in excess of the
14 merger savings. (Mr. McClellan's testimony, p.14)
15 Q. - Does the ictci;oing discussion indicate that ratepsyers would benefit by the
16 amounts shown in Column G7

.

17- A. - No. The level of savings as shown in Column G must first be offset by the
18 amortization of the acquisition adjustment prior to quantifying the net

i 19 benefits to ratepayers.
L 20 Q- Please discuss the net benefits accruing to ratepayers as contained within

21 - Column H.
.

| 22 A. The net ratepayer benefits are snown in Column H. For the years 1994-
23 2018, this column is calculated by subtracting the annual amortization costs
24 from the annual merger savings (Column G Column C). Again, as explained
25 previously, the schedule assumes that ratepayers will not incur amortization
26 . costs in excess of merger savings. Because acquisition amortization costs

y 27 -- . are greater than cost reductions in the first two years of the merger, the net
L 28 ratepayer beneSts in 1992 and 1993 are zero.

29- Q. At the outsat of the discussion of this schedule you referenced the term " net
30 present vai0e". What is the significance of the net present value calculation?

|
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1 A. The net present value concept is a means by which amounts recieved in the
2 future can be compared to today's dollars. Obviously, an amount received
3 today will be worth more than that same amount received at some point in
4 the future. This is because the amount received today can be invested and

5 accrue interest. When evaluating costs or benefits over an extended period
6 of time, it is important to compare those amounts on an equal value basis.
7 In essence, the net present value computation calculates a value in today's
8 dollars of future cash streams based upon an assumed discount rate. The
9 discount rate is the interest rate which is used to convert future amounts

10 into today's dollars.

11 Q. What discount rate was used to calculate the net present value?
12 A. Staff used the gross of tax cost of capital as a discount rate in computing the
13 net present value for purposes of this schedule. The gross of tax cost of
14 capital is based upon the ecsts of the acquisition financing as showm within
15 Schedule DND 5.

16 Q. Why is the gross of tax rate appropriate in this instance?

17 A. The gross of tax cost of capital corresponds to the costs that ratepayers will
18 be required to provide to the Applicants to fully compensate them for the
19 amortization of the acquisition premium. That is, the ratepayers will
20 compensate the Applicants for the income taxes associated with the annual

21 amortization of the acquisition premium. Because income taxes are a
22 component of the cost of senice from the ratepayers perspecitve, the discount
23 rate utilized Inust include the recognition of income taxes on the cost of
24 capital.

25 Q. What conclusions should be drawn from this schedule?
26 A. Based upon the Applicants' proposals and Staff's estimated level of cost
27 savings, S49.7 million of cost reductions would flow to ratepayers on a net
28 present value basis. This schedule assumes that ratepayers would bear the '

29 cost of the amortization of the acquisition adjustment. This schedule should
30 be considered in the context of Schedules DND-7 and DND 8. An implicit
31 assumption within Gese schedules is that ratepayers will be protected from

Dittemore 11
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1 the negative impacts so shareholders that will result from the current
2 proposal. I will discuss this concept later in my testimony.
3 Q. Mr. Dittemore, could you explain the relationship between the price offered
4 of $32 per share and the net ratepayer benefits as shown in Column H of
5 Schedule DND 67
6 A. Yes. The net ratepayer benefits as quantified in Column H are a function
7 of the price offered by KPL for the outstanding shares of KGE. A reduced
8 offer price would yield a lower annual amortization of the acquisition
9 adjustment and thus increase net ratepayer benefits.

10 Q. Please discuss the impact the merger would have on the shareholders of the
11 merged company.

12 A. Schedule DND-7 sets forth the costs and benefits of the proposed transaction
13 to the shareholders of the merged company based upon Staff's estimated level
14 of merger cost reductions. As shown on line 29, the net present value of
15 shareholder costs is approximately $200 million. The Applicants have not
16

requested rate base treatement on the unamortized balance of the acquisition
17

premium. As a result, shareholders will bear the considerable financing costs
18 of the acquisition.

19 Q. Could you piene explain what you are referring to when you use the term
20 " financing costs"?

21 A. Yes. As mentioned earlier in my testimony, the costs of the acquisition will
22 be financed by a combination of debt and equity. The costs of the entire
23 amount of this debt and equity require servicing from either ratepayers or
24 shareholders. The portion of the acquisition represented by the original
25 costs of KGE's ar, sets (estimated to be approximately $643 million) will be
26 supported by ratepayers through inclusion in rate base. The portion of the

L 27
acquisition in excess of original cost will not be supported by ratepayers

28 through rate base inclusion; therefore the financing costs associated with the
29 premium will be borne by shareholders.

! 30 Q. Please continue with a discussion of Schedule DND-7.

,
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1 A. Column A quantifies the unamortized balance of the acquisition adjustment.
2

The unamortized balance represents the difference between the acquisition
3 premium and the accumulated amortization of the acquisition adjustment of
4 $14.37 million per year, As can be seen in Column A, the unamortized
5 balance is reduced by the annual amount of the amortization.
6 Column B quantifies the net of tax return on the unamortized balance
7 of the acquisition adjustment. The amounts in this column represent the
8 financing costs borne by shareholders associated with the foregone return
9 on the unamortized balance of the acquisition adjustment.

10 Q. Why are these amounts shown on a net of tax basis?
11 A. The amounts shown on this schedule are presented to quantify the actual
12

costs to shareholders. Because a portion of the acquisition financing is debt,
13 a ratable portion of the unamortized balance of the acquisition premium
14 should also be considered to be financed by debt. Shareholders will receive
15

the income tax hnefits from the interest casts associated with the acquisition
16 premium that is disallowed from rate base. The net of tax amounts shown
17 in Column B reflect the tax deductability of interest expense associated with
18 the acquisition premium which will be recieived by shareholders. Therefore,

| 19 the costs shown in Column B are the actual financing costs associated with
'

20 the acquisition premium.

21 Q. Could you please explain specifically how these costs were calculated?
22 A. Yes. As discussed earlier, the costs of the acquisition financing on a net of
23

tax basis is 9.2561% as shown in Schedule DND 5. This rate was applied
24 to the unamortized balance of the acquisition adjustment to determine the

l 25 net of tax costs to shareholders.
| 26 Q. Please continue with an explanation of Column C.

27 A. Column C outlines the estimated amount of merger savings which would be
28 given to shareholders under the Applicants' proposals. The Applicants
29 propose that one half of the amount of merger savings in exceu of the
30 acquisition premium should be given to shareholders. The amounts in this
31

column represent the estimated merger savings which would be retained by
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1 shareholders after recognition of the acquisition amortization. The cast
2 reductions shown are based upon Staff's estimated level of merger savings.
3

The amounts contained within this column are net of tax because the revenue
4 received from ratepayers is taxable. Therefore, the net amount to flow to
5 shareholders will be the revenue less associated income taxes.
6 Q. Why do the merger savings given to the shareholders represent revenues
7 from the ratepayers?

8 A. Staff witness Ms. Weiss addresses this relationship in her testimony. In order
9 for the shareholders to receive a portion of the merger savings. it will be

10 necessary for ratepayers to provide the funds. This process will increase the
11 amount of revenues the merged entity receives from ratepayers.
12 Q. Mr. Dittemore, is it the Applicants' intent for the shareholders to bear the
13 income tax liability associated with the amount of savings the shareholders
14 would retain?

15 A. Yes. In response to Data Request No.158, the net savings to shareholders
16 would not have to be grossed up for income taxes. This response would
17 indicate that shareholders will be responsible for the income tax liability
18 associated with their retained savings.
19 Q. Please explain the source of the amounts contained within Column D.
20 A. Column D sets forth the portion of the acquisition amortization which will
21 be borne by ratepayers. The Applicants propose that ratepayers incur the
22 costs of the amortization of the acquisition adjustment to the extent that
23 merger related cost reductions are achieved. For purposes of this schedule,
24 it is assumed that the Applicants will not apply for a rate increase until 1993.
25 Therefore, the entire amortization for 1992 will be borne by the shareholders.
26 likewise, the merger savings are assumed to accrue to shareholders as well.
27 In 1993 the estimated merger savings are less than the amortization; thus,
28 shareholders will bear the portion of the amortization of the acquisition
29 adjustment which is in excess of the amortization after consideration of
30 income tax impacts.

31 Q. Please discuss the amounts included in Column E.
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1- A. The amounts in Column E quantify the total costs to shareholders on a net
-2 of tax basis as a result of the merger (ColumnB+ Column D-Column C). As
-3 shown on line 29, the net present value of these shareholder costs is $200
4 million based upon a net of tax discount rate of 9.2561%

5 Q. The net merger costs to the shareholders decline from 1992 through 2008
6 and net merger benefits begin in 2009. Why do the net costs to shareholders
7 decline from the beginning of the merger until 20097
8 A. The net financing costs shown in Column B (Return on Unamortized
9 Balance Net of Tax) decline annually due to the declining balance of the

10- unamortized acquisition premium. As the unamortized balance declines, the
11 carrying costs on the investment are reduced. The unamortized balance is
12 declining annually by the amount of the amortization of the acquisition
13 adjustment or $143 million. In addition, the amount of merger cost
14 reductions given to shareholders increases annually from the inception of

-15 the merger as estimated merger savings increase over time. 'Ile effect of
16 these two items reduces the costs to shareholders over time.

-17- Q. Why did you utilize a net of tax discount rate to calculate the net present
18 value of shareholder costs?

19 A. The net of tr- dhcount rate was used to correspond to the calculation of
! -20 costs on a net of tax basis. The discount rate utilized must match the manner

21 in which costs are computed. In other words, if costs are stated on a net of

| 22- tax basis, it follows that the discount rate must also be stated on a net of tax
| 23 basis.

L 24 Q. - What conclusions can be drawn from this schedule?
25 A. The shareholders of the merged company will incur substantial net costs as

f 26 a result of the merger, These costs are very dramatic in the early years
-

y

27- following the consumation of the merger. Once again, the shareholder costs
28- quanti 5ed in this schedule assume that the ratepayers will _ provide the
29- recovery of the $388 million acquisition adjustment through annual payments
30 of $143 million before income taxes. In addition, the schedule also assumes
31- that the shareholders will receive one half of the excess of merger savings
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1 over the amortization of the acquisition adjustment. If the Applicants do not
2- recieve Commission approval of either of these requests, shareholder costs
3 will increase.

4 Q. Has Staff analyzed the impact the costs as contained on Schedule DND 7

5 would have to the shareholders of the merged company on a per share basis?
6 A. Yes; Schedule DND-8 calculates the costs to shareholders on a per share
7' basis. Column A contains the shareholder costs and benefits per year taken
8 directly from Schedule DND 7, Column E. The cost per share is computed
9 in Column B per year over the twenty seven year life of the acquisition

10 adjustment. The number of shares outstanding of approximately 60 million
11 is the estimated outstanding shares of the merged company after consumation
12 of the merger. Line 29 calculates the net present vrJue of the shareholder
13 costs on a per share basis to be $3.64.

14 Q. Could you please discuss the significance of this schedule?

15 A. Yes The per share costs to the merged company's shareholders from the
16 proposed merger are substantial. This schedule further underscores the
17 impact of the Applicants' proposals on its shareholders.

18 Q. . Schedules DND-6 and DND 7 estimate the totalimpacts of the merger to the
19 ratepayers and shareholders, respectively. Has Staff analyzed th: total costs
20 and benefits of the merger?

21 A. - Yes. Schedule DND 9 quanti 5es the estimated overall costs / benefits of the
22 merger transaction. The purpose of this schedule is to present the net costs
23 or beneSts or this merger from the company's perspective before any
24 consideration of allocating merger costs and benefits between ratepayers and
25 shareholders. This schedule evaluates the merger transaction on its own
26 ' erits to ascertain whether or not the transaction can be financially justified.m

27 As shown on line 29, the net present value cost of the merger is $136.6
28 million.

29 Q. Could you please discuss the individual components of this schedule?
30 A. Columns A and B are identical to Columns A and B of Schedule DND 7.
31 Column A sets forth the annual unamortized balance of the-acquisition
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1 premium, while Column B calculates the net of tax return on the
2 unamortized balance. Column C provides the net of tax amortization of the

-3 sequisition adjustment. The net of tax amount is shown in Column C
4 because it represents the cost to the merged company of the acquisition
5 amortization if the company incurrs the cost of the amortization. It should be
6 remembered that when reviewing this schedule that its purpose is not to

-

7 reflect the Applicants' or staff's proposals in regard to the apportionment of
8 the merger costs and savings to ratepayers and shareholders. The purpose
9 of this schedule is simply to evaluate the transaction's effect on the company

10 before such allocation issues are addressed.
11 Q. Please continue with a discussion of the schedule.
12 A. Column D is a summation of the return on the unamortized balance and the
13 amortization of the acquisition adjustment (Columns B and C). Column E
14 sets fonh the estimated level of merger savings as quantified by Staff, on a
15 net of tax basis,

16 Q. Could you please discuss how the amounts in Column E were calculated?
17 -A. Yes, ne amounts in Column E were calculated by multiplying the reciprocal
18 of the composite federal and state tax rate (61.545%) by Staff's estimated
19 level of merger savings to arrive at the net of tax cost reductions which would
20 result from the merger. The reciprocal tax factor is used to reduce the

-

21 merger savings to a net of tax level.

22 Q. Why are the amounts in Column E shown on a net of tax basis?
23 A.' These amounts are shown net of tax because the purpose is to determine
24 the actual effect of the merger savings to the comnany. The value of the
25 savings to the company is not the amount of costs reductions calculated.
26 O.- _ Please explain why the value of the savings to the company does not equal
27: the amount of cost reductions quantified.

-28 A. The savings valueL to the company is less than the amount of reductions
29 calculated because of the effect of income taxes. For example, if the total
30-- amount of merger savings computed is $1, the value to the company equals
31 51 minus the income tax benefits associated with a foregone expense. If the
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1 company had spent that $1, the net cost to the company would have been less
2 that $1 due to the tax deductibility of that expenditure. Therefore, even
3 thaugh the company is saving $1 of expense, it is losing the tu benefits
4 asoociated with the expense which has been eliminated. The net effect is
5 that merger savings must be reduced by the amount of tax benefits lost to
6 accurately present the actual affect on the company.
7 Q. Why is it appropriate to utilize a discount rate computed on a net of tax
8 basis? '

9 A. When calculating a net present value based upon future dollar streams, it is
10 necessary to state comparable amounts on the same tax basis. Staff selected

11 the net of tax basis for purpose of this presentation. When calculating the
12 net present value, the tax basis upon which costs are calculated must be
13 consistant with the tax basis of the discount rate utilized. Therefore, since the
14 costs are stated on a net of tax basis, a net of tax discount rate should be
15 used as the appropriate discount rate.

16 Q. What conclusions can be drawn from this schedule?
17 A. As shown on line 29 the costs of the merger exceed the benefits of the
18 merger by $136 million dollars on a net present value basis. The results of
19 this schedule indicate that the costs of the merger significantly outweigh the
20 benefits of the transaction. Staff believes this to be a very important point.
21 The conclusion to be drawn is that the proposed merger is not in the public
22 interest because the costs incurred from the merger clearly exceed the
23 benefits derived from merger savings.
24 Q. Mr. Dittemore, you have now presented three schedules showing the net
25 present value of the merger to the ratepayers, the shareholders and the
26 company Please explain how these schedules relate to each other.
27 A. In presenting these schedules, Staff is attempting to demonstrate to the
28 Commission:

29 1. the net cost of this transaction when the merits of the
30 transaction itself are considered;

'
.
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1 2. the net benefits to the ratepayers from this transaction based *

2 upon the manner in which the transaction costa and benefits
3 have been divided betrzeen shareholders and ratepayers per

'

4 the Applicants' proposals;
5 3. the net costs to the shareholders from this transaction based
6 upon the apportionment of merger costs and benefits between
7 ratepayers and shareholders.

8 Q. What conclusions can be drawn from these schedules?
9. A. The following conclusions can be drawn:

10 1. the transaction itself produces significant net costs in excess of
11 $136 million;

12 2f the shareholders will incur substantial net costs from this
13 transaction.

14 Q. Because the schedules indicate that ratepayers will receive net benefits, is
15 . this transaction beneficial to ratepayers, and therefore, should this inerger
16 be approved?

17 A. No. It should not be concluded from these schedules that the transaction is
18- beneficial to the ratepayers or that the merger should be approved. Staff

-19 believes it' is necessary for the Commission to understand that this
20 transaction, on its own merits, can not be justified on a net present value
21t - basis.

22 C. Discussion of the Proposed $15 Million Rate Reduction
23 Q. - Please begin with a discussion of the rate reduction proposal for the current

- 24 KGE ratepayers.

25- A. The. Applicants are proposing to reduce rates currently being charged to
'

26 KGE ratepayers by 515 million. The Applicants incorrectly attempt -to
27 ro-ote this rate reduction as a sharing of merger related savings with the
28 KGE ratepayers. Mr. Hayes states on page 8 of his pre 51ed direct testimony:
29 Moreover, because we expect cost rede:tions to
30 begin almost immediately, we pla, to reduce

,

; Dittemore-19
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5

1 KG&E's electric rates by $15,000,000 compared
2 to those presently paid by KG&E customers, as
3 soon as the merger is complete. Therefore,
4 KG&E customers will realize substantial benefits
5 from the outset.
6 Mr. Kitchen on page 12 of his testimony states:
7 As mentioned earlier, KPL is prepared to offer
8 rate reductions in advance of the realization of
9 equivalent merger related savings.

10 Mr. Lehman on pages 2 and 3 of his testimony states:
11 Q. Why are KPL and KG&E proposing to reduce
12 rates to KG&E's customers by SIS million
13 annually?

14- A. The combined companies anticipate substantial
15 merger related cost savings and want to
16 immediately share the anticipated savings with
17 customers without waiting several years for data
18 to be collected and an historic test

structed that fully reDects the merger. year con.19 There is
20 an immediate beneSt for KG&E's shareholders
21 in the form of the . approximate $32 share
22 combination of cash and stock offered by KPL

. 23 'Ihe rate reduction is offered as an immediate
24 benefit to KG&E customers.
25 Mr. Cadman on page 9 of his testimony states:
26 Q. Are you saying that implementation of the merger
27 agreement will fulfill the objectives of KG&E's

j 28 strategic plan?

29 A. Absolutely. For our customers,-it lowers the
30- price of service through an immediate $15 million
31~ rate reduction.

-32 These joint statements by the Applicants attempt to disguise the actual
- 33. foundation for the $15 million rate reduction.
34 Q. What is the basis for the proposed rate reduction?

35 A._ The Applicants propose accounting and ratemaking changes independent of .
36. the merger which reduce operating expenses in excess of the rate reduction
37 offered ($15 million). Therefore, rather than sharing cost reductions with
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I the ratepayers, KPL h. flowing to its abwmiders merger related savings for |

2 a one and one half ye.ar period follomng the rnerger. This time period is the
,

3 estimated time period between the date the merger is consummated (January
'

4 1992) and the projected period of the next rate increase (mid 1993). At the .
5 time of the next rate proceeding, the actusi costs, including merger related
6 cost reductions, will be included in the vatemaking formula. Mr. Kitchen
7 alludes to the concept that the accounting changes will benefit KPL
8 shareholders in his testimony on page 12:
9 . . . KPL is prepared to offer rate reductions in

10 advance of the realization of equivalent merger.
11 related savings. . By itself, this part of the
12 proposal would be dilutive to earnings, and could
13 be viewed as negative. To help offset this effect
14 and accommad* the merger, KPL has proposed
15 certain changes in its accounting conventions.
16 (Emphasis added.)_

17 These changes referenced by Mr. Kitchen are the source of cost reductions
18 that comprise the proposed $15 million rate change, rather than the
19 estimated merger related cost reductions as purported by the Applicants.
20 Q. Could you please outline the areas in which the Applicants will achieve cost
21 of service reductions as a result of its proposed accounting changes?
22 A. Yes. The Applicants will enjoy cost of servicereductions from several of its
23 proposals if adopted by the Commission. These cost reductions occur as a
24 result of the following proposals:
25 1. Jeffrey Energy Center _(JEC) depreciation rate
26 change

>

27 2. Eliminating the impact of the Commission imposed $8.7 million
28 . rate reduction ordered in Docket No, _142,098 U.
29 3. Retention of merger generated savings achieved
30 prior to the next KPL rate case (estimated to
31 be one and one half years).
32 Q. Please begin by discussing the first cost of service reduction proposal, the
33 impact of the JEC depreciation rate change on the Applicants' earnings.
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1 A. KGE and KPL are 20% and 64% owners, respectively, of the (JEC). The
2 Applicants are proposing to reduce the depreciation rate (and thus
3 depreciation experse) at JEC from a rate based upon a 35 year life to that
4 of a 40 year life, thereby extending the depreciable life of the plant from 35
5 to 40 years. The depreciation expense recovered from ratepayers through
6 rates is based upon the depreciation rates established by the Commission.
7 This change, if adopted by the Commission under the terms proposed by the
8 Applicants, will significantly reduce the depreciation expense incurred by
9 both companies with no corresponding rate reduction.

10 Q. What is the effect on shareholders if the depreciation rate is altered with no
11 change in the rate structure of both companies?
12 A.. The shareholders of the merged company will benefit from the deprecia.
13 tion expense reduction because current rates will remain stable as if a higher
14 level of depreciation expense were being incurred.
15 Q. Please quantify the annual level of depreciation expense reduction the
16 Applicants are seeking and explain the impact this would have on ratepayers.
17 A. Information provided within Data Request Response Nos. 5 and 84, (Docket
18 No.174,155-U) indicates that KPL will save almost $5 million from the
19 depreciation rate change while KGE will save over $1.5 million. The impact
20 from this proposal will extend the depreciation expense over a longer period
21 of time, lowering costs today but deferring costs to future ratepayers over the
22 last five years of the life of the asset. The Applicants are proposing no rate
23 change to reflect the depreciation expense reduction. Therefore, they will
24 continue to collect rates based upon the higher depreciation rate used in
25 their last rate case. Consequently, over the new life of the asset, the total
26 depreciation expense recovered from ratepayers will exceed the original cost
27 of the asset.

28 Q. Could you please estimate the annualimpact to ratepayers and shareholders
i 29 from the Applicants' proposal to modify the JEC depreciation rate with no|

| 30 corresponding change to rates?
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1 A. Yes. Based upon the responses cited above, the annual depreciation expense
2 savings accruing to shareholders would be approximately $6.5 million
3 annually. The Applicants have indicated that the next anticipated rate
4 change would take effect in mid 1993. Assuming an order from the
5 Commission authorizing the merger was granted at year end 1991, this would
6 represent on and one half years of overrecovery. Simple math indicstes that
7 this period of overecovery of depreciation expense would yield approximately
8 $9.75 million to the Applicants shareholders. This over recovery of the
9 Applicants' cost of service will exist if the Commission does not order a

10 corresponding change in rates in conjunction with any modification of the
11 current JEC depreciation rate.
12 Q. Are there any other revenue requirement impacts that result from changing
13 the level of depreciation expense with no corresponding change in rates? ^
14 A. Yes. When KPL seeks rate relief in its next rate case, the amount of plant
15 investment recorded on its books wili include amounts that have already
16 been secovered from ratepayers through depreciation charges. The benefits
17 of the overstated rate base will flow through to the Applicants'
18 shareholders at the expense of the Applicants' ratepayers.
19 Q. Could you please provide an example of this concept?
20 A. Yes. Rate base, as determined in the context of a rate case, is in part, a
21 function of the original cost of the asset and the accumulated depreciation
22 reserve. The depreciation reserve is nothing more than the accumulated
23 depreciation recorded for that particular asset. -- Under its proposal, the
24 Applicants will record a reduced level of depreciation expense on its books
25

while still collecting rates based upon the higher level of previous deprecia-
26 tion expense. At the 6me of the next rate case proceeding, the recorded
27 amount of accumulated depreciation will not reflect the higher level of
28 depreciation expense recovered through rates. Therefore, rate base will be
29 higher than it would be if the level of depreciation expense which was built
30 into rates was recorded to the accumulated depreciation reserve account.
31 This difference between the recorded level of depreciation expense and the
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1 level of expense built into rates causes a mismatch between rates and their
2 underlying costs.

3 Q. Should the depreciation rate change be considered a me.ger related cost
4 reduction?

5 A. No, ne two stand alone companies could just as easily achieve the same
6 reduction in cost of service by reducing the depreciation rate of JEC.
7 Q. Could you please summarize Staff's position with regard to the implementa-
8 tion of the proposed depreciation rate change?
9 A. Yes. The Applicants have proposed a $15 million rate reduction as a return

10 to ratepayers of merger related savings. If the depreciation rate change as
11 proposed by the Applicants is approved by the Commission approximately
12 $6.5 million of the proposed $15 million change will be funded from
13 excessive depreciation expense recoveries currently built into the two
14 companies' revenue requirements. There is no reason the merged company
15 should enjoy the excessive recovery of depreciation expense in excess of its
16 book recordings. Staff believes that rates should be based upon the
17 underlying costs of providing service. Derefore, the impact of any
18 depreciation rate reduction should be included within the Applicants' rate
19 structure.

20 Q. Please discuss the second cost reduction proposal, the elimination of the
21 Commission ordered $8.7 million rate reduction.
22 A.

The Commission ordered an $8.7 million rate reduction to KGE's rates in
23 Docket No. 142,098 U which, b.cause of appeals on the part of KGE, have
24 yet to 'oe implemented. KGE has unsuccessfully appealed the order to both
25 the Kansas Court of Appeals and the Kansas Supreme Court and is now
26 petitioning the United States Supreme Court to review the decision of the
27 Kansas Supreme Court.

28 Q. What is the Applicants' position with respect to the appeal of the
29 Commission ordered $8.7 million rate reduction as it relates to the proposed
30 SIS million rate reduction?
31 A. KGE witness Lehman states on page 3 of his testimony:
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-1 KPL's proposal to reduce revenue levels by_318 million took
1 -2 into consideration the rates that KG&E was charging when the

p 31 merger; agreement was announced. Any changes or
:4: adjustments in KG&E's rates between now and the date the - t-5 final approvals are obtained would be incorporated within the
6 $15 million decrease.
7 'Thus, the Applicants are proposing to net the $15 milUon rate reduction
8- against the future rate reduction previously ordered by the Commission.
9 The Commission- ordered rate reduction in Docket No. 142,098 U has

- 10 absolutely no relationship to the merger savings generated in this case. The ~

_

11 Applicants' position that the Commission ordered $8.7 million refund should
<

- 12 - be netted against the proposed $15 million decrease further underscores the.

13
.

fact that-the Applicants have incorrectly attributed the $8.7 million rate
14- . reduction to merger related cost reductions. '

15 - Q. Have the Applicants properly identified the benefits of the merger as shown
16 .within its exhibits?-

17 A; - No. The Cost Savings 9===y(Applicant Exhibit VI 1) as contained within. ;

_18 the Applicants' pre-filed testimony (as reproduced in Staff Exhibit DND 10)
,

19 sets forth the ' Applicants' estimated merger related cost savings (but not
20 merger costs) resulting from this transaction for the period 1992 - 1996. The

h |21 " net savings" amounts shown at the bottom of the page do not represent net
_

22_- savings that will accrue to ratepayers under the applicants' proposals, but
. 23 _ _ rather represent the gross savings prior to consideration of. merger costs.

24 . - Q. - - What costs are you referring to when you use the phrase " merger costs"?
L 125 - AL _" Merger costs" refer to the amortization of the acquisition premium paid by . :

: 26 '., -KPL and possibly-other unidentified costs which will be discussed later,

h 27 Costs of the acquisition premium include .not only a recovery of the-

28; premium, but also a return on the unamortized balance of the acquisition
29 - adjustment.L

30 Q. Please continue with your discussion of the Applicants' schedule.
31 :A. As shown within the Applicants'. schedule the estimated merger savings are

:

; L32 kpproximately_310 million in 1992 and $26 million in 1993. The relevance
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1 of this schedule is that without specifically reducing rates for these cost
2 savings prior to the next rate case, the cost savings will flow to the
3 sharebolders of KPL The table below summarizes the cost of the
4 Applicants' proposals regarding the requested $15 million rate reduction.

5 comparison of Applicants' Proposals
6 with $15 Million Rate Reduction
7 Rate Rsduction offered $15,000,000

8 Cost Reductions Requested:
9 Depreciation Rate change- KPL ($4,955,574)

10 Depreciation Rate change- KGB ($1,548,617)
11 Eliminate Impact of $8.7M refund (8S,700,000)
12 Total Cost Reductions $15,204,191
13 Excess of Cost Reductions over
14 Rate Reduction i 204,191

15 As shown above, the cost reductions requested are greater than the rate
16 reduction offered. This analysis clearly indicates that the proposed rate
17 reduction is not, in any way, related ta the estimated cost reductions
18 resulting from the merger,
19 Q. Please discuss the impact the estimated merger cost reductions have on the
20 above analysis.

21 A. The Applicants' estimate that nearly $10 million in cost reductions will result
22 from the requested merger in 1992, while $26 million would result in 1993.
23 As illustrated above, the accounting and ratemaking requests completely
24 offset the effects of the proposed rate reduction. Therefore, the cost
25 reductions of $10 million in 1992 and a portion of the $26 million in 1993
26 would be retained by sharebolders, ne estimated annual cost reductions
27 occuring in 1993 is $26 million. The level of these cost savings accruing to
28 sharebolders would be the portion of cost reductions generated by the
29 company prior to implementation of the next rate increase, estimated to
30 occur in mid 1993.

31 Q. Are the Applicants requesting any other accounting changes?
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1 A. Yes. The Applicants also request that the amortization of the acquisition
2

adjustment be deferred until the next rate proceeding. This proposal is oruy
.3 relevant if the Commission determines that ratepayers should bear the costs

-

4 of the amortization of the acquisition adjustment. The deferral would allow
5 the Applicants to recover the full amortization of the acquisition premium
6 from ratepayers.

7 Q. Can you summarize the non merger and merger reltted costs reductions
8 required by the Applicants under their proposals?
9 A. Yes. The table below summarizes the total merger and non merger

10 estimated cost reductions to be retained by the Applicants in 1992,

11 1992 Cost Reductions Retained by Applicants
12 Excess of Cost Reductions over Rate Reductions $204,191
13 Estimated Cost Reductions 1992 810,000,000

'

14 Total cost Reductions in Excess
15 of Rate Reductions $10,204,191

16 Q. Could you please discuss the significance of the above table?
17 A. Yes. The results shown in this table indicate that the Applicants will retain
18

estimated cost reductions of $10.2 million in excess of the rate reduction
19 offered in 1992. The Applicants have presented testimony indicating the
20 amortization of the acquisition adjustment should be deferred because the
21 cost reductions are being passed to ratepayers. As the above table indicates,
22 cost reductions are not being shared with ratepayers; therefore, the
23 Applicants' premise for deferring the acquisition premium is invalid.
24 Q. What assumptions are contained within the Applicants' proposed accounting
25 and ratemaking covenants?

26 A. The table presented above indicates the Applicants will enjoy a level of rates
27

in excess of costs incurred. The results of the table above assumes the
28 following: 1) the Applicants' level of merger related cost savings 2)
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1 Commission approval of the requested depreciation rate change and 3) |

2 Commission approval of the deferral of the acquisition adjustment. The
3 Applicants' retention of cost reductions discussed above and their proposal
4 to defer acquisition adjustment costs represent a mismatch of the recognition
5 of the costs and benefits of the merger transaction. I will discuss the
6 Applicants' proposal to defer recovery of the acquisition adjustment later in
7 my testimony.

8 Q. Do' you have any other comments about the proposed $15 million rate
9 reduction?

10 A. Yes. The Applicants propose to allocate the entire amount of the rate
11 red.;ction to KGE customers. The only apparent rationale for this allocation
12 I am aware of is contained within Mr. Lehman's testimony on page 3 in
13 which he states:

14 Q. Wili KPL customers' electric rates be reduced
15 simultaneously?

16 A. No. KPL customers already pay electric rates
17 that are substantially lower than the rates for
18 KG&E's customers, and natural gas rates that
19 are among the lowest in the country, As
20 discussed by Mr. Hayes, KPL's electric and gas
21 customers will benefit from savings over time,
22_ and their rates will remain lower than they would
23 have been absent the merger.

-24 Staff is concerned by the apparent logic used by the Applicants. Although
25 the source of the financing of the rate reduction is clearly provided by a
26 reduction in both KGE's and KPL's cost of service in the form of
27 depreciation expense reductions and the Commission orderej rate reduction,
28 the Applicants desire to allocate the entire benefit of the rate reduction to
29 KGE ratepayers. The Applicants'suppon for this allocation is that KGE
30 rates are relatively high and KPL rates are relatively low. This logic would
31 lead Staff to believe that the Applicants' policy may be to move towards
32 consolidated rates regardless of cost of service concerns. This Commission
33 has generally determined rates based upon actual costs incurred. Any
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1 departure frotn cost based regulation should be carefully considered by the

{2 Commission.

3 . Q. What are Staff's recommendations concerning a proposed rate reduction? I

4 A. Staff recommends the following concerning the Applicants' request to reduce
5 rates:

6 1. The Commission should consider the proposal to modify the
7 depreciation rate at JEC independant of the merger. If the
8 Commission orders a depreciation rate change, rates should
9 be reduced regardless of whether the merger is approved. If

10 the depreciation rate is approved by the Commission as
11 requested by the Applicants, the rate reductions would be
12

$4,955,574 and $1,548,617 for KPL and KGE, respectively.
,

13 2. The' amortization of the acquisition adjustment and the cost
14 reductions accruing from this transaction should be
15 implemented into rates simultaneously, properly at the time of
16

the next rate case. This recommendation should be considered
17 only if the Commission determines that the cost of the
18 acquisition adjustment should be recovered from ratepayers.
19

The above recommendations are consistent with the
20 _ Commission's policy that rates should be cost based.
21. I will discuss the appropriate treatment of the acquisition adjustment later in
22 my testimony.

.23 O. Has staff had an indication that the applicants' $15 million rate reduction
24 proposal has been modified?

25 =A. . Yes. Staff understands that the applicants' may desire to modify its proposal
26 : with regard to the $15 million rate reduction. Staff reserves the right to

; 27 comment on any modification to the current proposal after having an
28 opportunity to fully review the new proposal.

29: Q. Is Staff proposing to flow the estimated cost reductions attributable to the
30 merger to ratepayers prior to the realization of these cost reductions?

|

|
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1

1

1 A. No. Staff recommends to the Commission that the cost reductions should :
1

2 not flow to ratepayers until such time as new rates are implemented.
3 Flowing estimated future cost reductions to ratepayers prior to their
4 realization would violate long standing Commission policy of establishing
5 rates based upon known and determinable data. Staff reaffirms its position
6 that revenue requirements should indeed be based upon known and
7

determinable information. The estirnated cost reductions as outlined in the
8 Applicants' testimony do not meet the standard of known and determinable,
9

and therefore, the Commission should not approve ratepayer recovery prior
10

to the realization of these cost reductions. This recommendation is consistent
11 with the testimony of Ms. Weiss which indicates that the cost reductions
12 resulting from the merger are impossible to quantify.

13 D. Deferral of the Amortization of the Acquisition Adjustmem
14 O. Mr. Dittemore, please discuss the Applicants' proposal to defer the recovery
15 of the acquisition adjustment?
16 A. The Applicants are proposing to defer amortization of the acquisition
17 adjustment until new rates are placed in effect based upon the operating
18 characteristics of the newly merged company.
19 O. Are the Applicants' proposing to include the unamortized balance of the
20 acquisition adjustment in rate base?

21 A. No. Applicants' witness Mr. McClellan indicates that KPL "will not seek to
22 include the acquisition adjustment in rate base for recovery of a return on

-23 the unamortized portion of the investment" (page 13).
24 0. _ Why are the Applicants requesting deferral of the amortization of the
25 acquisition adjustment?

26 A. Mr. Hayes states KPL's position on this issue on page 13 of his testirnony:
27 Absent such a ruling, [ deferral of the
28 amortization of the acquisition adjustment

would have to write the cost of the merger) we29 off30 currently against earnings. Such a result would
31 be - inconsistent with the general regulatory
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I principle that costs should flow with benefits,
2

unless the Commission also denies the cost3 savings benefits to customers, a result I cannot
4 recommend.
5 O. Do you agree with this statement?

6 A. No. I disagree with the above statements for several reasons. First, the
7

acquisition adjustment exists because KPL is paying an amount to purchase
8

KGE's assets in excess of book value. Therefore, the acquisition adjustment
9 necessarily attaches itself to the acquired assets of KGE and should be

10
written off over the estimated remaining life of the assets. This concept is

11 supported by the FERC chart of accounts which mandates that the
12 acquisition adjustment should be amortized over the remaining life of the
13 assets purchased.

14
-

Second, the statement that an immediate writeoff is "... inconsistent
15 with the general regulatory principle that costs should flow with benefits..."
16

is an overly broad statement that can easily be misapplied. The analysis
17

provided in this application indicates that benefits would be generated
18

immediately after the merger is consummated; therefore, even when applying
19 the Applicants' logic, the acquisition adjustment should begin to be
20 L -ized immediately to correspond with the timing of merger benefits.
21 Finally, Mr. Hayes indicates that be cannot recommend that the
22

Commission deny cost benefits to ratepayers; however, this is precisely what
23

the Applicants are attempting to do in the interim period subsequent to
24

merger approval and prior to its next rate case. I disc as this concept in
25

detali in my discussion of the $15 million rate reduction proposal.
26 Q. Please provide Staffs recommendation concerning the Applicants' proposal
27 to defer the recovery of the acquisition adjustment.
28 A. As outlined in my discussion of the acquisition adjustment, Staff is
29

recommending denial of the recovery of the acquisition adjustment, which
30

if adopted by the Commission, would render the Applicants' proposal to
31

defer amortization of the acquisition adjustment moot for ratemaking
32 purposes.

:

;
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1 Q. If the Commission determines that either a portion or all of the costs of the
2 acquisition adjustment should be recovered from ratepayers, what is Staff's

-3: ; recommendation concerning the deferral of the- amortization of the
4 acquisition adjustment?

-

5 A. Staff believes that the Applicants' proposal to defer the amortization of the
6 acquisition adjustment should be denied, In order to properly match '

7
revenues (shareholder retention of cost reductions in this instance) and

8 expenses (acquisition adjustment costs), the amortiration of the acquisition
9 adjustment should begin immediately.

10 Q. Does this recommendation conflict with Staff's recommendation concerning
11 recovery of the acquisition adjustment?

-12 A. No. I would like to emphasize that this alternative is a secondary proposal
;13 to Staff's recommendation that the acquisition adjustment should not be
14 - recovered from ratepayers. This proposalis relevant only if the Commission
15 determines that the amortization of the acquisition adjustment should be
16 recovered from ratepayers.

P

17 E. Potential Costs not Considered by the Applicants
18' O. Please discuss the types of costs which you believe the Applicants have not
19 reflected in their application.

.

20- A. - I believe that increased costs associated with salaries and benefits have not
21 been reflected in the application.

22 - Q. Please continue with an explanation of the type of salary expenses which
'

23 _ have not - been reflected in the application.
- 24 A. z Yes, The salary structures of the two companies are necessarily different.
25 That is,1there are differences between the labor costs for ~ comparable

- 26~ positions.- These differe'ces in labor costs by position will _likely ben

27 eliminated in the future as the merged company to moves towards a single,
28 consolidated pay structure. A separate pay structure for each subsidiary
29 -within the merged company would be cumbersome and likely harm employee
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1 morale. Therefore, it would seem logical that this consolidation would raise
2 labor costs rather than reduce them.

3 O. What is the basis for your opinion that consolidating the Applicants' pay
4 structure would raise totallabor costs?
5 A. Consolidation of the merged company's pay structures would require the
6 salaries of comparable positions to be brought in line with each other. In
7 order to accomplish this goal, two possibilities exist. For example, assume
8 a KGE employee has a salary of $30,000 while his counterpart at KPL
9 performing the same job function with the same experience !cvel has a salary

10 of S34,000. One alternative is that the employee receiving :he lower of the
11 two salaries could receive above standard wage increases until the wage was
12 comparable to the higher salary. The other possibility is that the higher
13 salary of the KPL employee cou!d be frozen or that individual could receive
14 below standard wage increases until such time as the lower salary of the
15 KGE employee was increased to a comparable level. I believe the former
16 scenario is more likely. The Applicants would likely grant above standard
17 wage increases to the lower paid employees to avoid potential employee
18 morale problems associated with sub-sta.adard wage increases, it seems
19 unrealistic to assume that the merged company management would penalize
20 the good performance of a KPL employee by denying that employee
21 reasonable annual pay increases simply to allow n KGE employee's wages to
22 " catch up" to the level of the employee of KPL
23 Q. Is Staff able to evaluate the salary structure of the two companies?
24 A. No. Because the two companies have different job titles and classifications,
25 a complete evaluation of the salary structure of the two companies would
26 require extensive analysis. Such an anlysis was beyond the scope of Staff's
27 investigation in this case.

28 Q. Do you have other concerns regarding potential salary increases due to the
L

29 merger which have not been identified by the applicants?
?J A. Yes. I believe that in certain instances wages will increase as a result of the
31 merger due to expanding job responsibilities for speci5c employees.
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1 Q. Please continue.

2 A. I will discuss this point by using an example. After the merger, presumably
3 only one person will be ultimately responsible for power production for the
4 merged company. This person, rather than being responsible for power

^

5 production of either the KGE or the KPL system, would be in charge of
6 power production for the entire system. This increased level of respon-
7 sibility could result in a corresponding salary increase for this employee.
8 This scenario of compensat.ng employees for increased responsibilities could
9 be repeated throughout the cornpany, increasing total labor costs.

10 O. Have the Applicants indicated that they intend to review the salary structure
11 of the individual companies?
12 A. Yes. In Data Response 47, KPL has indicated that it plans to conduct
13 comprehensive compensation reviews during the transaction planning process.
14 Q. Are there other areas in which you believe that the Applicants have ignored
15 potential merger induced cost increases?

16 A. . Yes. An issue very similar to the wage differential matter is that of benefits.
17 Management of the merged company willlikely implement a benefit package
18 for the merged company, it's quite possible that the new benefits package
19 of the merged company would be more costly than either of the stand alone
20 benefit packages.

21 Q. What are Staff's recommendations concerning these potential costs presiously
22 discussed?

23 A. If the Commission approves the merger, and if for any reason the merger
24 tracking system is implemented, Staff recommends that the Applicar.ts be
25 required to track acquisition costs in addition to the savings as out.ined
26 within the application. These acquisition costs may take the form of
27 increased wages, benefits, pension costs or other costs unknown at this time.
.28 O. Will these types of costs be easily quantified?
29 A. No. The acquisition costs will be extremely difficult to quantify. Staff
30 witness Debra Weiss sponsors testimony discussing the difficulty of measuring
31 acquisition cost reductions.
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1 III. ACQUISITION ADJUSTMENT.
2 This testimony is being offered as an alternative approach for the
3 Commission's determination of the appropriate treatment of the acquisition
4 adjustment. The other Staff recommendati n is being sponsored by Staff
5 witness Shirley Sicilian.

6 Q. Please provide a brief outline of your testimony regarding the acquisition
7 adjustment.;

8 A. Yes. The outline of my acquisition adjustment testimony is as follows:
9 A. Explanation of the accounting definition and treatment.

10 B. Discussion of McClellan's testirnony,
11 C. Discussion of criteria used to evaluate the conditions under
12

which an acquisition adjustment recovery from ratepayers may
13 be appropriate and the application of the criteria to the present
14 merger.

15 D. Staff recommendation concerning recovery of the acquisition
16 adjustment.

17 A. Accounting Definition and Treatnwnt.
18 Q. Mr. Dittemore, please explain the proper accounting treatment for the
19 purchase of assets in excess of net book value.

20 A. Yes, In accordance with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's
21 Uniform System of Accounts (USoA), the amounts paid for utility plant in
22 excess of net book value (original cost of the asset less its accumulated
23 depreciation) are properly recorded to Account No.114 , Electric Plant
24 Acquisition Adjustment. The USoA provides that debit recordings to this
25 account be amortized to Account No. 425, Miscellaneous Amortization, over
26 a period not longer than the estimated remaining life of the properties to
27

which such amounts relate. The determination of the estimated remaining
28 life of the assets is based upon a comparison of the net book value of the

i
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1 assets purchmed with the annualized level of depreciation expense attribated
2 to those usets. l

1

3 0, What is the significance of this account definition?
4 A. The amortization of the acquisition adjustment is recorded to Account No.

,

5 425, Miscellaneous Amortization, a non operatirut expense account normally |
6 excluded from cost of senice determinations. This delineation of non- !'

7' operating versus operating expenses is commonly referred to as "below the '

8 line" or *above the line* for ratemaking purposes. *Below the line* refers to
4

9 expense and/or income items not normally recoverable from ratepayers..

10 "Above the line' refers to those operating expenses and/or revenues normally
11 included within a company's revenue requirement. If the applicant is
12 allowed by a regulatory body to recover the costs of the acquisition ad-

"

13 justment from ratepayers, the proper account to record the amortization
14 would be Account No. 406, Amcalzation of Electric Plant Acquisition
15 Adjustments. An order from the regulator allowing recovery of the

'
,

16 acquisition adjustment _ is necessary for the applicant to amortize the
17 acquisition adjustment to Account No. 406.

'

18 Q. Does the accounting treatment prescribed above preclude a utility from
19 ' recovedng 'the costs associated with an acquisition adjustment?
20 A. No. The above discussion sets forth the prop *r accounting treatment of the
21 acquisition adjustment. However, it is the regulator's responsibility to
22 - determine whether such costs are properly passed on to ratepayers.

23 B. Discussion of Mr. McClellan's Testimony.
24 O. Have you read the pre filed testimony of Mr. McClellan?
25 A. Yes.

26 Q. Do you have any comments with regard to his testimony?
27 A. Yes. Mr. McClellan discusses in general terms the treatment afforded the
2d acquisition adjustment by other regulatory jurisdictions. Further, he sets
29 forth the most common criteria used by other jurisdictions in the deter.
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1 mination of the proper treatment of the acquisition adjustment. These
2 criteria on page 9 of his testimony are:

3 1. De acquisition is determined to be the result of arm's length
4 bargalmog.

5 2. De acquisition represents an integration of facilities that will
6 improve utility services.

7 3. The acquisition results in operating efficiencies that offset the
8 costs incurred in the acquisition.
9 Q. Please continue.

10 A. On pages 10 and 11 of this testimony, however, Mr. McClellan reiterates the
11 " common criteria" but makes a slight, but significant change to criterion no.
12 3. He restates the third criterion to be " reductions in costs of senice",
13 Q. What is the significance of the change in the criterion?
14 A. The Applicants have made no attempt to show that operating efficiencies
15 offset the costs incuned in the acquisition. Instead, the Applicants have
16 attempted to structure their proposals suen thtt it appears the ratepayer
17 would benefit from reductions in the cost of se:vice. The Applicants have
18 not demonstrated that net operating efficiencies arise from the acquisition;
19 therefore, the third standard set forth by Mr. McClellan has not been met.
20 Q. Why do you believe that the Applicants have not shown that net operating
21 efficiencies athe from this acquisition?
22 A. In their November 30th filing, the Applicants made no attempt to evaluate
23 the anticipated merger costs and savings for the entire 27 year period to
24 a>certain whe.ther the transaction results in a net Mefit or net cost.
25 Instead, the Applicants chose to only quantify savings f r the first 5 years of
26 the amortization period. Dus, no attempt has been made by the Applicants
27 to indicate that the merger savings exceed the costs of the merger transac.
28 tion. The Applicants have not met the third criteria established by Mr.
29 McClellan as a basis for including the amortization of the acquisition
30 adjustment in the cost of service.

|
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1 C. Evtluadon of Applicants' Proposal to Recovery Acquistion
2 Adjustment Costs from Ratepayers.
3 O. Should the Commission ever permit a utility to recover the cost of an
4 acquisition premium from ratepayers?

5 A. Yes, but the Commission should do so oo)y when the utility demonstrates
6 that the acquisition premium is the least cost means of achieving specific
7 benefits.

8 Q. Have the Applicants demonstrated that the acquisition premium is the least
9 cost means of achieving specific benefits?

10 A. No. As discussed earlier, the merger, as proposed, will cost shareholders an
11 estimated $200 million on a net present vcbe basis. Staff believes that this
12 cost is so significant as to raise legitimate concerns about whether the
13 merged company's future capital costs will be higher as a result of the
14 transaction. The company has not satisfied these concems. The Applicants
15 have not qur_ntified savings and costs of the transaction as whole. They
16 failed to identify and seriously address significant costs to the shareholders
17 and the effects of those costs on ratepayers. Therefore, the Applicants have
18 not met their burden of proving that the premium represents the least cost
19 means of achieving the claimed benefits. I am not implying, however, that
20 any demonstration that capital cost increases do not exceed estimated
21 benefits of $49 million (Schedule DND 6) would permit recovery of the
22 premium from ratepayers.

23 Q. In determining whether to permit recovery of an acquisition premium, what
24 tests should regulators apply to the utility's claims of benefits?
25 A. In order to be counted in the cost benefit comparison, the utility must prove

| 26 that the claimed benefits (1) can be estimated with reasonable certainty; and
27 (2) would not have been achieved without the merger.

' 28 Q. Why must benefits be estimated with reasonable certainty?
29 A. Unless benefits are est mated with reasonable certainty, it cannot bei

30 concluded that ratepayers are getting their money's worth.
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1 O. Why would you :.xclude frotn consideration benefits which were not
2 achievable without the merger?
3 A. The Commission should not credit the merger for events that would have
4 taken place absent the merger. To do so would burden ratepayers with
5 additional costs, while providing no corresponding benefits.
6 Q. Some argue that provided the acquisition premium does not exceed benefits,
7 there is no detriment to ratepayers and no reason to deny recovery of the
8 acquisition adjustment. Do you believe these arguments persuasive?
9 A. No. The fact that acquisition costs do not exceed benefits does not rnean

10 that the cost is the lowest cost means of producing those benefits. If the
11 acquirer's decision to purchase a utility causes the acquirer to forego a lower
12 cost alternative (which would lower net benefits), then ratepayers do suffer
13 detriment.

14 Q. Mr. Dittemore, should the Commisslori be concerned with the amount by
15 which the total acquisition costs exceed total acquisition benefits regardless
16 of whether ratepayers or shareholders bear such costs?

17 A. Yes. Simply allocating all ' excess' acquisition costs to shareholders does not
18 isolate the ratepayers from potential increzed risks and capital costs at some
19 point in the future. (' Excess" acquisition costs are defined as the amount by
20 which the total acquisition cost exceed the total acquisition benefits.)
21 Q. How could ratepayers be exposed to increased risks and/or capital costs in
22 the future?

23 A. The actual book earnings of the company, in part, will determine the ability
24 of a utility to obtain reasonable cost financing, whether debt or equity, if
25 the disallowed excess acquisition costs are material, the earnings of the utility
26 will decline, thereby driving the cost of capital upward. If these increased
27 capital costs are significant and affect the Snancial stability of the utility, the
28 regulator may be in the uncomforable position of either forcing the
29 ratepayers to compensate the shareholders for the increased capital costs or
30 allowing the utility to become even more financially weakened by not flowing
31 th; med capital costs to the ratepayers. In other words,I believe it may
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1 be vinually impoulble to isolate the ratepayers from excess acquisition costs, ;
2 especially if these costs are of such a magnitude as to weaken the financhl
3 position of the utility Certainly, it is not in the ratepayer's best interest to

,

4 be served by a financially weak utility, a
s

5 O. Can you give an example of how regulaton could allow increased capital
6

costs resulting from excess acquisition costs to be recovered from ratepayers? !
7 A. Yes. Such recovery could include the use of the actual capital costs in !
8 determining rates. 'Itese actual costs would reflect the negative impacts of !
9 the excess acquisition costs. To eliminate the negative impacts, a

10 hypothetical capital structure would have to be used.
I

11 O. Please elaborate on this example, '

12 A.
Yes. Assume that as a result of the disallowance in rates of a return on the

13 acquisition adjustment, the merged compariy suffers a significant reduction
14 in earnings. Further, assume that such a reduction in earnings will impact
15 the company's credit rating such that the rating is reduced, which in turn '

16 increases the utility's costs of financing. The Commission, at this point,
17 would have a difficult decision to make with regard to the establishment of
18 an appropriate cost of capital to assign to the merged company for
19

ratemaking purposes. If the Commission determines that the ratepayers
20 should not be required to compensate the company for the increase in the
21 cost of capital resulting from the disallowed return, it would then authorize
22 a rate of return less than that supported by the company's actual cost of
23 capital. An authorized rate of return which is less than one reflecting the
24

actual capital costs would negatively effect the company's carnings and, quite
2.5 likely, result in even higher financing costs to the utility. Such a disallowan-

. 26
ce could result in a circular process eventually leading to a financially|

i 27 distressed utility. Conversely,if the Commission allows the company's actual'

28 capital costs to be included in the ratemaking formule, the ratepayers would
29 be required to pay the higher financing costs. This would reduce, and
30 possibly eliminate, any benefits accruing to the ratepayers as a result of the;

31 acquisition.
|
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1 Q. lias Staff analyzed the impact this merger would have on the camings of
2 the merged company?

3 A. Yes. Based upon the Applicants' proposals and Staffs estimated cost sasings
4 generated from the merger, KPL shareholders would incur significant
5 reductions in their cantings per share as a result of the merger. Staff
6 Schedule DND 8 quantifies the earnings per share reductions estimated to
7 result from the merger. This schedule indicates that, if the merger is
8 approved, the shareholders of the merged company will bear sigrJficant
9 earnings reductions beyond what would otherwise occur.

10 D. Recommendation.

11 Q. Could you please rummarize your position with respect to whether this
12 Commission should allow ratepayer recovery of the costs of the acquisition
13 premium?

14 A. Yes. I believe the discussion set forth above address the issue of when, if
15 ever, an acquisition adjustment should be recovered from ratepayers. I
16 strongly believe that the Applicants have not met their burden in establishing
17 thst an acquisition adjustment recovery is warranted in this merger proposal.
18 Therefore, I recommend that the Commission deny the Applicants' request
19 to recover the annual amortization of the acquisition adjustment from
20 ratepayers.

21 fV. ACCOUNTING GUIDELINES.
22 Q. Does Staff have any recommendations for the Commission if the merger is
23 approved?

24 A. Yes. If the merger is approved and consummated, Staff recommends that
; 25 several accounting and reporting requirements be implemented. They are
| 26 as follows:

27 1. The Commission Staff should pre approve all journal entries
28 necessary to combine the books and records of the two stand
29 alone companies.

1
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1 2. KPL should maintain its records in such detail as to properly
2 determine the revenue requirement for each of the two
3 separate dMsions.
4 3. KPL should furnish the Commission and Staff a detailed
5 bimonthly report outlining the areas in which KPL believes it

'

6 has achieved merger related cost reductions. In addition, the
7

report should outline the specific areas of the merged company
8 in which KPL anticipates future cost reductions and cost
9 increases and a summary of when these changes are estimated

10 to take place.
11 Q. If the Commission determines that the merged company will not be retaining
12 cost reductions for its shareholders as a result of the merger, will the
13 submission of the bimonthly report outlining cost reductions and increases
14 still be necessary?

15 A. Yes. Staff wishes to monitor the Applicants' efforts to obtain cost reductions
16

regardless of the Commission's determination with respect of the merger
17 tracking system.

18 V. STAFF RECOMMENDAT10N.
19 O. Please summarize staffs recot.aaendations contained within your testimony.
20 A. Staff provides these recommendations to the Commission regarding the
21- proposed merger of KPL and KGE.
22 1. Staff recommends that the Corrmission deny the acquisition of KGE!

23 by KPL for the following reasons:
24- A. On a net present value basis the transaction is not fmancially
25 viable; the net costs of this transaction outweigh the benefits.
26 B. Despite the Applicants' claims that the merger is in the public
27

Interest because rates will be lower than they otherwise would,
28-

there are substantial costs which will be borne by shareholders-
29 which quite likely will raise the cost'of capital. This increase

|
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1 in capital costs would increase the Applicants' overall cost of
2 service as a direct result of the merger.
3 C. The Applicants' have not met their burden of proof by
4 supporting the $32 offer price as the least cost alternative to
5 acquiring the assets of KGE.

6 TL Staff Recommends that an Indepet. dent Investigation be Conducted
7 by Staff to Determine Whether the Proposed JEC Depreciation Rate
8 Change should be implemented.

9 O. If the Commission rejects the above staff recommendations and approves
10 the merger, does staff have any additional recommendations?

11 A. Alternatively, if the Commission decides to approve this merger, staff
12 recommends the following actions be taken.
13 1. Denial of the recovery of the amortization of the acquisition premium
14 from ratepayers.

15 II. Establishment of regulatory guidelines which would attempt to ensure
16 that ratepayers are not negatively impacted from increased capital
17 structure costs as a result of the merger.
18 III. Rejection of the Applicants' proposal to retain one half of the
19 estimated merger savings which are in excess of the annual level of
20 the amortization of the acquisition adjustment on a gross of tax basis.
21 IV. Reaffirmation of rates based upon actual costs, adjusted for known
22 and determinable changes.

23 V. Reaffirmation of the Commission's position in its March 1990 decision
24 in Docket No. 142,098 U and order KGE to reduce its rates by 58.7
25 million.

26 Q. If the Commission approves the merger and desires to pass through all or a
27 portion of the costs of the acquisition premium to ratepayers, does staff have
28 any recommendations as to the timing and/or amount of such a pass
29 through?

30 A. Yes. Alternatively, if this situation should occur, staff recommends the
31 following:
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1 1. Denial fo the deferral of the acquisition premium,

i
2 11. Recovery of the acquisition premium only to the extent that the
3 Applicants can reasonably prove that merger related savings has been
4 achieved.

5 O. Please reiterate staffs primary position in regard to the acquisition of KGE
6 by KPL
7 A. Staff recommends that the Commission deny the proposed merger between
8 these two utilities. This transaction is not in the best interests of Kansas
9 ratepayers and should not be consumated.

'

10 Q. Do you have any other comments?

11 A. Staff reserves the right to file supplemental direct testimony if the applicants
12 amend their application or testimony in any significant manner.
13 O. Does this conclude your testimony?

'

14 A. Yes.

I
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KANSAS GAS AND ELECTRIC COtFANY,INC, DOCKET NO.174,155-U
CAPITAL STRUCTURE SCHEDULE DND- 1

FOR THE PERIOD ENDW8G JUDE 30,1990
.

.

)

(A) (B) (C)- (D)
;'

10G8E ;

j LINE vvDGHTED I
PERBOOMS CAPITAUZATION COSTOF COSTOF '

! N1 DESCRIPDON 6/30/90 RATK7S CAPITAL CAPITAL
t

1 LONGTEINDEST 5739,330,387 33.70017% 8.01000 % 2.69938 %2 PREFEf5EDMOPEEENCESTOCK 18,701.100 0.85243 % 4.44000 % 0.03785 %3 POST 1970 ITC 73,354.420 3.34364% 10.25650% 0.34294 %4 COhM04EQJTY 597,170,695 27.22024 % 13.22000 % 3.59852 %i 5 CUSTOhERDEPOSITS 3.038,126 0.13848% 7.00000 % 0.00969%6 OTHER CUSTOMER CONTRIBUTEDCAPITAL 595.494,516 27.14384 % 0.00090 % 0.00000 %
,

7 SHORTTEFWDEBT 166,758,375 7.60118 % 8.60000 % 0.65370%i
l 8 TOTAL $2.193.847,619 100.00000 % 7.34208%i

...... ... ......... .........

KCC/EXCEU1-8-1991;
'

GDR/174,155-ikKGE CAP STR

k DNO-t 2/S/91 6:18

I
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KANSAS POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY,INC. DOCKET NO. 174.155-U
CAPITAL STRUCTURE SCHEDULE DND. 2

FOR THE PERIOD ENDING JULY 31,1990

(A) (B) (C) (D)
KPL. WEIGHTED

UNE PER BOOKS CAPITAUZATION COSTOF COSTOF
'rn DESCRIFUON 7131/90 RATIO'S CAPITAL CAPITAL

1 LONGTEFt4 DEBT $624.764.000 36.44706% 8.61700 % 3.14064 %
2 PREFERREDMO PHEFERENCESTOCK 32,791.150 1.91295% 5.57700% 0.10669 %
3 POST 1970 ITC 84,157.620 4.90953 % 10.22602% 0.50205 %
4 COMVIONEQUITY 614,502.691 35.84845% 12.11000% 4.34125%
5 CUSTOMER DEPOSITS- ENTED 15.109.213 0.88143 % 7.00000 % 0.06170%
6 OTHER CUSTOMER CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL 241,312.033 14.07'750 % 0.00000 % 0.00000%
7 SHORTTERM DEBT 101,531,531 5.92308 % 8.15000 % 0.48273 %

8 TOTAL $1.714.168,238 100.00000% 8.63506 %
.......... ......... .........

KCC/ EXCEL /1-8-1991
GDR/174.1SS-U/KPL CAP STR
DND-2 2/S/91 8:19

i
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SKIMDCOIFANY..
DOCKET NO. 174.155-U

CAPITAL STRUCTURE SCHEDULE DND-3
i

: (A)- (B) (C) (D) i

,

|

3 LME WOGHTED i
KGol AND KPL' CAPITALIZATK)N COSTOF COSTOF I

i 70 DESCRIPTION ' PERBOOMS RATK7S CAPITAL CAPITAL4

.

1 LCMGTEfMDEBT $1.814,094,387 42.00415 % 8.21657 % 3.45130 % )

<

,' 2 PEFEfWEDMOPEFEFOICESTOCK 51.492.250
'

1.19227% 5.16406 % 0.06157 % )! 3 POST 1970 ITC' 157,512.040' 3.64709 % 9.91444 % 0.3G 159%.! 4 ooh 4K M EO NTY t.172,502.691 27.14852% 12.75000 % 3.46144 % _ j! 5 CUSTOIER DEPOSITS- ESTWATED 18.147.339 0.42019 % 7.00000 % 0.02941 % ' l| 6 OTHER CUSTORER CONTRIBUTED CAPfTAL . 836,806.549 19.37570 % 0.00000 % 0.00000%;. 7 SHORTTEfMDEBT 268,289,906 6.21208 % 8.42970% 0.52366 %!
;

i 8 TOTAL $4.318.845.162 100.00000 % 7.88897%
.......... ......... .........

4

|1 xccmxcEut-8-1991
| carro.tss-ueoaEo cesm
{ W 2/S/91 8.21 i

!
,

f

!
!

!

1,

|
4

f
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SURE OFTHE STAND ALONE COGEPANIES DOCKET NO. 174.155-0-

CAPITAt. STRUCTURE .

SCHEDULE DND-41

.

i

'

(A) -(B) (C) (D)
UNE WEIGHTED

.I,

KG&E AND KPL CAPfiALIZATION COSTOF COSTOF70 DESCRIPTION PERBOOMS RATKyS CAPITAL CAP!TALi

) 1 LONGTEIWDEBT $1.364.094.387 34.90504 % 8.28801 % 2.89293%
! 2 PEFEf5EDAPOPEFEfENCESTOCK 51.492.250 1.31761 % 5.16406% 0.06004 %4 3 POST 1970 ITC 157,512.040 4.03049% 10.24176% 0.41279%4 (X)RSENEGFY 1.211.673.386 31.00182 % 12.65706% 3.92430 %5 CUSTOnER DEPOSITS-EST24ATED 18.147.339 0.46436 % 7.00000 % 0.03251 %

''

6 OTHER CUSTO4ER CONTiaBUTEDCAPEAL 836,606.543 21.41257% 0.00000 % 0.00000 %7 SHORTTEfM DEUT 268.239.906 G.36512% 8.42970% 0.57871 %
3

8 TOTAL $3.908.015.857 100.00000 % 7.90328 %
,4
p

.
.......... .........

.
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}

; KCC/EXCEU1-8-1991 I
,

r
; GORt174.155-wSTAND ALOW CAP STR
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'

b '

. KPL & KGEE
| . DOCKET NO. 174.155-U

PROPOSEDREERGER SCHEDULE DNO -5 i;.
MCRESSENTAL COST OF ACQUISfTION FINANCING '

f |
<
.

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)
'

PRE-TAX; . LINE TRANSACTION CAPITALIZATION COSTOF . COSTOF PETOF GROSSOF |

.

PO DESCRIPTION COSTS RATIO'S CAPITAL CAPITAL TAX TAX COSTi -
a

,.

j 1 LINGTEFWDEBT $450.000.000 44.64286 % 8.00000 % 3.57143 % 2.19804 % 3_57143% i

,

;

4- 2 EOUITY ' 558.000.000 55.35714 % 12.75000% 7.05804 % 7.05804 % 11.46809%
{.

3 TOTAL $1.008,000.000 100.00000 % 10.62946 % 9.25607% 15.03952 %

,

#

t
i, ...................
!

I ........ ........ ........ ,

i i

! (
i KCC/ EXCEL /1-s-1991 I
.h GDRt174.155-UKGE CAP STR i

!} DNO-7 2/5/91 8:23
,
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DOCKET NO. 174.155-U; KANSAS POINER AND UGHT COG PANY SCHEDULE OND-7L KANSAS GAS AND ELECTNC COISPANY
SHAREHOLDER COST AfS BEBERTS OF 18ERGER

,

BASED UPON STAFFS ESTRIATED RIERGER SAVINGS

(A) (9) (Ci (D) (E)t#MMORTEEn fETIRiON MERGERMDUCTIONS PORTOGOF- NETEWANCE t#MMORTHEL GWENTO AMORT' OF A03 SHANHot. DERt.9sE ACOUISITION BALANCE - SHMGQDUt PREM NOTPAC BENEFITS10 WJft JOJUSTMENT fET OFTAM fET OF TAX BY RATEPAvFRS Wi::q

1 1992 $300.000.000 335.913.590 S t.e86.839 514.370.370 (348.617.322)2 1993 373.629.630 34.58',.457 0 6.527.691 (41.111.148)3 '1994 359.259,290 33.253.325 338.229 (32.917.095)'
4 1995 344. sos.se0 31.923.192 1.e55.tec (30.06e.032)5 1998 330,518,520 30.503.059 3.721.020 (26.871.239)0 1997 396.149.150 29.262.929 4.725.003 (24.537.922)7 1999 301.777.700 27.932.793 5.221.3E4 (22.711.429)8' 1999 297.407.490 26.902.000 5.994.677 (20.607.963)9 2000 273.037.040 25.272.527 e.029.04 7 (!7.243.400)to 2001 25e.ees.s70 23.942.394 e.245.473 (17.696.921)s 2002 2s4.296.300 22.s12.2e t 7.342.512 (t5.269.7e9)12 2003 229.925.930 21.282.129 8.018.992 (13.263.236)13 2004 215.555.500 19,951,995 8.539.255 (11.412.740)to 2005- 208.t es.190 19.e21.se2 9,sst.549 t e.7*0.313)15 2006 196.814.820 17,291,729 10.883.904 #8.475.925)10 2007 172.444,450 15.961,596 11.907.910 (4.153.687)17 2008 15e.074.000 14.831.493 13.136.051 (1.4 t*;. 412)10 2009 143.703.710 13,301.330 13.902.5e3 50t.25310 2010 129.333.340 11.971.197 14.783.303 2.812.10523 2011 114.962.970 10.641.06* 15366.179 5.145.11421 2012 100.592.000 9,310.932 16.839,213 7.529.28222 2013 88.222.230 7.900.799 17.959.332 9.978.534i 23 2014 71.851.000 6.950.666 19.120,379 12.449.71324 2015 57.481.490 5.320.533 20.335.970 15.018.43725 2016 43.111.120 3.990.400 21.661.800 17.671.48023 2017 28.740.750 2.860.267 23.050.027 20.399.760i 27 20t8 14.370.300 1.330.134 24.449 560 23.119.d27

23 TOTALS 3502.790.278 3295.108.811 520.899.061 ($228,579.529)
.......... ........... .......... ..........

29 NETPFIESEffTVtttE@ 92561% (S200.358.789),

1
..........

KCC.TRCEUt-24 Et
RJwartie.sss USHMYHOt DER SAVCOSTS
RPIDt2 2/5191 006AM
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DOCKET NO 19e if 5 V
KANSAS POWER AND UGHT COMPANY SOHEDAE DNO 8 |
KANSAS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

COST PER SHARE OF SHAREHOLDER $ SENEPTTS (C08T5)
PER STAFF

(A) (B)
PE7 SHAAEHOLDERS COST PER

LNE BENEFfTS SHARE
70 YEAR (COSTS) (60,074.199 Shares)

1 1992 ($4 8,617,322) (80.81)
2 1993 ( 41,111,148) (0.68)
3 1994 ( 32,917,095) (0.55)
4 1995 ( 30.068,032) (0.50)
5 1996 ( 26,871,239) (0.45)
6 1997 ( 24,537,922) (0.41)
7 1998 ( 22.711,429) (0.38)

- 8 -. 1999 ( 20,607,983) (0.34)
9 2000 ( 17,243,480) (0.29)
to 2001 ( 17,696,921) (0.29)
11 2002 ( 15.269,749) (0.25)
12 -2003 ( 13,263,236) (0.22)
13 2004 ( 11,412,740) (0.19)
14 2005 ( - 8,760,313) (0.15)
15 2006 ( 6,475,925) (0.11)
10 2007 ( 4,153,687) (0.07)
17 2008 ( 1,495.412) (0.02)
18 2009 501,253 0.01
19 2010 2,812,105 0.05
20 2011 5,145,114 0.09
21 2012 7,528,282 0.13
22 2013 9,978,534 0.17
23 2014 12,469,713 0.21
24 2015 15,018,437_ 0.25
25 2016 17,671,480 0.29
26 2017 20,389,760 0.34
27- 2018 23,119,427 0.38,

28 TOTALS ($228,5 79,528) ($3.80)

29- NETPRESENTVALUE@ 9.2561% ($ 3,8 4) -

KCC/EXCEVt 20 01
DJWitte,tss UntATEPA Y/sheren
RP!Qt6 tt$10 t 804 AM
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kPLueEtasseEn DOOKET NO 1741$6 V
APPLICANT Cost SAV.MOS Sutet&ANY SONEDVLE DND 10

g ($,00 0)

(A) (t) (C) (D) (E) (F) (OiLNE A W UAL PaOMTA TCtALtr>' W A44 1992 iter 1993 1964 1996 1996 '6Uu p ri

| DISTRIBJTON OPEMTidNS
1 1 PEREIPNEL FIELD 0mCE $8.64 5 82.723 M 61>3 $$.646 56.214 $6 403 527 0(62 KOE ADJ . FIELD OFFICE (1) (1,231) (1,231) (1,266) (1.344) (1.404) (1.468) (6.733)3 VEHICLES. FIELD om0E 431 til 460 471 492 $t4 r let4 FACILITIES . FIELD orriCE 33g 170 366 31i set 406 ' ( tL

$ SUBTOTAL 64.964 $1,077 S$.200 $$.444 $6 696 86.944 lid 163

CC#oMTE MNA3EMENT
AND ADMINISTMTON ;.

6 PEMbCHEL. H3 814.934 87,467 $18.606 $ 16,300 $17.042 $17 609 $14 2327 KGE ADJ .HQ (3,378) (3,376) (3 627) (3.606) ( 3. e l t,' (e.026) (19.465)6 VEADCLE S .H3 466 243 699 631 $$$ 660 t 4t79 FACILfflES HQ 6tt 207 600 62? $$$ 698 t 963

10 SUBTOTAL' $12.616 64.622 $13,147 $13,700 $14 400 $ 18,048 $61,03t,

j COPPOMTE PR33 MMS.
11 PW5K MANAGEMENT 4 NS $662 8201 6667 8614 6641 SA70 $2 793ii AUDffFEIS 117 117 itt 126 133 139 63913 ADVERTISN3 0 0 30s 3?0 3 14 349 i 309

14 $USTOTAL 6679 $360 $1,016 $1,062 $ 1.108 $ 1.168 $4 foi

DISPATCHN3 AND
PRODUCTON OPEMTO4

il DISPATCH Cf.NTER 80 60 60 81,000 11.046 $ 1.002 83.13?16 MANT.SCHEDUUN3 0 0 163 762 1,2 M 2931 6.14017 FVEL DISPATCH 3 655 3 Sol 3.791 4 ere 4 SDe 0 Ott to6933

18 SUSTOTAL 63,H6 63,666 $3.954 66.3D0 $ 7,027 812,034 $3r 970

19 PATHr08tY 2.164 1,C77 2,260 2.352 2464 2 f 66 10f 0520 CPEMTH3 SYSTEMS 3 460 3 460 4 Ser 4 til P $9? ? 968 11 596

21 _ TOTAL SAVINGS (2) 12?440 Sid 999 829 9et $33 247 $33 379 $36 $P0 $ t 61 13L
22 COSTS TO ATTAIN $5 000 $6.000 64.000 $2 000 SO $0 89' 000

23 NET SAVINGS (2) 522.448 80,989 $26,tP97 831,247 $33,379 $39,620 $140.132
.................................................

(1) ADAISTWENT REFLECTS KQE B(,00ETED PER$CPNEL REDLA7 TONS
2)N,M8EM APE RCKNDED

KCC1XCLUt.$.0 f
GDWt!4,ts&#CO67 S4VNGS SLAN
SGtTELE D@t

2518 020 AM
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!

la the Muter of the A ion of Kaasas Cky Pomw & Light )
Company for Approval Acquisition of all C1Maes of tbc Capital )
Stock of Kansas Oas and Electnc, to Merge with Kansas ) DOCKET NO,

'

CWmted Oas and Electric, to Lacur Debt ONigatkus, and to 4 172.745 U
Traasfer Kansas Ou and Electric's Retail Elc<tric Service Authork } 91 KCPE 24 5f
and Municipal Franchuat )

la the Matter of the Applicatka of the Joint A#ication of the
Kamans Poew and Light Company, KCA Corp;ratloa, and Kansas
Gas and Electric Compsey for Approval of the Aph of All-

Claenas of the Capital Stock of Kansas Oas and Electne Company, to ) DOCKET NO,
Merge Kaanas Oas and Electric Compsey into KCA Corporatxe, to ) 174,135 U
!acw Debt C"'% and to Tramafer Kansas Gas and Electric ) 91 KPLE 140 5

-

Cosspasy Retail llectric Service Authority and Municipal Frnachises. )

.

TESTIMONY

PREPARED BY,

PEER EELKEMA

UmJTIES DIVISION

STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

. - - - . _ - . -- .
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,

.

1 Q. Please state your name and business address,

2 A. . Peter Eelkems, Kansas Corporation Commission,1500 SW Anowhead Road,
|

3 Topeka, Kanima, 66604-4027.
t

4 O, . By whom are you employed and in what capacity?

L 5 A. I am employed by the Kansas Corporation Commission (Commission) as a

6 Managing Economist. :

7 Q. " Have you previously testined before the Commission with regard to market

8 competition?

9 _ A. - Yes. I testi6ed before the Commission in Docket No. 167,493 U regarding-

10 the level of competition between AT&T of the Southwest and other providers

11 of long distance urvice,

12 Q. What is your educational background?

13 A. . In 1976, I graduated from San Jou State University with a Bachelor of Arts

14 degree in economics. I graduated from the University of Kansas with a

15 Masters of_ Arts degree in economics in 1982. This spring, I expect to
16 complete a Ph.D. In economics from the University of Kr.nsas.

17 Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?

.18 A. . I will present an analysis of how the proposed merger between Kansas Gas

19 and Electric (KGE) and Kansas Power and Ught (KPL) is expected to affect ,

20 competition for transmission urvices in Kansas. Transmission services are
~

21 a necessary element for competition in the purchase and sale of capacity and

22 economy energy.~ ! will present' an analysis of _ the expected change in

23 transmission' market concentration resulting from the proposed merger.

24: O. Please preunt an outline of your testimony,

25- A. 1. First, I will explain why the Commkilon should be concerned

26_ with the increased control the merged company will have in the

27 _ electric power market.' I will also explain why transmission

-28| facilities are esuntial facilities and why an increase in control
_

29: of the transmission system, by the merged company, will harm

:30 the public interest.

Eelkema.1

, ___ . _ . _ _ _ _. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ . _ _ . _ _



.

1 2. I will then discuss the possibility that the horizontal merger ci j
2 KGE and KPL will result in a merged company that will be ;
3 able to block a firm transmission sale from the western portion
4 of the state to the castern portion.
5 3. I will also measure transmission market concentration before
6 and after the merger. To do this, I will define the relevant
7 market for analysis, and then calculate the Herfindahl.
8 Hirschman Index (IIHI) as it applies to competition for electric
9 transmission senices.

10 4. Next, I will analyze other indicators of market competition in L

11 order to determine how competitive the post merger market can
12 be expected to be. In doing this analysis, I will describe why i

13 new entry into the electric transmission market is difficult, thus
14 makir.g the increased market concentration a permanent
15 Ir. crease.

16 5. Finally, I will summarize my concern that the proposed merger
17 will provide the merged company with a structure capable of
18 dominating the relevant transmission market. This domination
19 will adversely affect Kansas ratepayers.
20 Q. What do you mean by a " market?"

21 A. A market is an arrangement or mechanism which enables buyers and sellers
22 to regularly exchange goods and services, in non barter markets, goods and ;

23 services are exchanged for money. The bounds of a market are defined by
24 the different commodities that are exchanged and the geographic regiotts
25 within which the exchanges take place.
26 Q. Please explain the term " market concentration."

27 A. Market concentration is a represcatation of how the control of production
28 facilities is distributed between the owners of the production facilities in the
29 market. In this case, transmission facilities are used to " produce" transmission
30

senices. Market concentration is a measure of the level of control that an '

31 Individual firm has over the total production facilities in the market.

Eelkema 2
|

.
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1 Q. -How will the proposed merger affect the markets in which KGE and KPL I

2 currently participate?

3 A. Generally speaking, by combining KPL and KGE's share of the market *ple,"
4 there will be an increase in ' concentration * in the market. The merged
5 company will have direct control over certain facilities which KPL and KOE
6 independently controlled prior to the merger.
7 O. Why should this Commission be concerned with increased concentration?
8 A. The Commis61on should be concerned because increased concentration results
9 in increased control over the market and increased potential for anti.

10 competitive behavior Anti-competitive behavior, any practice whereby a firm
11 is able to earn profits in excess of normal profits, will ultimately result in
12 higher prices for consumers.

13 Q. Please explain how a firm can use its concentration of ownership of
14 production facilities to control the market.

15 A. If each firm has direct control, through ownership of the faciiltles, over a very
16 small portion of the facilities in the market, no firm can use its facilities to
17 exert its influence on the market. If, on the other hand, a firm has direct
18 control over a very large portion of the facilities in the market, the firm is -
19

able to tramlate the direct control over the facilities into indirect control over
20 the market.

21 Q. Please explain how the merged company could exert control over the electric
22 market in which both KGE and KPL now participate. >

23 A. 'If the Commission approves the proposed merger, the merged company's
24 combined control over the facilities in the transmission market will be greater
25 relative to the level of control either company had prior to the merger.
26 According to Staff Witnesses Ms. Shirley Sicilian and Mr. Robert Elliott,
27 access to certain transmission facilities is essential for competition in the
28 electric market. Therefore, an increase in control of transmission facilities
29 by the merged company can lead to anti-competitive effects harmful to the
30 public interest.

Eelkema 3
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1 Q. Why are certain transmission facilities essential for competition in the electrie
2 market?

3 A. Transmission is an essential link between generation and retail electric
4 markets. Control over transmission facilities provides contro; Avards over
5 bulk power markets and forwards to retail electric markets. If a company can
6 exert control over the market's transmission facilities, the company can also
7 exert control over bulk power customers. Under these circumstances, bulk
8 power customers cannot be assured of obtaining power at the lowest cost.
9 Access to transmission.by both buyers and sellers is necessary to achieve a

10 competitive pr ce.

11 Q. Please explain how the merged company could use its increased control over

12 transmission facilities, and subsequently harm the public interest.
13 A. The merged company may be able to use its influence over the transmission

14 market to prevent competing sellers from moving their products, and by
15 preventing buyers from shopping for products. By exercising this type of
16 influence, the merged company can sell its own capacity and energy at a
17 price which is relatively higher than the competitive levels. If the level of
18 competition is reduced so that a firm is able to use its direct control over its
19 facilities to exert control over the market, Kansas customers could be hamied

20 through higher prices.

21 0. You mentioned in your cuttine that your next area of discussion is the
22 " horizontal merger of KGE and KPL* Please begin by contrasting the
23 horizontal aspects of the merger from the vertical aspects.
24 A. A horizontal merger is the combination of two companies which provide
25 essentially the same finrJ product or service. A vertical merger is the
26 combination of two companies which operate at different stages in the
27 production of the same product or service, one stage ' downstream" of the
28 other stage.

29 Q. Can all mergers be classified as strictly horizontal or vertical mergers?
| 30 A. No. A horizontal merger may also have vertical aspects. For example, a

|
31 merger between one corripany with excess generating capacity and the other
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1 company anticipating growth, would be a horizontal merger with a vertical
2 aspect. In effect, this would be a merger between the generating capacity of
3 one cornpany and the distribution system of the other.
4 Q. In this case, what are the horizontal aspects of this merger, and what are the
5 potential dangers?

6 A. The horizontal aspects of the merger will result in the elimination of one
7 competitor from the transmission services market. This aspect of the merger
8 results in two risks. First, will the merger give the merged company control
9 of facilities which are essential to the transtnission of energy and capacity

10 within the relevant market? Second, will the merged company through the
11 control over its transmission facilities be able to exercise market power, i.e.,
12 the ability to sustain a 'small but significant and non transitory increase in
13 price,* in the relevant market? If the merger, by eliminating one transmission
14 competitor and combining the control of KPL's and KGE's trammission
13 system under the control of one firm is able to use its increased control in an
16 anti-competitive manner, Kansas ratepayers will be harmed.
17 Q. Is the proposed merger just a horizontal merger?
18 A. No, there are venical aspects to the proposed merger. If the two companies
19 were very similar, including similar projections of growth and the need for
20 additional capacity, then the proposed merger could simply be the horizontal

-

21 combination of two vertically integrated companies. Before the proposed
22 merger, neither KPL nor KGE were planning to complete any new generation
23 for more than ten years. But there may be a time when one company will
24 need capacity and the other company will have capacity to provide. This
25 possibility would create a vertical component to this merger.,

,

l 26 Q. In this case, what are the vertical aspects of this merger, and what are the
27 potential dangers?

28 A. As a result of the vertical aspects of the proposed merger, there are Kansas
| 29 utilities that may find it more difficult to wholesale their capacity and energy.

30 if the merger is not approved, and KPL, for example, needs to purchase
31 capacity, utilities with excer.s capacity such as Sunflower Electric Power
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1 Corporation (Sunflower) and Centel Corporation (Centel), will be able to
2 compete both with other firms willing to sell capacity and with the cost of new
3 generation. If the merger is approved, KPL will satisfy its capacity needs by
4 relying on the surplus capacity of the acquired firm. In effect, KPL will,
5 through vertical integration, " purchase" capacity from itself and effectively
6 climinate price competition.

7. Q. In determining whether or not to approve the merger with regard to the
8 vertical aspects of the merger,is the relevant consideration whether or tiot
9 particular companies with excess capacity are harmed by the merger?

10 A. No. The relevant consideration is whether the merger will diminish
11 competition, if so, the Commission must reject the merger or offset the
12 vertical aspects of the merger, such that competition is not harmed. Staff is
13 proposing transmission access and pricing policies designed such that
14 competition is not harmed. These policies are adaressed in more detail by
15 Staff Witnesses Mr. Robert Elliott and Ms. Shirley Sicilian.
16 Q. You have reviewed the effect of the proposed merger on the transmission
17 market in Kansas. Before explaining your analysis in detail, please summarize
18 your conclusions.

19 A. With respect to competition, the proposed merger will have two results.
20 First, the merged company will be able to block energy sales and long term
21 sales of capacity between the western portion of the state and the eastern
22 border region. The merged company will control the transmission facilities,
23 an essential part of any sale of capacity or energy between companies, so that
24 the merged company will be able to promote its own sale of capacity and
25 energy at anti-competitive prices. This portion of the analysis looks at how
26 the merged company will create a " bottleneck * in transmission services.;

27 Second, this merger will result in a significant increase in market
28 concentration such that there is great potential for the merged company to

| 29 dominate the market for transmission service. This domination could result
30 in increased rates for all customers. This portion of the analysis focuses on
31 the question of whether the merged company will directly control such a large
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portion of the market that it will be abic to exert indirect control over the3

2 relevant market.
Both of the separate analyses indicate that there are potential anti.3

competitive effects from the proposed merger. To ensure that customers will4

not pay higher rates as a direct result of market domination which would be j
5

poulble if the proposed merger is approved, the Commission should adopt6
'

policies whidi are designed so that there will be no reduction in the level of
;

7-

competition for capacity and energy tales in the market. These policies are8

discuued by Staff Witnesses Ms. Shirley Sicilian and Mr. Robert Elliott.9-

POSSIBIIIa OF AN EAST WEST BLOCK BY THE MERGED
:

10 L ,
,

11 COMPANY.

12 O. Please begin discussing your first conclusion, the possibility of an east-west

block by the merged company, by identifying the unique characteristics of134

14 electric market in Kansas.
In order to understand the possible anti-competitive effects of the proposed

15 A.
merger, the Commluton must be aware of two aspects of the electric market16

17 in Kansas. These unique characteristics include:

18 1. An abundant amount of excess capacity in the western portion

19- of the state.

20 2. 'Ihe need for capacity in the eastern border region of the state.

21 O. Where is most of the excess capacity in Kansas located? -

As discuued by Staff Witness Mr. Robert Elliott (Section 10 of his testimony),22 A.'
the western portion of the state has approximately 340 MW of capacity23

balance (this balance does not include units which are held in reserve for| 24

25 futureuse).

26_ O. :What portion of the state has the greated need for this capacity?
As discussed in Section 10 of Staff Witness Mr. Robert Elliott's testimony, tfie

27 : A.
eastern portion of the state has the greatest need for capacity. In particular,28

Kansas City _ Power and Ught (KCPL) has already incurred fines from the
: 29

MOKAN Power Pool because of reserve requirement deficiency.
i 30
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1 Q. Given the configuration of the present transmission system, p' ve describe
2 the risks associated with the proposed merger.
3 A. The proposed merger presents an increased opportunity for the merged
4 company to block an east west transmission sale. This opportunity is due to
5 the fact that in the western portion of the state there are only two
6 interconnections which are not controlled by either KPL or KGE'. If the
7 merger is approved, with the exception of these two interconnections, the
8 western portion of the state will be isolated from the remainder of the electric
9 grid. -

10 Q. What utilities located in the western portion of the state may be prevented
11 from making sales by the merged company's ability to block an east west sale?
12 A. Sunflower and Centel may be blocked by the merged company. Sales from
13 Midwest Energy (MWE) could also be blocked; but because MWE has a
14 relatively low capacity balance, the threat is much smaller,
15 Q. Is there enough economic acthity in western Kansas so that Sunflower's and
16 Centel's excess capacity will be used in the western portion of the state in the
17 near future?

18 A. No. Under any reasonable projection of economic growth, the western
19 portion of the state has a great deal of excess capacity which, unless sold to
20 another area, will not be utilized in the near term. With approval of the
21

proposed merger, this capacity could be isolated from eastern portion of the
22 state, where it could be utilized.

23 Q. If for example, Sunflower v anted to sell capacity to KCPL and the merged
24 company refused to make the sale, is it immsible for Sunflower and KCPL
25 to complete the transaction?

26 A. No. If Sunflower wants to sell either energy or capacity to l' CPL without
27

using KPL KGE controlled interconnections, and the merger is approved,
28 Sunflower would have two routes over which to transmit power. One route

29 '
See Section 10 of Staff Witness Mr. Robert Elliott's testimony.
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1

1 route is north from Holcomb, Kansas to an interconnection with Nebraska
2 Public Power District, then east to Omaha Public Power District, again east
3 to St. Joseph Ught and Power, and finally :outh to KCPL The other route
4 starts from Holcomb, Kansas south across Centel's interconnection, then
5 contin.cs south into Texas, across Oklahoma, then finally goes north through
6 Missouri to KCPL
7 Q. Since there are interconnections between western Kansas utilities and utilities
8 outside the state, can the Commission rely on these interconnections to ensure

9 that the merged company will have to compete to provide transmission
10 services to the utilities in the state?

11 A. No. To continue with the previous example, in order for KCPL to purchase
12 firm capacity from Sunflower over lines which are not controlled by eithet
13 KPL or KGE, KCPL and Sunflower would have to contract for Srm
24 transndssion over numerous utilities. Even if all these utiHties had sufficient
15 firm transmission capacity, each of the utilities would add a transmission
16 charge. This summation of transmission charges from each of e tilities
17 over which the power must flow, or the "pancakir.g" of the rates , L acasesa

18 the cost of Sunflower's alternative path. That increase in Sunflower's
19 alternative cost invhs the merged company to respond by increasing its
20 transmission rates to the maximum allcwed rate.
21 O. Are there other crecerns in addition to the anti competitive pricing of
22 transmission service?

23 A. Yes. Access to the transmission facilities is also a concern. The merged
24 company would have the potential to block an cast west sale of transmission
25 services in order u :e its bargaining position in selling a portion of its
26 own capacity.

_

27 2

See Section 3 of Staff Witness Mr. Robert Elliott's testimony for a
38 further discussion of " pancaking "
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1 Q. Why should the Commission be concerned about transmission pricing and
2 access now?

3 A. As a result of the proposed merger, the merged company has the potential
4 to use its control over essential facilities in an anti competitive manner. This
5 potential presents a threat to the public interest. Therefore the Commission

6 should not tde a %ait and see' attitude. If the Commission approves the
7 merger, the Commission also must establish conditions to protect Kansas
8 customers from the potentially harmful anti competitive effects of the merger.

9 II. HERFINDAHIeHIRSCHMAN INDEX.
10 Q. Your second conclusion is that the merger will result in market concentration

11 weh dat there is a serious potential for the merged company to dominate the
12 relennt wPet for firm and non. firm transmission. How was the level of
13 mrket concenuwn measured?
14 A. The level of market concentration was measured using a market concentration

15 index. Tne index is a useful method to summarize a great deal of data into
16 a single number. I have chosen an index of market concentration that
17 combines, into a single index, the number of firms in the market and the
18 percentage of the market that is controlled by the firrns. The calculated index
19 is then compared to a standard. This standard provides a measure to predict
20 the competitive impacts of a proposed merger. There is a great advantage
21 in having a measure which is standardized and tested because it provides a
22 mechanisn to evaluate the competitive impacts prior to the approval of a
23 merger.

24 Q. What index have you chosen to measure the level of market concentrr. tion?

25 A. I have chosen the Herfir.dahl Hirschman Index (HHI).
26 Q. Please describe why you have adopted the HHI as a measure of market
27 concentration.

28 A. The HHI is a widely accepted index of market concentration. The index is
29 based upon the economic concept that the greater the level of direct control
30 over the facilities, the greater the level of indirect influence the company will
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1 have over tht market. There is an added advantage to the HH1 in that the
2 U.S. Justice Department has developed thresholds, based upon the post.
3 merger HHI and the change in the HHI as e result of the proposed merger,
4 for evaluating whether or not a merger should be challenged. These

5 thresholds are widely accepted and have been accepted in recent proceedings

6 invohing mergers between electric utilities.

7 Q. Please present an overview of the purpose of calculating the HHI and the

8 steps involved in the computation.

9 A. The purpose in calculating the HHI is to gauge whether the merger will
10 present the companies with the opportunity to distort competitive market
11 forces. To calculate the HHI, there are several steps:
12 1. The relevant product and geographic market must be identified.

13 2, The HHI must be computed for each market and for each
14 company on a stand alone basis.

15 3. The HHI must be computed for each market and for each
16 company on a merged basis.

17 4. The post merger HHI and the increase in the HHI is then
18 compared to a standard to determine whether there is a need

19 for further invest!gation.

20 Q. Is an HMI calculated for the entire electric market?
21 A. No. In order to correctly calculate an HHI, the relevant market must be
22 defined.

23 Q. What is the der L . of the relevant market?
24 A. The relevant market is described in terms of the product market and the
25 geographic market. The relevant market is defined by the product and area
26 in which the company competes for sales. The purpose of this portion of the
27 market analysis is to determine whether a firm, by increasing its dominance
28 in the market through a merget, could increase the price of its product by a
29 significant and non transitory amount. If the relevant market is so large that
30 there are many substitute products or substitute sellers, then the firm is
31 unlikely to be able to sustain a higher market price in order to increase its

| Eelkema 11



1 profits, buyers will shift to lower priced goods or lower priced competitors.
,2 If the relevant market is so small that there are few substitute products, then

3 the firm is likely to be able to influence the market price in order to increase
4 its profits.

5 Q. What do you propose as the relevant product market in this case?
6 A. The relevant markets are: firm transmission service snd non firm transmission
7 service.

8 Q. Why is transmission service a product distinct from bulk power, generally?
9 A. Bulk power is distinct from transmission service for the same reason an

10 appliance is different from trucking service. If I purchase a dishwasher in
11 Topeka, the dishwasher is useful only if I can get it to my home in Lawrence.
12 To get the dishwasher to Lawrence, I can either use my pickup or have the
13 store deliver it. In either case, the transportation of the appliance is a
14 product distinct from the appliance. I need thern both. Similarly, power is
15 located at the site where it is generated; and to be useful to the wholesale
16 buyer, the power must be transported to the buyer's distribution system.
17 Again, the transportation of the power is distinct from the power itself. The
18 buyer needs both.

19 Q. Please explain why transmission services are the relevant market for
20 consideration.

21 A. Both companies, KGE and KPl., are vertically integrated providers of service.
22 In this case, monopoly markets in one segment of the industry can be used
23 to create a monopoly market in another otherwise competitive, segment of

| 24 the industry. For instance, the markets for generation may be competitive,
25 yet it may be the case that monopolies in the transmission market can be

'

25 used to create a generation monopoly. It is also true that if the market for
27 generation is not competitive while the market for transmission services is
28 competitive, the merged company may not be able to exercise any anti-
29 competitive influence on the market. If transmission tervices are offered at
30 competitive rates and the services are offered in sufficient quantity to meet
31 quantity demanded, the increased opportunity to purchase from alternative
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I suppliers of bulk and economy poveer could make the market for generation,

2 competitive.

3 nis is analogous to a grocery store that purchases bread from the only
4 bakery in town. Within a town a baker may have a caonopoly in the baking
5 of bread; however, if the baker, and all other bakers from other towns, have
6 access to the highway system, the market may be competitive. Without the
7 store's access to bread baked by out of town bakers the home town baker
8 would have a monopoly.

9 Q, Can the building of new generation capacity within the relevant market be
10 substituted for transmission services?

11 A. Only in highly unusual circumstances. The substitution of capacity for
12 transmission services is generally uneconomic. Since excess generating
13 capacity already exists in the state, it is likely that the most economic means
14 for Kansas utilities m obtain capacity is through purchases of capacity and
15 transmission service rather than constructing new capacity. In some cases
16 even if new generation is less expensive than the purchase of capacity and
17 transmission services, competition between new generation and existing
18 generation serves as a useful cap on new generation costs.
19 Q. Please explain what you mean by firm transmission services.
20 A. Firm transmission service is the offering of transmissior senices, for a
21 specified capacity, within and across the utilities service territory on a non-
22 interruptible basis and generally for long time periods. By using transmission
23 service, the utility which is purchasing the capacity can defer the building of
24 its own capacity.

25 Q. Please describe the relevant geographic market for firm transmission senices
i 26 in this case.

27 A. The relevant geographic market is the area in which there are close
28

| substitutes for transmission services on a firm basis. The relevant geographic
|

29 market in this case (with one exception described below) is the senice
30 territory of those utilities which have direct interconnections with the
?! proposed merging companies.
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1 Q. Please explain your description of the relevant geographic market.
2 A. For a specific seller, the relevant geographic market is defined as the area
3 in which a potential purchaser can shop if the seller increases its price. That
4 area includes all alternative sellers to which the purchaser realistically can
5 turn. To deterrnine the boundaries of the relevant geographic market in the.

6 present case, we therefore must (1) identify the potential buyers from the
- 7- merged company; and then (2) identify all other sellers to whom these buyers
8 realistically can turn. '

9 1 will start with Step 1. The potential buyers from the merged
10 company include those entities directly laterconnected with the merged
11 company, provided the direct interconnection is available to the buyer with
12 certainty In the electricindustry, that certainty exists only if the buyer, alone
13 or vith the seller, has exclusive control of the transmission interconnection.
14 Therefore, the relevant geographic market includes those utilities directly
15 interconnected with the' merged ' company through an interconnection
16 controlled exclusively by .ne merged company, the buyer or both. (Control
17 can be obtained through ownership or contract.)
18 Conversely, if a third party (i.e., someone other than the seller and the
19 buyer) can block the use of that transmission interconnection, the requisite
20 certainty will not exist and therefore the alternative will not be realistic. A
21 third party may be able to block that transmission use if the third party owns
22 some share of the interconnection. For the purposes of this discussion,I will
23 call such interconnections " third party interconnections." Therefore, the
24 relevant geographic market cannot include those utilities directly connected
25 with the merged company only through third party interconnections.
26 Step 2 requires more thought. We must identify all other sellers to
27 whom these buyers realistically can turn if the merged company raises its1

28 price. The foregoing reasoning applies here. Rese other sellers will include
29 those m.ilities directly interconnected with the buyers through interconnections
30 . controlled exclusively by the other seller, the buyer or both. These other;

!
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1 sellers will not include those utilities. connected with the buyers only through
2 third party interconnections.

3 Q.- Please explain why you exclude, from the relevant firm transmission market, )
c4 utilities whose only interconnection is through a third party 5terconnection.
5 A. The main purpose of the third party interconnections is reliability and not
6 capacity sales. Therefore, the completion of economy and emergency power
7 sales does not require the approval of all owners of the facility. However,
8 firm transactions require the approval of all the joint owners. As a result, the
9 parties to a proposed transmission sale over third party interconnections do

10 not have ultimate control to complete the sale. Any of the joint owners can
11 block a firm transmission sale. The relevant market does not include the
12 territory of utilities with interconnections which are third party
13 interconnections. The relevant geographic market for firm transmission
14 services is depicted in Exhibit (PE1).

4

15 Q. What is the one exception where the territory of a utility which ! not directly
-16- interconnected with KPL or KGE is included in the relevant geographic
-17 market?

18 A. The territory of Sunflower is included. This is included because Sunflower
19 has attempted to sell capacity to Empire Electric over KGE's transmission3

20- lines. Sunflower was not able to compete with the price-of new generation
'

21 because of the "panenking" of transmission charges; however,it is possible that
~

:22 if Sunflower attempted to compete with KGE for new generation they would
23 be price competitive. Therefore, Sunflower should be included in the relevant
24 - market.

-

,

25 Q. _Are there other utilities which are not directly interconnected and should be
'

26-
included in the relevant market for the same reason Sunflower is included?

"

27 A. - No, as mentioned earlier, Sunflower has a great deal of excess capacity which
-28. puts it in a unique situation.-

-.

3
-29_ See the response to staff data request number S-649. '<
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1 O. Please explain what you mean by non Erm transmission senices.

2 A. Non firm transmission service is the offering of transmissions senices on an

3 interruptible basis. Non firm transmission is often used to move economy

4 energy Non firm transmission does not allow a utility to replace needed

5 capacity with non firm transmission and energy.

6 Q. Why is firm transmission a product distinct from non Erm transmission?

7 A. Non firm transmission and firm transmission are two distinct products because

8 they serve two distinct functions. A purchaser cannot substitute non firm

9 transmission for firm transmission and vice versa. If the purchaser of

10 transmission senices needs capacity, non firm transmission cannot be used to

11 import the capacity since non Erm transmission is interruptible (capacity, by

12 definition, is a non interruptible right to a deEned quantity of senice).

13 Conversely, it is not cost effective to substitute firm transmission for non.

14 firm transmission. The availability of economy energy is somewhat

15 unpredictable because the availability of economy energy depends on the mix

16 of generation and the usage at a particular point in time, if a utility needs

17 to transport economy energy, it is unlikely that it would be economic to

18 reserve firm transmission over a long period of time. From the purchaser's

19 perspective, one product is not substitutable for the other.

20 Q. Please describe the relevant geographic market for non firm transnussion

21 services.

22 A. The relevant geographic market is the area in which there are close

23 substitutes for non Erm transmission senices. The relevant geographic

24 market includes the territory of those utilities which have direct
25 interconnections with the proposed mergir.g companies. The same rational

26 for including the territory of utilities which are directly interconnected in the

27 relevant market for firm transmission applies in determining the utilities to

28 be included in the relevant market for non firm transmission. The relevant

29 geographic market for firm transmission services is depicted in
30 Exhibit (PE2).
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1 Q. .What data did you use to mecsure the control that each utility may exercise
2 over transmission services?

3 A. The best measure of control is the quantity of service which the utility can
4 disrupt. To measure this ;ontrol, I totaled the thermal capacities of the tie
5 line interconnections which each utility controls. Because the interconnections

6 are between utilities, each of the utilities has the ability to block the flow of
7 power. This dual control reflects the bilateral nature of any exchange. In
8 calculating the HHI for firm transmission, I included the thermal capacity of

; exclusively owned interconnections only. The thermal capacity of third party9

10 interconnections is excluded since any one of the owners can block a firm sale '

11 over a third party interconnection.' In calculating the HHI for non firm
12 transmission, I included, the thermal capacity of all interconnections, in the

.

13' relevant market. De thermal capacity of third party interconnections is
14 included because no owner of the joint facility can block a non firm sale
15 to which it is not a party.

16 Q. _ Please present a hypothetical example of the above discussion.

.17 A. Figure 1 below depicts a hypothetical structure.
18 RGURE1

!

Utuity A

(Mer5ed Company)

@0
L

.

''

Utility B @_ Utility C @ Utility D
.

2 3

,

Utility E @ Utility F
_
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1 For the purpose of this hypothetical, assume that interconnections 1 through
2 5 have no third party participation. Assurne interconnection 6 is jointly
3 owned by utilities A, B and C. Utility C is in the relevant geographic market
4 because it is directly interconnected with Utility A (the merged company).
5 If the merged company increased its rates, Utility C could use
6 interconnections 2,3 and 4 alternatives. The HHI will reflect Utility C's
7 alternatives when measuring the merged company's control over the relevant

8 market.

9 Q. Please continue discussing how you measured the level of concentration,
10 detailing how the HHI is calculated.

11 A. The H.HI postulates a link between market share and performance by
12 indexing the sum of the squared market shares of the firms in the market:

13 HHI = r S,3, for i = 1 to N, where S is the market share of the i.th firmi

14 and N is the total number of firms in the market.
15 Q. How are the results analyzed?

16 A. The value of the HHI declines as the number of firms increase or the industry
17 becomes more uniform in size. The index will range from 0, a perfectly
18 competitive market, to 10,000, a perfect monopoly (100 ). The application2

19 of the HHI reDects the increase in concentration due to a merger as well as
20 the post merger level of concentration. The table below summarizes the U.S.

21 Justice Department's guidelines for interpreting the results.

22
23 U.S. DEPARTMENT of JUSTICE MERGER GUIDELINES,
24 CHALLENCEABLE LEVELS OF CONCENTRATION
25

26 Post-Mercer HHI
27 Increase Lov Moderate High
28 in HHI (Below 1000) (1000-1800) (Above 1800)

29 Below
30 so Accepe Accept Accept
31 50 100 Accept Accept Challengw
32 Above 100 Accept Challenge Challenge
33

_
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1 Source: Derived from the text in U.S. Department of Justice Merger
2 cuidelines (1984), reprinted in 2 Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) No. 1169
3 (Spec. Supp. June 14, 1984), p. 5

4 Q. What are the results of the HHI analysis in this case for the firm transmission

5 market?

6. A. The proposed merger between KPL and KGE will result in significant
7 increase in market concentration.'

8 The calculated HHI for the firm transmission market based upon each
9 company on a stand alone basis is: 1207

10 The calculated HHI for the firm transmission market as a measure of
11 concentration with the merged company is: 1472

12 Q. Please provide your interpretation of these results.

13 A. Applying the Merger Guidelines, the effect of the proposed merger on firm
14 transmission falls into the " challenge" category. To verify this, note that the
15 increase in the HHI due to the proposed merger is: 1473 - 1214 = 259. This
16 places the increase in the bottom row of the table. The post merger HHI is
17 between 1,000 and 1,800, so this calculated HHI falls in the middle column
18 of the table.

19 Q. What are the results of the HHI analysis in this case for the non firm
20 transmission market?

21 A. The proposed merger, between KPL and KGE will result in significant
22 increase in market concentration.5

23 The calculated HHI lor the non firm transmission market based upon each
24 company on a stand alone basis is: 1015

'25 The percentage of the total thermal capacity which sach utility in the
26 relevant market controls is presented in Exhibit (PE3).

27 5

The percentage of the total thermal capacity which each utility in the
28 relevant market controls is presented in Exhibit (PE4).
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1. The calculated HHI for the non firm transmission market as a measure of
2 concentration with the merged company is: 1177

3. Q. Please interpret the non firm results.
4 A. . Applying the Merger Guidelines, the effect of the proposed merger on non. -

5 firm transmission falls into the ' challenge" category. To verify this, note that
6 the increase in the HHI due to the proposed merger is: 1155 985 = 170, i

7 This places the increase in the bottom row of the table. The post. merger
8 HHI is between 1,000 and 1,800, so this calculated HH1 falls in the middle
9 column of the table.

10 Q. Based upon the calculated HHrs alone, should the proposed merger be
11 denied on the grounds that it is anti competitive?
12 A. No.' The computed indices indicate only that the proposed merger r: quires
13 further analysis to determine the competitive impact.
14 ' . O. Since the HHPs indicate there is a need for further analysis, what do you.

15 propose as the next step?

16 A. I propose that the case of entry by a potentially competing firm be analyzed.
17 If a firm can easily enter the market and effectively keep the merged firms
18- from earning above normal profits, the post tnerger market must be
19 considered to be competitive even if the HHI indicates an increase in market -1

20' concentration.

21. Q.. WhatL have you concluded .with regard to the case of entry into the
22 transmission market in Kansas?

23|.A.. Kansas ' utilities have been relatively successful at securing the regulatory!
24~ approval for new transmission facility construction. This success- would
25 ' indicate that entry is relatively easy. However, this success must be tempered

.
26 with the realization that these lines were not considered redundant. The new

U
27 lines were not constructed in order to foster a more competitive environment. .

i-- 28- The Comminion has recently denied the construction of a natural gas
U 29- pipeline where the existing pipeline was able to supply the demanded level
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1 of natural gas, even though the applicant wished to construct a redundant
2 pipeline in order to foster a more competitive emironment.'
3 Q. What do you conclude from the predicted increase in market concentration
4 in both firm and- non firm transmission markets, and the fact that the

-5 Commission has rejected applications for new facilities which are planned to
6 enhance competition?

7 A. I conclude that the proposed merger will harm competition. There will be a
8 significant increase in market concentration such that the merged company
9 can promote the sale of its own capacity and energy to the detriment of all

10 Kansas ratepayers. Furthermore, because of the Commission's past policy
'

11 with regard to redundant facility construction, the increase in concentration
12 is expected to be a permanent increase.

13 O. If the HHI calculations above had resulted in an " accept" classification, would
14 you still have concerns that the merger is anti competitive?
15 A. Yes, as computed the HHI analysis buttresses the previous argument that the
16 proposed merger is anti competitive. The HHI calculations measure only the
17 extent to which direct control over facilities may result in indirect influence
18 over the market. The calculations do not reflect the possibility that some of
19 the facilities which the merged company will directly control may create a
20 " bottleneck" resulting in the merged company having even more control over
21 the market than is reflected by the HHI. If the HHI calculations had resulted
22 in an " accept," the merged company still would be able to control transmission
23 sales between the eastern border and the western portion of the state. This
24 direct control over the " bottleneck" could result in harm to the public interest.
25 Q. Does this conclude your testimony?,

26 - A. Yes, it does.

!

27 ' Docket No. 169,336 U,
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Exhibit (PE3)
. Below are the percentage of total thermal capabilities of tie line interconnections

between utilities which are not third party interconnections and which are directly
interconnected with either KPL or KGE.

KGE KPL KGE.KPL
Stand Alone Merced

Kansas Gas and Electric 7.09 %

Kansas Power and Light 9.03 % 12.93 %

Kansas City Power and Light 18.55 % 19.25 %
Empire District Electric 5.07 % 5.26 %
Missouri Public Service 6.33 % 6.57 %
Centel 3.07 % 3.19 %

Oklahoma Gas and Electric 21.41 % 22.22 %

Public Service of Oklahoma 14.04 % 14.58 %
Midwest Energy 1.55 % 1.61 %

Omaha Public Power District 11.55 % 11.99 %
Sunflower 2.31 % 2.40 %

,
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Exhibit (PE4)
Below are the percentage of total thermal capabilities of the all tie line
interconnections between utilities which are directly interconnected with either KPL

or KGE.

KGE KPL KGE KPL
Stand Alone Merged

Kansas Gas and Electric 7.46 %

Kansas Power and Light 7.54 % 11.60 %

Kansas City Power and Ught 13.94% 14.50 %

Empire District Electric 3.41 % 3.54 %

Missouri Public Service 5.00 % 5.20 %

Union Electric 8.93 % 9.29 %

Associated Electric Cooperatives 16.50 % 17.16 %

Cente1 2.%% 2.15 %

Oklahoma Gas and Electric 14.38 % 14.% %

Public Service of Oklahoma 10.42 % 10.83 %

Midwest Energy 1.04 % 1.08 %

Omaha Public Power District 7.76 % 8.07 %

Sunflower 1.55 % 1.61 %

.
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1 O. Please state your name and business addressc

2 A. . Adam H. Gatewood,1500 Arrowhead, Topeka, Kansas,
f

3 Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?
4- A. I am employed by the Kansas Corporation Commission (Commission) as a
5 Senior Financial Economist.

6 O. What is your educational background?

7 A. I graduated som Washburn University in 1987 with a B.A. in Economics.

8- Q. What is the scope of your testimony? h
- 9 - A. My testimony addresses the foDowing subjects: 1) the calculation of !

10 appropriate returns on equity (ROE) for Kansas Power & Light (KPL) and
11. Kansas Gas & Electric (KGE) as stand alone companies; 2) the resulting

-12 changes in equity costs if the merged company's debt is downgraded after the
13 merger; and 3) an investigation of issues surrounding KPL's issuance of debt

'

14' under K.S.A. 666-125.

15 O. Please define return on equity.-
16 A. ~ :In'a regulatory setting, return on equity is the return the company is allowed
17 to earn on that portion ofits capital provided by common stock investors. In
18 . my. testhnony ROE, cost of equity, K , and an investor's required return are
19 synonymous.

"
' 20 O. 'What are the reasons for performing an ROE analysis for this docket?

,

- 21 A. The reasons for performing an ROE analysis aret 1) the cost of equity will
22 bs used by Staff Witnesses to calculate a discount rate to evaluate the merger
23 savings; 2) the ROE for KPL stand alone will serve as a base to determine
24 the change in ROE that could occur if the merged company's credit rating is
25 ~ downgraded from AA to BBB. .

26 Q. How is the ROE analysis in this case different from an ROE analysis
'

,

!

27 performed in a routine rate case?.

I

= 28 ; A. Tbe ROE's that I develop in my analysis of this' application serve as inputs
~ ;

into other Staff Witnesses' analyses and evaluations of the proposed merger.-29

30 I am not recommending that- the-Commission adopt the ROE's in my
31 testimony as authorized ROE's for the two companies.
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1 Q. W_ hat are the results of your cost of equity analyses for the two companies?
-2 A. As shown on schedule AHG 1, the cost of equity for KGE as a stand.alone
3 company is 13.22% Schedule AHG 2 shows that the cost of equity for KPL
4 as a stand alone company is .12.11%. Schedule AHG 4 contains the-
5 calculations for the merged company. If the merged company maintains an
6 AA- credit rating, KPL's current credit rating, its ROE should be
7 approximately 12.75% If the merged company is downgraded to a BBB,
8 KGE's current credit rating, the merged company's cost of equity could rise
9 to - 12.88%.

10 Q. How did you estimate the cost of common equity for KPL and KGE?
11 A. - I used a discounted cash flow (DCF) model to estimate the cost of common
12 equity for KPL stand alone and KGE stand alone. The DCF model is the
13 standard model used by the Commission to determine the required return on

.14 equity for jurisdictional utilities.

15 - O. Why is the DCF model a reliable estimator for the cost of equity?
_

16 . A. The DCF model is a reliable estimator for the cost of equity because it: 1)
17 incomorates forward looking growth rates; 2) utilizes direct input from the
18 market participants via stock prices used in the dividend yield; and 3) takes
19 into account the time value of money.
20 Q. - Could you explain the underlying rationale of the DCF model? .
21 . A.- The DCF model is based on the assumption that when investors purchase a
22 -stock, they; are purchasing its stream of future dividends. Because the ;

23 dividends _ are received in the future, the time value of money must be
24- - considered. 'Iherefore the price of the-stock is equal-to the discounted,

25- stream of dividends that the investor expects to receive.

26_ O. Please explain the how the concept of risk pertains to an investor's required
L 27= return on equity.-

h . 28 A. Investors demand compensation for putting their capital at risk. The return
29 they have the opportunity to earn on a given investment must be positively

.

230 correlated with the risk of that investment. An example of this concept is the
~31 difference in possible returns between investing in a-passbook account and

Gatewood-2
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1 investing in common stocks. An investor in common stocks bears the risk
2 oflosing his/her principle if the price of the stock falls. His risk is the basis
3 for him/her demanding an opportunity to earn a higher return on stocks than
4 he/she would be guaranteed to earn on the passbook. Thus, the common,

5 stock investor requires an opportunity to earn a return commensurate with
6 the amount of risk associated with a particular stock.
7 The discount rate the investor applies to the stream of future dividends
8 in a DCF model is determined by the investor's perception of risks associated
9 with the investment. The perceived risk and te discount rate are positively

10 correlated. As the risk perceived by the investor increases, so will the
11 discount rate the investor applies to the stream of future dividends. As this
12 discount rate increases, the price that the investor is willing to pay for the
13 stream of future dividends, the price of the stock, decreases.
14 Q. Please describe this concept in mathematical terms.
15 A. The mathematical equation of the concept I described is shown below:

16 P = [D /(1+ K,)) + [D /(1 + K )3] + [D /(1 + K,)3] * """" [D /(1+ K,)*]o i 2 r 3

17 waere.

18 - D, = dividends from time period N
-19 P = price of the stocko

20 K, = the discount rate (also known as the investor's required
21 return or the cost of equity to the company)

22
In its basic form shown above, the analyst must estimate each year's

23 dividend. In a more realistic approach, the analyst assumes that disidends
24 grow at a constant rate (g).

25 . P = [(D (1+g))/(1+ K,)] + [(D (1+g)2)f(1,g,)2] + [(D (1+g)3)/(1+ K,)3]o o o o
'

26 + ........... [(D (1 + g)*)/(1 + K,)*]o

|

| * v.- .% , ,
,
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1 If it is assumed that K, is greater than g, the equation reduces to a
-

-2 more manageable form. This is certainly a reas,onable assumption because 4

3 a prudent investor would expect a return greater than the growth rate of the
4= company's dividends,

5 Po = [D (1+g)) / (K,.g)
-

o

.

6-

From this form it is possible to solve.for K,, the return required by
7 investors to warrant supplying capital to the company.

>

8 Ki = (DgP ) + go ,

.

9. - The DCF model in the above form is composed of two parts. "D/P "
.

o
- -10 - is the stock's projected dividend yield, that part of an investor's total return
-11 derived from future dividend, payments. The second part, "g", is the
12 ' forecasted growth rate for the company's dividends.
13 ; Q, How can you be certain that the return on equity derived through the'DCF
14; model is sufficient to attract investors' capital? '

15 - A.- .We can conclude that investors are sufficiently compensated for the risks-

16 associated with a particular stock because the DCF model uses the stock's
-

17L price as a direct input from the market participants to calculate the cost of
18 ' equity. As noted earlier in my testimony, the dividend yield is one component
19 - of the DCF model and is calculated using the market price of the stock The
20| prices of stocks should reflect all of the information available to investors at
21 that time, Investors will change the price they believe fairly compensates
22 - them as the risks associated with that particular stock and,-thus, the dividend

-23' yield of the stock will adjust accordingly.
24 Q. Is the information necessary for the DCF model readily available?

.25 A. Yes, for a publicly held company, the information necessary to calculate the
26 divide.2d yield and the growth rate can be found in financial publications such
27- as Value-Une Investment survey (Value.Une),

Gatewood-4
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1 Q. In this case, how was the first part of the DCF equation, the dividend yield.
2 determined for the two stand alone companies, KPL and KGE?
3 A. For KPL and KGE as stand alones, the projected annual dividend payment
4 was divided by the stock's closing price on June 30,1990. The projected
5 quarterly dividends and the stock prices for the stand alone companies, KPL
6 and KGE, appear on Schedules AM 1 and AHG 2 respectively.
7 Q. Why did you choose June 30,19907

8 A. To determine the cost of equity for the two stand alone companies prior to
9 the effects of the proposed merger and Kansas City Power & Light's (KCPL)

10 unsolicited bid for KGE, I selected June 30,1990 as the date frors which to
11 gather information. The use of this date permits me to eliminate the effects
12 that both the current and KCPL merger proposals have had on the
13 companies' stock prices. The only way of eliminating the effects of these
14 proposals is to use a time period prior to the offers. As I noted earlier in my
15 testimony, the cost of equity for the two individual stand alone companies
16 prior to the merger is the base from which to evaluate the possible change
17 in the cost of equity for the merged company.
18 Q. What is the significance of using projected dividends in the calculation of the
19 dividend yield?

20 A. Because it is the future dividends, the benefits that he/she expects to receive
21 if the investor purchases the stock, that concern the investor. Projected
22 dividends must be used in the calculation of the dividend yield,
23 Q. Could you discuss the forecasted growth rate, the second component of the
24 DCF model?

25 A. The "g" component of the equation is the analyst's forecast for the company's
26 dividend growth rate. In order to estimate the future growth rate of the
27 company's dividends, I calculated its growth rates for dividends, earnings, and
28 intrinsic growth. Intrinsic growth is the return the co any earns on its book
29 value multiplied by the percentage of its earnings that it does not pay out in
30 dividends, but instead retains within the company.
31 Q. What was the source for your information?

Gatewood 5
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1 A.- The historic and projected grnwth rates in my analysis were calculated using
2 data from the April 20,1990 edition of Value f Jne. This was the most recent
3 edition published prior to June 30,1990.
4 Q. Should an analyst consider projected or historic growth rates or both when
5 valuing a stock?

6 A. When determining c company specific ROE, as I have done for KPL and
7 KGE, the analyst must examine the circumstances of the company to
8 determine the appropriate time perspective. If the analyst believes that the
9 future for the company will closely mirror the past; both historic and

10 projected growth rates should be used to calculate the dividend growth rate.
11 If past events have affected a company financially that are not expected to
12 occur again in the foreseeable future, the analyst should not use historie
13 growth rates because they will not accurately reflect investors' expectations.
14 Q. What time perspective did you use for KPL's growth rates?
15 --A. .As of June 30,'1990, there was no indication that KPL's future would be
16 substantially| different from Its recent past, in which the company
17 demonstrated steady growth. In addition, the average of the forecasted and
18 historic growth rates for KPL are very similar (schedule AHG 2). For that
19 reason I used historic and projecteo data from Wlue Line to calculate the
20 growth rate of KPL's dividends.

21 .- Q. What time perspective did you use for KGE's growth rates?
22 A. KGE requires different treatment than KPL, After the construction of the:
23 Wolf Creek Nuclear Power Plant,'KGE's dividend was cut in half. Thus, its
24 historic dividend growth rate is negative. KPL's response to data request
25 number S-496 indicates that nel:her company (KPL and KGE) contemplates
26 . adding base-load generating capacity through the end of the century. This
27

statement is an additional indication that KGE's foreseeable future will be
28 different than its recent past. Because KGE's recent past differs substantially
29 from the foreseeable future and no additional generation is expected to be
~30 constructed in the future, I used only Value Line projected data when
31 calculating its growth rate.
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1 " ' O. .Why do you average the growth rates for the company's earnings, dividends,
21 and intrinsic growth, if the DCF model only requires the growth rate of the
3 company's dividends per share (g)? -

.4 A. In the long run, dividends cannot grow at a rate greater than that of earnings
5- - because it would eventually deplete the company's assets. In the short run,
6 the two growth rates can diverge without hamiing the company. The average

.7 .of these growth rates provides a better forecast of the long run dividend
8 growth rate than any of the individual forecasts, because in the long run the

,

9 dividend growth rate will equal the growth rate of the earnings that are used i

10 to support the. dividends.~ The growth rates for each company appear in
11 Schedules AHG 1 and AHG 2.'
12 Q. - How did you calculate the ROE's for KPL and KGE as stand alone
13 companies? '

14 ' A. Schedule AHG 3 contains the actual equation used to calculate each-

15 company's cost of equity. This equation differs from the DCF equation.
116 ' derived earlier in that it calculates the investor's return as though_ he/she
17. reinvested the quarterly dividends at his/her required rate of return (K,). For :

11 8 this reason, the DCF model in Schedule AHG 3 is an iteration; the product
19 of the equation goes back into the equation. The final result is the product
20 - of hundreds of recalculations performed by a computer.

-

21 Q.- Are there additional costs associated with_ equity Snancing?

112 L A. Yes, w arrive at the cost of common equity an adjustment must be made to -
-23 : include the Dotation costs associated with issuing common equity-- These
24 costs, price pressures resulting from the increased supply of stock available
25 in the market, legal and advisory fees, reduce the proceeds from the sale of
26,

stock. ~A study entitled, " Total Flotatio~n Costs for Electric Company Equity
27:

.
Issues," by Victor M..Borun.and Susan Malley (Public Utility Fortnightly;

28 February 20,1986), established the everage Dotation cost for common stock -
29 ; issued by an electric public utility at 5.5% of the total amount of the issuance.

.

:30- This.is' a standard adjustment I make when determining.a utility's cost of
31- equity. A company's common equity consists of common stock and retained

Gatewood-7
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1 earnings. This adjustment is only made for the common stock portion of
2 common equity because there is no flotation cost associated with the retained

3 earnings portion of common equity,

4 ' ANALYSIS OF THE MERGED COMPANY' S ROE
5 Q. Did you estimate the cost of equity for the merged company?
6 . A. Yes. Schedule AHG-4 contains the calculations for my estimate.
7 Q. Please describe this calculation.

8 A. The merged company ROE is a weighted average of KPL's and KGE's
-

9 ROE's. I first added together the total capitalization of KPL and KGE, and
10 _then I calculated the percentage that each company contributed to the total
11 capitalization of the merged company. Each company's ROE was multiplied
12 by its weighing factor. The two weighted ROE's were summed to calculate
13 the merged company's ROE. I used this method because nach' company
14 brings with it, into the merged conipany, a certain amount of risk. The
15 ROE's calculated for each company compensate the investon for taose risks.

~

16 The weighing of the ROE's by capital structure insures that dhe M < for the
17 merged company is commensurate with the overall risk of the merged
18 company.

.

19 CHANGE IN CREDir RNITNG
20- Q. Have you performed ~ an _ analysis to -estimate the effects of a credit
21 downgrading on the merged company?
22 A. Yes, I have,

23 Q. Why are you concerned with the possibility of a downgrading of the merged
-24 company's debt?

! 25 A. The effects of this merger on the financial health of the merged company are
L 26 acertain. These effects will remain uncertain until some time after the
!

various regulatory agencies determine the appropriate regulatory treatment

of the Applicants' merger proposals, assuming the merger is approved. While
L I am not predicting what effect specific regulatoy treatment of the merger

Gatewood-8
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_ l' ;. proposals will have on the merged company's bond ratings, it is important for
2: the Commission to be' informed of the effect any downgrading in bond rating

'

3 could have on the merged company.
4 Q.~ Could you describe the different ratings categories for corporate debt?-

.5 A Standard & Poor's is one of several well known credit rating agencies.
6- - Standard & Poor's ratings range from AAA, the highest quality, to D,' for

L7 'those compadles in default of payments. AAA, AA, A, and BBB are
n '8: " investment grade" because the financial condition of the companies is such

-

9- that investors expect to receive both interest and principal payments.-

110 . O.- - -What are KPL's and KGE's current credit ratings?
11 A. .KPL is rated AA, and KGE is rated BBB. Both are investment grade ratings.
12 Q., _What is the primary concern of the agencies when assigning credit ratings?

- 13 A. The primary concern of the rating agencies is the company's ability to make
;

14 ' timely interest and principal payments to bondholders.

15 - Q. Why is a utility's cost of equity affectcd by a change in its credit rating?
'

'

15 LA. . EAs 1 explained earlier in my testimony, the return required by investors is j

'171 positively correlated to'the amount of risk involved in the investment.
118.- .Whereas stockholders are concerned about security of future earnings leading : *

|19 ' toidividends growth, bond bolders are concerned about the ability _ of the
20 1 company to meet its interest and principal obligations, which are ultimately

4, 21 tied to earnings and cash flow, relative to the. amount of debt.- These-
;22 concerns overlap in that a change in earnings will affect bondholders via cash

<

t

J23 .- flow to cover interest obligations and stockholders via dividend growth. This
24' overlap leads to a sintilar reaction, by both-equity .and bond investors, to-

_

|15 changes in the cotapany's financial health as reflected by a change in.the
1

26; credit rating 4f the company. Both categories ofinvesors will demand an
:27 ' increase in their return.

[ ~281 Q. ^ What are the results of your ardysis?
'

[29< A.
.

In the event of a down' grade to a BT'B company, the mergeJ company. can
130 expect a 2.68% increase injits required return on equity. As shown on-

31 Schedule AHG 4, this change would cause the ROE to increase to 12.88%
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1 O. How did you perform your analysis?
2 A. First, I sorted the electric utility companies listed in Value.Line by bond
3 rating and I excluded all of the companies with recer dividend cuts or no
4 dividends. Second,I separated the AA and the BBB rated companies from
5 this group. I chose these credit groups because KPL currently has a AA and
6 KGE has a BBB rating. Third, I performed a DCF analysis on each company
7 in the two groups. Schedules AHG 5 and AHG 6 show the dividend yields,
8 growth rates, ROES, and average ROES for the two groups of companies.
9 Q. Why did you exclude from the AA and BBB sample groups of companies,

10 those companies not paying dividends and those who recently cut dividends?
11 A. I removed these companies because as of June 30,1990, both companies paid
12 dividends on their common stock. Additionally, as part of the Merger
13 Agreement contain:d in KPL's Application, KPL has committed to
14 maintaining an annual dividend of $1.80 per share.
15 Q. Did you perform this DCF analysis in the same manner as the KPL and KGE

16 stand alone DCF's?
17 A. Yes, the concept is the same for these analyses. For the AA and the BBB
18 companies I used the dividend yields end growth rates reported in hine
19 Ling. The growth rates on Schedules AHG-5 and AHG-6 are the average of
20 the companies' projected growth rates for earnings and dividends.
21 Q. Having determined the P.OE's for both the 'AA' and 'BBB' companies what
22 was the next step?

23 A. I subtracted the average ROE for the AA rated compand from the average
24 ROE for the BBB companies and divided the result b' the average of the AA
25 companies. 'nds result is the change in ROE that could be expected if the
26 merged company is down graded.

27 FINANCING APPROVAL
28 Q. Did KPl. provide Staff with the information required by K.S.A. 566-125?
29 A. Yes, KPL did provide the information in response to a data request issued
30 by Staff. K.1A. 666-125 requires that a utility company entering into a credit

Gatewood-10
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I agreement provide in its application: 1) the amount and character of the
2 proposed debt; 2) the general purposes for which the funds will be used; 3)
3 the terms of the credit agreem> v 4 ' the total assets and liabilities of the
4 firm; and 5) s wtement affinnir .: the Commission that the capital sought
5 to be secured is necessary and regt ' red for such pc oses and will be used
6 therefore.

7 Q. What is the amount and character of KPL's proposed debt?
'

8 A. The credit agreements with Chemical Bank (collectively referred to as the
9 Credit Agreements) are for up to $600,003,000 and consist of a Senior Term

10 Loan Facility (Term Loan) of no more than 5500,000,000 and a Senior
11 RevoMng loan Facility (Revolving Loan) of no more than $100,000,000 plus
12 the amount by which the Term Loan is less than 5500,000,000.

13 Q. For what purpose will the funds from the Credit Agreements be used?
14 A. The Term loan will be combined with KPL common stock to purchase the
15 shares of KGE common stock. The RevoMng Loan will be drawn down as
16 needed to meet the working capital requ!rements of the merged company.
17 Q. What are the terms of the Credit Agreements?
18 A. The Term Loan will mature on the fifth annhersary of its closing date and
19 will be amortized in five equal installments, each equal to 20% of the original
20 principal amount. The first of the five payments is due 18 months after the
21 closing date. The remaining four are due annually thereafter and on the final
22 maturity date. The RevoMng Loan will mature on the fifth anniversary of
23 its closing date.

24 The interest rate for the Credit Agreements will be tied to the London
25

Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) or the Alternative Base Rate (ABR). The
26 LIBOR method calls for an additional spread depending on the credit rating
27 of KPL The ABR is the highest of Chemical Bank's Prime Rate, the Federal
28 Funds Effective Rate plus one half of one percent, and the Base Certificate
29 of Deposit Rate plus one percent.

30 The lcterest rate for the Credit Agreements will not be known until
31 the closing date. KPL stated in its answer to data request number S 122, if

Gatewood 11
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1 KPL had closed the deal on January 10, 1991, it could have borrowed at
I

i 2 interest rates as low as 7.81% by choosing the One Month UBOR option.
-3 By choosing the Three . Six Month UBOR term at that time the interest rate,

'
4 would have been approximately 7.94%,

4
5 'The Credit Agreements are secured by KPUs Srst mortgage bonds, and

!_ 6 the issued and outstanding stock of the surviving corporation in the inerger. :

7 Q. Do you have any concerns about the Credit Agreement?
r

'
8 A. Yes. As I mentioned earlier one of the key elements of the Credit

t

9 Agreement, the interest rate, is not finalized. Assur. ting all necessary
10 regulatory approvals are obtained for KPL and KGE to complete the merger,

,

11 'It is uncertain how much time will pass between when the Commission >

;- 12 approves the merger and when all other necessary approvals are completed.
13 During this interim period the interest rate may fluctuate significantly.,

14- Because the interest rate is an essential element of the credit agreement, the
e 15 Commission should not ultimately approve the Credit Agreernent until the

' nterest rate can be estimated more accurately..16 i
,

17 Q. Does that conclude your testimony?
i 18 A. Yes.

,

1

s

1
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Schedule AHO 1

*
i

Discounted Cash Flow Model

Docket No.: 174.155 U
-

Date Purchased: 30 Jun 90
Date Sold: 29 Jun 91
Days Held: 364

.

.

i
Company Ncme: Kansas Gas & Electric Cornpany

.

Payment Ex Dividend '

Dividends Time Date - Date
Divl 0,430s 0.761 28 Sep 90 4 Sep 90-
Div2 0.460s - 0.500 31 Dec 90 4 Dec.90
Div3 0.460s 0.253 30 Mar 91 4 Mar 91Div4 .0.460# 0.003 30 Jun 91 4 Jun 9.1

-

Pdce * $20.50
Growth Rate 3.55 %

. Dividend Yle!d 9.24 %
.

"

Breakdown of Cost of
Common Eculty* Equity

Unadjusted - 12.79% . 23.00% 2.94 %
Adjusted 13.35 % 77.00 %- 10.28 % 13.22 % '

__

'from DR #359 ~

.

e

.

h , - - - -

i

!

|
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Schedule AHO 3
!

'

Discounted Cash Flow Model

Docket No.: 174,155 U
Date Purchased: 30-Jun 90
Date Sold: 29 Jun 91
Days Held: 364,

Company Name: Kansas Power & Light Company
,

Payment Ex Dividend
DMdends Time Date Date~

Divl 0.450s 1.006 2.Jul 90 30.May 90
.

Div2 0.450e 0.753 10ct 90 30 Sep 90"

Div3 0.450e 0.49.; 2 Jan 91 30 Nov 91
,

Div4 0.450; 0.333 1 Mar 91 28 Jan 91Price $22,25
Growth Rate 3.18 %
DMdend Yield * 8.70%

Breakdown of Cost of
,

Common Eaulty* Equity
Unadjusted 11.88 % 58.00% 6.89 %
Adjusted 12.42 % 42.00% 5.22 % 12.11 %

'From DR #10 '

.

f

1

i
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Schedule AHG.3

1

Disenunted rath Mows Medeh

{ (ID (Kd^@)) + ID (Ed^@)] + [U (Kd^@)] +i 2 3

[D (Kd^m))) /Po) + g = Kg4

Discounted Cath Mows Mndel Adiunted for Issuance Costs-
(([D (Kd^m)) + [D (Kd^m)) + (D (KdNT3)] +i 2 3 r

[D (KdAU4))) / [Po(1 055))) + g e Kg4

Ds = quarterly dividends fnxn time period N
Po = cunent market price of the stock
Kg = the discount rate also known as the investors' required return
T = time period for reinvestment of dividends
g = projected growth rate ofdividends-

>

>

E!
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Schedule AHO-4

Estimated Gianges in Costs of Equity For
Kansas Power & Light Company Before and After the Merger

" total Capitalit.ation of the Merged Company

KGE $1,765.233,298 $7.97%
KPL $1.2R0,0f@ 5 42 OM

$ 3,N5.300.243

Cost of Equity for the Merged Company Assuming ,:A Credit Rating

Cost of Weighted
Equity Weighting Cost

KOE 13.22 % $7.97% 7.66 %
KPL 12.)1% 42.03 % $(#%

12.75 %
-

i

Cost of Equity for the Merged Ce pany Assuming BBB Credit Rating

AA DBB Diff % increr,e
Cost of Equity | 10.82 % 11.11 % 0.29 % 2 t,8%

Cost of Equity for KPL Merged Company

KPL Cost of Equity 12.11 %
Ineresse in Cost Assuming Downgrating to BBB I.026!,
KPL Cost of Equity Auuming
Dawngrxiing to BBB 12.43 %

Cost of Weightat
Equity Weighting Cost

KOE 13.22 % 57.97 % 7.66 %
KPL 12.43 % 42.0M 5.22 %

CL.4 of Equi y to the Merged Companyt

Assuming a Downgrading to BBE 12,88 %
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Schedule AHG $

Capital Costs for AA Rated Electric Utilities

Dividend Dividend Retum on
Comnany Yield Growth Rate Ecutty,

Balumore Gas & Dectne llGE 7.20% 5.(U% 12.20 %
Cik:orpInc. CER 7.C0% 2.00 % 9.00 %
Consolidaad Edison ED 7.80 % 5.00% 12.80 %
Duke Power DUh' 5.90 % 5.50% 11.40%

florida Pmeress FTC 7.10% MOS 10fo%
Haw 7nuan Sectne HE 6.50% 4.00% 10.50 %
lows . Ill Oa. & Dectric IWO 7.80% 2.00% 9.80%
[PALCO Enterpnsea IP1- 730% 3.50% 10.80 %
Kentucky Utilities KU 7.40%, 3.50% 10.90 %
Jp,iitville Oss & Deetric LGE 7 40% 2 00% 9 40%
Nonhern States Nrrer NSP 6.60% 4.50% 11.10 %
OLlahoma Gas & Dectric OGE 7.00 % 4.(O% 11.00 %
Orange & Rocklami Utilities ORU 7.50 % 3.50% 11.00%
Potorna: Dectrx Power POV 7.10 % 6.50% 1310%
San Diego Ons & Deetric SDO 6 30% 2 (n% R 30g,
SCE Corp SCE 6.90% 3.50% 10.40 %
Southwest Public Service SPS 7.70 % 2.50% 10.20 %
Teco Energy TE 5.70% 6.00% 11.70 %

Averages 7.08 % 3.71 % 10.82 %

I

_ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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f- Schedule AHO.6
'

I

Capital Costs for BBB Rated Electric Utilities-

Dividend Dividend Retum on
.

1-
..-

Cornreny Ylend Orowth Rast Ecultv;
Boston Edison 85E 7.90 % 3.50 % 11,40 %} Cental Hudson CNH 7.90% 3.50% 11.40 %!
Cents! Maine - C'!? 8.30% 3.50% 11.80 %) Cireinnatl Gas & Electrie CTN 8,0% 2.5% 10,50 %
Commonwealth Edtson - CWE 8.80 % 2.50 % 11.30 %

-

4 Detroit Edison DTE 7.20% 4.50% 11.70 %
.. DQB lac. DQE 6.20% 5.50 % 11.70 %
| Houarm Industrie: HOU 93M 1.N% 1030%,i Montana Power MTP 7.20% 3.5%- 10.70 %

New York Staae Enocric & Oa NOE - 8.30% 2.0% 10.30 %
Penn Power A Light PPL 7.0 % 3.50% 10.50 %

.,

Rochener Oas & Electric RGS 8.5 % 3.50% 17.00 %

*

'Iexas Uullties TXU 9.30% 1.50 % 10.80 %j ;

i Averages 7.88 % 3,23% 11.11 %'

Source: Vdue.Line Investment Setey
,
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la & Matter of the Apph' cation of Kaasu City Power A IJpht )
Company for Apprwal of its Acquinkion of a0 Omnes of the Capital
Stock of Kamas Om and Electnc, to Merge with Kamas DOCKET NO.
Consohdated Gas and Electric, to locur Debt Obligations, and to 172,745 U
Transfer Kansas Gas and Electric's RetaD Electric Service Authority 91.KCPE.24.Sad Mud:ipal Fr="- :

In the Matter of the Application of the Joint A of the
'

Kansas Power and 1)sht Company, KCA Corpor and Kansas
Gas and Elearic Company for Approval of the AcquisitM of AH
Qanaes of the Capital $ sock (4 Kammas Gas and Electne Company, to DOCKET NO.
Llory Kammes Oes and Elearic Campany into KCA Corporation, to 174,135 U
lacer Debt and to Tromsfer Kannes Gas and Enoctric 91.KPLE.140 S
Company Retau ric Service Authority and Municips! Prediama
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1 Q. Please state your name and business address for the record.
2 A. My name is Roben H. Glass, and my business address is 607 Blake Hall,
3 University of Kansa'., Lawrence, Kansas 66049.
4 Q. What is your empb ment?/

5 A. I am a research economist with the Institute for Public Policy and Business
6 Research (IPPBR).
7 Q. Could you please describe lppbr's mission?
8 A. IPPBR facilitates and coordinates university research in business, economics,
9 and public policy.

10 The Institute has a three. fold objective. First, the Institute performs
11 research for state and local gsvernment, the state's business community and
12

other public concerns. Second, the institute also provides, as an application
13

of this research, outreach services and information to state residents. Finally,
14 the Institute offers opportunities for university scholars to conduct basic and
15 applied research at the state and national level.
16 The Institute's research role has eganded with an increasing
17 proportion of externally funded projects. Current projects include economic
15 impact studies, community databases, population projections, evaluation ofjob
19

training in the state, state economic forecasting using econometric and activity
20 analysis models, and research for the Kansas Legislature.
21 Q. Please outline your educational qualifications.
22 A. I graduated from Baker University, Baldwin City, Kansas with Bachelor of
23 Arts degree in 1%9. From 1975 to 1978 I was a graduate student in
24 economics at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas pursuing a Masters
25 of Arts degree which I received in 1978. From 1982 to the present I have
26 been a graduate student at the University of Kansas pursuing a Ph.D. in
27 economics.

28 Q. Please outilne your professional experience.
29 A. I have worked at the University of Kansas as a research assistant and research
30

economist since 1978. From 1978 to 1984 I worked for the Institute for
; 31 Economic and Business Research (IEBR). When in 1984, IEBR merged with
!
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the Center for Public Administration to form IPPBR I continued to work for 1

2 the newly formed organization until the present. While at IPPBR have !
3 worked on the construction of the Kansas Long Term Model (KLTM), our
4 input output model, and the construction of the Kansas Econometric Model.
5 These are IPPBR's two major mathematical models for analyzing the Kansas
6 Economy. I have also created the an econometric forecasting model for
7 Northeastern Kansas that I have used to generate IPPBR's forecast for the
8 region the past three years. I have also worked on several of projects
9 designed to estimate the impact on the Kansas economy of different economic

10 phenomena. A list of the projects in which I have been involved and the
11 articles I have written is provided in my professional biography, attached.
12 O. What is the purpose of your testimony in this case?
13 A. My colleagues, Ms. Pat Oslund and Ms. Dawn McKinney, and myself have
14 investigated the effects on the Kansas economy of what we think might be the
15 major economic * shocks"i of the ruirrger of KPL and KG&E. We have
16 quantified these effects by estimatog the s:onomic impact of these shocks on
17 the Kansas economy. The results of our investigations are prosided in
18 Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix C.
19 Q. Describe what you mean by an economic impact?
20 A. When a shock hits an economy, the initial effect is usually-quantitatively
21 apparent. For example, a firm hires more people or it raises prices of its
22 product. However, if the economy is developed to any degree, this initial
23

effect leads to other effects within the economy. For example, when Boeing
24

increased its work force during the 1970's, the effect on Wichita economy 'vas
25 not just the new jobs and income created by Boeing, but also the jobs and
26 income created by the new employees when they spent their new income.
27

These secondary effects within an economy are sometimes picturesquely

28 i
An economic " shock"is an exogenous and unanticipated change.

Glaw2
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| 1 referred to as the ripple effects, ne economic impact of a shock to an
'

2 economy is both the initial effect and the secondary effects of the shock.
3 Q. Please summarize your method of study and the conclusions of your
4 investigations.

5 A. My colleagues and I modified IPPBR's KLTM so it could estimate the impact
6 on the Kansas economy of possible economic adjustments due to the
7 proposed merger of KPL and KG&E. Because of the mathematical
8 complexity of this model, we were able to estimate the secondary effects of
9 types of economic shock to the Kansas economy.

10 First, we investigated the possible effects of cutbacks of employrnent
11 and reduedons in the dispersal of wage and salary income. Second, we
12 investigated the possible effects of rate changes on the KPL and KG&E
13 service areas economies.

14 We investigated the possible effect of cutbacks of employment under
15 two different scenarios. KPL has testified that as a result of suggested
16 efficiencies from the proposed merger they would be able to reduce
17 employment and payroll. In Exhibit KPL/KGE 1, the Report on the Merger,
18 in Section VI, KPL states that a large part of the expected savings from the
19 merger would come from the eventual elimination of 403 jabs resulting in a
20 reduction of about $20,379,000 in wages and salaries. Our estimate of the
21 total primary and secondary impact on the Kansas economy of such a shock
22 would be a total loss of 782 jobs and a total reduction in Kansas wage and
23 sals.ry income of $27,400,000. See Table A at the end of my testimony.
24 The second employment cutback scenario we investigated was based
25 on the KCC staff estimate of merger efficiencies. Staff witness Mr. Elliott
26

testified that these efficiencies could result in an eventual elimination of 330
27 employment positions with a payroll reduction of about $15,419,000. Our
28 estimate of the total impact on the Kansas economy of such a shock is a loss
29 of 617 jobs and a reduction in Kansas wage and salary income of $20,800,000,
30 Again, please see Table A at the end of my tettimony,

Glass 3
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1 Based on the estimated $15,419,000 payroll reduction KPL could
| 2 achieve because of the merger, the KCC staff has estimated that the price of

3 electricity in the KG&E senice area could be reduced by approximately 1.?
4 percent. We estimated this rate decrease would result in an employment
5 increase of 72 jobs and a wage and salary increase of $3,300.000 in the
6 KG&E senice area.

7 This estimation of the economic impact of the rate change is only for
8 the KG&E senice area economy; thus, this estimate underestimates the effect

9 on the whole Kansas economy of the rate decrease. We cannot precisely
10 estimate the effect of this price change on the whole Kansas economy. But,
11 the estimate of a gain of 72 jobs and an increase in wage and salary income
12 of $3,300,000 is a lower bound for the impact of the price change on the
13 Kansas economy. We can also calculate an upper bound on the impact on
14 the whole Kansas economy by treating the impact of the price change on the
15 KG&E service area as a change in exogenous demand for the whole state,
16 and then adding the this result to the impact of the price change. This is an
17 upper bound because the KG&E senice area's secondary effects of the initial
18 price change are counted mice. The upper bound is an increase of 133 jobs
19 and an increase of Kansas wage and salary income of $4,400,000. Please
20 see Table A at the end of my testimony.
21 By using the lower and upper bound estimates of the impact of the
22 rate decrease and the estimate of the impact of the employment contraction
23 and payroll reduction, we generated lower and upper bounds of the estimated
24 net effect of the KCC staff scenario: 330 fewer employment positions,
25 $15,419,000 decline in payroll, and a 1.2 percent rate reduction in the KG&E
26 senice area. The estimated upper bound of the net effect is a loss of 484
27 jobs and a reduction of Kansas wage and salary income of $16,300,000. The
28 estimated lower bound of the net effect is a loss of 545 jobs and a reduction
29 of Kansas wage and salary income of $17,500,000,

30 Let me reiterate the assumptions concerning the rate change that
31 underlies these estimates. The lower bound assumes that the rate change

Glass 4
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1 affects only the KG&E senice area economy while the upper bound double !

2 counts the secondary effects of the rate change in the KO&E senice area,

3 economy.

4 O. Does that conclude your testimony?
'

5 A. Yes, thank you,

l
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TABLE A

The Impact on the Kansas Economy

of a Loss of 330 Jobs and Wage and Salary Income

of $15,419,000 coupled with a

of a Rate Decrease by KG&E of 1.2%

(Estimated in 1991 dollars)

Scenario: Change in Variable as a Result of the
Shock

<

Retail State
Wages 6 Sales & Income

Output Salaries Use Tax Tax'

($ mil.) ($ mil.) ($ mil.) ($ mil.) Employment
403 Jobs $33.5 .$27.4 $0.5 .$0.5 782$20.379
Vab, 6 Salary

330 Jobs 25.4 20.8 0.4 0.4 617$15.419 mil.
in Vage 6 Salary

1.2% KC&E 9.4 3.3 0.1 0.1 72Rate
Decrease:
Effect in
KOLE Service Area

1.2% KO&E 14.7 4.4 0.1 0.1 133Rate
Decrease:
Effect on
State Ecotiouy

Net Effect: 10.7 16.3 0.3 0.3 484Upper Bound

Net Effect: 16.0 17.5 0.3 0.3 545
-

Lower Bound
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ROBERT H. CLASS

University Address

Institute for Public Policy and Business Research
607 Blake Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
Phone: (913) 864 3701

Education

1982 to present, Economics Ph.D. candidate, University of
Kansas

M.A. in Economics, University of Kansas, 1970

B.A. in History, Baker University, Baldwin City, Kanses, 1969

Professional F.xperience

LL v 1978 to crementi Research Economist, Institute for Publici

Policy and Business Research (formerly Institute for Economic and Business
Research)

Major Projects

The development of the Kansas Long Ters Model (Activity Analysis
Model of the Kansas Economy): 1984 1987.

The development of the Kansas Econometric Forecasting Model:
1987 1988.

Articles and Reports

' Northeast Kansas Outlook: Growth, But Less Growth,' Fansas Business
Review (128), Winter 1990 1991.

"The Economic Effects of the 1989 Increase in the Kansas Gasoline Tax,"
}2B, Sumer 1990, with David Rearden and Dave Burress.

"The Kansas Econoisy Past and Future: The 1980's and Beyond," }2B, Spring1990.

" Northeast Kansas: Signs of a Slowdown,' 12E, Vinter 1989 1990.

* Northeast Kansas: Diversity and Development.' 12B, Vinter 1988 1989.
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*011 Prices and the Kansas Economy,' KAR, spring 1986.
l

'The Kansas Econosy,' EAR, Winter 1985 1986.
'f

'The Economic Impact of Travel to and Through the Kansas City Kansas
Area,' IEBR, gggggeh Pacara in Economlea and Businaan (M),1984, vigh
Richard Sexton.

'An Economic Analysis of a 'Make Good' Program: The Blind Vending
, Facilities Operation in Kansas,' EAR Spring 1984, with Richard Sexton, .

1/
t,

sentembiliry in the Kansas Economy,' EAR, Spring 1983, with Richard )
!

* Age Structure and the Crowth of the Kansas Economy,* EAR, Winter 1982, i

"The Economic Impact of 'The Day Atter' on the Lawrence Economy,*.EEIB, "

1982, with Richard Sexton.

"Factbook on _ the Business Sector in Kansas City, Kansas and WyandotteCounty," IEng, 1982,-

q
" Kansas Price Indexes,'_ EAR,-November 1979. I

;

'Who Pays Kansas Taxes?" Report to the Special Committee on Assessment
and Taxation, Legislative Coordinating Council, State of Kansas, November i1978, with Darwin W. Daicoff.
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